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Abstract 

The Role of Devotion (mos gus) in Tibetan Heart Essence Traditions: 

Devotional Affect and Its Relationship to Dzogchen’s Foundational 

Practices (rdzogs chen) examines how devotion, faith (dad pa), and 

awakened mind (byang chub kyi sems) function philosophically and 

epistemologically and in contemplative practices for the Nyingma (rnying 

ma) Tibetan Buddhist tradition. Specifically, this project emphasizes how 

and for what reasons reflection on refuge, awakened mind, and guru yoga 

(bla ma rnal ‘byor) in and out of contemplative practices found in Jigme 

Lingpa’s (‘jig med gling pa, 1730 – 1785) Foundational Practices (sngon 

‘gro) incorporate devotion.  

The emphasis on devotion found within these practices – as well as 

their philosophical, historical, and textual context – must be rigorously 

considered in order to fully understand the rich complexity of Foundational, 

Tantra and Great Completeness contemplative practices.   

To this end, I analyze how Longchen Rabjam’s (klong chen rab 

‘byams, 1308 – 1364) philosophical frameworks support and expand on the 

necessity for devotion. Read together, we find that these contemplative 

practices and the texts mentioned above, along with Longhenpa’s and other 

texts that thematize them, reveal a profound synchronicity between full-on 

openness to devotion and the infinitely spacious reality so central to 

Longchenpa’s vision of the Great Completeness.  

I conclude that devotion acts as a prime catalyst and an essential 

medium enabling practitioners affectively to embody and thereby becoming 

important harbingers of the desired fruits of the Great Completeness (rdzogs 

pa chen po) practice traditions.  
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Introduction: A Red Thread of Devotion 

 

Merely by practicing devotion to one’s teacher one shall easily attain 

the spiritual stages and paths. If one never departs from the thought of 

the Spiritual Master, all Fully Awakened Beings will be with you 

without any separation. 

 

- Longchen Rabjam, Relaxing in the Illusionary Nature (rdzogs pa 

chen po sgyu ma ngal gso)1 

 

Do ‘drul Chorten (Stūpa) Monastery sits upon a steep hill just beyond 

the Namgyal Institute of Tibetology in Gangtok, Sikkim. Many visitors 

circumambulate the stupa. Some carry prayer beads (malas) while others 

hold a small prayer wheel that spins in a clockwise direction. There are also 

108 larger prayer wheels (ma ni bskor) surrounding the stupa, which are 

spun by passers-by. Nuns frequently clean and light butter lamps housed in a 

small building just behind the stupa. Monks offer fire pujas just at the 

entrance of the monastery grounds. These acts are acts of devotion. Devotion 

perfumes the culture of Tibetan Buddhism. 

This monastery is the current home of the Fourth Dodrupchen Tubten 

Trinlé Pal Zangpo (thub bstan phrin las dpal bzang po, b. 1927) and 

surrounds a stūpa, which was built in 1945.2 Tubten Trinlé Zangpo is a 

 
1 Jigme Lingpa, The Great Completeness: Innermost Essence Preliminary Practice, Trans. by 

Tulku Thondup, Ed. By Brian Beresford, Dharmasala: Library of Tibetan Works and Archives, 

2008, 50. The All-Knowing Longchen Rabjam says in his rdzogs pa chen po sgyu ma ngal gso 

(Relaxing in the Illusionary Nature). 

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Do-drul_Chorten, Accessed February 18, 2020.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Do-drul_Chorten
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holder of the Nyingma lineage (rnying ma) and was born in Eastern Tibet. 

Political unrest in Tibet forced him to move to Sikkim at the age of 31.3 The 

Sikkimese king offered Do ‘drul monastery to the Fourth Dodrupchen as a 

place where the Dodrupchen lineage could continue. While the Fourth 

Dodrupchen does not reside at this monastery but in Siliguri, a four-hour car 

ride away, people come every day to express their love for him, the lineage, 

and community.  

Residents in Sikkim consider the Fourth Dodrupchen a god. My 

landlord’s wife causally told me this as I was waiting for my oldest son to 

come downstairs after playing with her boy. She seemed surprised that I had 

the confidence to be in Gangtok that summer (2018) in order to meet with 

various lamas (bla ma, Buddhist teachers) on my translation projects. In her 

house, she had pictures of the Fourth Dodrupchen on her walls and various 

small statues of Buddhas and Ganesha (a Hindu god) on the table next to the 

front door. She never mentioned whether she was Buddhist or not but still 

considered the Fourth Dodrupchen as someone highly respectable.  

Other residents of Gangtok and further abroad, many from Bhutan, 

came to the monastery and requested specific blessings (byin rlabs) from 

 
3 http://www.phubdorjiwang.com/2019/06/his-holiness-4th-dodrupchen-

rinpoche.html?fbclid=IwAR0HRyq0tp33aBjhmNcrKcECrSIyZCcsIEU7hqV0IEUn1BtF0-zA-

NKBrpI, accessed February 18, 2020.  

http://www.phubdorjiwang.com/2019/06/his-holiness-4th-dodrupchen-rinpoche.html?fbclid=IwAR0HRyq0tp33aBjhmNcrKcECrSIyZCcsIEU7hqV0IEUn1BtF0-zA-NKBrpI
http://www.phubdorjiwang.com/2019/06/his-holiness-4th-dodrupchen-rinpoche.html?fbclid=IwAR0HRyq0tp33aBjhmNcrKcECrSIyZCcsIEU7hqV0IEUn1BtF0-zA-NKBrpI
http://www.phubdorjiwang.com/2019/06/his-holiness-4th-dodrupchen-rinpoche.html?fbclid=IwAR0HRyq0tp33aBjhmNcrKcECrSIyZCcsIEU7hqV0IEUn1BtF0-zA-NKBrpI
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Tulku Dawa Sangpo (sprul sku zla ba bzang po). Tulku Dawa received 

visitors every Monday afternoon. There was a reception area outside his 

office with an old green couch, water filter, and a few chairs. I sat on that 

green couch waiting for Tulku Dawa while he met with his visitors. 

Oftentimes, an entire family would be waiting together with katas or white 

silk scarves or offerings of food and drink, mostly soda and sweets. I would 

watch them go in and then return until Tulku Dawa called me into his office.  

A few times, he invited me into his office to sit on a beige couch 

while he spoke to his other visitors. It was these moments when I witnessed 

the visitors’ level of devotion. One moment, he was asked to bless a young 

couple’s new car. Another time, he recited a mantra (sngags) for a toddler 

whose legs were badly deformed. The family was headed to Delhi for 

surgery for the legs but wanted Tulku Dawa to give a blessing. Tulku Dawa 

never turned anyone away and carried on with each visitor in a very matter 

of fact way.  

These devotional acts are expressions of an exchange. Contemplative 

practices such as guru yoga (bla ma’i rnal ‘byor) incorporate versions of 

these exchanges. Guru yoga practices are most commonly a tantric practice 

whereby practitioners imagine their teacher in space relational to themselves 

and engage with this image in particular ways and very specific types of 
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affect. Affect, in this context, draws on the pre-cognitive, physiological 

response.4 One crucial component in guru yoga practices is practitioners’ 

devotion for their teacher. The success of guru yoga depends upon devotion 

as the Third Dodrupchen Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima (rdo grub chen ‘jigs med 

bstan pa’i nyi ma, 1865 – 1926) expresses in two of his guru yoga texts The 

Excellent Way: How Guru Yoga Bestows Highest Wisdom5 and Written 

Instructions on Deity Attributes, the Staircase that leads to Lotus Light.6 

These texts clarify the significance devotion plays in the Nyingma tradition.  

Probing what occurs within this devotional exchange is the heart of 

this project. Before saying what devotion is, it is crucial to understand the 

philosophical and semantic context of devotion within Tibetan Buddhism. 

What Tibetan terms are translated as devotion? Are there other terms that are 

associated with devotion that must be investigated and re-interpreted to 

better represent their functions within contemplative Buddhist practices? I 

 
4 Affect and emotion intersect in definitions and categories and some scholars categorize them 

differently. Here, I am following Brian Massumi definition of affect, “affect as not a personal 

feeling but “an ability to affect and be affected.” In Niki Clements, Practices in Ascetic 
Formation, p. 116.  

5 'jigs med bstan pa'i nyi ma. "bla ma'i rnal 'byor nyams len khrid yig." In gsung 'bum/_'jigs med 
bstan pa'i nyi ma/(bdud 'joms rin po che'i dpe mdzod khang du bzhugs pa'i shing par dang lag 

bris 'dres ma/). TBRC W23627. 2: 107 - 160. gangtok: dodrub chen rinpoche, 1974-1975. 

http://tbrc.org/link?RID=O3JT7592|O3JT75923JT8324$W23627 

6 ‘jigs med bstan pa'i nyi ma. "bla ma'i rnal 'byor la nye bar mkho ba'i yi ge/." In gsung 

'bum/_'jigs med bstan pa'i nyi ma/(bdud 'joms rin po che'i dpe mdzod khang du bzhugs pa'i shing 
par dang lag bris 'dres ma/). TBRC W23627. 2: 49 - 74. gangtok: dodrub chen rinpoche, 1974-

1975. http://tbrc.org/link?RID=O3JT7592|O3JT75923JT8322$W23627 
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explore a cluster of terms: “interest” (mos pa), “respect” (gus pa), “faith” 

(dad pa), “confidence” (yid ches), “devotion” (mos gus), and an importantly 

related term “awakened mind (byang chub kyi sems). I focus on these terms 

because tantric contemplative methods promote devotion and faith. Patrul 

Rinpoche (rdza dpal sprul o rgyan ‘jigs med chos kyi dbang po, 1808 – 

1887) in Words of My Perfect Teacher writes on the importance of faith and 

devotion, “what is taught in this tradition is to pray with fervent devotion 

and complete faith to a supremely realized teacher.”7 Faith and devotion, in 

some ways are similar to one another in the Tibetan tradition. Confidence is 

one type of faith, and the Tibetan term for devotion is a compound of 

interest and respect. I also include awakened mind because of its 

significance in practice and explanations on how it is cultivated and already 

is considered the disposition for practitioners, sheds light on how being 

devoted to a teacher is a path towards being confident in oneself. For these 

reasons, I group this collection of terms and focus on them throughout this 

work.  

This cluster of terms represent qualities which offer practitioners ways 

of connection. They connect mind and body. The mind may think of having 

 
7 Patrul Rinpoche, Words of My Perfect Teacher, trans. by Padmakara Translation Group, Delhi: 

Vistaar Publications, 1998, 310.  
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faith while the body feels having faith. This connection speaks to how mind 

rides on wind (Skt. Prana, Tib. rlung), a subtle energy for Tibetan 

Buddhism. Wind is how mind makes contact with its object. The physical 

body is also supported by this subtle energy. Longchenpa says: 

The first step in the formation of the physical body occurs when the 

causal factors from the father and mother, the white and red bindu on 

the relative level, unite and become inseparable from the subtle 

energy and mind of the being.8  

 

In Tibetan Buddhism, energy connects mind and body overriding the 

dualistic mind-body problem in the west. Dr. Anne C. Klein uses the term 

energetic sensibility which is “neither fully mind nor simply body. 

Encompassing both, it is a perspective of connectivity and wholeness.”9 I 

suggest that faith, devotion, trust, etc. are energetic sensibilities that provide 

connection and communication.  

  Energetic sensibilities can also be categorized as affect, parsing them 

from emotions. Some conversations conflate affect and emotion, yet here, I 

make a distinction between the two since emotions as “cognitive 

discernments” or “instant feelings”10 do not fit into the Buddhist 

 
8 Rabjam, Longchen, A Treasury of Philosophical Systems, trans. by Richard Barron, Junction 

City: Padma Publishing, 2007, 341.  

9 Klein, Anne C., “The Knowing Body: Currents of Connection and Women in Religious 

Dialogue,” in Women and Interreligious Dialogue, ed. By Catherine Cornille & Jillian Maxey, 

Eugene: Cascade Books, 2013, 220. 

10 Niki Clements, “A Typology of Emotion, Affect, and Feeling for the Study of Religion and 

Cognition,” San Diego: American Academy of Religion, 2019. 
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epistemological framework in something that is cultivated or considered to 

be something useful on the soteriological path to Buddhahood.  

Emotions might be co-terminas the Buddhist term “mental state” 

(sems byung). Particular mental states such as anger, desire, or ignorance are 

not cultivated on Buddhist paths. In sūtra, specific mental states are 

abandoned with specific practices like practicing the Six Perfections, for 

example, hatred is overcome when love is present as Longchenpa says in 

Now that I Come to Die, “When love is present and acting on hatred, there 

comes in its place a pristine cognition that is like a mirror.”11 In tantra, they 

are not abandoned but one’s relationship to them shifts. The focus is on 

knowing mental states are empty of an essence and self-liberate. One does 

not have to actively do anything for the power of a mental state to subside. 

Both frameworks do not emphasize mental states or emotions as being a way 

into experiencing Buddhahood or primordial wisdom. Buddhahood or 

primordial wisdom is beyond a discernment or judgement.  

 Unlike anger, desire, or ignorance, wholesome mental states and 

mental qualities are cultivated in Buddhism. Faith (dad pa) and equanimity 

(btang snyoms) are virtuous mental states that are cultivated in particular 

 
11 Rabjam, Longchen Now that I Come to Die: Intimate Guidance from one of Tibet’s greatest 

Masters, Cazadero: Dharma Publishing, 2007, 79. 
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meditations such as refuge practice and the four boundless states.  The 

virtuous mental states are defined as virtuous because they are an antidote 

against afflictive mental states (nyon mongs). The Dalai Lama also says that, 

“antidotes are undistorted and based on how things really are.”12 He includes 

other antidotes such as love, compassion, and insight. Antidotes or mental 

states that aligns with how things really are, are cultivated. They are 

compatible with non-conceptual experience. I focus on this latter experience 

of faith, devotion, and confidence throughout this work and thereby, 

consider them to be affect over emotion.  

 These affects are also energetic qualities that connect people. One has 

devotion for another or faith in the Buddha. There is a connection and 

response between two people whether these two are meeting face to face or 

when one thinks of the other. Connection cultivates relationships that 

communicate, even non-verbally, between two individuals. Non-verbal 

communication occurs when two people meet through eye contact, physical 

postures, and sensing into what the other person is feeling.  

These interactions are mimic responses and limbic resonance. Limbic 

resonance, clarified by A General Theory of Love, is “that our brain 

chemistry and nervous systems are measurably affected by those closest to 

 
12 https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Destructive_emotions, Accessed April 24, 2020.  

https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Destructive_emotions
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us.”13 Limbic resonance occurs when a student meets his teacher face-to-

face and may emulate the teacher’s disposition such as being calm, alert, or 

happy. The limbic resonance has a strong effect on a student and may stay 

with that student for some time. In turn, a student may cultivate devotion for 

that teacher when he recalls that calmness, alertness, and happiness. The in-

person interaction communicates long after the actual meeting experience.  

 Desiring the qualities of a teacher may be one way that leads a student 

to have devotion. This devotion recalls memories and touches into the earlier 

communications. I suggest that this process is an extended thread of 

communication and goes forward. Practitioners cultivate faith, devotion, 

trust so that they touch into other forms that express the qualities of a teacher 

such as sadhana practice, recalling the lineage, prayer, and songs. Energetic 

sensibilities like devotion give practitioners access to communication and 

connection to desired qualities and something larger such as primordial 

wisdom.  

Acts of devotion are also performed from the heart. To come from the 

heart implies that there is something felt in devotion. Jigme Lingpa writes in 

his Foundational Practices, “I pray to you from the bottom of my heart, it’s 

 
13 Richard Lannon, Fari Amini, & Thomas Lewis, A General Theory of Love, New York: Random 

House, 2000, 170. 
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not just words or empty mouthings.”14 Here, Jigme Lingpa is praying to 

Padmasambhava to merge, as Vajrayognini, with Padmasambhava, attain 

Buddhahood, and to lead all beings to liberation. As one says these words, 

they, imagined as Vajrayogini, are actually dissolving into Padmasambhava. 

The performance occurring while one recites the prayer, which plays a larger 

effect on practitioners than perhaps the words themselves. This performative 

affect occurs throughout the foundational practices. Devotion is one of these 

performative affects.  

Devotional performative affects incorporate varying levels of faith, 

devotion, and love. For example, refuge practice infuses faith for the 

Buddha, sangha, and dharma (teachings). Calling on these sources creates an 

affective connection between practitioner and Buddha as she recites the 

verse. This performative affect informs practitioners’ experience during the 

practice and afterwards. One effect of this performative affect is a sense of 

dissolving boundaries between self and other, which is an entry-point into 

experiencing primordial wisdom. Khetsun Sangpo (mkhas btsun bzang po 

rin po che, 1920 – 2009) describes devotion in Strand of Jewels to be “a 

 
14 Gsol ba snying gi dkyil nas ‘debs kha tsam tshig tsam ma yin no. Jigme Lingpa, “The 

Dissolution” in The Excellent Path to Omniscience: The Dzogchen Preliminary Practice of 

Longchen Nyingtik, arranged by Dodrupchen Jigme Trinle Özer, 

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik#ref24, accessed 

on May 19, 2020.  

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik#ref24
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state of openheartedness and receptivity is very important. Its benefit is felt 

in this life and, even more importantly, in future lives. This quality develops 

best on the basis of hearing, reflecting, and meditation.”15 Devotional affect 

creates opportunities for one to be open something.    

Exchange also implies that there are two entities that give and receive. 

Devotees in Gangtok received blessings from a teacher and reciprocated 

with various offerings. While these physical exchanges are seen every day, 

meditative practices that also use these performances provide a deeper 

understanding of what blessings and offerings do and why there is this 

dynamic between practitioners and high teachers throughout Tibetan 

Buddhism. Exploration into this important relationship is especially crucial 

due to contemporary issues in abusive student-teacher relationships. Instead 

of eschewing all guru devotion, it is necessary to understand how this 

connection is understood to work within the larger framework of Tibetan 

Buddhism and tantric practice. Therefore, I explore the relationship between 

practitioners and teachers and how practices incorporate this relationship and 

why this relationship is considered necessary.  

 
15 Khetsun Sangpo, Strands of Jewels: My Teachers’ Essential Guidance on Great Completeness: 
Heartfelt and Straightforward, trans. by Anne Carolyn Klein, Boston: Snow Lion, 2015, 223 – 

25. 
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In order to pull together these various components of devotion in 

Tibetan Buddhism, I explore the movement of heart-opening relationships 

between practitioners and teachers through the medium of meditative 

practices of refuge (skyabs su ‘gro ba), awakened mind (sems bskyed pa), 

and guru yoga practices found within Jigme Lingpa’s Foundational 

Practices, The Excellent Path to Omniscience: The Great Completeness 

Preliminary Practice of Longchen Nyingtik (rdzogs pa chen po klong chen 

snying tig gi sngon ‘gro’i ngag ‘don khrigs su bsdebs pa rnam mkhyen lam 

bzang)16 for the Great Completeness tradition (rdzogs pa chen po) as a way 

to deepen understanding of the function of devotion in the Nyingma 

tradition. These three practices all engage devotion and faith in different 

ways: 1) faith in the tradition, 2) devotion to all sentient beings, and 3) 

devotion to one’s teacher. There are other dimensions of devotion in each 

practice, which is addressed in each chapter. We will see how Tibetan 

Buddhism heavily incorporates devotion, as devotion in practice has been 

underlooked in current Buddhist studies. By exploring these three particular 

practices, we begin to understand how the Nyingma tradition incorporates 

 
16 Jigme Lingpa (kun mkhyen ‘jigs med gling pa), The Excellent Path to Omniscience: The Great 

Completeness Preliminary Practice of Longchen Nyingtik ( rdzogs pa chen po klong chen snying 

tig gi sngon ‘gro’i ngag ‘don khrigs su bsdebs pa rnam mkhyen lam bzang), 
https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, Accessed 

February 18, 2020.   

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
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devotion into their presentation of what constitutes ultimate reality (don dam 

bden pa).  

Practice 

Jigme Lingpa’s Foundational Practices are the bedrock of other Great 

Completeness practices. The Tibetan term sngon ‘gro, in English, translates 

to, “go before” in that these practices are, on one hand, practiced before 

other tantric or great completeness practices. On the other hand, these 

foundational practices are continuously practiced no matter how advanced 

the practitioner.17 There are foundational practices found in Great 

Completeness practices such as in the All-Creating Majesty (kun byed rgyal 

po), a mind-class series within the highest vehicle called atiyoga.  

So you sit to meditate and take refuge, develop non-conceptual 

compassion, and focus on emptiness. From within that state of 

focusing on emptiness, we feel our mind and body are not dualistic.18 

 

Practitioners go for refuge and give rise to awakened mind (byang chub kyi 

sems) before continuing on with a guru yoga practice where they become a 

blue Vajrasattva (rdo rje sems). Refuge and awakened mind are always 

performed other practices. Refuge orients one’s faith in everything that is 

 
17 Anne C. Klein, Heart Essence of the Vast Expanse: A Story of Transmission, Ithaca: Snow Lion 

Publications, 2009, 6.  

18 Longchen Rabjam, Instructions on the Meaning of the “All-Creating Majesty,” Commentary 

by Tenzin Samphel, Trans. by Anne C. Klein, Houston: Dawn Mountain Research Institute, 2018, 

34.  
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encompassed with the Buddha, and awakened mind renews one’s devotion 

to liberating all sentient beings. I highlight this to demonstrate that 

foundational practices perform a significant role for practitioners in 

connection with devotion.   

Going for refuge, awakening mind, and guru yoga practices are all 

found within the second section called the Uncommon Preliminaries (thun 

mong ma yin pa). They are considered “uncommon” because they are unique 

to Mahāyāna Buddhism. All Buddhists go for refuge, which is touched upon 

in Chapter one. Only Mahāyāna Buddhists cultivate awakened mind 

described in chapter two. Lastly in chapter three, we focus on guru yoga is a 

particular type of practice called tantra (rgyud), which means continuum. 

The commonality between these three practices within Jigme Lingpa’s set is 

that they rely upon a spiritual guide.  

 A student relies upon support as she journeys on a Buddhist path. The 

main support, as described in the sūtra, Reliance Upon a Virtuous Spiritual 

Friend,19 is a mentor or teacher who guides a student with instructions for 

 
19 “Ānanda, it is because, by relying on me as their spiritual friend, sentient beings subject to birth 

will be completely released from being subject to birth, and sentient beings subject to aging, 

sickness, death, sorrow, lamentation, suffering, death, sorrow, lamentation, suffering, distress, 

and agitation. 

 

Therefore, Ānanda, you should understand this in the following way alone. A virtuous spiritual 

friend, a virtuous companion, a virtuous support is the whole, the unadulterated, the complete, the 

pure, the totally purified holy life, but a non-virtuous spiritual friend, a non-virtuous companion, a 

non-virtuous support is not. Ānanda, you should train thinking in this way.” 
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staying on the correct path. A teacher’s role varies depending upon which 

type of Buddhist path, sūtra or tantra. “A spiritual teacher or companion is 

our true guide to liberation and omniscience, and we must follow him with 

respect.”20 A student does not recognize or realize omniscience without a 

guide.  

 There are different types of guides: 1) śravakayāna paths rely on a 

teacher as an instructor, 2) Mahāyāna-sūtra paths rely upon a kalyāṇamitra 

or dge ba’i bshes gnyen, which translates as “a friend whose knowledge is 

virtuous” or more commonly translated as spiritual friend, and 3) 

Mahāyāna-tantra or Vajrayāna paths rely on a guru, vajrācārya or rdo rje 

slob dpon,21 which means Vajra master or more accurately from the Tibetan 

Dictionary, “in the context of secret mantra, a teacher who demonstrates the 

instructions of liberation and transmits actual empowerments.” The student-

teacher connection varies on each path, and to some degree with each 

person. One perceives her guru as an actual Buddha in Mahāyāna-tantra. 

This is a different type of devotion from the other paths such as in 

Theravada, practitioners do not see their teachers as a Buddha. Each path 

 
Kalyāṇamitrasevanasūtra, [dge ba’i bshes gnyen butent pa’i mod], Toh 300 Degé Kangyur, vol 

71 (mdo sde, sha), folios 304.b—305.a., http://read.84000.co/translation/UT22084-071-014.html,  

20 Patrul, 137.  

21 rdo rje slob don - gsang sngags kyi dkyil ‘khor du mngon par dbang bskur ba’m grol byed kyi 

gdams pa ston pa’i bla ma. The Great Treasury of Tibetan Words, 1442.  

http://read.84000.co/translation/UT22084-071-014.html
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requires a different type of relationship with a teacher and therefore, a 

student engages with each type of teacher differently.  

 I focus on the role a vajra master plays for a student and how the 

relationship between a master and student is incorporated into guru yoga 

practices. Vajra masters bridge two worlds for a student: they are human 

beings who live in a reality of causes and conditions, yet students, who 

practice tantra, are expected to perceive their teachers as a Buddha, who is 

liberated beyond these causes and conditions. This gap between being 

human and perceived as a Buddha raises challenges not only for the student-

teacher relationship but also for the tantric Buddhist tradition at large. It is 

for these reasons, that a student analyzes her teacher for many years22 before 

making a long-term commitment to be a student of a particular master.  

 In the sandalwood forests of the Mālaya mountains, when an ordinary 

tree falls,   its wood is gradually impregnated with the sweet 

perfume of the sandal. After   some years that ordinary wood comes 

to smell as sweet as the sandal trees around   it. In just the same way, 

if you live and study with a perfect teacher full of good   qualities, 

you will be permeated by the perfume of those qualities and in   

 everything you do you will come to resemble him.23   

 
 

22 Dzongsar Jamyang Khyentse cites the Vajramalatantra Sūtra, stating that a student should 

analyze the teacher for twelve years. (།དེ་བཞིན་དུ་ནི་སློབ་མ་ཡང་། ལློ་ནི་བཅུ་གཉིས་པར་དུ་བརྟག། དེ་ཕིར་ཕན་ཚུན་དེ་ལྟ་བུས། །དུས་ཀུན་ཏུ་ནི་དེ་ལྟར་

བརྟག། śrī-vajramālābhidhāna-mahāyogatantra-sarvatantrahṛdaya-rahasya-vibhaṅga-iti 

(rnal 'byor chen po'i rgyud dpal rdo rje phreng ba mngon par brjod pa rgyud thams cad kyi snying 

po gsang ba rnam par phye ba zhes bya ba) (H 417) rgyud, ca 1b1-105b1 (vol. 83), 

https://tibetan.works/etext/reader.php?collection=kangyur&index=417, 

http://databases.aibs.columbia.edu/index.php?id=867b82b810467ed3004358338c4a7795&enc=sa

nskrit_romanized_title_4_search&coll=kangyur, 9A. - 5 

23 Patrul, 138.  

http://databases.aibs.columbia.edu/index.php?id=867b82b810467ed3004358338c4a7795&enc=sanskrit_romanized_title_4_search&coll=kangyur
http://databases.aibs.columbia.edu/index.php?id=867b82b810467ed3004358338c4a7795&enc=sanskrit_romanized_title_4_search&coll=kangyur
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The goal in following a guide is to emulate and become like that guide. If 

that guide abuses his position, students do not gain confidence in their 

potential qualities. Students place great trust and devotion in these teachers 

with the intention to be like them but more importantly to be like a Buddha. 

When a guide demonstrates good qualities, a student learns those attributes. 

Patrul Rinpoche explains that these good qualities are:  

pure, never having contravened any of the commitments or 

prohibitions related to the three types of vow… know the tantras, 

sūtras, and śāstras… be suffused with compassion… and he should 

have actualized in himself all the extraordinary achievements of 

riddance and realization.24 

 

A student is encouraged to examine a teacher in order to find a suitable 

mentor who will actually lead a student on a correct, virtuous path in context 

to a path of liberation from suffering. This mentor ultimately mirrors and 

points out a student’s ultimate nature as a way to touch into their own 

Buddha qualities. In this way, devotion is the mechanism that allows 

students to open into their own qualities. Devotion to a teacher and the 

lineage begins this process.  

Great Completeness 

 Great Completeness (rdzogs pa chen po) refers to atiyoga or the 

highest inner tantra from the Nyingma presentations of the Buddhism nine-

 
24 Patrul, 138.  
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vehicles. Ati means highest, most excellent, and essence and yoga joins two 

things together. The Great Completeness tradition trainees also incorporate 

various other practices such as tantric guru yoga. In this way, guru yoga 

practices used in the Great Completeness tradition joins together the view of 

its highest vehicle with other “lower” vehicles or methods.25 In some cases, 

guru yoga is practiced in the context of the Great Completeness view. In the 

following section, I explore the varieties of literature that are found in the 

Heart Essence, Vast Expanse tradition as a way to see how devotion and 

practices are integrated throughout the Great Completeness literature.  

Great Completeness is classified into three categories: Mind Series 

(sems sde, cittavarga), Vast Expanse Series (klong sde, abhyantaravarga), 

and Quintessential Instructions Series (man ngag sde, upadeśavarga). The 

mind series were the most popular in early Great Completeness texts, dating 

back to the eighth century, while the Quintessential Instructions Series 

gained popularity from the eleventh century onwards and continues to hold 

its prominence over the other two. Each series emphasizes a different aspect 

of practice, which are simply different approaches to primordial wisdom (ye 

shes). Devotion and practices that cultivate devotion are considered entry 

 
25 Due to the varieties of how Guru Yoga is practiced and varying levels of practitioners, I wish to 

further investigate the varying degrees of Guru Yoga.  
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points into the Great Completeness and these series. I suggest that devotion 

is crucial for these practices because devotion is an avenue to primordial 

wisdom.  

 The Mind Series asserts that all appearances are the dynamism (rtsal) 

of the play of the mindnature, which is the basis of all appearances. Pema 

Ledrel Tsal (pad ma las ‘brel rtsal, 1291 – 1315), the treasure revealer of the 

Sky-Goers Heart Essence (mkha’ ‘gro snying thig) states that, “the meaning 

of power is the self-power of primordial wisdom, which is the aspect of 

mere awareness and mere moving.”26 The mindnature is established as the 

source from which all appearances arise and this base is recognized “as an 

empty and luminous awareness, mind itself (sems nyid).”27 This series does 

not assert that these appearances are mind but arise from the capacity of the 

mind similar to how a reflection arises in a mirror. The reflection in the 

mirror is not the mirror itself but appears due to the power of that mirror.  

 The Vast Expanse series emphasizes the empty aspect of mind in that 

the aspect of mind and all appearances do not ultimately exist because 

intrinsic awareness (rig pa) is free from divisions of mind and appearances 

and existing and non-existing. From this perspective, devotion for something 

 
26 Tulku Thondup, trans., The Practice of Dzogchen: Longchen Rabjam’s Writings on the Great 
Perfection, Ed. By Harold Talbott, Boston: Snow Lion, 2014, 43.  

27 Thondup, 43. 
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does not fall outside of the person expressing that devotion. How does this 

new context broaden our understanding of devotion in Tibetan Buddhism? 

From this perspective, we understand that appearances of a teacher or deity 

are reflections of the qualities of mind.  Moreover, Pema Ledrel Tsal says 

that, “the Division on Vast Expanse [the Ultimate Sphere], asserts that self-

arisen primordial wisdom and phenomenal existents are self-arisen 

ornaments (rgyan) of the vast expanse, the ultimate nature (chos nyid).”28  

 The Quintessential Instructions Series does not describe supports, 

such as establishing the mind as the base in meditation but introduces mind 

itself directly to a practitioner. In this way, this approach does not introduce 

mind or appearances because that introduction necessarily entails mental 

analysis, which is antithesis to liberation or realizing the primordial pure 

nature, which is free from any conceptual construct like mind, expressions, 

and discriminations. In this way, we may see how devotion is a precursor to 

pointing out the nature of mind directly because devotion can involve 

supports. Likewise, we also understand that devotion does not involve 

conceptual constructs but is a part of introducing the nature of mind directly.  

 
28 Padma las ‘brel rtsal, Gshi khregs chod skabs kyi zin bris bstan pa’i nyi ma’i zhal lung snyan 

brgyud chu bo’i bcud ‘dus, 6b.1. 
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 The Quintessential Instructions Series is heralded by the Nyingma 

tradition as superior to the Mind Series and Vast Expanse Series. Eventually, 

the Bima Nyingthig would be incorporated into one cycle of teachings with 

the Khandro Nyingthig and renamed as the Heart Essence Series (snying 

thig).   

 The growing literature of the Heart Essence grew in popularity from 

the eleventh to fourteenth century due to Pema Ledrel Tsal and Longchen 

Rabjam (klong chen rab ‘byams, 1308 - 1363). Pema Ledrel Tsal was a 

treasure revealer who discovered the Khandro Nyingthig (mkha’ ‘gro snying 

thig). The Khandro Nyingthig or Dākini Heart Essence is considered to be 

the collection of teachings that according to legend, Padmasambhava gave 

Princess Pema Sel after he revived her from death. Princess Pema Sel was to 

reveal these teachings in a later life, which was through her rebirth as Pema 

Ledrel Tsal.  

 Longchen Rabjam, Tibet’s greatest architect and compiler of the Great 

Completeness literature, brought together the Heart Essence of Vimalamitra 

(Bima Nyingthig) and Dākini Heart Essence and wrote commentaries on 

each collection of texts, The Quintessence of the Heart Essence of 

Vimalamitra (Bima Yangtig) and The Quintessence of the Dākini Heart 

Essence, respectively. Additionally, he compiled a fifth collection called The 
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Innermost Heart Drop of Profundity (Zabmo Yangtig). These five texts 

collectively are called the Four-Fold Heart Essences (Nyingthig Yabzhi), a 

crucial source for the Great Completeness teachings.  

Jigme Lingpa’s (‘jigs med gling pa, 1730 - 98) devotion to 

Longchenpa and the Nyingma tradition was his source and inspiration for 

writing his Heart Essence, Vast Expanse literature. His Ḍākki’s Grand 

Secret-Talk: An Expression of My Realizations recalls how he received these 

teachings. He describes how entering into “deep states of renunciation and 

sadness” broke way into “singlemindedly” experiences.29 Janet Gyatso’s 

Apparitions of the Self is a translation of Jigme Lingpa’s autobiography that 

retells how he received the Heart Essence, Vast Expanse from Longchenpa 

in a series of visions.30 

Heart Essence, Vast Expanse 

 The Heart Essence, Vast Expanse (klong chen snying thig) is a 

collection of teachings revealed by Jigme Lingpa. These teachings distill the 

Heart Essence (Nyingthig) teachings of Longchenpa. The Heart Essence, 

Vast Expanse is a collection of eleven texts, which include instructions and 

commentaries on the Heart Essence collection. David Germano says in his 

 
29 Janet Gyatso, Apparitions of the Self: The Secret Autobiographies of a Tibetan Visionary, 
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass Publishers, 2001, 55. 

30 Ibid, 169 – 171.  
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“Architecture and Absence in the Secret Tantric History of the Great 

Perfection (rdzogs chen): 

More broadly, the Heart Essence, Vast Expanse contains various types 

of tantric practices such as foundational (sngon ‘dro) and main tantric 

practices, creation (skyed rim) and completion stages (rdzogs rim), 

and Great Completeness practices. Overall, the Nyingma tradition 

adapted and integrated both Mahāyoga and Great Completeness 

practices in a way that leads to new interpretations and uses of both 

traditions that are primarily used even in commentary practices.31  

 

David Germano’s quote above demonstrates that the Great Completeness 

tradition incorporates tantric, specifically Mahāyoga tantra into the Great 

Completeness fold. Devotion brings one to the apex of the foundational 

practices, Guru Yoga, and ultimately opens one to fluency with the Great 

Completeness itself. 

 In this way, we also see how the Nyingma tradition blends together 

various aspects of tantric practice, including the significance of devotion into 

Great Completeness practices. Seeing this, we also understand how devotion 

becomes an expression or power of the nature of mind and reality.   

Dodrupchen Lineage 

 I translate two guru yoga texts by the Third Dodrupchen Jigme 

Tenpa’i Nyima (rdo grub chen ‘jigs med bstan pa’i nyi ma, 1865 - 1926) 

 
31 David Germano, “Architecture and Absence in the Secret Tantric History of the Great 

Perfection (rdzogs chen)” in Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies, vol. 17, 

no. 2, Winter 1994, 205. 
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because the light they shine on Jigme Lingpa’s foundational texts. I chose 

these two texts because the Third Dodrupchen highlights the importance of 

devotion throughout his commentary. While he does not thoroughly explain 

how devotion is important, he does show how practitioners succeed with 

devotion. The Dodrupchen lineage directly proceeds Jigme Lingpa. 

The First Dodrupchen Jigme Trinle Ozer (‘jigs med ‘phrin las ‘od zer, 

1754 - 1821) was Jigme Lingpa’s principle dharma heir. While in retreat, he 

received a copy of Jigme Lingpa’s Treasury of Precious Qualities (yon tan 

dzod), which is a description of the Buddhist path according to Nyingma. At 

the age of forty-one and inspired by Jigme Lingpa’s writings, Jigme Trinle 

Ozer set off for a third time to central Tibet and finally met his guru, Jigme 

Lingpa.32  

 As Jigme Lingpa’s principle heir for the Heart Essence, Vast Expanse 

revelations, the First Dodrupchen received many other transmissions like the 

Lama Gongdu (bla ma dgongs ‘dus) and wrote many commentaries such as 

A Commentary on the Root Text of the Treasury of Precious Qualities (yon 

tan mdzod rtsa ‘grel) and compiled Jigme Lingpa’s foundational practices 

titled, The Excellent Path to Omniscience: The Dzogchen Preliminary 

 
32 https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Dodrubchen-01-Jigme-Trinle-Ozer/4676, accessed 

April 2, 2019.  

https://treasuryoflives.org/biographies/view/Dodrubchen-01-Jigme-Trinle-Ozer/4676
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Practice of Longchen Nyingtik.33 This compilation is the basis for chapters 

one through three.   

  The Third Dodrupchen Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima34 was the son of a 

treasure revealer and notable Nyingma lineage holder, Tragtung Dudjom 

Lingpa (khrag ‘thung bdud ‘joms gling pa, 1835 - 1904) and Sonam Tso 

(bsod name mtsho). Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima was recognized by the Fourth 

Great Completeness Rinpoche Mingyur Namkha’i Dorje as the third holder 

of the Dodrupchen lineage and went on to study with Patrul Rinpoche. At 

the age of eight, Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima gave his first teachings on 

Śantideva’s Bodhisattvacharyāvatāra, which caused tears of faith to stream 

down from those who listened to the teachings. Devotion was activated.  

 Many other masters aided the Third Dodrupchen throughout his life. 

Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima studied with Mingyur Namkha’i Dorje (mi ‘gyur nam 

mkha’i rdo rje 1793 - 1870), Namtrul Kunzang Tekchok Dorje from 

Gyarong (rgya rong nam spul kun bzang theg mchog rdo rje, Jamyang 

Khyentse Wangpo (‘jam dbyangs mkhyen bitse’i dbang po 1820 - 1892), 

Kongtrul Lodrö Thaye (‘jam mogen kon spul blo gros mtha’ yas 1813 - 

 
33 Dodrupchen Jigme Trinle Ozer, Rdzogs pa chen po klong chen snying tig gi sngon ‘gro’i ngag 

‘don khrigs su bsdebs pa rnam mkhyen lam bzang, https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-

masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, Accessed June 3, 2020.  

34 Dodrupchen Kunzang Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima Trinley Kunkhyab Palzangpo (rdo grub chen kun 

bzang ‘jigs med bstan pa’i nyi ma phrin las kun khyab dpal bzang po. 

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
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1899), and Mipham Jamyang Namgyal Gyatso (‘ju mi pham rya mtsho 1846 

- 1912). Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima studied a vast array of Buddhist scriptures 

and perspectives. In addition to studying monastic discipline (vinaya), the 

Middle Way School, valid cognition, and the Perfections, he studied crucial 

texts for the Nyingma tradition like the Gathering of Intention of the Sūtras, 

the Secret Essence Tantra and the Mind Class [Atiyoga] tantras, and the 

Nyingthig. Lastly, the Third Dodrupchen is described as being unbiased in 

accepting all perspectives and views of Buddhist traditions as is in the Rimé 

non-sectarian movement as was the Third Dodrupchen’s teacher Jamyang 

Khyentse Wangpo. Clearly, the emphasis on devotion in Jigme Lingpa’s 

lineage was fully compatible with broad and rigorous study.  

 The Third Dodrupchen’s writings span six volumes and were a 

resource for the Sixteenth Dalai Lama in studying Great Completeness 

teachings. So far, not much of his work is translated into English other than 

a few texts published in Adam Pearcey’s Beyond the Ordinary Mind and on 

a Tibetan translation website, Lotsawa House, which shares translations of 

Buddhist texts. My work here includes my English translations of two texts 

by the Third Dodrupchen both found in Volume four of his writings. The 

Excellent Way: How Guru Yoga Bestows Highest Wisdom- Guru Yoga35 and 

 
35 'jigs med bstan pa'i nyi ma. "bla ma'i rnal 'byor nyams len khrid yig," 7 
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Written Instructions on Deity Attributes, the Staircase that leads to Lotus 

Light36 are both texts on guru yoga, a meditation practice widely used 

throughout the Nyingma tradition.37 Within these two texts and many other 

guru yoga and tantric texts, devotion is a widely discussed topic. In this way, 

translating and exploring the Third Dodrupchen’s guru yoga texts brings to 

light how devotion is implemented in tantric meditation practices. 

Additionally, the persistent mention of devotion found in these guru yoga 

texts highlights the necessity of devotion and its role in tantric practice. It is 

this thread of devotion found in guru yoga texts that I explore as a way to 

understand how devotion cultivated through tantric practices plays a crucial 

role for Great Completeness.  

 

Implications for Buddhist Studies 

 Much of Buddhist Studies in the West focuses on the philosophical 

and historical narratives found within Tibetan Buddhist culture and texts. 

Donald Lopez, in Curators of the Buddha, notes that, “Buddhist studies in 

the West demonstrates that the degree to which the early centuries of 

Buddhism in India were deployed to evince the vitality of classical Indian 

 
36 ‘jigs med bstan pa'i nyi ma. "bla ma'i rnal 'byor la nye bar mkho ba'i yi ge7 

37 David Germano’s Architecture and Absence discusses how the Nyingma tradition adopts and 

adapts Mahāyoga practices with Great Completeness views so that the Nyingma tradition creates 

an innovative perspective and meditation techniques in Tibet.  
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civilization… Buddhism had a complete philosophical and psychological 

system, based on reason and restraint, opposed to ritual, superstition, and 

sacerdotalism.38” Studying Buddhism from this perspective involved 

discrediting Buddhism in Tibet as “Lamaism,” it also encouraged Western 

scholars to study texts without interacting with emically trained Tibetan 

scholars to disregard ritual functions and to isolating Buddhist texts from 

their cultural context. All of this contributed overlooking the crucial function 

of devotion.  

Now is the time to recognize that Buddhism is intentionally and in 

very precise ways devotional. There is clear textual and cultural evidence 

that speaks to the immense devotion found throughout contemplative 

practices, texts, culture, and individuals’ feeling for esteemed Buddhist 

masters. Reasoning and philosophy are crucial components within Tibetan 

Buddhism, but these are not separated from devotion in this culture. If 

anything, reasoning and philosophy are used to develop deeper devotion and 

confidence in the path, in the teacher, and in oneself. I speak to these issues 

by investigating the role of faith, devotion, confidence, and related affective 

states in the core ritual practice of Tibetan tantra, guru yoga. I propose that 

 
38 Donald Lopez, Ed., Curators of the Buddha: The Study of Buddhism Under Conlonialism, 

Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1995, 6.  
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devotion, a vital category in traditional Buddhist culture, speaks to the non-

conceptual, non-logical elements of Buddhist practice that the 19th century 

gaze tended to overlook.  

 

In this Book 

This project, titled, The Role of Devotion (mos gus) in Tibetan Heart 

Essence Traditions: Devotional Affect and Its Relationship to Dzogchen’s 

Foundational Practices looks at how devotion functions in three 

contemplative practices: refuge, awakened mind, and guru yoga. I suggest 

that devotion and similar mental attitudes operate in three ways: 1) relating, 

2) felt-sense or affect, and 3) dissolving subject and object. These point 

towards the “uncontrived nature state” or reality in the Great Completeness 

tradition. As Patrul Rinpoche says in Words of My Perfect Teacher, “The 

devotional practice of guru yoga is the only way to awaken within you the 

realization of the uncontrived natural state. No other method can bring such 

realization.” (p. 312.)  These devotional functions span from conceptual or 

thought-provoking to less conceptual and non-conceptual way. Devotion, 

faith, and awakened mind are ways in which one experiences non-duality. 

The foundational practices are a set of meditations that traditionally 

are practiced prior to entering tantra and the Great Completeness.  
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Similarities are found between Jigme Lingpa’s experiences in retreat and his 

instructions found within these practices. This includes the incorporation of 

giving rise to faith and devotion. I look at refuge, awakened mind, and guru 

yoga meditations in Jigme Lingpa’s foundational practices to see how these 

engage devotion. My question is what is the relationship between these 

practices and faith and devotion? Each chapter looks at a set of instructions 

and describes how faith and devotion relate to those practices.  

Refuge is a practice of asking for support, for example by taking 

refuge in the Buddha, the teachings of the Buddha, and the community of the 

Buddha.  

Awakened mind practice is the promise to remain in a life of suffering 

until all beings are free from suffering. And lastly, guru yoga is a type of 

meditation where practitioners imagine their teacher as a Buddha either on 

top of their heads or in front of them. Practitioners then imagine that they 

dissolve into a deity and sense into experiencing being that deity. The 

objective is for practitioners to recognize that they are a Buddha. All three of 

these practices heavily emphasize faith, devotion, and awakened mind, 

which are essential felt-sensations. 

Jigme Lingpa’s instructions on refuge, awakened mind, and guru yoga 

all incorporate image making and sound. By doing so, these practices 
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incorporate methods that are not just analyzing and thinking new ideas but 

use the body to change perception. The body gives access to such methods, 

which tantra finds more effective than analysis. Engaging the body allows 

there to be sensations and energies that are transformative. Instead of just 

thinking that one is a Buddha, using the body allows one the feeling of being 

Buddha through seeing oneself as one, hearing and reciting syllables, and 

physical movements.  In addition to these psychophysiological methods, 

faith and devotion as felt-senses (not necessarily using thought) bolster these 

other physical practices.  

Part I 

Part one of this project looks at three ways devotion, faith, the four 

boundless states, and awaken mind function. I suggest three ways that it 

does: 1) builds relationship, 2) creates a felt-sense, and 3) dissolves subject 

and object.  

Chapter one looks at faith (dad pa) and its categories, refuge practice, 

and elements in refuge, which cultivate and strengthen relationship. Faith is 

a mind that takes interest, and has confidence, in that what is true. The three 

types of faith are: clarity (dang ba), wish to obtain (‘thob ‘dod), and 

confidence (yid ches). There is a progression that begins with an interest and 
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eventually leads into a conviction. It is a confidence that one is the nature of 

mind. 

Having faith in refuge practice means orienting the mind towards 

being interested in and eventually being confident that the objects of refuge 

in sūtra, tantra and Great Completeness lead towards recognizing 

Buddhahood. Jigme Lingpa incorporates these levels of refuge as different 

entry points. For example, the sūtra refuge of Buddha, dharma, and sangha 

are typically perceived as external sources for enlightenment. Whereas, 

taking refuge in the subtle body is knowing that one’s physical body is the 

source of wisdom and Buddha. Refuge practice builds relationship to the 

external sources as well as to interior ones, and ultimately understanding that 

these sources are equivalent to the ultimate refuge of essence, nature, and 

endless responsiveness.  

Faith keeps interest and confidence that refuge brings results. The 

relationship is built through this interest. Also, relationship between objects 

of refuge reveals that Buddhahood is not exterior but something that also 

occurs in oneself. Ultimately, refuge also moves beyond interiority and 

exteriority in that there are no subject-object boundaries.  

Chapter two focuses on awakened mind (byang chub kyi sems), the 

four boundless states, and awakened mind verse. Awakened mind is a mind 
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that has no defilements: afflictive and cognitive. This means that there are no 

mental states like clinging, anger, or jealousy and there is no perception of 

subject and object.  

Jigme Lingpa’s awakened mind verse says that one raises awakened 

mind through the four boundless states. The four boundless states are love, 

compassion, joy, and equanimity. These four boundless states are practiced 

and cultivated through various means: 1) conceptually and with an object in 

mind or 2) non-conceptually – an impartial mind. Eventually, the thoughts 

are not used in cultivating these four boundless states but there is some felt-

sense present. Also, it is important to note that being in a non-conceptual 

felt-sense of love, compassion, joy, and equanimity is necessary to 

experience awakened mind ultimately because awakened mind is devoid of 

any thought.  

This chapter points out that the four boundless states can be 

experienced without thought. I suggest that it is a felt-sense. This felt-sense 

may be invoked through thought but remains long after the thought 

dissolves. In a similar vein, devotion and faith may operate in similar 

manners.  

Overall, I articulate that felt-sense or affect might also include subtle 

physical sensations that are experienced beyond ordinary thought. It is this 
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subtle physical sensation that may play a large role in tantric practices and 

its use of transmission.   

In chapter three, I narrow in on devotion, guru yoga, and how guru 

yoga dissolves a sense of self and other. Devotion in Tibetan is a 

combination of two terms meaning, “interest” and “respect.” Practitioners 

who are devoted to a teacher and cultivate devotion in guru yoga practice are 

really cultivating and focusing a type of interest and respect. They see their 

teachers as Buddhas and want to also be a Buddha.  

Guru devotion relates students with something to emulate or attain, a 

Buddha. Relying upon this relationship, devotion cultivated in guru yoga 

practice dissolves barriers between teacher and student so that students 

recognize their own qualities.   

To recap, faith, devotion, and the four boundless states operate in 

three ways: 1) relating, 2) felt-sense, and 3) dissolving. They relate a mind to 

objects. They are felt-sense, which can be experienced beyond thought. 

Lastly, they dissolve subject and object. These functions connect between 

conceptual practices to non-conceptual practices and experiences that are so 

necessary for the Great Completeness tradition.  

They also invoke a sense of being rather than thinking. This being is 

important for tantra and the Great Completeness. For one, any conceptual 
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thought is considered as afflictive or something that does not access the 

uncontrived natural state that Patrul Rinpoche mentioned earlier. Therefore, 

any method that uses less conceptual thought or engage in practice without it 

accesses that natural state more easily and more directly. Secondly, I raise 

the question, What does going for refuge or these other practices have to do 

with the Great Completeness descriptions of reality that are only 

experienced through non-effort and non-thought? How does devotion in 

effortful practices lead to reality that is only experienced through non-effort?  

Part II 

Chapter four looks at how tantra emphasizes non-conceptual 

techniques of transmission. As opposed to sūtra that relies upon dialectical 

methods like reasoning and contemplation, tantra engages in non-conceptual 

frameworks. Devotion plays a key part in this exchange between teachers 

and practitioners. Teachers offer teachings in three ways: 1) blessings (byin 

brlabs), 2) scriptures, and 3) empowerments (dbang). Students receive 

teachings in three ways: 1) guru devotion, 2) pure perception (dag snang), 

and 3) subtle body.  

Transmission in this context is not through thoughts and words but an 

interaction such as “blessings,” “empowerments,” and “hearing scriptures.” 

Devotion is the pathway for students to receive these transmissions. This is 
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why students are encouraged to cultivate guru devotion, pure perception, and 

engage in subtle body practices. Students who have more devotion are said 

to receive more transmissions. I conclude that devotion opens students to 

these transmissions through its affective and dissolving functions. A student 

with devotion is receptive to the transmission of teachings. This process is 

supported by guru devotion because being receptive to a qualified teacher 

allows a practitioner to open up to a relationship where a practitioner begins 

to emulate the qualities she sees through the teacher as her own.  

I ask, “what is devotion in the Great Completeness?” in chapter five. 

This chapter lays out the view of the Great Completeness in that ultimately 

there are no differentiations between subject and object. In this context, how 

can there be devotion to something if there is nothing to give devotion 

towards? This chapter aims to show how devotion operates in this context by 

showing how Longchen Rabjam is devoted to Samantabhadra but ultimately 

Longchen Rabjam and Samantabhadra are not separate.  
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Chapter One: Refuge and Cultivating Relationship 

I take refuge in the three real Jewels, the three-root blissed-filled ones, 

The nature of channels, winds, and orbs, Awakened mind, 

The sphere of essence, nature, and ceaseless compassion, 

In the heart of enlightened mind.  

(3 times)39 

--- Taken from Jigmé Lingpa’s 

Uncommon Foundational Practices40 

An old woman had a son who traveled often for business. When 

she learned that her son was going to Bodh Gaya, where it is 

said that the historical Buddha Śakyamuni attained 

enlightenment under the bodhi tree, she asked him to bring back 

a special relic. She wanted to perform prostrations to this relic 

as a means to demonstrate her faith. The son agreed to bring 

something back but forgot to do so on several occasions.  

Finally, the old woman told her son as he was leaving for 

another business trip, “This time, if you fail to bring me 

something for my prostrations, I shall kill myself in front of 

you!”  

 
39 From https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik: “In the 

Three Jewels, and their essence, the sugatas, in the three roots: lama, yidam, and khandro, In the 

Channels, inner air, and bindus, and their nature, the bodhicitta, In the mandala of essence, nature, 

and compassion, I take refuge until enlightenment is fully realized. From Anne C. Klein, Heart 
Essence of the Vast Expanse: A Story of Transmission, Ithaca: Snow Lion Publications, 2008, 35.: 

“Until full enlightenment, I seek refuge in the Three Real Jewels, [who are] the ones gone to bliss 

(sugatas), In the three roots, In the nature of the channels, winds, and bright orbs, Which are [my] 

enlightenment mind, And in the mandala of essence, nature, and compassionate heart-

movement.” 

40 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, accessed 

October 18, 2019.  

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
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The son made it to India, conducted his business, and started on 

his way home, forgetting his mother’s request. As he arrived 

home, he remembered his mother’s request but realized it was 

too late to find an actual relic. Instead, the son saw a dog’s skull 

lying nearby and pulled out a canine tooth. Wrapping the tooth 

in silk, he returned home and offered the tooth to his mother 

saying it was the buddha’s canine tooth.  

The old woman believed her son and developed great faith in 

the tooth, thinking that it really was the Buddha’s. She 

performed prostrations and offerings to the tooth. When the old 

woman died, there was a canopy of rainbow light around her, 

and other signs of accomplishment.41 

The old woman in this story creates a relationship between the Buddha, the 

dog’s tooth, with her own motivations and intention in accomplishing a 

soteriological goal. Believing that the dog’s tooth is the Buddha’s tooth, she 

performed her religious activities, primarily making prostrations and 

offerings to the tooth. The relationship that she develops with the canine 

tooth allows the woman to achieve her religious aspiration, which are 

described in the events that arose when she died: rainbow body and other 

signs of accomplishments.  

This story addresses several key factors that Saba Mahmood takes up 

in her Politics of Piety,42 namely: 1) cultivating a relationship between a 

subject with an object, 2) engaging an intention that catalyzes that 

 
41 Patrul Rinpoche, 173 – 174.  

42 Saba Mahmood, Politics of Piety: The Islamic Revival and the Feminist Subject, Princeton: 

Princeton University Press, 2005, 23.  
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relationship, and 3) performing physical-spiritual practices to strengthen that 

relationship and intention. Here, the woman first creates a unique 

relationship with an object that does not inherently hold any external, social 

value. Her belief that the dog’s tooth was actually the Buddha’s tooth 

suggests that her spiritual achievement occurred through her own actions in 

becoming enlightened rather than some external force acting upon the 

woman. Secondly, the woman creates her own volition, emotion, reason and 

bodily expression in her relationship with the dog’s tooth. This relationship 

is founded upon the cultural support that the Buddha is a source of 

liberation. The woman puts in effort to becoming enlightened, and this effort 

is fueled by her desire to achieve that goal. Finally, the woman’s relationship 

with the dog’s tooth is strengthened through her physical practices of 

prostration and offerings. These three components enable the woman to 

achieve her goals.  

This chapter explores how Jigme Lingpa’s nine-vehicle refuge verse 

incorporates varying layers of relationships into one’s practice. These 

various relationships access different entry points for one to cultivate faith 

and trust in the Buddhist tradition. I also explain how faith, clarity, 

enthusiasm, and trust are understood in Tibetan Buddhism. By 

understanding this cluster of terms and how refuge practice cultivates 
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relationship, we understand how building relationship to sources of refuge 

touch into one’s own naked awareness (rig pa) as an ultimate source of 

refuge. This brings clarity in understanding the significance of faith in 

Tibetan Buddhism.  

Jigme Lingpa’s nine-vehicle refuge verse incorporates three 

analogous components for individuals practicing his foundational practices. 

His refuge verse adopts the core sequential framework of Buddhist refuge 

practices and collates them into one verse and one practice. Instead of 

having refuge to the three jewels: Buddha, dharma, which are teachings, and 

sangha or community as one practice and then another refuge practice to 

other objects of refuge, Jigme Lingpa incorporates several objects and as we 

will see, understands that all of these objects of refuge point to the same 

“final” object of refuge: primordial wisdom (ye shes).  

Refuge  

In Buddhist traditions spanning from Theravada through Great 

Completeness (rdzogs chen), refuge is a commitment to the Buddhist path. 

This is when one formally begins a journey that seeks liberation from 

suffering through the teachings of the Buddha. Theravada refuge vows 

emphasize going for refuge in three external objects: 1) the historical 
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buddha, Śakyamūṇi 2) the teachings of Buddhism, dharma, and 3) the 

community of Buddhists, sangha.43  For example, “I go to the Buddha as my 

refuge. I go to the Dhamma – The Teachings, as my Refuge. I go to the 

Sangha – The Community, as my refuge,”44 which is repeated three times. 

An individual goes to refuge in these sources of refuge because Buddhist 

teachings explain that they provide safety and relief from suffering. In this 

way, an individual wants to develop a strong relationship with these sources 

of refuge because in one sense, they are considered to be a source of 

happiness.  

An individual then has some interest, conviction, or confidence in that 

these sources of refuge will fulfill her motivation or goal, which is release 

from suffering. This interest or conviction motivates an individual to 

continuously to go for refuge in the three jewels. Refuge is a daily practice. 

As noted in the woman’s story, eventually the conviction and interest, 

defined as faith, helps an individual achieve liberation. So far, this process 

describes how refuge operates in Theravadan Buddhism.  

 
43 Community primarily consisting of the “monastic orders and institutional bodies of Buddhism” 

https://www.learnreligions.com/taking-refuge-becoming-a-buddhist-450056, accessed October 

18, 2019.  

44 http://www.buddhanet.net/pali_chant.htm, Accessed January 26, 2020.  

https://www.learnreligions.com/taking-refuge-becoming-a-buddhist-450056
http://www.buddhanet.net/pali_chant.htm
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Rigdzin Jigmé Lingpa’s (rig ‘dzin ‘jigs med gling pa, 1730 – 1798) 

refuge verse in his The Excellent Path to Omniscience: The Great 

Completeness Preliminary Practice of Longchen Nyingtik (rdzogs pa chen 

po klong chen snying tig gi sngon ‘gro’i ngag ‘don khrigs su bsdebs pa rnam 

mkhyen lam bzang)45 is translated in Anne C. Klein’s Heart Essence, Vast 

Expanse as, “In three real jewels, three blissed-filled ones, channels, winds, 

bright orbs, this Bodhi mind, essence, nature, responsiveness, until full 

bodhi, I seek refuge.”46 The verse is a “nine-vehicle” refuge verse in that it 

incorporates all nine vehicles of Tibetan Buddhism and develops a 

relationship with all its respective sources of refuge. These nine vehicles are: 

Hearers (śrāvakas), Solitary Realizers (pratyekabuddhas), bodhisattvas, 

Outer Tantras (kriya, caryā, yoga), and Inner Tantras (mahā, anu, ati), 

which include Great Completeness teachings. The first three vehicles refer to 

sūtra presentations in that the path to Buddhahood is divided into five paths 

and ten grounds. The five paths being: 1) accumulation, 2) preparation, 3) 

seeing, 4) meditation, and 5) no-more learning. The ten grounds: the first 

ground corresponds with the third path, the path of seeing, the second 

 
45 do rdrup chen 01 'jigs med 'phrin las 'od zer, rdzogs pa chen po klong chen snying tig gi sngon 
'gro'i ngag 'don khrigs su bsdebs pa rnam mkhyen lam bzang), TBRC W21828. 

46 Anne C. Klein, Heart Essence, Vast Expanse, Ithaca: Snow Lion Publications,  

https://www.tbrc.org/#!rid=P293
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through ninth grounds are on the path of meditation, and the tenth ground is 

Buddhahood, which is the path of no more learning.  

The other six vehicles are tantra47 and all use some form of creation 

(bskyed rim) and completion (rdzogs rim) stage practices. Longchenpa 

explains in his Precious Treasury of Philosophical Systems, that the three 

outer tantras “emphasize ritual purity, physical and verbal actions, and 

mental activity, and so corresponds to the three lesser, or nirmanakāya, 

approaches.”48 Whereas the inner tantras, a practitioner holds a view that the 

two truths (relative and ultimate) are inseparable. Longchenpa further 

explains that “as for meditation, practitioners of inner tantra meditate on 

deities in sexual union, and their conduct does not abstain from the five 

 
47 Kriyatantra: The ground is on the relative level, sensory appearances, and the ultimate is basic 

space, experienced as inseparability of the two levels of truth. The path is a deity, which is an 

expression of ye shes, which is seen as a master, and a practitioner is a servant. The fruition 

occurs within sixteen rebirths to Buddhahood. (292) 

Caryatantra is similar to Kriyatantra in its conduct but holds the same view of yogatantra. The 

ground, path, and fruit are similar to these other vehicles. However, in caryatantra, the deity, as an 

expression of ye shes, is like a sibling or friend and is visualized in front of a practitioner during a 

meditation. Additionally, when a practitioner becomes a deity, she is an expression of samaya. 

Siddhis or powers are attained within seven rebirths. (293) 

Yogatantra is a meditation of a practitioner as a deity, which is an expression of her samaya. Then 

a practitioner invites a deity who is an expression of timeless awareness. There are two methods: 

meditative absorption and ritual. (295)  

Mahayoga or “continuum of skillful means as supreme yoga” emphasizes that a practitioner sees 

everything (snang srid) as deities, mansions, and her own aggregates as deities. (298)  

Anuyoga or “supremely blissful basic space as supreme continuum of yoga” is when a 

practitioner practices on realizing that the animate and inanimate universe, the nature of which is 

a deity, to be simply the awakened state of Buddhahood within basic space. (300)  

Atiyoga or dzogpa chenpo, the Great Completeness is basic space, mind itself, pure by nature, 

lucid, spontaneous, timeless, is the ground of being. “As it was before, so is it afterward: the 

unchanging nature of phenomena. (302) 

48 Rabjam, TPS, 291.  
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meats.49 In this way, Jigme Lingpa reflects how refuge incorporates all 

levels and methods of practice and teaching described in Buddhist 

soteriology. All of these engage in guru yoga, in which devotion and related 

states of faith are central. 

This nine-vehicle refuge verse tightly weaves together various 

elements as sources of refuge and thereby sources of faith. A practitioner 

reciting this nine-vehicle refuge verse infuses with faith the three objects and 

refuge: Buddha, sangha, and dharma, objects of sūtra refuge with these other 

objects of refuge such as: blissed-filled ones: lama (bla ma), deity (yi dam), 

and ḍākinī (mkha’ ‘gro ma), refuge of the outer tantras. Vajra refuge in the 

subtle body: channels (tsha), winds (rlung), and orbs (thig le), refuge of the 

inner tantras. Finally, refuge in the nature of mind: essence (ngo bo), nature 

(rang bzhin), and compassion (thugs rje), refuge of the Great Completeness 

itself. Thus, these three “levels” of refuge explicitly include sūtra, tantra, and 

Great Completeness.  

There is a movement from refuge in sources that are considered 

external refuge towards refuge that are enmeshed with a practitioner’s body, 

or visualizing a lama, yidam, and ḍākinīs as refuge or using the subtle body 

– the channels, winds, and orbs - as a support for refuge.  

 
49 Rabjam, TPS, 297.  
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Finally, Great Completeness refuge invokes aspects of wisdom itself 

in that a practitioner goes to refuge in the very essence, nature, and 

responsiveness of wisdom. This movement demonstrates that as a 

practitioner gains experience through going for refuge, she also cultivates 

different types or different orientations in faith, which as we will see 

includes confidence (yi ches) that allows her to understand that Buddhahood 

is not dependent upon external sources but is a discovery of a practitioner’s 

wisdom. This type of nine-vehicle refuge is what Khetsun Sangpo calls, 

“effect refuge, because it consists of going for refuge to the fully developed 

factors that you are striving to manifest in your own mind.”50 All of these 

objects of refuge touch into the various aspects that are necessary for 

awakening.  

The cultivation of faith towards these objects is a necessary step for a 

practitioner. Khetsun Sangpo notes the commitment to the practice and to 

these objects allows a practitioner to cultivate desired qualities. He also 

states, “faith is like a wheel, always ready to roll along the road; if you have 

it, you can make internal progress at any time.”51 This suggests that faith 

allows for something else, something new, to occur for a practitioner, and 

 
50 Khetsun Sangpo, Tantric Practice in Nying-ma, trans. and ed. by Jeffrey Hopkins, Ithaca: Snow 

Lion Publications, 1996, 117. 

51 Ibid, 114.  
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within this context, faith develops a relationship between a practitioner and 

an experience of the nature of mind, which is cultivated in the nine-vehicle 

refuge verse.  

Jigme Lingpa’s refuge verse also incorporates important tantric 

principles associated with the use of imagery. Although not exactly a tantric 

practice because it does not require an empowerment (dbang), this nine-

vehicle refuge verse engages the two phases of creation and completion 

stages as a method for transforming dualistic engagement with these objects 

of refuge into a non-dual experience of faith at large.  

Firstly, a practitioner imagines that her teacher in the form of 

Padmasambhava is sitting in front of her along with many other sources of 

refuge like bodhisattvas, ḍākinīs, and other enlightened beings. Patrul 

Rinpoche’s instructions articulate that Padmasambhava has compassion and 

smiles at a practitioner. These beings are guides for that practitioner. This 

image-rich process allows practitioners to cultivate a relationship between 

these beings as guides for them and other beings whom they imagine to be 

circled around her during the meditation. As practitioners gain experience 

with imagining that these beings are guides, they strengthen their association 

with these beings as sources and exemplars of compassion. The more they 
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affiliate with this experience of compassion, the more they trust that these 

images not only represent, or themselves actually are, sources of refuge and 

thereby faith increases.  

Actual Practice 

 The instructions on this nine-vehicle refuge verse incorporate many 

aspects of secret mantra’s creation and completion stage practices. I want to 

draw attention to three attributes: imagination, physical prostrations, and the 

dissolution process at the end. These three aspects engage a practitioner in 

ways that cultivates her faith, which strengthens relationship and brings, in 

theory, joy and compassion. The instructions detail that the imagination 

process includes mentally creating a beautiful environment and seeing 

figures that model positive attitudes for practitioners. Additionally, this 

imaginational landscape portrays an intimate relationship between Guru 

Rinpoche or Padmasambhava and Yeshe Tsogyal, which is greatly 

significant to the Heart Essence, Vast Expanse tradition as we will see.  

 Secondly, physical prostrations are significant for this practice. I 

suggest that it is these physical movements that create a different type of 

result from merely intellectual engagement with the practice. As we will see, 

the moving body allows a practitioner to experience the meditation in a new 

form.  
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 The imagination process mostly refers to the creation stage practice. 

The second step, completion stage practice is equally important. While the 

instructions are simple and short, the effect on a practitioner during this 

stage is crucial for Jigme Lingpa’s refuge practice to fit within the Great 

Completeness framework of dissolving dualistic perceptions and sensations 

that a practitioner is other than a Buddha. Keeping these three elements of 

imagination, prostration, and dissolution in mind, let us turn towards the 

actual instructions of Jigme Lingpa’s nine-vehicle refuge verse practice. 

Words of My Perfect Teacher describes it this way: 

Imagine that you are sitting in the middle of a Buddhafield. All 

around you is beautiful, pleasant, and consists of every precious 

substance that can be found. The landscape is as smooth as a 

mirror, and there are no hills or valleys anywhere.52 Right in 

front of you, there is a five-branched wish-fulfilling tree. It has 

leaves, flowers and fruit stretched out so it fills the entire space 

in the four cardinal directions. Each branch has a multitude of 

entrancing jewels and bells of all kinds.  

 

In the middle of this five-branch tree, your own teacher sits in 

front of you in the form of Padmasambhava. He is sitting on a 

throne, which is supported by four lions and held up by a multi-

colored lotus, sun, and moon throne. In the form of 

Padmasambhava, your teacher embodies all the qualities of the 

past, present, and future Buddhas. He is an incomparable source 

of compassion and smiles at you. His body is white tinged with 

a red glow. He has one face and two arms. In his right hand, he 

holds a gold five-pronged vajra with a threatening gesture. He 

holds his left hand in a meditation posture and in it, he holds a 

 
52 Patrul, 178.  
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skull-cup filled with nectar of deathless wisdom (bdud rtsi). A 

wish-fulfilling tree grows out of the top of this vase.  

 

He wears several layers of robes. Underneath his religious 

robes, which are red with gold brocade is a white inner robe and 

a blue silk garment. He also wears a red and gold pandita’s hat 

that has two gold-trimmed visors folded up along his temples. 

On the top of his hat, is a golden half-vajra.53 Yeshe Tsogyal 

(Ye shes mtsho rgyal) sits on Padmasambhava’s lap, facing him 

as his consort, and holds a hooked knife (gri kug)54 and a skull 

cup.  

 

The space around Padmasambhava is full of other enlightened 

beings. The Heart-essence lineage lamas sit on top of one 

another on the crown of his head. Samantabhadra (kun tu bzang 

po) is at the top of this stack, and in order are: Vajrasattva, 

Garab Dorje, Mañjuśrīmitra, Guru Śrī Siṃha, Jñanasūtra, 

Vimalamitra, Padmasambhava of Oḍḍiyāna and his three 

closest disciples, the King, Subject, and Consort:  Dharma King 

Trisongdetsen, Vairotsana the translator, and the sky-goer 

Yeshe Tsogyal, then Longchen Rabjam, and Rigdzin Jigme 

Lingpa. All these masters are imagined with their own 

particular ornaments and attributes. These masters are 

surrounded by an infinite number of yidam deities, and sky-

goers, which represent the four sections of tantra.  

 

The other four branches also hold specific images. The front 

branch holds the historical Buddha, Śākyamuni, surrounded by 

the thousand and two perfect Buddhas of this Good Kalpa 

(bskal pa)55 and all the other Buddhas of the past, present, and 

future and of the four directions. “All of them are in the 

supreme nirmāṇakāya form, garbed in monastic robes, bearing 

all the thirty-two major marks of Buddhahood – the crown 

 
53 Ibid, 118.  

54 A gri kug is a symbol of the destruction of the demonic forces of destructive emotions. 

https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Hooked_knife, accessed October 30, 2019. 

55 Kalpa (bskal pa) – “an aeon, a vast period of time related to the different phases of a great 

universe (or trichiliocosm), according to Abhidharma literature. 

https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Kalpa, accessed October 30, 2019.  

https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Hooked_knife
https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Kalpa
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protuberance, the wheels marked on the soles of the feet and so 

on – and the eighty minor signs.”56  

 

The right branch holds the eight bodhisattvas, including the 

Bodhisattva Protectors of the three families: Mañjuśrī, 

Vajrapāṇi, and Avalokiteśvara. They are described as being 

white, yellow, red, green, and blue and wear the thirteen 

ornaments of the sambhogakāya.  

 

On the left branch are the two principal śrāvakas – Śāriputra 

and Maudgalyāyana, and they sit alongside the saṅgha of 

śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas. They are white in color and 

wear the three monastic robes. They are standing upright, 

holding staffs and alms bowls. 

 

The rear branch holds the Jewel of Dharma in the form of 

books. On the top of the pile, are the six million four hundred 

thousand tantras of the Great Perfection, the label of each 

volume facing towards you. Each book clearly appears in 

distinction from the rest, while the spontaneous melody of the 

vowels and consonants emanate forth.  

 

All the dharma-protectors, wisdom protectors and the protectors 

constrained by the effect of their past actions, are found 

throughout and in between the branches of this five-branch tree. 

The male protectors face outward, protecting you from 

obstacles, and the female protectors face inwards, protecting 

you from losing your inner accomplishments.  

 

All of these figures are sources of refuge. Imagine them with all 

of their immeasurable qualities of knowledge, love, and power. 

They are your own guides.  

 

Imagine that your father of this lifetime sits on your right side 

and your mother is on your left. In front of you, there is a 

gathering of all the individuals who exist on this earth and all 

beings of the three worlds and the six realms of existence. Your 

 
56 Patrul, 179.  
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enemies are in the front row. All of these beings are standing 

with their palms of their hands joined together.  

 

At this moment, engage your body, speech, and mind with 

prostrations, recitation, and cultivate the following thought:  

 

Oh Teacher and three jewels, whatever happens to me, 

favourable or unfavourable, pleasant or painful, good or bad, 

whatever sickness and suffering befall me, I have no other 

refuge nor protection than you. You are my only protector, my 

only guide, my only shelter and my only hope. From now on 

until I reach the very heart of enlightenment, I place all my trust 

and faith in you. I shall neither seek my father’s counsel, nor 

ask my mother’s advice, nor decide on my own. It is you, my 

teacher and the three jewels, that I take as my support. It is to 

you that I make my offerings. I pledge myself to you alone. I 

have no other refuge, no other hope than you!57 

 

Recite the refuge verse with this thought in your mind. At the 

same time, perform prostrations where the hands are placed 

with palms together at the heart. Raise your hands together to 

your forehead, then to your throat, and lastly to your heart. 

Once your hands come to your heart, begin to move the body 

down to the ground, touching the knees to the floor. A full 

prostration continues as the body lies flat on the ground, and the 

forehead touches the ground. The arms come fully out in front. 

Otherwise, one performs a modified prostration where the 

knees, forehead, and hands touch the ground. This action is 

repeated every time the refuge verse is recited. The instructions 

encourage a practitioner to repeat this as much as possible until 

it is recited at least one hundred thousand times. Patrul 

Rinpoche emphasizes that this should be completed in distinct 

practices and should be a practitioner’s most important practice.  

 

To conclude the practice, a practitioner images that her faith 

causes innumerable light rays to stream out from all these 

refuge deities. The light rays touch the practitioner and all the 

 
57 Patrul, 180.  
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imagined beings around her. When the rays of light touch these 

beings, the beings dissolve in the assembly of deities.  

 

Starting from the outside and working inwards, the assembly of 

deities also dissolve into light and as light dissolve into a 

practitioner’s teacher who is in the form of Padmasambhava. 

All of the masters above Padmasambhava’s head also dissolve 

into light and then dissolve into him. Then Padmasambhava 

also dissolves and vanishes into light. At this point, a 

practitioner rests in that experience, which is described as, “the 

primordial state free from all elaboration, the dharmakāya, 

without any movement of thought.”58 Complete the practice 

with a dedication of merit.59  

 

Patrul Rinpoche and other commentaries such as Khetsun Sangpo encourage 

a practitioner to take refuge in the three jewels as often as possible. There 

are instructions for taking refuge during sleep, walking, eating, changing 

one’s clothes, or when a practitioner comes upon sometime beautiful like a 

bed of flowers. On each occasion, a practitioner should imagine the field of 

refuge in a particular location in reference to her own body such as her heart, 

right shoulder, throat, or offering clothing or the flowers as a practitioner 

engages with those items. 

Going for refuge in the context of Jigme Lingpa’s refuge verse 

involves two significant frameworks. First, refuge here is “the recognition of 

 
58 Ibid, 180.  

59 Dedication of Merit: It is customary for Buddhists to offer their practices to the benefit of all 

beings.  
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the true and uncontrived nature of the mind, the realization of the equal taste 

of samsara and nirvana as referred to in the expression ‘the three doors of 

liberation.’”60 Second, refuge in this context “one does not apprehend the 

Three Jewels as the protector and oneself as the protected.”61 Jigme Lingpa 

pulls together sūtra, tantra, and Great Completeness sources of refuge in a 

way that a practitioner uses them simultaneously. A practitioner engages in 

these three types of refuge in various ways from 1) perceiving herself as 

completely separate from the Three Jewels, 2) understanding that lama, 

deities, and ḍākinīs and the subtle body, which are not separate from herself, 

as refuge and 3) taking refuge in wisdom itself. This progression moves 

from a dualistic to less dualistic and finally completely non-dual way of 

engaging in these sources of refuge.   

Jigme Lingpa’s refuge verse incorporates various objects of refuge 

and brings them together so one can cultivate a relationship with all of them. 

Firstly, this relationship allows for a practitioner to understand that these 

sources point towards the same ultimate refuge, primordial wisdom but in 

various ways. This relationship allows her to touch into an experience that 

aligns with her goal. In order for a practitioner to recognize and realize 

 
60 Ibid, 235.  

61 Patrul, 237.  
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wisdom, she must experience that these sources of refuge are not separate 

from her. That recognition gradually comes to fruition through familiarizing 

with these sources of refuge. In order for this process to occur, an individual 

must have some sort of interest, conviction, or confidence that the process 

will be successful. This interest, conviction, or confidence refers to the 

Tibetan term, dad pa, which is commonly translated into the English term 

“faith.”  

Faith (dad pa) 

 Patrul Rinpoche states that, “it is also upon faith alone that actual 

realization of the absolute truth, the natural state, depends.”62 Faith63 (Skt. 

Śraddha, Tib. dad pa) is one of the fifty-one mental states (caitta, sems 

byung) and considered a virtuous mental state in Abhidharma literature. 

Sthiramati (6th Century) in his commentary, An Explanation of the Thirty 

Stanzas (Skt. Triṃśikābhāṣya; Tib. Sum cu pa’i bshad pa), states that “faith 

includes complete confidence in the reality of karma and its maturation; 

 
62 Patrul Rinpoche, 175.  

63 Longchenpa explains that faith (dad pa) in the sixteen aspects of the four truths is the basis for 

one’s development of confidence/conviction. “One meditates with conviction based on one’s 

confidence in the sixteen topics pertaining to the four truths.”63 This development and role of 

faith occurs at the second path for the cause-based approach or ‘the path of preparation.’ 

Faith/conviction (dad pa) is the first of the five powers that are cultivated on this path, which 

means that faith lays the groundwork for developing the four other qualities: diligence (brtson 

‘grus), mindfulness (dran pa), meditative absorption (ting nge ‘dzin), and wisdom (shes rab). 
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sincere faith in the Four Truths of the Noble Ones; and eager faith regarding 

the capacities of qualified beings.” One definition of faith, from Rigpa 

translations,64 translates Jamgon Mipham Rinpoche’s definition of faith in 

The Entrance to the Way of the Wise (mkhas ‘jug) within a Buddhist context 

is: “…to have a vivid and eager mind towards, and confidence in, that which 

is authentic and true. It supports interest65 (mos pa).”66 Erik Pema Kunsang 

defines faith as being an “admiration of, longing towards, and trust in that 

which is true. It supports determination.”67 This list of definitions provides a 

semantic range for the usage of the term faith in Buddhist texts. They show 

that faith is more akin to interest or liking something that reveals truth.   

Faith reverses distraction from moving towards an experience that is 

akin to the nature of mind for a Great Completeness practitioner. 

Distractions include wrong views, doubts, and resistance. As Adzom Drukpa 

(a ‘dzom ‘brug pa ‘gro ‘dul dpa’ 64irman rje, 1824 – 1924) explains in his 

Lamp Lighting the Path (klong snying sngon ‘gro’i khrid yig thar lam gsal 

byed dang khyad par gyi khrid yig ye shes snying po):  

In particular, wrong views and doubt alone are said to be causes 

of annihilating the opportunity68 for practitioners of the Vajra 

 
64 https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Faith, Accessed March 31, 2020.  

65 What is the connection with mos pa 

66 Rigpa translations, https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Faith, accessed October 25, 

2019. 

67 https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Faith, accessed October 25, 2019. (mos pa) 

68 TBRC  81.17. skal ba chad pa’i rgyu log lta. REGE 162!3 skal ba chad pa’i log lta [no rgyu].  

https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Faith
https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Faith
https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Faith
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Vehicle’s stage of generation, stage of completion, and [of] 

Great Completeness to achieve feats (siddhi, dngos grub). 

Therefore, excellent reverential knowledgeable faith in which 

person and practice are wholly united is an unmistaken cause 

for quickly attaining blessings and siddhis, like the universal 

panacea. This can be known indeed from the liberation stories 

of the excellent holy lords, the adepts of India and Tibet.69  

 

Here in the Heart Essence, Vast Expanse tradition, freedom from doubt and 

wrong views grants opportunities for a practitioner to recognize the nature of 

mind. The objective of these practices, including refuge, is for an individual 

to dissolve the idea that Buddha and an individual are utterly different. 

Initially, an individual may come to the path because she learns that the 

Buddha is free from suffering, and that experience sounds pleasing to an 

individual. Eventually over time, that individual begins to learn that the 

qualities of a Buddha are her own. The dissolution of this separation and the 

growth of trust in the possibility of seeing oneself and in fact being a 

Buddha are the key factors on the soteriological path. Faith is necessary for 

an individual to carry on this progression of dissolution and realization. In 

other words, faith is the orientation that enables an individual to sustain her 

practice.  

 

69 Adzom Drukpa, Lamp Lighting the Path (klong snying sngon 'gro'i khrid yig thar lam gsal 
byed dang khyad par gyi khrid yig ye shes snying po), trans. by Anne C. Klein and Elizabeth 

Napper, Not Published. (Find page number!)  
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The three types of faith: clarity (dang ba), wish to obtain (‘thob ‘dod), 

and confidence (yid ches) demonstrate a progression that begins with an 

interest and eventually leads into conviction meaning the complete trust or 

confidence that the objects of refuge will bring her to recognize the nature of 

mind and more importantly, a confidence that she is this nature of mind 

described in the teachings.70   

Patrul Rinpoche explains that vivid faith or clarity (dang ba’i dad pa, 

prasāda)71 “is the faith that is inspired in us by thinking of the immense 

compassion of the Buddhas and great teachers.”72 The second type of faith, a 

wish to attain (‘thob ‘dod, abhilāṣha) or eager faith, “is our eagerness to be 

free of the sufferings of lower realms when we hear them described; our 

eagerness to enjoy the happiness of higher realms and of liberation when we 

 
70 Adzom Drukpa very good on this if you want to cite some of it; you can note how / if he differs 

from his teacher Patrul. (Im not sure he really does, that is also interesting. 

71 Clarifying faith, dang ba, refers to a mind that clears away doubt about the mind’s goal. A 

common example found in Guenther’s translation of The Necklace of Clear Understanding and in 

Hopkin’s presentation of Jang-gyā’s Presentation of Tenets is that the mind becomes clear or 

possesses clarifying faith when it perceives the qualities of the three jewels: Buddha, dharma, and 

sangha because any doubt or mental troubles are cleared away. The mind comprehends the 

qualities that are associated with the phenomena and any distracting doubt is removed. In other 

words, as the Vaibhashika/Abhidharma tradition understands it, clarifying faith is the basis for the 

perceiver to clearly cognize the object or what is be sought. Maybe it’s not just about being clear 

re the cognized, but the quality of clarity becoming stronger in the subject. 

72 Patrul, 171.  
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hear what they are.”73 Lastly, there is confident faith, or conviction74 (yid 

ches, abhisampratyaya):  

Confident faith is the faith in the Three Jewels that arises from 

the depth of our hearts once we understand their extraordinary 

qualities and the power of blessings. It is the total trust in the 

Three Jewels alone that comes from the knowledge that they are 

the only unfailing refuge, always and in all circumstances, 

whether we are happy, sad, in pain, ill, living or dead.75 

 

Faith covers a broad range of experience beginning with inspiring moments 

and interactions and moving toward faith that causes an individual to change 

her habits and strive towards something and culminating in a thorough 

conviction that something is true and possible. This possibility for Patrul 

Rinpoche and the Heart Essence, Vast Expanse tradition is that an individual 

fully trusts that she has the capability to realize her mind’s nature.  

 Going for refuge with faith is described as more effective than merely 

refuge recitation practice. Khetsun Sangpo comments that, “if merely 

repeating the words of refuge is effective, the benefit from doing so with 

deep faith is very much greater.”76 Patrul Rinpoche also explains that, 

 
73 Ibid, 172.  

74 Trusting faith/confidence/conviction, yid ches, is the quality of mind that arises when the mind 

makes a connection between an action and the action’s result. Hopkins explains, “the faith of 

conviction is, for instance, the gaining of conviction in dependent-arising or in actions and their 

effects through contemplating these (Buddhist) doctrines as set forth by the Conqueror.”74 

Simply, trusting faith is making the connection that a specific action leads to a precise result. For 

the Abhidharma/Vaibhashika tradition, the role of faith is so that one clearly perceives that 

actions lead to results. 

75 Ibid, 172.  

76 Sangpo, 124.  
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“absolute unwavering trust, arising from extraordinary faith and devotion, is 

indispensable. It opens the door to taking refuge,”77 and “what is more, it is 

also upon faith alone that the actual realization of the absolute truth, the 

natural state depends.”78 Lastly,  

The compassion and blessings of the Three Jewels are 

inconceivable, and their ability to reach into us depends entirely 

on our faith and devotion. If you have immense faith and 

devotion, the compassion and blessings you receive from your 

teacher and the Three Jewels will be equally immense… If you 

have no faith and devotion at all, you will get absolutely 

nothing.79  

 

These commentaries clearly demonstrate that going for refuge as a faithful 

student reaps benefits that far outweigh refuge practice without faith. From 

this perspective, faith is a turning towards a particular focus for a 

practitioner. As a practitioner engages in practice further, she cultivates a 

stronger interest in and greater confidence regarding her goal. In the context 

of going to refuge, a practitioner strengthens her faith in the three jewels 

over other distractions that are not associated with this focus.  

 An individual who possesses faith while she goes for refuge in Jigme 

Lingpa’s refuge verse opens a relationship between herself and particular 

experiences such as “receiving the Buddha’s blessings and compassion”80 

 
77 Patrul, 176.  

78 Ibid, 175.  

79 Ibid, 173.  

80 Patrul, 176.  
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and having joy. This relationship between a practitioner and sources of 

refuge grows with practice, especially through one’s softening or dissolving 

subject-object distances, whereby a practitioner thinks that sources of refuge 

have something that she does not possess. However, in dissolving or even 

just through softening these barriers of subject-object paradigms, a 

practitioner comes to understand that she also possesses, in potential, the 

same qualities that the sources of refuge contain.  

Khetsun Sangpo explains that a practitioner at the end of going for 

refuge in Jigme Lingpa’s nine-vehicle refuge does the following:   

At the close of each session, develop great faith as a result of 

which all beings in the assembly emit rays of compassionate 

light. These rays enter your body and the bodies of those 

around you.81 

 

This passage summarizes several key components of Jigme Lingpa’s refuge 

practice. In explaining how the practice of refuge is performed, I suggest 

that faith offers an individual an affective experience primarily related with 

experience of joy and compassion. While Khetsun Sangpo’s quote above 

mentions that faith catalyzes streams of light to issue forth from the 

practitioners who cultivated it. This also suggests, in my reading, that a 

practitioner dissolves resistance and doubt of her own capacity.  

 
81 Sangpo, 121.  
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Background 

Jigme Lingpa’s refuge verse, found in his foundational practices of 

the Heart Essence, Vast Expanse literature expresses how objects of refuge 

and guru devotion relate to recognition of a practitioner’s essence (ngo bo), 

nature (rang bzhin), and ceaseless responsiveness (thugs rje), the heart of 

practice. The verse straightforwardly expresses that a practitioner take 

refuge in three aspects: the three jewels, the subtle body, and the mandala of 

essence, nature, and compassionate responsiveness (ngo bo, rang bzhin, 

thugs rje dkyil ‘khor la), this triad being the special characteristics of 

awakened mind.   

Jigme Lingpa’s nine-vehicle refuge verse incorporates all vehicles, 

sūtra and tantra. This point is significant because recognizing it shifts the 

perspective of the practitioner. As Jigme Lingpa points out, sūtra and tantra 

are different models of liberation in that the sūtra vehicle is the “causal 

refuge.”82 It is causal because reciting the vow now is done with a view to 

accomplishing the three jewels in the future. The mantra vehicle is the 

fruition refuge: 

It is resultant because the resultant refuge which is the special 

refuge of the Vajrayāna, deriving from the view particular to 

 
82 Ibid, 141. 
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that vehicle, is the vow to actualize the nature of one’s own 

mind – understood to be the Three Jewels themselves – now in 

this very moment and not as something to be accomplished at 

some point in the future.83  

The mantra vehicle incorporates methods, mainly creation stage and 

completion stage, which familiarize the practitioner with how tantra 

explains, for example, the union of appearance and emptiness. Therefore, it 

is important to train in methods that lead a practitioner to recognize this 

union so she comes closer to how Great Completeness understands the lack 

of real separation between subject and object. A practitioner then recognizes 

that state and stabilizes it. The main point is that Jigme Lingpa’s refuge 

connects practitioners to tantric practices of creation and completion stage, 

and, with the third line, to the Great Completeness itself. Thus, it is a refuge 

of all nine vehicles.  Once this is familiar, practitioners move on to subtle 

body practices of channels, winds, and orbs, and their final goal is Great 

Completeness.  

A practitioner who goes for refuge in the context of Jigme Lingpa’s 

nine-vehicle verse does so from the all-inclusive perspective of the Great 

Completeness view. The First Dodrupchen Jigme Trinle Ozer, a direct 

student of Jigme Lingpa, discusses how the Great Completeness view 

 
83 Ibid, 141.  
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encompasses the previous eight vehicles of sūtra and tantra in his 

Commentary to Jigme Lingpa’s Treasury of Precious Qualities.  

The great vast teachings of Gautama Buddha, all of the 

Buddhist [teachings], the vows of the pratimoksha and master 

bodhisattvas, the three vows, the six parāmitās – generosity up 

to wisdom, and the two – creation and completion – of the 

Vajra vehicle, everything [else] are merely supports for the path 

that goes to the great perfection. As it is said to be the essence 

of all the teachings, even that wisdom which settles in the 

original basic disposition, and which transcends observed and 

observer, is a mere convention that is called, as a term, “the 

great perfection.”84  

 

Jigme Lingpa’s refuge verse shows how the Nyingma tradition incorporates 

teachings that are other than atiyoga or Great Completeness onto the path. 

Everything becomes a support to realizing Great Completeness’s ultimate 

goal: it is to manifest from the ground (gzhi) without effort as a Buddha with 

the three bodies: nirmāṇakāya, saṃbhogakāya, and dharmakāya.   

In this way, this particular refuge verse combines three ways of 

approaching refuge that for Nyingma are all supportive of finally realizing 

the ground. While these variations on refuge and sources of refuge are 

distinct from how the Great Completeness understands the ultimate source 

of refuge, the Great Completeness does use these methods as stepping-stones 

 
84 Lingpa, Jigme and I Dodrupchen, A Commentary on the Root Verses of the Treasury of 

Precious Qualities, si khrin mi rigs dpe skrun khang, n.d., 570.21 – 571.6.  
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to refine a practitioner’s approach to recognizing that final refuge, which is 

the primordial wisdom that is already one’s own nature. .  

 Through my preliminary research, I have not encountered an identical 

refuge verse in either the Four-Fold Heart Essence or other Jigme Lingpa 

writings. However, there are several occasions where one line is found in 

Longchen Rabjam’s writings such as his Treasure Trove of Scriptural 

Transmissions and several references in the Four-Fold Heart Essence that 

seem to foreshadow Jigme Lingpa’s refuge. Longchen Rabjam expresses 

refuge with the same first line, “I take refuge in the Three Jewels” in the 

Web of Gems, The Unelaborate Empowerment Ritual (spros med kyi dbang 

chog Rin po che’i dra ba) found in the Four-fold Heart Essence.  Later in 

this collection, we find Longchen Rabjam states, “I go for refuge in the 

teacher and the three jewels” (bla ma dang dkon mchog la skyabs su ‘gro 

bar byas) in The Ocean of Complete Liberation: The Stages of Commitments 

(dam tshig gi rim pa rnam grol rgya mtsho). Yet, these refuge lines do not 

include other sources of refuge as found in Jigme Lingpa’s refuge verse. 

Longchen Rabjam does not specifically write a refuge verse which 

foreshadows the other lines of Jigme Lingpa’s verse, but he does reference 

essence, nature, and ceaseless compassion and explains these three together 

with quite some detail throughout various pieces of literature. He also cites 
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ancient tantras such as All-Creating Majesty which offer the same or a 

similar triad of essence, nature, and ceaseless compassion suggesting that 

this triad is important throughout the entire Great Completeness tradition. 

 In his Treasure Trove of Scriptural Transmission, Longchen Rabjam 

quotes The All-Creating Majesty explaining the three kāyas through 

expressing them as essence, nature, and ceaseless compassion.  

Due to the nature of me, all-creating enlightenment, the three 

Kāyas – the heart essence of all victorious ones – are naturally 

and spontaneously present without having to be sought. My 

uncontrived nature is ensured as dharmakāya, my uncontrived 

essence as sambhogakāya, and my fully evident responsiveness 

as nirmanakāya… The three Kāyas are subsumed within me, the 

all-creating one. All phenomena, however they manifest, have 

three uncontrived aspects – nature, essence, and responsiveness. 

I reveal these three Kāyas to be my suchness.85  

 

The three kāyas are themselves aligned with essence, nature, and ceaseless 

compassion, and this verse reveals that there is no separation between the 

refuge -- a teacher, the three jewels, and an individual who takes refuge, and 

notes that all contain the three aspects of nature, essence, and 

responsiveness. In this way, we begin to understand the deeper background 

of how a practitioner performs this verse, in that she understands that there is 

no separation between the aspects articulated in the first three lines. 

 
85 Longchen Rabjam, Treasure Trove of Scriptual Transmission, trans. by Richard Barron, 

Junction City: Padma Publishers, 2001, 21.  
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Devotion to the three jewels and to a teacher is also devotion towards one’s 

own real nature, the recognition of which brings awakening.  

 Longchen Rabjam also mentions essence, nature, and responsiveness 

throughout the Four-fold Heart Essence. These mentions are mostly brief but 

one in particular, found in The Radiating Lattice of the Most Simple 

Empowerments (rab tu spros med kyi dbang chog ‘od kyi dra ba), discusses 

how the essence, nature, and ceaseless responsiveness are described in 

relation to sems nyid, mind itself. “The essence of mindnature (sems nyid) is 

empty, the nature is bright (gsal), and the responsiveness is ceaselessly 

radiating [outward].86 These descriptions of mindnature also correlate with 

descriptions of the three kāyas in that the dharmakāya is expressed as empty, 

the sambhogakāya as bright, and the nirmanakāya as ceaseless.87 Putting 

these pieces together, we may begin to see Jigme Lingpa’s process of 

aligning his refuge verse. This means that one’s own mindnature is not 

separate from a Buddha that that devotion to a Buddha mirrors devotion to 

mindnature.  

 

Details of Jigme Lingpa’s Refuge Verse  

 
86 275 sems nyid ngo bo stong rang bzhin gsal thugs rje’i gdangs ‘gag med chen po’i gnas lugs 
nyag gcig ste ngo shes par gyis shig.  

87 Rabjam, Treasure Trove of Scriptural Transmission, p. 20 - 22.  
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 Again, his refuge verse touches on three levels of refuge: external, the 

three jewels, tantric, the three blissed-filled ones, internal as the subtle body, 

and finally secret as the essence, nature, and ceaseless responsiveness. A 

reader of Jigme Lingpa’s refuge verse begins to reflect that external guru 

devotion is no different than an expression of a practitioner’s essence, 

nature, and responsiveness. As stated earlier, faith towards sources of refuge 

dissolves boundaries and a practitioner begins to experience an affective 

sense of joy because she embodies compassion and felt all the more 

impactfully when she imagines sending rays of compassion. This experience 

shows that compassion for a practitioner’s teacher augurs one’s fully 

manifesting compassion like the Buddha’s.  

Eventually, through practicing Jigme Lingpa’s refuge verse, a 

practitioner begins to recognize the resonance between having faith and 

devotion for her teacher and growing into a more compassionate 

responsiveness. As this is a dissolution process, a practitioner touches into 

what Great Completeness understands to be the basis of reality, which is 

expressed through essence, nature, and responsiveness. Jigme Lingpa points 

out that the relationship between guru devotion and a practitioner’s 

experience is a way to access something beyond a dualistic subjective-

objective interaction.  
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 In this context, having faith towards objects of refuge and guru 

devotion are synonymous, whereas in a sūtra context, the focus of refuge is 

on only the three jewels. An individual incorporates her faith cultivated in 

refuge practice with her own devotion towards her teacher and strengthens 

both through the refuge verse and the imaginative process that accompanies 

it. A shift in affect occurs when guru and disciple merge, as is symbolized 

by dissolving one into the other. In the same vein, Jigme Lingpa’s verse 

demonstrates how any practice incorporating any or all of the various objects 

of refuge operate in a similar manner because all these objects point towards 

the same final object of refuge. Also, by engaging in the various levels of 

sūtra, tantra, and Great Completeness, faith towards these varying objects 

touches into another aspect. For example, taking refuge in the subtle body 

allows for practitioners to touch into devotion for Buddhahood within their 

own body. This has a different flavor from taking refuge in the Three Jewels. 

Refuge in the subtle body orients practitioners to understand that their 

physical body embodies Buddha rather than Buddha being external to that 

body.  

The first line in Jigme Lingpa’s refuge verse references the “Three 

Real Jewels, three root Blissed-Filled Ones” or the Buddha, historical 

Śakyamuni; the dharma, Buddha’s teachings; and the sangha, community of 
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Buddhist practitioners. Longchen Yeshe Dorje says that “the object of refuge 

is the Three Jewels: the Buddha endowed with the four kāyas and five 

wisdoms, the Sacred Dharma of transmission and realization, and the Noble 

Sangha dwelling on the grounds of accomplishment.”88 These three pillars 

are sources of liberation and happiness in the Buddhist tradition because 

they provide protection from the ever-changing sources of suffering. Sūtra 

presentations of refuge remind śravakas, pratyekabuddhas, and bodhisattvas 

on the sūtra path that the only source of true happiness, which is individual 

liberation from suffering, is the three jewels. These jewels – Buddha, 

dharma, and sangha – provide protection from suffering because they teach 

and reflect how to turn away from causing more suffering and cultivate a 

livelihood that engenders true happiness.  

The “three blissed-filled ones” or three roots (or sources): lama, 

yidam, and ḍākinī are, as we have said, components of the secret mantra 

vehicle (sangs ngag theg pa) and another method for a practitioner to use to 

attain liberation. Khetsun Sangpo explains:  

According to the extraordinary uncommon teachings of Secret 

Mantra, one’s lama is considered to be undifferentiated from 

Buddha himself. One also relies continuously on a personal 

deity (yidam) and on the Sky Goers (ḍākinī). The lama is the 

 
88 Jigme Lingpa, Treasury of Precious Qualities: Rain of Joy. Trans. by the Padmakara 

Translation Group, Boston: Shambhala, 2010, 232.  
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manifestation and composite of all activities of all Buddhas in 

the past, present, and future. He is the student’s connecting link 

with the actual Buddha. The personal deities are beings 

appearing in fierce form to tame trainees who cannot be 

disciplined through peaceful aspects. The Sky Goers are female 

beings who bestow a quick means of attaining Buddhahood.89 

A lama who grants instructions that lead a practitioner to recognize the 

nature of mind is considered to be no different from Buddha. This 

perspective is crucial for a practitioner because this seeing begins a process 

for a practitioner to understand the undifferentiability between Buddha and 

individual. Secondly, a personal deity is a particular deity that resonates, 

personally, with a practitioner. Yukhok Chatralwa states:  

Although all the peaceful and wrathful yidam deities are 

included among the buddhas, we consider as special the deity 

on whose symbol our flower alights during an empowerment 

and with whom we have a karmic connection from our former 

lives, recognizing him or her as the source of all 

accomplishments.90 

 

Lastly, the dakinis are in this case to the sangha or community. In secret 

mantra, dakinis are the “inner saṅgha of vidyādharas” who remove obstacles 

for a practitioner’s practice. The three roots are secret mantra’s expansion on 

the Three Jewels.   

 
89 Sangpo, 117.  

90 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/yukhok-chatralwa/ngondro-compendium-2, 

accessed October 29, 2019. 

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/yukhok-chatralwa/ngondro-compendium-2
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In this way, the three roots are also objects of refuge but are part of 

secret mantra’s methods that dissolve duality. These three roots are key to 

secret mantra’s meditations in creation and completion stage practices that 

incorporate non-duality within a matrix that engages the imagination. 

Yukhok Chatralwa (g.yu khog bya bral bac hos dbyings rang grol, 1872 – 

1952), a student of Adzom Drukpa and root teacher of Dodrupchen 

Rinpoche, explains in his Ngondro Compendium:  

According to the general method of the uncommon secret 

mantra, we take refuge in the ‘three roots’ in addition to the 

buddhas who have perfected abandonment and realization. We 

offer our body, speech and mind to the lama, who is the source 

or ‘root’ of all blessings. We rely upon the yidam deities, who 

arise in infinite peaceful and wrathful forms out of the peaceful 

state of the nirmanakāya, and are the source of all siddhis. We 

take as our companions the wisdom ḍākinīs, who course 

unimpededly throughout the unborn space of reality through the 

force of unceasing compassion and are the source of 

eliminating obstacles.91   

A root lama, in practice especially, is sensed to be an actual Buddha. 

Additionally, secret mantra practices typically instruct practitioners to 

imagine herself as a deity and/or to see her lama as a particular deity. This 

imagination may also fill the environment with other deities and ḍākinīs. In 

the nine-vehicle refuge verse, Jigme Lingpa guides a practitioner towards 

transitioning from reciting refuge in a sutric causal towards a mantric 

 
91 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/yukhok-chatralwa/ngondro-compendium-2, 

accessed October 29, 2019. 

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/yukhok-chatralwa/ngondro-compendium-2
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resultant refuge by engaging a practitioner’s imagination to dissolve 

dualistic barriers between the Three Jewels and herself.  

A Buddha’s body is described as having three dimensions: emanation, 

enjoyment, and truth bodies, which are already discussed align with and are 

the fruition of essence, nature, and responsiveness. Longchenpa states: 

The timeless awareness [primordial wisdom] expressed as 

enlightened form, speech, and mind is not apparent, this does 

not mean that it is not present. The body supports subtle 

channels, and those channels support subtle energies and subtle 

essences. The vital essence of these “the immeasurable mansion 

of naturally occurring timeless awareness” at the very core of 

each of the four chakras, or energy centers. In the heart center – 

“the palace of the true nature of phenomena” – the essence of 

timeless awareness, naturally occurring and utterly lucid, is 

steadfastly present, together with a “retinue” – the vast scope of 

timeless awareness.92 

A practitioner accesses primordial wisdom as expressed as body, speech, 

and mind through engaging in subtle body practices. Perhaps the most 

significant factor to this line is that it demonstrates how a practitioner holds 

both afflicted and pure – Buddha qualities – simultaneously so that the body 

is the link through becoming a Buddha. So while there is an experience of 

confusion caused by the ignorance due to which coarse afflicted body 

obscures the subtle body, a practitioner also is comprised of a subtle body 

 
92 Rabjam, TPS 341.  
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that allows her to access primordial wisdom. Therefore, any practice that 

engages with the subtle body is an entry point into primordial wisdom.  

Yet, refuge for the mantra vehicle is not just recognizing that the three 

jewels are one’s mind. A practitioner also takes refuge in her root teacher 

who is an embodiment of the Three Jewels. Mantra vehicle methods, 

creation and completion stages, work with melding one’s root teacher and 

yidam practices with understanding that one’s mind is the three jewels. 

Longchen Yeshe Dorje (klong chen ye shes rdo rje, 1897 – 1975) explains in 

his commentary on Jigme Lingpa’s Treasury of Prectious Qualities:  

One’s root teacher is the embodiment of all the Buddhas. The 

teacher’s body, speech, and mind are the sangha, dharma, and 

Buddha, respectively. With this understanding, to take refuge in 

him in a non-dual manner (that is, without seeing a difference 

between the one who is seeking protection and the one who is 

giving protection) is the causal refuge. Finally, to understand 

that one’s own mind is, in that very instant, the Three Jewels, is 

to take resultant refuge.93 

Eventually, the obstructions that create a dualistic felt-sense between 

subject and object dissolve.94 Longchen Yeshe Dorje makes this point 

clearly:  

 
93 Lingpa, 142.  

94 Following Longhchenpa’s description of the coarse and subtle body in his Treasury of 

Philosophical Systems and the I Dodrupchen’s explanation in his commentary on JML’s Treasury 

of Precious Qualities on how confusion arises and creates dualistic perceptions, it seems that this 

process of recognizing that one’s mind-nature and the root teacher are not separate also dissolves 

all obstructions (afflictive obstructions and the obstructions to omniscience).  
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This involves the recognition of one’s mind as the wisdom of 

luminosity. It involves the recognition that the mind is without 

defect from the very beginning and that it is endowed from the 

first with every perfect quality. There is nothing to purify and 

there is nothing new to gain. The mind itself is Buddha. This 

resultant refuge involves, too, the recognition of the mind’s 

stainless ultimate nature, primordially unchanging, as Dharma, 

and of its inalienable qualities as Sangha.95 

Longchen Dorje points out that a practitioner’s mind is Buddha. This 

recognition that the mind is without defect is also what Jigme Lingpa points 

to in his refuge verse. For one, as the essence is empty, it is without defect. 

The mind as the wisdom of luminosity, its nature is luminous, and finally as 

its qualities as the sangha, it is responsive.  

 The final or ultimate refuge in Jigme Lingpa’s refuge verse and for the 

Heart Essence, Vast Expanse tradition is to take refuge in tripartite 

expression of one’s own mind nature or rig pa: the essence, nature, and 

responsiveness. Patrul Rinpoche explains: 

The ultimate and infallible refuge in the indestructible natural 

state is based on the primal wisdom inherent in the refuge. That 

wisdom’s essential nature is emptiness; its natural expression is 

clarity; and its compassion is all-pervasive. Taking refuge here 

means to realize in one’s own mind-stream, with total 

confidence, the great inseparability of these three aspects of 

primal wisdom.96 

 
95 Lingpa, 142.  

96 Patrul, 177.  
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This refuge does not rely on any supports as does sūtra, through relying on 

the – external three jewels – and tantra – on the subtle body – it recognizes 

and makes central to practice the goal of the path – the actual mindnature. 

That one’s mind is not separate or different from what Patrul Rinpoche calls 

“primal wisdom (ye shes).”97 This is what makes the Great Completeness a 

fruitional path, the path is the fruit.    

 The triad of essence, nature, and responsiveness refers to aspects of 

reality or the ground (gzhi). Jigme Lingpa’s Treasury of Precious Qualities 

describe how the ground encompasses everything including these three 

qualities. “Here, phenomena of suffering and peace, do not move from basic 

space, also, suffering and nirvana are not established, reality itself as the 

base and is complete as the three: essence, nature, and responsiveness.”98 

The First Dodrupchen Jigme Trinle Ozer explains that everything, included 

in suffering and the transcendence of suffering, is included in this base. 

Therefore, the qualities of the base or ground are also the qualities of 

everything that arise from that base. These qualities are the luminous 

essence is empty, the nature and all-pervasive responsiveness; these dawn as 

 
97 Primal wisdom, timeless awareness, wisdom all refer to the same Tibetan term, ye shes. 

98 Ozer, 571.6-9.  
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the various manifestations of both confusion and liberation.99 Once the mind 

recognizes this ground, it rests there and does not require further support. 

 Devotion to a teacher who is perceived as a Buddha is also devotion 

to these qualities of the mindnature of that teacher. Devotion leads 

practitioners to seeing those qualities of luminous emptiness and all-

pervasive responsiveness in someone else and also eventually points out that 

the practitioner with devotion possesses the same qualities of mindnature. 

When the nature of mind is pointed out to the student, they may recall 

devotion to these qualities in the teacher and recognize that those qualities 

are also found in their own mindnature.      

Strengthening Relationship 

 The consistent performance of reciting Jigme Lingpa’s refuge verse 

creates a relationship between an individual, the objects of refuge and that 

individual’s teacher. Linking these objects of refuge with guru devotion 

provides another dimension in the process of an individual connecting with 

the refuge practice. Jigme Lingpa’s refuge practice necessarily incorporates 

guru devotion as a means towards accessing the result of recognizing the 

nature of mind.  

 
99 Ibid, 571.9 – 15.  
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I suggest that it is this faith or guru devotion that allows a practitioner 

to shift and bind her to the activity. She is able to connect this experience 

through faith because, as Patrul Rinpoche mentions the cultivation of faith 

brings joy, which leads towards a desire to emulate the object which causes 

that joy. This joy occurs when a practitioner recites refuge and senses that 

everything is a Buddhafield (sangs rgyas kyi zhing).100  

Theoretically, joy that come about through guru devotion and faith is 

a supportive affect that allows a practitioner to be nourished by something 

other than cognitive understanding. Joy occurs also through tantric methods, 

primarily through the senses as when a practitioner sees her teacher or hears 

songs of praise. Refuge recitation also relies upon these sense modalities as 

sources to arouse joy, which sparks an affective response that offers a 

practitioner a way to experience, perhaps, a moment of the nature of mind, 

which is empty, clear, and responsive, without relying upon conceptual or 

analytical methods.  

 Conclusion 

Jigme Lingpa’s nine-vehicle refuge verse combines a sūtra style 

practice of going to refuge in the three jewels with faith in those three jewels 

 
100 This Buddhafield is Zangdokpalri (zangs mdog dpal ri) since Padmasambhava is the yidam. 

For more, see Jigme Lingpa's Secret Path to the Mountain of Glory. 

http://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/jigme-lingpa/secret-path-mountain-glory
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with other objects of refuge found within tantric and Great Completeness 

practices. By doing so, he extends an individual’s framework to include 

refuge objects of all nine vehicles. An individual’s faith then also extends to 

these other objects.  

This verse also uses the tantric component of guru devotion so that 

ultimately, one suffuses guru devotion with refuge. This layering unites faith 

in the objects of refuge with guru devotion. Initially, an individual may see 

these components as separate or even as external to herself but through 

understanding that they are not separate, an individual comes to experience 

that her wisdom is the ultimate refuge. This understanding occurs through 

building a relationship between what seems to be external with her own 

interiority, which occurs through faith.  

Practice of Jigme Lingpa’s refuge verse in the context of the 

foundational practices is a practice where there is a mirroring of exteriority 

and interiority. This mirroring allows practitioners to shift her own interior 

sense through working with seemingly exterior objects. By the very fact of 

strengthening relationship between oneself and the objects of refuge the 

relationship between practitioners and a teacher is also strengthened. Faith 

and devotion have an intrinsic quality of expansiveness, they open one to 

include more as the boundary between inner and outer softens. All of these 
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components are linked with the final motivation “to recognize primordial 

wisdom.” The process recognition begins through a mirroring process that 

extends through relationships of these reference points, which are initially 

perceived to be external.   

Jacque Lacan’s theory of the mirror. Lacan’s mirror theory is we 

come to know ourselves through something other. Similarly, in the context 

of refuge, the known ‘subject’ the suffering experience of the body, is 

resolved by the external other of the three jewels.101 This theory may help to 

understand how one begins refuge practice and why it is necessary to rely on 

something seemingly external. The external object provides an important 

way to understand how a subject exists.  

Since this practice is done through the body, a subject is able to 

internalize specific qualities of the refuge begins and ultimately unites with 

them. This process is not donning a costume or mimicking a way to be but 

first embodying and then ultimately becoming the three jewels, a Buddha.  

This entire process of integrating with the qualities and nature of 

awakening does not occur without faith. Faith is what allows for this process 

to be successful. In principle, faith is an expression of intention or 

motivation that propels a subject along the path. Yet, I want to put forth 

 
101 Hollywood, 206. 
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another explanation of how faith may be understood by the Nyingma 

tradition through Patrul Rinpoche’s statement that emphasizing that faith is 

the “means to realize in one’s own mindstream, with total confidence, the 

great inseparability of these three aspects of primal wisdom.”102 Faith 

becomes part of the equation, as being a catalyzing agent between one’s 

mindstream and the inseparability of primal wisdom.  

Faith as an outpouring of the three aspects – essence, nature, and 

responsiveness – and is a key instance of responsiveness. This 

responsiveness is the nirmanakāya (sprul sku) or the form body of the 

Buddha. Like Tantra and Great Completeness, sutric presentation of the 

Buddha states that the Buddha is endowed with the four kāyas and the five 

wisdoms so that the nirmanakāya is considered to always be present.103  

An initial spark of faith creates a relationship between teacher and 

student, instilling already some sense of guru devotion, and more 

significantly giving rise to joy. This joy gives rise to experience that does 

not rely upon conceptual means. In this way, guru devotion as cultivated 

through Jigme Lingpa’s refuge vow in his foundational practices leads a 

 
102 Patrul, 177.  

103 Lingpa, 52.  
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practitioner towards refuge in the nature, essence, and responsiveness of her 

own mind (citta).   
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Chapter Two: Awakened Mind & Arousing Affect through the Four 

Boundless States 

 

Ho! The varieties of appearances trick us like moons in water, 

Our travel is bounded in the unbroken chain of suffering, 

In order for all to rest in their clear mind-sphere, 

I cultivate awakened mind through four boundless states.104 (3 times) 

--- Taken from Jigmé Lingpa’s 

Uncommon Foundational Practices105 

Thus a man who by having 

taken refuge has become the site for 

spiritual growth will cultivate his 

mind for the welfare of those who are 

alive by letting the flower of 

compassion blossom in the soil of 

love and tending it with the pure 

water of equanimity in the cool shade 

of joyfulness.106 

--- from Now that I Come to 

Die, Longchen Rabjam 

 
104 From https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik: “Ho! 

Mesmerized by the sheer variety of perceptions, which are like the illusory reflections of the 

moon in water, beings wander endlessly astray in saṃsāra’s vicious cycle. In order that they may 

find comfort and ease in the luminosity and all-pervading space of the true nature of their minds, I 

generate the immesurable love, compassion, joy and equanimity of the awakened mind, the heart 

of bodhicitta.” From Heart Essence of the Vast Expanse: A Story of Transmission: “Ho. The 

manifold [sensory] appearances are like the illusion that the moon is there in water. We 

wandering beings continually roam the chain links of cyclic existence. So they may rest easily in 

the basic space of their own clear reflecting presence, I bring forth a mind intent on 

enlightenment as I dwell in fourfold boundlessness.” 36.  

105 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, accessed 

October 18, 2019.  

106 Longchenpa, Now that I Come to Die, Introduction by Tarthang Tulku, Berkeley: Dharma 

Publishing, 2007, 69. 

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
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The teacher who gives you the pith instructions for arousing 

bodhicitta is setting you on the path of the Great Vehicle. This 

means, the tradition tells us, that this teacher’s kindness is 

greater than that of teachers who give you any other 

instructions. When Atīśa mentioned the names of his teachers, 

he used to join his hands before his heart. But when he spoke of 

Lord Suvarṇadvīpa, he would join his hands above his head and 

his eyes would fill with tears. His disciples asked him why he 

made such a distinction. 

 

“Is there really a difference in the spiritual qualities or kindness 

of these masters?” they asked. 

 

“All my teachers were truly accomplished beings,” Atīśa 

replied, “and in this their qualities are identical. But there is 

some difference in their kindness. This little bit of bodhicitta 

that I have comes from the kindness of Lord Suvarṇadvīpa. 

That is why I feel the greatest gratitude toward him.”107 

 

Atīśa’s108 heartfelt response and respect for the teacher who taught him 

awakened mind (bodhicitta, byang chub kyi sems) highlights the significance 

it and the bodhisattva vow have in Indian and Tibetan Mahāyāna Buddhist 

traditions. Patrul Rinpoche highlights this significance by explaining: 

This arousing of bodhicitta is the quintessence of the eighty-

four thousand methods taught by the Conqueror. It is the 

instruction to have which is enough by itself, but to lack which 

renders anything else futile. It is a panacea, the medicine for a 

hundred ills. All other Dharma paths, such as the two 

accumulations, the purifications of defilements, meditation on 

deities and recitation of mantras, are simply methods to make 

 
107 Patrul, 221 – 222.  

108 (jo bo rje dpal ldan a ti sha, 982 – 1054) 
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this wish-granting gem, bodhicitta, take birth in the mind. 

Without bodhicitta, none of them can lead you to the level of 

perfect Buddhahood on their own. But once bodhicitta has been 

aroused in you, whatever Dharma practices you do will lead to 

the attainment of perfect Buddhahood.109 

 

Patrul Rinpoche expresses that awakened mind is the necessary means to 

accomplish and succeed in all other practices. Perhaps this is why Mahāyāna 

Buddhism calls it a panacea, a solution for everything. These guru yoga 

practices of this tradition cannot be successful unless an individual rouses 

awakened mind. In doing so, she is dissolving a sense of me versus them or 

more broadly, subject in opposition to object and in this way comes closer to 

an experience of primordial wisdom. Primordial wisdom does not include 

any sources of suffering.  

 In this chapter, I explore what it means to ‘raising awakened mind’ by 

considering its classical definition as well as how it is practiced and how we 

might relate it to our contemporary scholarly understanding of affect. I 

suggest that ‘awakened mind’ extends beyond conceptual perspectives, and 

includes the practitioner’s sensory, embodied experience. In this way, 

awakened mind is one thread of devotion’s net.  

Jigme Lingpa’s verse for arousing awakened mind verse explicitly 

indicates that bodhicitta is raised through the four boundless states: love, 

 
109 Patrul, 221. 
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compassion, joy, and equanimity. Meaning that a practitioner who cultivates 

the four boundless states, mentioned in Jigme Lingpa’s last line of awakened 

mind, starts with equanimity, love, compassion, and joy in a different way 

than when these affects are experienced with a strong sense of duality. There 

is not a strong separation between subject and object, or strong emotional 

response, such as loving one’s spouse but hating one’s neighbor. How do we 

understand this framework of the four boundless states and how does affect 

vary among them from one another in a nonconceptual manner as embodied 

state – devoid of reference point and emotion? The four boundless states can 

be either conceptual or non-conceptual but for this work, I want to focus on 

the non-conceptual sensibility that arises through these states.  

 At the 2019 American Academy of Religions conference in San 

Diego. Dr. Niki Clements presented “A Typology of Emotion, Affect, and 

Feeling for the Study of Religion and Cognition.” In this paper, she asks, 

“what do we mean by emotion as a semantic, empirical, and experiential 

domain?” She frames this “question as a potentially important one by noting 

tendencies towards conflation and differentiation between emotions, 

feelings, and affects.”110 Some researchers111 suggest that affect and emotion 

 
110 Niki Clements, “A Typology of Emotion, Affect, and Feeling for the Study of Religion and 

Cognition,” San Diego: American Academy of Religion, November 2019.  

111 Duncan and Feldman 
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are used as interchangeable terms. While others like Frijda (1999) state that 

“emotion is feeling, and affect is the experience of pleasure or pain.”112 One 

take away from this presentation is that “affects are pre-personal but have 

effects on subjectivity.”113 They are pre-personal in that “emotions and 

affects both indicate forces that exceed the particular experience of the 

subject.”114 For my purposes, I am interested in the fact that affect is broader 

than the conceptual domain and speaks to the felt-sense that arises in the 

body. This is particularly important in my work because it highlights a non-

conceptual method of effect. This felt-sense, devoid of conceptual domain 

speaks to how devotion, faith, and awakened mind function for practitioners. 

Likewise, the four boundless states, as we will see from Longchenpa, can 

also be practiced without conceptual reference points. These qualities as 

affect means that there are other possible ways for transformation in 

contemplative practices.  

Brian Massumi defines affect as “an ability to affect and be affected.” 

From this, we understand that there is a subjective experience that moves or 

empowers a practitioner. Perhaps this sense of embodiment is crying when a 

practitioner imagines her teacher at her crown or in front of her. The affect 

 
112 My future research will thoroughly explore the ranges of emotion and affect and how these 

two categories show up in Buddhist tantric practice. 

113 Clements, November 2019.  

114 Ibid, November 2019. 
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of a practitioner crying may arise prior to her thoughts that “she longs to be 

with her teacher.” The crying is a transformative moment when something 

occurs that strongly connects a student to a teacher. Likewise, this affect 

may linger long after a practitioner imagines her teacher on her head. The 

embodied felt-sense may stay with her throughout the day or even longer. It 

is this longevity of affect in the body that I want to point out. Additionally, I 

want to demonstrate that performing a refuge or bodhisattva verse, or guru 

yoga allows a practitioner to embody and experience affects of devotion, 

faith, love, and compassion that linger throughout the practices and prior and 

post-meditations. This is crucial to understand how affect plays into how a 

practitioner engages in devotion that benefits her practice without conflating 

these embodied experiences as reactive emotional patterns.  

Awakened Mind (byang chub kyi sems) 

Jigme Lingpa’s bodhisattva verse is a ritual practice that renews a 

practitioner’s bodhisattva vow (byang sdom), “a commitment to become a 

bodhisattva, one who leads all sentient beings to awakening (byang 

chub).”115 Longchenpa states in his Treasury of Philosophical Systems that 

there are three causes for arousing bodhicitta: “1) faith as yearning that 

focuses on Buddhahood, 2) compassion for ordinary beings, and 3) hearing 

 
115 https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Bodhisattva_vow, Accessed February 6, 2020.  

https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Bodhisattva_vow
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about the benefits and advantages of bodhicitta.”116 Therefore, having faith 

and going for refuge are critical entry points for a bodhisattva. This vow is 

initially taken in the presence of a teacher when one promises to lead all 

sentient beings to awakening before she is liberated. The bodhisattva vow 

sets apart Mahāyāna Buddhists from Theravada in that in Theravada paths, 

the intention is for a practitioner to achieve awakening.  

One translation of the term, byang chub kyi sems is an awakened 

mind. The Tibetan dictionary defines awakened mind as a “mind that has 

exhausted and purified all defilements.”117 Awakened mind has completely 

removed the two obscurations (sgrib gnyis), afflictive (nyon sgrib) and 

cognitive (shes sgrib). Afflictive obscurations are thoughts and mental states 

that arise due to conceptually grasping to an inherent self (ātman, bdag). 

This refers to every thought in an ordinary person. Cognitive obscurations 

are thoughts that grasp at the three conceptual entities of subject, object, and 

action, which arise due to grasping phenomena as if they inherently exist.118  

They obscure awakening, therefore a bodhisattva strives to purify and 

exhaust these two obscurations so she experiences awakening and thereby is 

 
116 Rabjam, 180.  

117 The Treasury of Tibetan Word Dictionary defines byang chub kyi sems as “dmigs pa gzhan 

don la dmigs nas rnam pa rdzogs byang thob ‘dod kyi ‘dun pa las byung zhing theg chen lam gyi 

gzhung shing du gyur pa’i yid kyi rnam rig khyad par can.” 1869.   

118 https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Cognitive_obscurations, Accessed February 6, 

2020.  

https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Cognitive_obscurations
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awakened mind. A bodhisattva becomes a Buddha when she has removed 

these two obscurations, the obscurations which are afflicted, just described, 

and the more subtle obstructions to full knowing, which has to do with the 

errors of the senses.  

Dorji Wangchuk119 in The Resolve to Become a Buddha120 defines 

having bodhicitta as “Possessing the special awareness.”121 This is an aspect 

of mind transformed by the main practices of the Great Vehicle paths. It 

arises from the aspirations to attain freedom from defilements.”122 This mind 

that aspires to attain freedom from defilements from meditation on the 

benefit for others becomes the primary focus and sets Mahāyāna Buddhism 

apart from Theravada traditions. While awakened mind is practiced in all 

Mahāyāna traditions, there are different interpretations of the term and 

different ways of practicing it.123   

 

 
119 Dorji Wangchuk is a professor for Tibetan Studies at the Department of Indian and Tibetan 

Studies, Universität Hamburg, Germany.  

120 Rong zom pa in his dkon mchog ‘grel defines “bodhisattva” as “on account of his having 

steadfast and unyielding resolve to [attain] bodhi and his fixing on bodhi and sattva as his objects. 

Wangchuk, 132.  

121 Tibetan term not given 

122 Dorji Wangchuk, “The Resolve to Become a Buddha: A Study of the Bodhicitta Concept in 

Indo-Tibetan Buddhism,” in Studia Philologica Buddhica Monograph Series, 23, Tokyo: The 

International Institute for Buddhist Studies, 2007, 128. 

123 Dorji Wangchuk categorizes and summarizes five types of bodhicitta in Chapter 7, “A 

Typology of Bodhicitta” in his The Resolve to Become a Buddha: A Study of the Bodhicitta 
Concept in Indo-Tibetan Buddhism. These five categories are: 1) ethico-spiritual, 2) 

gnoseological, 3) ontological, 4) psycho-physiological, and 5) semeiological. 196.  
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Sūtra 

The Mahāyāna sūtra path entails ethical discipline alongside 

maintaining mindfulness and alertness.124 A practitioner begins this path by 

committing to an intention that she will bring all sentient beings to 

awakening.  

Patrul Rinpoche explains bodhicitta in Words of My Perfect Teacher 

in the context of sūtra by explaining that developing awakened mind is a 

process that begins with arousing bodhicitta (sems bskyed)125 through 

training in the four boundless states, starting with equanimity. Relative 

bodhicitta is “the compassionate wish to attain enlightenment for the benefit 

of all living beings and to train in the methods to achieve that aim.”126 

Ultimate bodhicitta “is the direct insight into the absolute nature of 

things”127 combined with that same motivation. An individual arouses 

relative bodhicitta and then cultivates absolute bodhicitta.  

 
124 Rabjam, 185.  

125 Footnote 135 in Words of My Perfect Teacher, “Arousing bodhicitta is only one possible 

translation of sems bskyed. The word bskyed means to give birth to, to produce, but also to make 

grow, to develop. The word sems, which is an abbreviation of byang chub kyi sems (Skt. 

Bodhicitta), the ‘mind of enlightenment,’ has several meanings. For the beginner, it is simply the 

intention to liberate all beings. However, in a deeper sense, bodhicitta is a synonym of Buddha-

nature (Skt. Tathāgatagarbha) and of primal awareness (rig pa). At this level it is not something 

to be produced which was not there before, because it is the fundamental nature of our mind, 

which has always been with us and only has to be discovered and made manifest. 387.  

126 https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Bodhichitta, Accessed November 21, 2019. 

127 Ibid, Accessed November 21, 2019.  

https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Bodhichitta
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Relative bodhicitta consists of two parts: intention and application. 

Patrul Rinpoche explains that the intention is the first step, like an intention 

to go somewhere and then actually setting out to go there. That initial 

thought of “’I am going to do whatever will ensure that all beings attain the 

state of total Buddhahood,’ is the intention aspect”128 This begins with a 

practitioner taking the bodhisattva vow, making the commitment to bring all 

beings to awakening.  

Additionally, cultivating compassion for all sentient beings, which is 

an affective state is necessary for progressing on the bodhisattva path. 

Engaging in the Conduct of a Bodhisattva states that, “one should pacify 

thoughts and cultivate awakened mind.”129 Mainly this pertains to how a 

practitioner intentionally shifts between meditative equipoise (mnyam 

bzhag) and postmeditation (rje thob). Longchenpa gives the example as 

“during the postmeditation phase one meditates on it [body] as being impure 

or like an illusion and so forth.”130 It is within this postmeditation phase 

when a practitioner arouses particular affects to assist her to break 

conceptual thought, which causes grasping, to how she ordinarily engages 

with objects. This affect is crucial to transitioning from habitual subject-

 
128 Patrul, 219.  

129 Rabjam, 191.  

130 Rabjam, 191.  
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object engagement towards seeing how these boundaries can shift. Devotion 

is cultivated during meditation and is then incorporated during the 

postmeditation phase. For example, a felt-sense of devotion is cultivated 

during guru yoga and later, in postmeditation, devotion to a teacher is 

remembered during daily activities.  

Application is the second phase in arousing bodhicitta. It is when an 

individual practices the six perfections (pāramitā, ph arol tu phyin pa): 

generosity (Skt. dāna, Tib. sbyin pa), discipline (Skt. śīla, Tib. tshul khris), 

patience (Skt. kṣānti, Tib. bzod pa), diligence (Skt. vīrya, Tib. brtson ‘grus), 

meditation (Skt. dhyāna, Tib. bsam gtan), and wisdom (Skt. jñāna, Tib. ye 

shes). Patrul Rinpoche explains that this is the actual process of enacting 

bodhicitta: 

You decide to practice generosity, preserve discipline, cultivate 

tolerance, apply diligence, remain in meditative absorption, and 

train your mind in discriminating wisdom in order to establish 

all beings on the level of perfect Buddhahood, and you actually 

put this path of the six transcendent perfections into practice.131 

 

Through this process, an individual expects to purify the two obstructions to 

awakening and thereby achieves Buddhahood or absolute bodhicitta.  

 Absolute bodhicitta is achieved at a particular point on the sūtra path 

called the path of seeing, third of its five paths. The first moment of the path 

 
131 Patrul, 219.  
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of seeing is when an individual directly experiences emptiness (śunyatā, 

stong pa nyid) in meditative equipoise. Patrul Rinpoche explains absolute 

bodhicitta this way: 

Through training for a long time in relative bodhicitta on the 

paths of accumulating and joining, you come at last to the path 

of seeing, where you have the real experience of thusness, the 

natural state of all things. This is the wisdom beyond all 

elaboration, the truth of emptiness. At that time, you arouse 

absolute bodhicitta.132  

 

Absolute bodhicitta is synonymous with the experience of wisdom (shes 

rab) that is widely described as being beyond elaboration or conception, 

which refers to understanding that all phenomena lack an inherent existence. 

Lastly, in the Mahāyāna, this path is initially animated by relative bodhicitta.  

 This sūtric description reveals that intention and motivation lead to 

something other, primarily here, the experience of non-dual wisdom. Patrul 

Rinpoche and other sūtric interpretations find that conceptual intention and 

application of relative bodhicitta leads to nonconceptual experience of 

bodhicitta. In other words, the two work together so that a practitioner 

dissolves her ordinary sense of self. Within the state of meditative equipoise, 

she familiarizes and eventually experiences emptiness, a non-dual, non-

conceptual state that is empty of an inherent self. In post-meditation, a 

 
132 Ibid, 219.  
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practitioner engages in ethical discipline so she familiarizes her experience 

of emptiness with being in the world. Her sense of attachment and aversion 

dissolve because she is able to cultivate particular affects that help her 

remove her strong sense of self and other. Cultivating devotion, 

conceptually, also leads to a non-conceptual or non-dual experience. The 

effect of devotion plays out in post-meditation experiences, which dissolves 

duality.     

This relationship between relative and absolute bodhicitta brings up 

the question on how bodhicitta is to be understood in reference to the mind 

in general and to the mind of devotion specifically. It is important to clarify 

on how awakened mind is described because it changes how bodhicitta is 

understood to function. Sūtric presentations of bodhicitta classify the term as 

either being a mental factor or main mind. Kunzang Pelden in The Nectar of 

Manjushri’s Speech explains: 

When a specific attitude of bodhicitta is generated, it is, 

according to Asaṇga and his brother Vasubandhu, a “mental 

factor.” (sems byung) On the other hand, Vimuktasena and 

Haribhadra believe that it is the “main mind.” (gtso sems) The 

omniscient Longchenpa, for his part, says that, since it is taught 

that when the main mind is generated, mental factors are 

generated simultaneously, the former two opinions are not at 

variance.133  

 
133 Kunzang Pelden, The Nectar of Manjushri’s Speech: A Detailed Commentary on Shantideva’s 
Way of the Bodhisattva, trans. by the Padmakara Translation Group, Boston: Shambhala 

Publications, 2007, 52.  
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Clarifying whether bodhicitta is a mental factor or main mind is significant. 

Bodhicitta as a mental factor makes it the same as faith, devotion, and belief, 

as these are also mental factors, according to the Abhidharma tradition. This 

makes it clear that bodhicitta is something that is cultivated. Yet, if 

bodhicitta is a main mind as Vimuktasena and Haribhadra posit, then it is 

something that accompanies all mental factors. These two positions on 

bodhicitta may also represent a larger conversation between those who posit 

Buddhanature and those who do not. Therefore, by cultivating awakened 

mind does one also cultivate Buddha nature or is the cultivation of awakened 

mind something that allows a practitioner to discover her Buddha nature.134  

 In the larger context of this chapter, these varying interpretations of 

bodhicitta also demonstrate that a motivation of awakened mind impacts 

later experiences. In the case of bodhicitta, an individual cultivates a mental 

attitude with a specific goal in mind. When she does this, there may or may 

not be an emotional or affective response that accompanies this cognitive 

thought of wishing all beings enlightenment. Specific attitudes, the four 

 
134 If bodhicitta is a mental factor and thereby virtuous, the omnipresent mental factors would also 

be cultivated at the same time. Additionally, virtuous mental factors may also cultivate bodhicitta 

in this perception. Devotion, faith, and interest would arouse bodhicitta and cultivate Buddha 

nature. If bodhicitta is a main mind, then devotion and faith somehow need to open into 

bodhicitta to touch into Buddha nature.  
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boundless states, are cultivated in reflecting meditation (dpyad sgom). 

Afterwards, the intentional cultivation of these attitudes is dropped during 

resting meditation (rje sgom) and one rests in an experience that is affected 

by those attitudes. However, anything that might arise during the initial 

intention and application processes would be supports for that final 

experience.  

 Therefore, in the practice of giving rise to bodhicitta, it will initially 

be beneficial to give rise to particular affective and maybe even emotional 

responses to the process of cultivating bodhicitta. Here, resting in affect is 

partly a physiological experience whereas an emotional response refers to a 

conceptual, mental state.  I highlight the physical response that occurs during 

these contemplations. It is that response that influences the success of 

meditation rather than cognitive, emotional engagement. One common 

thread used to arouse awakened mind is contemplations on all beings having 

been a practitioner’s mother in past lives. Reflecting on a mother’s kindness 

and compassion for her child helps a practitioner to recall a mother’s 

kindness. There is a strong emotional and affective response. The physical 

response allows practitioners to remember this compassion and kindness 

from the mother and engage that felt-sense into other practices and daily life. 

This reflection then leads to other affects. This is why it is called the Seven 
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Cause and Effect Precepts, and moves through different mental factors, such 

as listed in Jigme Lingpa’s Treasury of Precious Qualities, Book 1: 1) to 

have a sense of gratitude, 2) to generate feelings of warmth, 3) to have 

tender compassion, 4) to gain the extraordinary attitude, which brings on 5) 

the unsurpassable fruit. The cultivation of these affects leads to achieving 

the unsurpassable fruit, which Longchen Yeshe Dorje explains: 

People who have this attitude and act accordingly, who reflect 

that all beings have been their mothers and feel great gratitude 

to them, will naturally be endowed with the seven sublime 

riches of faith and so forth.135 

 

This contemplation helps to cultivate gratitude for all beings through 

equalizing that each one has been a mother in the past. This removes bias so 

that love, compassion, and gratitude are not one directed. The important 

point is that these affects are all encompassing towards all beings. One way 

of doing this is seen through Jigme Lingpa’s bodhisattva verse, in which 

states that, “I raise bodhicitta through four boundless states,” that is through 

love, compassion, joy, and equanimity.   

Tantra 

 Tantra differs from sūtra in that its methods rely upon less conceptual 

or analytical and contemplative techniques that are incorporated in sūtra. 

 
135 Jigme Lingpa, Treasury of Precious Qualities, Book One, 278. 
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Tantric practitioners also incorporate sūtra contemplations on thinking that 

all sentient beings are a practitioner’s mother. These are necessary to 

dissolve conceptions and feelings which hold that some beings deserved a 

practitioner’s attachment or aversion whereas others do not. The first step, 

equanimity, explicitly targets such bias. One is meant to enter Tantra only 

after having developed significant Bodhicitta.  

Tantra itself uses practices that rely on the physical body and five 

senses, mainly through creation and completion stage practices where a 

practitioner uses her imagination to see a deity in relation to herself and then 

become that deity. Within this space, a practitioner cultivates an awakened 

mind as she practices these two stages of creation and completion. These 

practices allow one to abide in awakened mind because the physical body is 

incorporated into the practices in various ways either through what 

Wangchuk calls psycho-physiological or semeiological bodhicitta.136 

Wangchuk defines these two typologies below:  

 

‘Psycho-physiological’ bodhicitta is ‘semen’ (śukra: khu ba) 

and occasionally also female ‘blood’ (śoṇita or rakta: khrag), 

referred to as ‘white’ and ‘red’ bodhicitta, respectively, and 

closely associated with the sensation of ecstasy or bliss (sukha: 

bde ba). ‘Semeiological’ bodhicitta denotes a visual, vocal 

(verbal) or visional sign or symbol which expresses one or 

more of the four preceding types of bodhicitta… Although 

 
136 Wangchuk, 196.  
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semeiological bodhicitta, as a representative of the other four 

types, is not exactly on par with them, it can nonetheless be 

considered of as an effective means of access to gnoseological 

bodhicitta, and in a certain sense even as a visual, verbal, or 

visionary expression of ontological bodhicitta itself.137 

 

Wangchuk displays the semantic range of the term bodhicitta and how it is 

adapted throughout tantra and later, Great Completeness contexts. The first 

typology refers to tantric practices that incorporate subtle body practices so 

that an individual experiences great bliss, clarity, or powerful non-

conceptuality directly. The second category incorporates practices with 

deities, mantras, and other symbols so that an individual embodies these 

symbols of awakened mind and thereby becomes that. These symbols 

eventually are no longer symbols, they are what they apparently represent. 

Imagined Tārā is the actual Tārā, the wisdom being comes into what is 

imagined and she is Tārā.  

Tārā (sgrol ma), “she who liberates” is a female deity, meaning an 

enlightened being, who has an especially strong association with compassion 

for all sentient beings and awakened activity (phrin las), though all 

awakened beings also possess these. There are many different types of Tārā 

practices, such as green or white. These Tārā practices, like all tantric 

sadhana (sgrub thabs) or formal practice scripts as Tārā begin with taking 

 
137 Ibid, 196.  
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refuge and arousing awakened mind followed by creation stage practice 

where a practitioner imagines green Tārā to arise in front of her. She creates 

this image as she chants verses that describe green Tārā’s appearance and 

qualities. Additionally, a practitioner makes offerings (actual and 

imaginary), chants mantra, and may even enjoy a feast that is an offering 

herself as Green Tārā and all awakened beings. In this way, a practitioner 

creates a space where she senses a compassion-embodied being and 

connects to her. Following the creation stage practice, a practitioner 

becomes green Tārā and embodies compassion and awakened activity. In 

these ways, a practitioner familiarizes herself with what it feels like to be 

this awakened, compassionate being rather than thinking about being kind 

and compassionate.  

The Great Completeness 

 In Great Completeness contexts awakened mind is not a goal but a 

state of being always already present. In this way it reflects what we could 

called a ‘gnosis-orientation.’ A gnosis-orientation refers that there is no 
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separation from mind.138 Texts like The All-Creating Majesty139 define 

awakened mind as the basis of phenomena. Longchenpa’s commentary on 

this pivotal tantra titled A Precious Boat: The All-Creating Majesty, 

Awakened Heart Mind (byang chub kyi sems kun byed rgyal po’i don khrid 

rin chen gru bo). Firstly, following the Tibetan grammar of this title, two 

terms are juxtaposed such that they are appositive and can be read as 

synonymous. We understand that Longchenpa equates that awakened mind 

with All-Creating Majesty. His point is that awakened mind is the All-

Creating Majesty. The awakened mind is the all creating majesty, which 

Lama Tenzin Samphel explains:  

What we understand by awakened mind is recognizing that 

everything is made from mind and comes from mind (sems). 

Both cyclic existence and nirvana come from mind. Good 

thoughts or bad thoughts come from mind. Both good and bad 

actions lead to perpetual cycling in cyclic existence. 

Recognizing the nature of our own real nature and becoming 

Buddha also comes from the mind. All of this is from the mind. 

Thus the mind is given the name majesty or monarch, the 

creator of everything.140  

 

 
138 Longchenpa in Treasury of Philosophical Systems states that, “As to the primordial ground of 

being is not anything whatsoever that pertains to either samsara or nirvana.” He quotes Saraha, A 

Song of the Treasury of Realization, v. 34: Mind itself alone is the seed of everything. Everything 

in conditioned existence and nirvana unfolds from it. Homage to mind, which is like a wish-

fullfilling gem that grants the fruition of one’s desires, 340.  

139 The All-Creating Majesty, translated by Vairotsana, is one of the main twenty-one texts of the 

mind class (sems sde) series, which are considered to be the authoritative texts for the Great 

Completeness tradition. See The Precious Treasury of Philosophical Systems, 333.  

140 Tenzin Samphel, Oral Commentary on Longchenpa’s All-Creating Majesty, trans. by Anne C. 

Klein, Houston: Dawn Mountain, November 1 – 3, 2018, 8.  
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In this way, awakened mind is a special type of mind that actually does not 

have the reactivity or changeability that characterizes all ordinary mind, 

which is also a reality. Also, the Quintessential Instructions go further, it 

says that it is the primordial wisdom141 that is the nature of all things.142 

 These categories of awakened mind found in sūtra, tantra, and Great 

Completeness demonstrate various approaches to understanding the term. 

Seeing the semantic and epistemic range through these three approaches also 

helps us understand the importance of the different methods used to access 

compassion and awakened mind. It likewise helps us appreciate a point very 

important for the Great Completeness, namely that awakened mind is an 

aspect of reality. Great Completeness traditions finds these three approaches 

to be vital. With this in mind, we can appreciate the multi-faceted process of 

familiarization that begins with thinking about compassion, i.e. reflecting on 

the kindness of one’s mother to being compassionate in identifying oneself 

as green Tārā, and finally, resting in that awakened mind in an intrinsic 

quality of reality. These three shows that affect is cultivated in different 

ways. The first begins with an emotional response through reflection. The 

second relies upon physical being something that spurs compassion. Lastly 

 
141 It will be important to research how sems sde and man ngag sde understand mind (sems) in 

relation to reality (chos nyid) 

142 Wangchuk, 214.  
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in the Great Completeness, awakened mind is not “reactive,” and bodhicitta 

is not a response to suffering in the usual way but it is simply a natural state 

of responsiveness.143   

Cultivating Awakened Mind  

 Patrul Rinpoche explains that the bodhisattva verse recitation in the 

foundational practices is a ritual practice that arouses relative bodhicitta. He 

also clarifies that:  

true absolute bodhicitta is attained by the power of meditation 

and does not depend on rituals. To generate relative bodhicitta, 

however, as beginners we need some procedure to follow, a 

ritual through which we can take the vow in the presence of a 

spiritual teacher. We then need to constantly renew that vow, 

over and over again, so that the bodhicitta we have aroused 

does not decline but becomes more and more powerful.144  

 

Ritual practice cultivates the final goal, ultimate bodhicitta. The recitation 

practice is not the actual goal but should be practiced until an individual 

experiences absolute bodhicitta. Within this recitation practice, there are a 

myriad of processes occurring, as Anne C. Klein states, “it engages the 

whole person” through “physical and imaginative gesture, including the 

movement of energy in and beyond the body.”145 The bodhisattva verse is 

 
143 Can this third category be affect? Is there non-reactive affect? 

144 Patrul, 220.  

145 Anne C. Klein, “Revisiting Ritual,” in Tricycle Magazine, Fall 2016, 69.  
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recited again and again so that bodhicitta increases, thereby becoming more 

powerful.146   

Jigme Lingpa’s bodhisattva verse engages the mind and body through 

imagination, sensing that the field of refuge surrounds a practitioner, and 

finally, the vocal oration of reciting the verse. The question that must be 

raised is, what is the relationship between reciting the bodhisattva verse and 

meditation on absolute bodhicitta? Conversely, how does recitation practice 

rely upon elements of faith, connecting through refuge practice and lineage, 

and cognitive belief systems of karma and emptiness create a foundation for 

cultivating awakened mind?  

Practitioners prepare for the uncommon practices of contemplating the 

difficulties of finding the freedoms and advantages, impermanence, cause 

and effect, and benefits of liberation and going for refuge prior to the 

bodhisattva verse practice. These former practices help a practitioner to 

cultivate a particular affect of turning away from life that causes suffering 

and towards a Buddhist path and faith in the three jewels and a spiritual 

teacher. A practitioner may feel a sense of urgency or great faith towards 

performing these practices, which motivates a practitioner to deepen her 

practice. Then performing the bodhisattva verse furthers this affect to 

 
146 Patrul, 220.  
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include a sense of continuing a Buddhist path for all sentient beings. It does 

so through creating a reminder that one devotes herself to liberating all 

beings through raising the felt-sense of the four boundless states. In the felt-

sense of equanimity, love, joy, and compassion, one thinks of liberating all 

beings.  

 Here is the bodhisattva verse recitation instructions taken from Words 

of My Perfect Teacher:147  

Imagine the entire field of refuge in front of you. All the Buddhas, 

bodhisattvas, and other deities are in the sky in front of you. They are 

witness to you arousing bodhicitta and think of them in this way: 

Of all the countless living creatures throughout the vast reaches 

of the universe, there is not one who has not been my parent in 

the course of our succession of lives without beginning. I can 

be certain that, as my parents, they have all looked after me 

with every possible tenderness, given me the very best of their 

food and clothing and nurtured me with all their love, just as 

my parents have done. Now all these kind parents are 

foundering in the waves of saṁsāra’s great ocean of suffering. 

They have been plunged into the deepest darkness of confusion. 

They have no idea of the true path to be practiced, nor of the 

false path to be avoided. They have no refuge or protection, no 

leader or companion, no hope and nobody to turn to, as lost as a 

blind man wandering friendless in the middle of a deserted 

plain. My old mothers, how could I ever liberate myself alone 

and leave you all behind here in saṁsāra? For the sake of all 

beings, I shall awaken the sublime bodhicitta. Learning to 

emulate the mighty deeds of the Bodhisattvas of the past, I shall 

 
147 Ibid, 220. Also adapted from Adzom Drukpa’s klong chen snying thig gi sngon ‘gro thar lam 

gsal sgron, trans. by Anne C. Klein, Elizabeth Napper et al. publication forthcoming  
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make whatever efforts are necessary, till there is not one being 

left in saṁsāra!148 

 

The verse provokes an imagery of parents caring for their children. One 

contemplates and remembers this kindness and thinks of all beings as those 

kind parents. Second, one recalls that these beings, who are one’s parents, 

suffer from ignorance which cultivates empathy and compassion. Now 

thinking of all beings with kindness, compassion, and empathy, one recites 

the bodhisattva verse as many times as possible: “Ho! Led astray by myriad 

appearances like reflections of the moon in water, beings wander in the 

endless chain of saṁsāra; to bring them rest in the radiant space of 

awareness, with the four boundless qualities I arouse bodhicitta.”149    

 After one recites the verse, Patrul Rinpoche explains that due to the 

power of the practitioner’s yearning and devotion towards the teachers and 

deities she holds in mind and imagines present, whole assembly of deities 

melt into light starting from the outer perimeter and finally dissolving into 

the teacher, which is the union of the three refuges, in the center.150 Finally, 

the teacher melts into light, which melts into the practitioner. Once a 

practitioner dissolves into light, according to Patrul Rinpoche,151 the 

 
148 Patrul, 220.  

149 Ibid, 220.  

150 Ibid, 220 

151 Other Bodhisattva verse practices, such as Adzom Rinpoche, do not follow these steps.  
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absolute bodhicitta that is present in the mind of the refuge deities may arise 

in the practitioner’s mind. Adzom Drukpa’s commentary adds that the 

practitioner should rest naturally in that state of absolute bodhicitta.152 A 

practitioner actually rests in absolute bodhicitta but it is important to 

highlight that performing the bodhisattva verse is understood to shift a 

practitioner’s perspective so she touches in with an experience of relative 

bodhicitta that is understood to be closer to absolute bodhicitta.  

 After this visualization one closes this section by reciting an 

aspirational prayer and then a dedication of merit. In the larger context of the 

foundational practices, a practitioner continues onto Vajrasattva practice.  

 We see the various presentations of awakened mind within Patrul 

Rinpoche’s commentarial instructions on Jigme Lingpa’s bodhisattva verse. 

For one, the ritual practice of performing the verse is an approach or sūtric 

interpretation of arousing bodhicitta until absolute bodhicitta is reached. 

Secondly, the visualization process of seeing the assembly of deities and 

then being absolute bodhicitta through imagining that the assemblies 

bodhicitta reaches you is the tantric element. Finally, resting in the 

experience that your own mind is absolute bodhicitta is the Great 

Completeness gnostic orientation. Reciting this verse in the context of the 

 
152 Drukpa, n.p.  
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foundational practices merges these three presentations of bodhicitta so that 

a practitioner begins to link her ritual practice with insights into absolute 

bodhicitta. 

 Additionally, this bodhisattva verse incorporates affective dimensions 

through two particular modes: 1) the thought process of imagining that all 

beings recite with you have been your mothers and fathers and 2) the 

thought process of engaging in the four boundless states: love, compassion, 

joy, and equanimity when arousing bodhicitta. Taking these two modes 

together, we see that there are emotional and affective qualities. Emotional 

in that there is contemplation that all beings once were your mother and 

father. Affective in that there is a physical response that lingers after the 

contemplation is over. From out of these, there is an opportunity to 

experience, or continue making one’s way towards absolute bodhicitta.   

 We see that there is a development process for a practitioner’s 

sensibility through weaving the pieces of fabric together of contemplations 

on the freedoms and advantages of this human life, impermanence, going to 

refuge, and the bodhisattva verse. Firstly, she engages with reasoning and 

contemplations that bring that practitioner to a definite decision that the 

Buddhist path is a solution. Secondly, she gains trust in that the three jewels 

and a teacher will guide her to a fruition. Finally, with such reasoned 
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resolution and faith, she is able to extend her dedication to the path for all 

sentient beings. These affects of trust and compassion begin with deep 

conceptual investigation so that a practitioner knows that some effect will 

arise from her efforts. In this way, we understand how faith, trust, and 

compassion are not emotional states but affective states that come forward 

out of a deep understanding of the process.  

Four boundless states (tshad med bzhi)  

 The four boundless states (tshad med bzhi, Skt. apramana, Pali 

appamanna) or the four Brahma abodes (tshangs gnas bzhi, Skt. 

brahmavihara, Pali brahmavihara): love (byams pa, Skt. maitri, Pali metta), 

compassion (snying rje, Skt. karuna, Pali karuna), sympathetic joy (dga’ ba, 

Skt. mudita, Pali mudita), and equanimity (btang snyoms, Skt. upeksha, Pali 

upekkha) predate Buddhist soteriological traditions. Harvey Aronson in his 

Love, Compassion, Sympathetic Joy and Equanimity in Theravada 

Buddhism traces the use of the four boundless states back to pre-Buddhist 

Upaniṣads literature, Bṛdadāraṇyaka, the Chandogya, and the Kauśītaki 

Upaniṣads, which date to 850 – 750 BCE or 200 years before the life of the 

Buddha.153 The Upaniṣad literature focuses on how an individual becomes 

 
153 Harvey Aronson, Love, Compassion, Sympathetic Joy and Equanimity in Theravada 

Buddhism, Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1975, 11.  
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equal to a Brahmā through developing the four boundless states. Aronson 

also points out that the use of the four boundless states within the 

Chandogya Upaniṣad highlights the ethical process required of a practitioner 

in attaining Brahma and this ethical process eventually becomes part of the 

discourse in Theravāda Buddhism. Namely, the four boundless states are 

developed so that an individual can be equal to Brahmā in this life and 

achieve communion with Brahmā in the next.154 In the same way that this 

non-Buddhist approach uses the four boundless states to connect with 

Brahmā, Theravadin Buddhists incorporate the four boundless states into the 

process of becoming a Buddha.  

 The adaptation of ethical practices that incorporate the four boundless 

states vary throughout traditions and lineages found within early Buddhism, 

Mahāyāna literature, and different lineages within Tibet. Early Indian 

Buddhist traditions (eighteen schools of Theravāda Buddhism) trace the 

origins of the four boundless states back to The Brahma Abodes Sutta (Pali 

Brahmavihara Sutta). Within this text, the Brahma abodes are described by 

the Buddha to be “free of attachment, repulsion, and indifference, and is 

accompanied by mindfulness and alertness.”155 The four boundless states are 

 
154 Ibid, 24.  

155 Alexander Berzin, The Berzin Archives: The Buddhist Archives of Dr. Alexander Berzin, 

March 2005.  
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the four levels of Brahma, which are levels of meditative stabilization (bsam 

gtan, Skt. dhyana, Pali jhana). Alexander Berzin explains that “the Brahma 

gods in the first Brahma realm have immeasurable love; those in the second, 

immeasurable compassion, etc.”156 Likewise, practitioners develop these 

immeasurable attitudes in order to live like a Brahma or to have a “pure, 

sublime states of mindlike Brahma gods.”157 In this context, the four 

boundless states are defined as mental states and categorized within the 

Theravādan list of fifty-two mental factors.   

 Longchenpa and the Nyingma Tibetan Buddhist lineage adapts 

various interpretations of the four boundless states. Most importantly, they 

stress that 1) the definitions of each immeasurable mirrors various earlier 

Buddhist masters like Asaṅga and Vasubandhu,158 2) equanimity might be 

practiced first, and 3) the four boundless states can be practiced with or 

without a referent object.  For one, Longchenpa defines the four boundless 

states as follows: 1) equanimity is a mind that is equal and does not 

discriminate, 2) love is the wish for all beings to be happy, 3) compassion is 

the wish for beings to be free from suffering, and 4) joy is the wish that all 

 
156 Ibid, 2.  

157 Ibid, 1.  

158 Alexander Berzin Archives. 
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beings never be parted from happiness. Most significantly, Longchenpa 

connects practice of these four with the five wisdoms. 

The Nyingma and most Mahāyāna traditions in India and Tibet, i.e., 

Shantideva, Asanga stress that equanimity be practiced first so that a 

practitioner succeeds in meditating on the four boundless states. Patrul 

Rinpoche, in Words, explains that, when preceded by equanimity, a 

bodhisattva thinks of all beings with boundless love, compassion, and 

sympathetic joy. By practicing equanimity first, a practitioner cuts through 

attachment and aversion for particular persons or groups and cultivates love, 

compassion, and joy for all sentient beings. Patrul Rinpoche stresses the 

importance of cultivating equanimity first so that a bodhisattva is not partial 

to any one being, like one’s mother or father. Practices on equanimity work 

to dissolve attachment to habitual mental attitudes so that a practitioner 

considers all beings without differentiation.  

Patrul Rinpoche’s instructions are a series of imaginative 

contemplations where a bodhisattva thinks of all beings, especially one’s 

current enemies, as having been a mother or father to her in past lives.  

Likewise, Patrul Rinpoche encourages a bodhisattva trainee to reflect that 

people who are emotionally close now may be enemies in the future. In this 

way, Patrul Rinpoche leads a practitioner to question or re-think conceptual 
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frameworks of ‘friend’ or ‘enemy’ when cultivating equanimity. He closes 

the instructions on equanimity in saying “now, it is no substitute for 

boundless impartiality just to think of everybody, friends and enemies, as the 

same, without any particular feeling of compassion, hatred or whatever.”159 

Feelings of compassion, love, and joy towards everyone is key.  

There are two ways to practice the four boundless states in the Great 

Completeness tradition 1) with a focus and 2) without a focus. Longchenpa 

in his Commentary on the Immeasurably Great Catalysts of Being160 

differentiates these two ways as,  

they (the four boundless states) have as their objective reference 

the countless living beings as well as the absolutely real; while 

their own observable quality is, in an all-encompassing way, 

referential or non-referential.161 

 

To practice the four boundless states with a focus, all beings, creates mental 

attitudes, which are impure and causes of euphoric states.162Longchenpa 

states that euphoric states are the cause of fictious being.163 To practice the 

four boundless states without a reference points mitigates emotional 

reactivity that may arise if there is an object to focus on. “They are non-

referential when they operate in the direction of deliverance and they will be 

 
159 Patrul, 198. 

160 Rabjam, Now that I Come to Die, 70.  

161 Ibid, 70.  

162 Ibid, 70.  

163 Ibid, 69.  
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master by those who are compassion themselves.”164 Additionally, there is a 

sense of being love, joy, and compassion when a practitioner cultivates these 

attitudes without a focus. She is compassion.  

Longer instructions on the four boundless states found in Now that I 

Come to Die discuss how the other three boundless states have two 

objectives depending on whether there is a referent object. For love, the 

referential object is that all sentient beings find happiness, and the ultimate 

non-referential love is “to realize limpid clearness and consummate 

perspicacity (byang chub sems).”165 Compassion is “the inability to bear the 

suffering of living beings” and without reference, compassion is to “enter a 

state of composure that extends into its subsequent state… the result is a 

mind without malice and vindictiveness.”166 Lastly, joy is wishing for all 

sentient beings to find happiness or as non-referential joy is “a joyfulness 

(as) in pure concentration. Body, speech, and mind are spontaneously calm 

and happy.”167 Non-referential love, compassion, and joy conjure up an 

affective sense without emotional or mental states. Again, it is being love, 

compassion, and joy. These attitudes are first cultivated with an object but 

then the object drops away so that the felt-sense of love, compassion, and 

 
164 Ibid, 70. 

165 Rabjam, 74.  

166 Ibid, 76.  

167 Ibid, 77.  
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joy remain. Kangyur Rinpoche in Treasury of Precious Qualities says that 

one begins with an object to easily cultivate these attitudes. However, to cut 

attachment to those objects, the sequence of meditations should be changed. 

If attachment on an object arises, one practices impartiality. Likewise, if the 

mind becomes too impartial, meditations on compassion and “reflecting on 

how beings sow and reap the crop of suffering.”168 There are two goals in 

these meditations, 1) to cultivate specific attitudes while also 2) removing 

attachment. Both of these goals are necessary. Additionally, this process 

shows that there is a felt-sense of these attitudes that expands beyond 

conceptual references.  

Referentiality sets up a structure for practitioners to engage in that she 

responds to thinking of living beings with wishing them happiness. For 

example, emotions arise when we fall in love with one specific person but 

this emotional love changes or may dissolve over time. However, love, 

compassion, and joy practiced without reference objects do not create 

reactivity or need reactivity to sustain them. We cannot say that Buddhist 

practitioners are without affective responses. For example, I witnessed a 

Buddhist teacher weep as he recited Lama Know, which is a prayer that 

arouses that a teacher’s presence is in her heart or on top of her head. This 

 
168 Lingpa, Treasury of Precious Qualities, 242.  
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example is not an usual self-centered sense but touches into how devotion 

sparks affective states without conceptual and referential focus. The 

difference between the arousal of these affective states in Bodhisattva verse 

recitation or Lama Know is that there is not an attachment that arises in these 

practices.169  

Practicing the four boundless states without a reference point or focus 

occurs when one does not engage in dualistic thought in thinking that “I 

perceive a being and wish for his happiness” or when one simply drops 

having an object. Longchenpa says that non-referential practice of the four 

boundless states occurs through someone who is compassion herself. “They 

are non-referential when they operate in the direction of deliverance and 

they will be mastered by those who are compassion themselves.”170 

Someone who is able to meditate on the four boundless states in a non-

referential way does not give rise to mental attitudes, including emotions. 

Longchenpa explains that this engagement with the boundless states is free 

from attachment and hatred. In addition, there is no thought of “I am 

thinking of someone with love, joy, or compassion” but the affect of the 

boundless state can certainly be there. These affects are cultivated equally 

 
169 This needs to be explored more.  

170 Rabjam, 70.  
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for all sentient beings so that a practitioner embodies love, compassion, and 

joy. In being these boundless states, I suggest that these experiences are not 

emotional in that there is no subject-object spilt but affective. They are 

affective in that there is a physical felt-sense that is present while one is 

these states.  

 

Affect 

 Following the progression in practice from engaging with reference 

objects towards a non-referential state in the context of the four boundless 

states that brings us to a vital issue. What actually is occurring when a 

practitioner engages in these practices without reference and why is it an 

important trajectory for these meditations on love, compassion, and joy? 

Referential practice necessarily involves affect or an experience of pleasure 

or pain.171 This affect is a dimension of what Anne C. Klein discusses as an 

energetic quality that accompanies body and mind, which is described in 

many Asian meditation practices. Klein states that, “Buddhist texts and 

Asian cultures make very clear that body, energy, and mind are all crucial to 

 
171 Piotr Winkielman and Kent C. Berridge, “Unconscious Emotion,” in Current Directions in 

Psychological Science, American Psychological Society, volume 13, no. 3, 2004, 120.  
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understanding, training, and optimizing the human organism.”172 I see love, 

compassion, and joy are seen as affect because they are felt in the body173 

and I suggest, are pre-cognitive in that a thought does not arise before these 

affects are felt, they span both body and mind. In this way, we may see these 

affects to have an energetic quality to them as they influence a practitioner’s 

sense of being.  

 The four boundless states and awakened mind have a broad impact on 

a practitioner that touches into both cognitive and pre-cognitive states, which 

are felt in the body. It is these felt-senses that give power to the 

transformation of a practitioner by performing these practices.174  There is a 

definite conceptual build-up that occurs prior to the bodhisattva verse 

recitation but the significant place of transformation occurs in the body. The 

body is where love, compassion, and joy are felt and then inform a 

practitioner’s way of being in practice and post-meditation.  The mind and 

body work together in order to access wisdom mind.  

 
172 Anne C. Klein, “Seeing Mind, Being Body: Contemplative Practice and Buddhist 

Epistemology,” in A Companion to Buddhist Philosophy, ed. by Steven M. Emmanuel, Oxford: 

Wiley Blackwell, 2016, 574.   

173 Not everything felt in the body is the same as this definition here. It will be important to look 

at how there are different categories of affect in the future.  

174 Amy Hollywood brings together how women’s experience combines action and 

contemplation, emotion and reason, body and soul. 
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A practitioner who performs the six perfections merges all ethical 

behavior with arousing awakened mind. As Patrul Rinpoche states,  

Now look at material giving – offering food or drink to a begger, for 

example. When the gift, the giver and the recipient are all brought 

together and the action is actually accomplished, that is generosity. 

Giving from what you would eat or drink yourself, rather than giving 

bad or spoilt food, is discipline.175 

 

Cultivating awakened mind also requires physical action or behavior. These 

actions support the mental attitudes of compassion, love, and joy. Likewise, 

physical actions also strengthen devotion. Actions of giving express 

compassion and love. These actions are also daily practices because a 

practitioner performs the six perfections daily all within arousing awakened 

mind while she performs them.  

Patrul Rinpoche’s instructions on giving rise to bodhicitta and 

practicing the four boundless states include contemplating on how all beings, 

especially those in the assembly of friends and enemies gathered around you 

were once your mother. These instructions necessarily include referentiality 

because they ask a practitioner to reflect on her relationship with her own 

mother and transpose that relationship onto other figures. Later in arousing 

bodhicitta practice, a practitioner dissolves this duality through dissolving all 

the figures and herself into light but perhaps the affect of the reflection 

 
175 Patrul, 253.  
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remains. Affect may give rise to ultimate bodhicitta if the affect does 

remain, and we recall Adzom Drukpa’s instructions that say, “rest in 

ultimate bodhicitta afterwards.” This raises the question of is there a non-

referential affect?176 

I suggest that this progression through the practices also ties into 

Spinzoa’s distinction between affectus and affectio.177 He writes “affect is in 

many ways synonymous with force or forces of encounter”178 In this sense, 

affection is a product of affectus, so as affect as a force is the processual 

aspect. Affectus, as a force or reference practice leads towards affectio, the 

capacity to be or to act. A practitioner who engages in affective practice, 

arousing bodhicitta and the four boundless states, enables affect as a force, 

which then leaves a trace. Spinzoa’s explanation helps show that there is a 

progression from conceptual reflection, thinking that all beings were once 

your mother, to an experience of love and kindness that lingers without the 

 
176 Longchenpa explains that practicing the four boundless states without reference is a path to 

one of the five Buddha wisdoms. These realizations are expressions of being without drawing 

attention to any one object and describe qualities of embodying wisdom. “Love is to realize 

limpid clearness and consummate perspicacity.”176 “Compassion is the unity of the openness of 

Being (wisdom of the dharmadhātu) and compassion”176 Lastly, “…thereafter comes a joyfulness 

(as) in pure concentration. Body, speech, and mind are spontaneously calm and happy.”176 These 

descriptions do not articulate that there is some affect experienced in these realizations but we do 

see how affect that is cultivated through arousing bodhicitta and deconstructed through practicing 

the four boundless states leads to the quotes above.176  

177 Megan Watkins, “Desiring Recognition, Accumulating Affect,” in The Affect Theory Reader, 
eds. Melissa Gregg and Gregory J. Seigworth, Durham: Duke University Press, 2010, 269.  

178 Seigworth, 2.  
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thought. Devotion operates in the same way. There is an object of devotion 

but the felt-sense of devotion may continue.  

This progression occurs in the body, creating embodied affectio so 

that thought, affect, and emotion may no long be present but the capacity 

remains. As Spinoza explains, “the body can undergo many changes and 

nevertheless retain impressions or traces…”179 In the same vein as Megan 

Watkins writes, “It is this capacity of affect to be retained, to accumulate, to 

form dispositions and thus shape subjectivities that is of interest to me.”180 

Eventually, one is compassion, love, and joy. Through these embodied 

affective states, one experiences awakened mind.  

Our story of Atīśa introduced at the beginning of the chapter 

demonstrates that there is an embodied affectio. Atīśa folds his hands at his 

heart when he speaks of his teachers but cries when he tells about his teacher 

who introduced bodhicitta to him. I suggest that these tears fall because of 

Atīśa’s devotion to awakened mind rather than the physical teacher. 

Additionally, I think that it is Atīśa’s personal encounter with awakened 

mind that leads to these tears. An experience that is devoid of conceptuality.  

These physical reactions and expressions of gratitude in that moment are 

 
179 Benedict Spinoza, Ethics; On the Correction of Understanding. trans. by Andrew Boyle. 

London: Everyman’s Library, 1959, in Megan Watkins, “Desiring Recognition, Accumulating 

Affect,” in The Affect Theory Reader, 269.  

180 Ibid, 269.  
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embodied affect in that Atīśa expresses something through his tears but not 

in a way that is comparable to ordinary understandings of emotion. Atīśa 

embodies and physically expresses affect: love, compassion, and joy 

developed on the ground of equanimity.  

Conclusion – Being a Bodhisattva 

 The four boundless states, method by which bodhicitta is achieved, 

also themselves span this same range of perspectives and practices. The 

practices allow practitioners to transition from thinking and contemplating of 

love, joy, and compassion for all beings towards being the boundless states, 

described by Longchenpa.   

 A special feature of the foundational practices is that it allows a 

practitioner to move between referential and non-referential experiences, 

between conceptuality and direct sensing. In this vein, practicing the 

bodhisattva verse allows a practitioner to incorporate some conceptual 

frameworks as a way to conjure up particular states in order to eventually 

rest in an experience that is beyond reference points but has an affective 

capacity that is love, joy, compassion, and equanimity. A practitioner then 

continues on to other practices animated by this affective capacity that is 

cultivated.  
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 Finally, we can see that this awakened mind is one type of devotion. It 

is an affective devotion whereby practitioners initially sense into an 

embodied felt-sense of love, joy, and compassion that furthers their practice 

and development. The pre-cognitive affect and the post-meditative 

disposition create a source for practitioners to touch into at later times, 

whether or not they are purposely cultivating awakened mind or even joy, 

love, and compassion. The felt-sense of being these dispositions easily 

occurs, which keeps practitioners engaged in praxis and further opening into 

experiencing their primordial wisdom.  
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Chapter Three: Guru Yoga: Being the Guru, Being Wisdom 

Ho! At the border of Northwest Orgyen 

Upon a blooming Lotus stem, 

Who achieved wonderous, supreme powers 

Known as “Lotus-born,” 

Encircled by dancing sky-goers; 

I follow you in practice, 

Please bring on your grace waves.181 

 

--- Seven Line Prayer, 

Taken from Jigmé Lingpa’s 

Uncommon Foundational 

Practices182 

“Unless the sun of devotion 

shines upon the snow peak of the 

master’s four kāyas, the stream of 

blessings will never fall. So strive to 

arouse devotion in your mind!” 

--- Drikung Kyobpa Rinpoche (1143 – 

1217)183 

 

 

As indicated above the import of devotion is not limited to any 

one lineage in Tibet; all agree that when it comes to tantric 

practice especially one attains realization largely through 

 
181 The Seven-Line Prayer, trans. by Renee L. Ford, Boulder: n.p., 2020.  

182 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, accessed 

October 18, 2019.  

183 Drikung Kyobpa Jikten Sumgön (1143 – 1217, ‘bri gung skyob pa ‘jig rten gsum mgon), 

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/chokyi-drakpa/a-torch-for-the-path, Accessed 

January 3, 2020.  

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/chokyi-drakpa/a-torch-for-the-path
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devotion to the master. The optimum relationship with a teacher 

requires not politeness, but the open-hearted connection of 

devotion. Guru yoga is not about mouthing prayers, it is for 

expressing and fostering devotion.  

 

Jigme Gyalwa’i Nyuku (‘jigs med rgyal ba’i myu gu, 1765 – 

1843) practiced meditation for many years at Tsari with 

intensive asceticism and hardship. One day he went out of the 

cave into the sunlight. He looked in the direction of Lhasa, and 

a strong recollection of his root master [Jigme Lingpa] and of 

the lineal teachers arose in his mind. He prayed to them with 

strong devotion. For a while it was as if he had become 

unconscious. When he regained consciousness, he found that 

there was nothing to view or meditate upon, as meditation had 

dissolved into the ultimate sphere. He had [actually] reached the 

ultimate presence of intrinsic awareness, free from waverings 

and delusions. But he [wasn’t aware of its nature and he] wasn’t 

satisfied [with what he was experiencing]. He thought, “Alas! If 

I hadn’t gone into the sunlight I would have a meditation, but 

now there is nothing. I have to leave to see the lama because 

now he is old and I must get clarifications concerning my 

meditation.” …He went to see [his teacher] Rigdzin Jigme 

Lingpa, and presented [his meditative] realization to him. 

[Jigme Lingpa] was pleased and said: “Son, that is it! You have 

reached the stage of Exhaustion of Phenomenal Existents184 into 

the Ultimate Nature…”185 

 

 

Jigme Gyalwa’i Nyuku experience as told in Pema Ledrel Tsal’s (1879 – 

1941) biography sheds light upon how the Great Completeness tradition 

understands how devotion operates in two modes, relational and dissolving. 

Relational in that it connects a practitioner to a teacher and uses that affect to 

 
184 Most likely chos nyid zad sa. The final of the four snang ba of Thogel, which is not guru yoga.  

185 Thondup, 117.  
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develop a practitioner’s sense of dissolving a sense of subject, object. 

Dissolving allows a practitioner to experience what Great Completeness 

describes as reality. So that Jigme Nyuku and practitioners alike move 

through a process of being devoted to a significant teacher, which can lead 

to the dissolution of self.186 Jigme Nyuku’s key components are devotion to 

his teacher, a strong student-teacher relationship, a dissolution, and practice. 

This chapter lays out the specific elements of devotion, guru devotion, guru 

yoga practice, and how these come together for practitioners in practice.   

Firstly, Jigme Nyuku remembers his teacher and longs to be close to 

Jigme Lingpa. This longing, accompanied with praying, brings Jigme Nyuku 

to a moment of unconsciousness. Jigme Nyuku does not pass out but comes 

to an experience that cannot be described by words and thought. These first 

moments in the narrative demonstrate how strong devotion between a 

student and teacher makes it possible for important transitions in Great 

Completeness meditation. We can assume that Jigme Nyuku’s devotion and 

longing to see Jigme Lingpa is based partly on this recognition and in 

understanding that these sources of refuge are not different from oneself, as 

we saw. The passage above suggests how practice furthers devotion, and 

how devotion charges practice.   

 
186 Ibid, 117.  
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After being unconscious, Jigme Nyuku enters into a state in which it 

seems there is nothing to view or meditate upon, because itself meditation 

had dissolved into the ultimate sphere.”187 This suggests that Jigme Nyuku 

dissolved a basic sense of self and other, along with all imagery, and 

conceptual thought related with such a structure. Jigme Nyuku is in a state of 

a fruition born of his extensive meditation practice. There is just a sense of 

presence.  

However, he feels that this momentary experience is not the final 

result as understood in the Great Completeness tradition. Jigme Nyuku 

therefore goes to his teacher, Jigme Lingpa, for reassurance and further 

meditative instructions. Now that Jigme Nyuku has experienced a moment 

of “[actually] reaching the ultimate presence of intrinsic awareness, free 

from waverings and delusions,”188 he needed to meditate on it until it was 

perfected. Jigme Nyuku spends twenty years of meditating in order to 

“perfect” his realization. This suggests that perfecting in the Great 

Completeness tradition complete realization is embodied presence. The final 

result is not a knowing that comes from an instant of learning the meaning or 

step but rather through years of doing again and again revisiting that very 

 
187 Thondup, 117. No Tibetan available 

188 Ibid, 117.  
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state through practices that integrate that realization into the body so that a 

practitioner is the perfection, the completeness of Great Completeness. He 

recognizes that this state was always there but not evident.    

Jigme Nyuku’s longing devotion for Jigme Lingpa creates a focus for 

the mind. Meditation practices such as guru yoga allow a practitioner to 

engage devotion for a teacher, which helps focus mind within meditation. 

This process is iterative; it strengthens itself and allows a practitioner to 

open into a fruitional state of wisdom, like Jigme Nyuku.   

Guru yoga practices can culminate in experiences such as Jigme 

Nyuku had. From Jigme Lingpa’s Guru Yoga of Rigdzin Jigme Lingpa:  

O wonder! The aggregates, elements and sense sources of my 

body are spontaneously present as the essence of the three seats 

of completeness. Within the expanse of the blossoming lotus of 

devotion at the center of my heart, upon sun and moon-disk 

seats that symbolize the purification of semen and blood, is the 

face and embodiment of all the buddhas, Rigdzin Jigme 

Lingpa.189 

 

Jigme Lingpa’s guru yoga verse above shows that a practitioner’s body is a 

buddha body and mind is a buddha mind, which is the essence of guru yoga 

practice. The practice initially helps a practitioner imagine that her body is 

 
189 Jigme Lingpa, Guru Yoga of Rigdzin Jigme Lingpa (rig ‘dzin ‘jigs med gling pa la brten pa’i 
bla ma’i rnal ‘byor), Trans. by Han Kop, 2018, https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-

masters/jigme-lingpa/guru-yoga, Accessed February 12, 2020.  

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/jigme-lingpa/guru-yoga
https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/jigme-lingpa/guru-yoga
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composed of the same elements of a buddha: the three seats of completeness 

(gdan gsum yongs rdzogs ng obor lhun grub pa’i) and the heart is a 

blooming lotus of devotion (snying dbus dad pa’i ge sar rgyas pa’i klong). 

The three seats of completeness are 1) the aggregates and elements, 

constituents of the body, are the seats of the five female and five male 

buddhas, 2) the sense faculties and their objects are the seats of the eight 

male and eight female bodhisattvas, and 3) the limbs are the seats of the 

male and female wrathful deities. There is a connection that buddhas, 

bodhisattvas, and wrathful deities are housed in the body. The body is a 

residence for enlightened beings. Likewise, the heart holds devotion. This 

imagery removes any separation between enlightened beings and devotion 

with the body. There is an unfolding into one’s realization that one is already 

buddha. This assigns a very special meaning to the body.    

Jigme Lingpa’s guru yoga190 practice in his foundational practices is a 

stepping-stone to tantric guru yoga practices. Instead of becoming a deity 

immediately or becoming a deity after some period, this particular guru yoga 

practice instructs a practitioner to focus on Padmasambhava while a 

practitioner becomes Vajrayoginī (rdo rje rnal ‘byor ma). Imagining oneself 

 
190 Technically, all the meditative practices in the second section of the foundational practices, the 

uncommon practices, are guru yoga because a practitioner begins with imagining a field of refuge 

or deity and dissolves into that imagination as being it. However, Jigme Lingpa specifically calls 

this portion of practice, “guru yoga”.  
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as the red dancing Vajrayoginī, one sees and feels devotion to her teacher in 

the form of Padmasambhava, gives rise to, and eventually dissolving into 

him, and finally dissolving into light.  

The elements in Jigme Lingpa’s guru yoga practice create a 

framework in which a practitioner brings forth the same level of devotion for 

her teacher and the three jewels. This special devotional relationship allows 

practitioners to work with dissolving a sense of self. It is the devotional 

affect, I suggest, that helps make it possible for practitioners to dissolve 

ordinary self-imaging sufficiently to vividly imagine that they themselves 

are the deity, and then to open into a space into which the deity itself 

dissolves.   

Guru Yoga  

In commenting on this work, Lama Tenzin Samphel, trained since 

childhood in Nyingma traditions, says: 

If we were to try in a normal way to go from our ordinary 

existence where we are obstructed by attachment, resentment, 

and delusion right into a straight identification of the Great 

Completeness view, we would not be able to. The means for 

stilling and calming attachment and delusion is the practice of 

guru yoga. This minimizes the power of attachment and 

delusion which would otherwise interfere with the ability to 

receive the blessing and identification.191 

 

 
191 Tenzin Samphel, Instructions on the Meaning of the “All-Creating Majesty” of Longchen 

Rabjam, 36.  
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Therefore, Great Completeness incorporates guru yoga practice and a 

practitioner’s aspiration to identify wisdom onto a path.   

 Guru yoga is a ritual expression and evocation of wisdom through 

imagery, mantra recitation, and cultivating devotion. The ultimate goal is to 

merge her mind with the wisdom of a teacher. Guru Yoga as defined by the 

Great Treasury of Tibetan Words is, “a ritual practice, which [one] meditates 

on the essence of all the Buddhas gathered into one’s own root teacher.”192 A 

practitioner imagines her root teacher as a particular deity.  In Jigme 

Lingpa’s guru yoga, it starts with a practitioner visualizing her surroundings 

as a Buddha-field, and she is a sky-goer (dakīni). Initially, there is 

meditation on one’s root teacher being a Buddha, and eventually, for the 

Heart Essence Vast Expanse tradition, one focuses on one’s self as 

inseparable from one’s teacher and is a Buddha. Guru yoga meditation 

practices are methods that allow practitioners to recognize and realize their 

own wisdom as a Buddha. The goal of this first phase is to create an 

experience that falls outside of how practitioners usually engage in their 

reality. Practitioners cultivate devotion through guru yoga in order to 

recognize their wisdom. As the Third Dodrupchen says in his Instructions on 

Guru Yoga, “unwavering devotion allows one to see his teacher as a 

 
192 The Great Treasury of Tibetan Words, 1914.  
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Buddha, otherwise one practices guru yoga to achieve that unwavering 

devotion.”193  

 Guru yoga practices (sādhanas) are widespread throughout Tibetan 

Buddhism. Robert Mayer enumerates a few found throughout the various 

Tibetan Buddhist lineages, such as Tsongkhapa’s guru yoga called the dGa’ 

ldan lha brgya ma or the “Hundred Deities of the Land of Joy” or the Sa 

skya pa master g.Yag ston sangs rgyas dpal (1348 – 1414), in which the Sa 

skya Paṇḍita (1182 – 1251) is identified with the Bodhisattva Mañjuśrī. 

Additionally, among the bka’ brgyud pas guru yogas, Mayer describes one 

as “the Karmapa school have the Thun bzhi bla ma’i rnal ‘byor or “Four 

Session Guru Yoga” written by the 8th Karmapa, Mikyo Dorje (Mi bskyod 

rdo rje, 1507 – 1554), in which he is visualized surrounded by dakinis in 

several colours, and which includes numerous prayers, offerings, 

empowerments, and the famous mantra karma pa mkhyen no.”194  These 

differences highlight the social and cultural differences between lineages in 

Tibet. For the Nyingma tradition, Jigme Lingpa imitates earlier guru yoga 

sadhanas found throughout the Nyingma lineage in that he emphasizes the 

role of Padmasambhava, the Seven Line Prayer to Padmasambhava, and his 

 
193 Third Dodrupchen, Instructions on Guru Yoga, trans. by Renee Ford, (not published), 100.1 – 

5.  
194 http://blogs.orient.ox.ac.uk/kila/2013/10/07/early-guru-yoga-indigenous-ritual-and-

padmasambhava/, Accessed December 30, 2019.  

http://blogs.orient.ox.ac.uk/kila/2013/10/07/early-guru-yoga-indigenous-ritual-and-padmasambhava/
http://blogs.orient.ox.ac.uk/kila/2013/10/07/early-guru-yoga-indigenous-ritual-and-padmasambhava/
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Vajra Guru mantra. Padmasambhava’s presence in Jigme Lingpa’s guru 

yoga and later guru yogas in the Nyingma lineage shows devout patronage 

to earlier lineage holders and sources of Padmasambhava, again 

strengthening the import of this lineage figurehead. 

 Even though guru yoga is common throughout Tibetan Buddhism, so 

far, no earlier sources are found of a similar practice in India or elsewhere. 

Robert Mayer expresses his lack of findings of guru yoga in Indic sources, “I 

am not aware of any comparable guru yogas of Indian origins for 

Vimalamitra, Hūṃkāra, or Mañjuśrīmitra, for Saraha, for Tilopa, Naropa, or 

Maitrīpa. There are none even for Āryadeva or Jñānapāda, founding masters 

of India’s immensely well-documented Guhyasamāja lineages.”195 Meaning 

that Tibetan guru yoga practices are noticeably different from Indic deity 

practices. Guru yoga practices as formulated in Tibet are unique to the 

region. Guru yoga then shows us further development of Indian Buddhism in 

Tibet.  

 Guru devotion, guru lineage, and the power of the guru does pre-date 

Tibetan-created guru yoga practices. One Indic source of guru devotion is 

found in the Śvetāṡvatara Upanisad, verse 6.23, “only in a man who has the 

deepest love of for god (deva), and who shows the same love toward his 

 
195 Ibid, Accessed December 30, 2019 
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teacher as god, do these points declare my the Noble One shine forth.”196 In 

the same vein, guru devotion in India also understands that gurus are 

embodiments of enlightened beings and possess enlightened qualities, all of 

which were commonly visualized.197 However, this was not an isolated 

practice as it is found throughout Nyingma guru yoga practices. Guru 

devotion is incorporated into the fabric of the Nyingma tradition.  

 Nyingma guru yoga practices, overall, focus on the Padmasambhava 

historical narrative and weave it throughout ritual practices. As Mayer says: 

They do something which the Sa skya and bKa’ brgyud guru 

yogas do not attempt. Nyang ral and Chowang and, according 

to Dan (Martin), Zhang G.yu brag pa as well, seek to embed the 

entire rNying ma ritual path within a particular Tibetan 

historical narrative centred on Padmasambhava. All its treasures 

and treasure discoverers, all its yidams and protectors, are 

inextricably woven together with the narratives of 

hagiographies and dharma histories. Central to all of this is the 

person of Padmasambhava and his place in Tibetan history.198  

 

This historical narrative helps a practitioner to associate imagery that is 

perpetuated throughout the lineage. Therefore, not only does a practitioner 

superimpose her teacher onto an image of a Buddha but incorporates other 

historical figures into that matrix so that a student-teacher relationship is 

 
196 Śvetāṡvatara Upanisad, verse 6.23, trans. by Olivelle in correspondence via Stuart Ray 

Sarbacker, November 21, 2017. 

197 Mayer, Accessed December 30, 2019.  

198 http://blogs.orient.ox.ac.uk/kila/2013/10/07/early-guru-yoga-indigenous-ritual-and-

padmasambhava/, Accessed December 30, 2019.  

http://blogs.orient.ox.ac.uk/kila/2013/10/07/early-guru-yoga-indigenous-ritual-and-padmasambhava/
http://blogs.orient.ox.ac.uk/kila/2013/10/07/early-guru-yoga-indigenous-ritual-and-padmasambhava/
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further strengthened through a historical narrative relationship along with 

perhaps initially an abstract idea of an embodiment of primordial wisdom. In 

this way, the innovative way that the Nyingma lineage incorporates 

Padmasambhava creates new relationships for practitioners, so they are able 

to touch into their goal of experiencing wisdom.  

 Yeshe Tsogyal: Epitome of Devotion 

 Devotion manifests in particularly rich and diverse ways in the 

various sub-sections of Jigme Lingpa’s guru yoga. As we saw, Jigme 

Lingpa’s guru yoga in his foundational practices begins with a practitioner 

imagining and being her field of experience in that the space in front of her 

is the pure-land of Copper-Colored Mountain.199 A practitioner sees herself 

in the middle of space as Yeshe Tsogyal (ye shes mtsho rgyal, a dākinī) and 

she is bde chen rgyal mo though the word Vajrayogini is used.  

Visualize your perception at the center of the palace and think 

of yourself as having the nature of the ḍākinī Yeshe Tsogyal. 

This will ensure that you are a fit receptacle for the 

empowerments, arouse the primal wisdom of bliss and 

emptiness, and create a connection with the guidance she had 

from her teacher.200 

 

As the form of Vajrayogini, she has one face, two hands, three eyes, and 

luminously red in color. There is a small skull-drum in the right hand, and a 

 
199 See Appendix I: Translation of khrid yig - Copper-Colored Mountain is described there.  

200 Patrul Rinpoche, 313. 
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curved knife in her left, which sits at her hip.201 Her feet are in a dancing 

pose.202 As Vajrayogini, a practitioner imagines that she is naked except for 

the bone ornament and flower necklaces. Her body is light as insubstantial, 

similar to a rainbow in the sky.203   

 On top of her head, on a thousand-petaled lotus, sun, and moon, which 

are stacked on top of one another, sits a practitioner’s root teacher in the 

form of Padmasambhava. He embodies a shining white complexion with a 

red hue and youthful appearance. With one face, two arms, and two legs, his 

body sits in a royal posture, wearing a brocade cape, a monk’s robe, a long-

sleeved blue gown and a lotus hat.204 In the crook of his left arm, he holds a 

three-pointed staff, which represents the “supreme mother-consort of bliss 

and emptiness.”205 In that left hand, he holds a skull-cup, and his right hand 

holds a golden vajra.206 The skull-cup holds “wisdom nectar of immortality 

and contains a long-life vase topped with a sprig from the wish-granting 

tree.”207 

 
201 See Patrul Rinpoche’s instructions on guru yoga in Words of My Perfect Teacher, 313.  

202 Klein, 41. Heart Essence, the Vast Expanse 

203 Patrul, 313 - 14.  

204 Ibid, 314.  

205 Klein, 42.  

206 Patrul, 316.  

207 Ibid, 316.  
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 Rainbows, rays of light, and luminous bright orbs surround Guru 

Rinpoche. Not only these but also emanations of lords, his disciples, Indian 

and Tibetan scholars, awareness-holders, personal deities, ḍākinīs, dharma 

protectors, viewed ones surround him like clouds in space.208 Patrul 

Rinpoche comments that these beings “should have such a presence that 

your ordinary thoughts automatically cease.”209 This imaginative process re-

creates how one engages and experiences body, speech, and mind. These are 

now buddha body, speech, and mind, which dissolves any ordinary clinging 

to a self.  

In addition, the shift of seeing an environment as emanations of light 

rays helps dissolve a sense of “here and there,” which is the structure of 

ordinary thoughts. Now, practitioners are beginning to sense into a new way 

of seeing their environment that helps them further understand what occurs 

through guru yoga practice.  

 This transformation allows a practitioner to shift her ordinary 

perception. She now identifies as Yeshe Tsogyal in the form of the Great 

Bliss Queen. As Yeshe Tsogyal, she is in a powerfully and heartfelt 

relationship with her teacher as Padmasambhava. Jigme Lingpa’s practice 

 
208 Klein, 42.  

209 Patrul, 316.  
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instructions only mention that the practitioner has three eyes gazing at the 

sky. However, Patrul Rinpoche’s commentary describes her as gazing 

“longingly at the heart of the teacher - ‘longingly’ here expressing a sense of 

impatience to be with the teacher, this being the only source of joy.”210 

Jigme Lingpa incorporates the significant Yeshe Tsogyal/Padmasambhava 

relationship trope into guru yoga to intensify a practitioner’s sense of 

devotion for her teacher.  

 Yeshe Tsogyal and Padmasambhava are regarded key figures in the 

burgeoning development of Buddhism in 8th century Tibet. The tradition 

recalls that King Trisong Detseun in the eighth to ninth centuries invited 

Padmasambhava who imparted the Nyingthig teachings to King Trisong 

Detseun and Yeshe Tsogyal, who in turn dispersed the teachings as 

treasures (gter) for future lineage masters such as Pema Ledrel Tsal and 

Longchenpa. Narratives about Yeshe Tsogyal and Padmasambhava 

emphasize Yeshe Tsogyal’s faith. Her faith leads her to be a consort of 

Padmasambhava, as well as his foremost student and a Buddha in her own 

 
210 Ibid, 313. De yang rings pa’i tshul zer ba de bla ma mjal ba la gcig tu dga’ ba’i brel langs pa 

lta bu’i rnam ‘gyur la zer ba yin, o rgyan 'jigs med chos kyi dbang po. " rdzogs pa chen po klong 

chen snying tig gi sngon 'gro'i khrid yig kun bzang bla ma'i zhal lung /." In gsung 'bum/_o rgyan 

'jigs med chos kyi dbang po. TBRC W1PD107142. 7: 27 - 587. khreng tu'u: si khron dpe skrun 

tshogs pa/ si khron mi rigs dpe skrun khang, 2009. 

http://tbrc.org/link?RID=O1PD107142|O1PD107142C2O0213$W1PD107142, 480.  
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right. She receives multiple transmissions of teachings, one of which being 

the Heart Drop of the Dakini (mkha’ ‘dro snying thig).211  

 Yeshe Tsogyal’s biography clearly suggests that she is able to receive 

these teachings due to her faith and devotion to the master Padmasambhava. 

Three circumstances were present: 1) Yeshe Tsogyal was practicing with her 

teacher, as a consort, 2) she was praying and making offerings to receive the 

Nyingthig teachings of direct experience,212 and 3) she was performing 

prostrations and circumambulations. The “dakinis of timeless awareness 

exhorted the noble Tsogyal saying, ‘this great master…holds in his mind the 

profound transmission.”213 Hearing this, Tsogyal prays and makes offerings 

to receive the teachings, which were followed by more prostrations and 

circumambulations. Yeshe Tsogyal’s story reinforces the importance of 

one’s relationship with a teacher and, by extension, with the reality that 

Guru Rinpoche represents in Nyingma tradition. Her relationship is intimate 

in ways most students will not be but underscores the importance of feeling 

spiritual intimacy, and the way that having faith and performing that faith 

 
211 Nyoshul Khenpo Jamyang Dorje, A Marvelous Garland of Rare Gems: Biographies of 
Masters of Awareness in the Great Completeness Lineage, trans. by Richard Barron, Junction 

City: Padma Publishing, 2005, 69.  

212 “She thus offered a large ganachakra and made her request: “Great master, I humbly ask that 

you bestow on me the sacred transmission of the Nyingthik teachings of direct experience, which 

brings about awakening to Buddhahood while causing the body to vanish in this very lifetime.” 

69. 

213 Dorje, 69.  
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through such activities as prayers and offerings facilitates access and 

receptivity to the teachings. Students aim to cultivate devotion with the same 

force as Yeshe Tsogyal. 

Historical Tibetan relationships like Sera Khandro (se ra mkha’ ‘gro 

kun bzang bde skyong dbang mo, 1892 – 1940) and Drime Ozer (dri med ‘od 

zer, 1881 – 1924) as told through Sarah Jacoby’s Love and Liberation, and  

Tāre Lhamo (1938 – 2002) with Namtrul Rinpoche (1944 – 2011) in Love 

Letters from Golok by Holly Gayley reflect the devotion found within Yeshe 

Tsogyal’s relationship with Padmasambhava. Sarah Jacoby explains that, 

“Sera Khandro closely identifies with Yeshe Tsogyal through her visionary 

experiences as a Treasure revealer.”214 As both couples interweave their 

relationships with Tantric Buddhism, devotion in these forms are informed 

by Tantric practices and tropes. Yeshe Tsogyal and Padmasambhava’s 

narrative is a deep influence on modeling devotion in Tibetan Buddhist 

culture.   

 Jigme Lingpa’s guru yoga invites a student to mimic Yeshe Tsogyal’s 

devotion for Padmasambhava. Also, imagining one’s body as light implicitly 

and kinesthetically actually makes one feel more open, more receptive. In 

 
214 Sarah Jacoby, Love and Liberation: Autobiographical Writings of the Tibetan Buddhist 

Visionary, Sera Khandro, New York: Columbia University Press, 2015, 2.  
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this way, a student touches into Yeshe Tsogyal’s devotion and makes it her 

own. After reflecting on and practicing the instructions eventually, a student 

not only feels that she is Yeshe Tsogyal and her teacher is Padmasambhava 

but also cultivates a level of devotion that resembles Yeshe Tsogyal’s 

devotion.  

Yeshe Tsogyal received the Heart Essence teachings of direct 

experience through her strong sense of faith, which was cultivated through 

offering, prostrations, and circumambulations. Likewise, a student who 

emulates Yeshe Tsogyal’s devotion eventually becomes a suitable vessel to 

experience what the rest of guru yoga meditation entails.  

 Seven-Line Prayer to Padmasambhava 

 The next section in Jigme Lingpa’s guru yoga is the “Seven-Line 

Prayer to Padmasambhava” (gu ru rin po che’i tshig bdun gsol ‘debs).215 

This prayer is found very widely within Tibetan Buddhist literature for 

example in The Great Treasury of Rediscovered Teachings (Rin chen gter 

mdzod chen mo) and Tāranātha’s Collected Works (gsung ‘bum).216 Other 

authors, Jamgön Mipham (‘jam mgon mi pham rya mtsho, 1846-1912), 

 
215 Matthew Kapstein called it the theme song, we could also say the heart-song, of the entire 

Nyingma tradition. 

216 see https://www.tbrc.org/#library_BannerSearchResults-

&quot;ya+mtshan+mchog+gi+dngos+grub+brnyes+pad%7Cma+'byung+gnas+zhes+su+grags&q

uot;, Accessed April 26, 2019.  

https://www.tbrc.org/#library_BannerSearchResults-&quot;ya+mtshan+mchog+gi+dngos+grub+brnyes+pad%7Cma+'byung+gnas+zhes+su+grags&quot;
https://www.tbrc.org/#library_BannerSearchResults-&quot;ya+mtshan+mchog+gi+dngos+grub+brnyes+pad%7Cma+'byung+gnas+zhes+su+grags&quot;
https://www.tbrc.org/#library_BannerSearchResults-&quot;ya+mtshan+mchog+gi+dngos+grub+brnyes+pad%7Cma+'byung+gnas+zhes+su+grags&quot;
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Tulku Thondup (sprul sku don grub, b. 1939), and Thinley Norbu (gdung 

sras phrin las nor bu, 1931 - 2011) wrote commentaries on this famous 

verse. Several sources, such as Patrul Rinpoche and Mipham Gyatso, 

exclaim that this prayer is the most revered and significant prayer to 

Padmasambhava.217  

 The “Seven-Line Prayer to Padmasambhava” is an invocation, to 

Padmasambhava asking him to come and grant one the ability to achieve 

realization in the same way as Padmasambhava. Yet the prayer operates in a 

way that a practitioner is not simply requesting teachings from an external 

source. A practitioner, through praying, recognizes that she practices in the 

same way as Padmasambhava, and those practices, with the assistance of 

Padmasambhava, brings on a realization. This internal process is represented 

through the imagery in the "Seven-Line Prayer to Padmasambhava.” 

 The first four lines of the prayer describe the setting in which 

Padmasambhava is situated.218 “Hung, in Orgyen’s land, upon its northwest 

rim, on lotus, pistil-cup, and stem, wondrous, supreme mastery you found 

 
217 See footnote 247 in Words of My Perfect Teacher and translators’ introduction in White Lotus, 
p. 1.  

218 Mipham’s commentary, the White Lotus, explains that there are multiple meanings to each 

word and the literal meaning is the most external. Each word within this prayer holds a dearth of 

meanings and significance for the reader/practitioner.  
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and as the Lotus-Born you are renowned.”219 Hung is a seed-syllable, which 

invokes Padmasambhava’s enlightened mind.220 Orgyen land refers to 

Oddiyana (Skt. Uḍḍiyāna, Tib. u rgyan), which is the land of awareness-

holders (vidyadharas).221 Traditionally, it is said that Oddiyana is situated 

south of Mount Meru (sumeruparvata, ri rab) in Jambudvipa (Skt. 

Jambudvīpa, Tib.‘dzam bu’i gling). This world system of Mount Meru and 

its surroundings is commonly found throughout Nyingma and other 

Buddhist practices and described with quite some detail. Jigme Tenpa’i 

Nyima describes the features of Mount Meru in his Staircase to Guru Yoga 

as overwhelmingly beautiful and is the birthplace of the fortunate ones.222 

When Buddhists think of Oddiyana they feel Guru Rinpoche and all the 

enlightened beings he embodies are present.  

 On the northwest rim, there is Dhanakosha Lake,223 which is a body of 

water that is free of any imperfection and contains eight-fold excellence.224 

 
219 Jamgön Mipham, White Lotus: An Explanation of the Seven-Line Prayer to Guru 
Padmasambhava, trans. by the Padmakara Translation Group, Boston: Shambhala Publications, 

2016, 20.  

220 Ibid, 29.  

221 Tenzin Samphel reported convincing evidence that Oddiyana was actually in Orissa and not 

near Lahore as usually described. 

222 03 Dodrupchen Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima, Staircase to Guru Yoga.  

223 This is described as an immense bdy of water, But there is no such in Lahore. Orissa, on the 

other hand, is on the ocean. 

224 Jamgön Mipham, 29.  
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Dhanakosha Lake is the birthplace of Padmasambhava, as he rose from a 

lotus flower. Jamgön Mipham describes the lake and lotus as follows: 

This lake is perfect in every way, as is obvious even to the 

perceptions of ordinary  people. It is filled with lotus flowers, 

the largest of which, growing in the center, is a lotus of 

exquisite beauty in both its petals and pistil-cup. From this 

flower’s stem grow other lotuses, thus making five in all. Each 

is of a different color, corresponding to the five enlightened 

lineages and symbolizing the five wisdoms. The lotus in the 

middle is red to indicate the Lotus lineage.225 

 

Descriptions of Dhanakosha lake and lotus flowers mirror the beauty found 

within all of Oddiyana.  

 Padmsambhava is also beautiful and therefore pleasant to look at. 

More extensive descriptions of Padmasambhava and Mount Meru reiterate 

the beauty and splendor that holds a practitioner’s attention and interest. The 

aesthetic quality of these descriptions plays a significant role in guru yoga 

practices because a practitioner holds Padmasambhava and the cosmic world 

of Jambudvipa as her meditation object. Patrul Rinpoche pays great detail to 

the descriptions of the environment and the physical appearances of Yeshe 

Tsogyal and Padmasambhava. Everything is pleasing to the eye, an 

attractive and desireable place to be.  

 
225 Ibid, 29.  
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Aesthetics play a significant role in these practices. The first four lines 

of the Seven-line Prayer to Padmsambhava fosters a visual and poetic 

aesthetic that viscerally enhance delight in and, especially, inspires devotion 

and connection to all elements of the practice.  

 The following five lines of the Seven-Line Prayer to Padmasambhava 

establish the connection between the practitioner and her visualization. “And 

in your footsteps practicing we follow you to grant your blessings, come, we 

pray.”226 Here, the Tibetan word, byin gyis brlabs pa,227 that is commonly 

translated as “blessing” is defined by the Great Treasury of Tibetan Words 

as “through an overwhelming presence, transforms as possessing power, 

undertake power, and to emerge.”228 This seventh line is the 

accomplishment, with the final mantra line the great accomplishment. “To 

grant your blessings, come, we pray.”229 Meaning that the overwhelming 

felt-sense presence of Padmasambhava opens a practitioner to sense that she 

now possesses a power and capability to transform herself. Therefore, a 

practitioner requests Padmasambhava to come so she transforms herself. 

 
226 Ibid, 20 khyed kyi rjes su bdag bsgrub kyis byin gyis rlobs phyir gshegs su sol.  
227 byin gyis brlabs pa - gzi byin gyis nus ldan du sgyur ba’m nus pa ‘jug par byed pa dang thon 

par byed pa. example: chu de zag med ye shes kyi bdud rtsir byin gyis brlabs 

228 Great Treasury of Tibetan Words, 1884.  

229 Mipham, 85.  
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 Mipham comments that a practitioner makes this request in complete 

faith and devotion, knowing that Padmsambhava is the only refuge and 

everything else is a cause of suffering. A practitioner devotes herself to 

Padmsambhava with the intention to endlessly practice. “If we have 

devotion and if we pray to Guru Rinpoche, who abides in an undying body 

of wisdom in the natural nirmanakāya buddhafields, the blessings of his 

compassion will immediately and certainly enter us."230 Devotion to 

Padmsambhava maintains an orientation toward a focus that is described as 

being a refuge to suffering.  

Seven-Branch Offering 

 The “Seven-Branch Offering” combines the two accumulations of 

merit and wisdom, which are common throughout Buddhist traditions. The 

accumulation of merit is presented in various ways depending upon the 

tradition. Sūtra presentations often emphasize, the Perfections, in which 

merit is for the purpose of gaining the wisdom realizing emptiness (śunyatā, 

stong pa nyid). In order to accumulate merit and wisdom together, a 

practitioner maintains the particular view of pure perception as she performs 

specific actions. Pure perception is understanding that all appearances lack 

an inherent existence. These actions in the “Seven Branches” are: 1) 

 
230 Ibid, 32.  
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prostration, 2) offering, 3) confession, 4) rejoicing, 5) asking the Buddhas to 

teach, 6) requesting the Buddhas not to enter nirvāṇa, and 7) dedication. 

Jigme Linpga’s “Seven Branch Offering” combines merit and wisdom 

within a single moment by imaging appearances without an essence and 

offering those appearances so that a practitioner accumulates merit and 

wisdom simultaneously. Merit and wisdom can also proceed in stages 

through honoring, offering, and confessing and so forth in the “Seven 

Branch Offering.”  As the prayer is recited, a practitioner holds in mind 

specific details and feels she is actually performing these actions. A 

practitioner actually is performing these actions as she recites the prayer.231   

 The actions found within the seven-branch prayer are all devotional 

acts. The first branch is prostration (phyag ‘tshal).232 As a practitioner 

recites, “as many times as there are atoms in the universe, I multiply my 

body and offer you prostrations”233 (bdag lus zhing gi rdul snyed du rnam 

par ‘phrul pas phyag ‘tshal lo). A prostration is a physical movement where 

a practitioner folds her hands together at her heart and moves her hands to 

her forehead, then throat and finally back to the heart. Afterwards, she 

 
231 In a similar vein to how JL Austin discusses that when someone is saying something, they are 

actually doing the words.  

232 phyag ‘tshal ba: lus ngag yid gsum gyi sgo nas mchog tu gus ‘dud byed pa (Pod rgya tshig 

mdzod Chen mo) 

233 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik#backref24, 

accessed May 5, 2019. 

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik#backref24
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throws her body on the ground either to a complete flat face-down position 

or on to her knees and hands, allowing her forehead to touch the ground. At 

least three, but potentially many more bows or prostrations are performed in 

a single practice. Khetsun Sangpo comments that, “one’s strong feelings of 

faith and so forth are duplicated in each emanation, and the more of them 

you are able to visualize the greater the meritorious force will be.”234 

Visualizing multiple bodies acts an aide to further cultivate faith, which 

increases merit. All of which are disrupting ordinary sense of identity and 

expanding out beyond physical boundaries.  A practitioner also may 

accumulate a specific number of prostrations, such as 100,000 times to fulfill 

requirements of a practice.  

 In the context of the Heart Essence, Vast Expanse tradition, 

prostrations are accumulated 100,000 times either while a practitioner recites 

the refuge verse or when reciting the “Seven-Branch Offering.”235 The 

instructions for the prostrations when it is performed in guru yoga is to 

incorporate a specific state of mind: 1) the highest method is to maintain the 

view, the absolute nature or Buddha, 2) the middle method is to imagine 

ourselves as infinite forms and all these forms are prostrating simultaneously 

 
234 Sangpo, Tantric Practice in Nying-ma, 171.  

235 Dilgo Khyentse Rinpoche, Guru Yoga: According to the Preliminary Practice of Longchen 

Nyingtik, trans. by Matthieu Ricard, Ed. By Rigpa, Ithaca: Snow Lion Publications, 1999, 41.  
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together towards an object of refuge while reciting the seven branch 

offering, and 3) the lowest method is to cultivate faith and devotion for the 

source of refuge while performing prostrations.236 A practitioner is instructed 

to hold a specific frame of mind while she performs these bodily acts.  

 Prostrations performance also require accurate and precise bodily 

movements. Advice found in several commentaries like Dilgo Khyentse’s 

Guru Yoga and Patrul Rinpoche’s Words of My Perfect Teacher explicitly 

state that prostrations must be performed correctly. A correct prostration 

“links body, speech, and mind.” 

As you physically prostrate with your body, recite the text of 

the prayer for the prostrations with your speech. With your 

mind, consider that you are doing prostrations in the company 

of all beings and practice with respect and devotion, relying 

entirely on the teacher and confidently surrendering yourself to 

him. Otherwise you will end up just saying whatever you like 

and looking around everywhere, while your mind chases after 

all sorts of external events.237 

 

In this way you are receiving blessings of body, speech, mind, qualities and 

activity.238 The correct form for prostrations: 

It is not right to wave your arms around without placing your 

hands together. Nor should you just bend forward without 

touching your knees and forehead to the ground. Nor should 

you stay bent over when you get up, without standing up 

straight again.239 

 
236 Ibid, 42.  

237 Patrul, 318.  

238 Ibid, 318.  

239 Patrul, 319. 
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Well-performed prostrations create conditions that are understood by the 

tradition to purify a practitioner. Thereby making incorrect prostrations 

correlate to being reborn with physical deformities, such as being 

hunchback. Performing the wrong mental, speech, or body actions has a 

direct effect on future outcomes, which is the premise of the cause and effect 

of karma. 

Physical Prostrations are not necessarily always a part of guru yoga 

practice, though some people do prostrations while reciting it. Oftentimes, a 

practitioner recites the seven-branch offering as part of her daily recitation 

practice. On these occasions, it is important to analyze how merely reciting 

the words of the prayer creates a sense of offering prostrations. Here, J.L. 

Austin’s theory of doing through saying can be applied, in that a practitioner 

senses or feels that she is prostrating as she recites the words, even while 

sitting. The combination of doing and reciting the words further strengthens 

the mental effort, even as it brings more of oneself into the practice. More 

importantly, prostrations are an act of offering to a source of refuge, i.e., a 

teacher or Padmasambhava. Reciting the seven-branch offering prayer 

integrates a practitioner’s embodiment of the three states of mind, the three 

seats of completeness, into her recitation process. It also integrates faith, 
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expression of relationship, heart-connection, because a bow is really from 

your heart to his, and because your bow connects you with reality itself.  

 Offering is the second branch, “with both real offerings and those 

created in the mind through the power of concentration (samādhi), I offer the 

entire universe in one vast ‘gesture of offering’.”240 As we see, offerings241 

consist of two things: actual offerings and mental offerings. Actual offerings 

are typically water, flowers, incense, lamps, scented water, food, and 

music.242 Whereas mental offerings range widely—can include anything and 

everything-- from mountains, forests, plants, gardens243 to what Jigme 

Tenpa’i Nyima describes as “one’s own body and all enjoyments as clouds 

of offerings of Samantrabhadra.”244 

 While many rituals include actual physical offerings, the emphasis in 

the seven-branch prayer is on mental offerings. These “cloud banks of 

offerings,” are offered in a way as described as, “in the manner of the 

Bodhisattva Samantabhadra.” 

Filling the entire world and the whole of space with all the 

offerings of the human and celestial realms: flowers, incense, 

lamps, perfumed water, nourishment, palaces, landscapes, 

 
240 dngos bshams yid sprul ting ‘dzin mthus snang srid mchod pa’i phyag rgyar ‘bul, 

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik#backref24, 

accessed May 7, 2019.  

241 Generosity, the first perfection, encapsulates the other six perfections.  

242 Dilgo Khyentse, 43.  

243 Ibid, 43. 

244 Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima, 11.8|109.3 

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik#backref24
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mansions, pleasure-gardens, the seven attributes of royalty and 

the eight auspicious symbols, with the sixteen vajra goddesses 

dancing and singing, each one playing her own particular 

musical instrument.245 

 

These mental offerings are accompanied by a practitioner imagining that a 

million variegated light rays emanate forth from her heart. Emanations of 

Samantrabhadra shine out at the end of each one of these million light rays, 

and each one of those Samantrabhadra emit endless amounts of light rays, 

which another Samantrabhadra emanates. The liturgy encourages to make 

offerings while mentally imagining these emanations as she recites the lines 

of offerings.  

 Practitioners imagine that these offerings do not have an owner. “So 

mentally take all the wealth that has no owner in all the human and celestial 

realms throughout the universe and make an offering of it… You never need 

to think that you have nothing to offer.”246 The act of offering, in this 

context, moves beyond a practitioner thinking, “I have something to offer 

someone else” This accords with Shantideva’s point that ethical behavior for 

a bodhisattva is devoid of subject, object, and action. It touches on an 

important concept posited in Buddhist ontological and epistemological 

frameworks, reality is not confined to a dualistic or subject-object 

 
245 Patrul, 321.  

246 Ibid, 322.  
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framework. Mental offerings engage a practitioner’s power of creativity to 

breach this dualistic framework and experience an action, offering, within a 

non-dualistic experience. There is an opportunity to cultivate awakened 

mind.  

 The third branch is revealing or acknowledging non-virtuous actions 

of body, speech, and mind. Many English translations use the word 

“confesses” for gzhags, which I here translate as admit. “All the harmful 

actions of my body, speech, and mind, I admit and purify in the luminosity 

of dharmakāya.”247 A more literal translation of the Tibetan reads, “[I] place 

all non-virtuous actions of body, speech, and mind in the state of the 

luminous dharma body.” This literal translation highlights that tantra and 

tantric practice view that all phenomena, including non-virtuous actions, are 

the same in nature. In this way, a practitioner begins to perceive her actions 

as part of all of reality.  

 As these non-virtuous actions are disclosed, a practitioner vows never 

to perform those deeds again and uses a visual imagery to purify them. 

Then imagine that all your wrong actions and obstructions 

gather together in the form of a black heap on your tongue. 

Visualize rays of light pouring forth from the body, speech, and 

mind of the deities of the field of merit, touching the pile, and 

 
247 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, accessed May 

13, 2019. (sgo gsum mi dge’i las rnams kun ‘od gsal chos sku’i ngang bshags) 

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
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cleansing you of your defilements as if all the dirt were being 

washed away.248 

 

A practitioner simply transforms these non-virtuous actions into light-rays, 

which is the medium into which everything melts away and so one becomes 

part of the luminous dharmakāya. “In the luminous dharmakāya, I admit all 

wrong thoughts, words, and deeds” is recited at this time as practitioners 

confess and visualize the rays of light.249 

 After practitioners reveal their non-virtuous actions, they rejoice in 

positive actions, which is the fourth branch offering. “Whether they be 

relative or absolute, I rejoice in all positive, virtuous actions.”250  

Rejoice profoundly and sincerely at the turning of the Great 

Wheel of the Dharma, set in motion by the Conquerors for the 

benefit of beings. Rejoice at the vast, powerful activities of the 

Bodhisattvas and the positive actions of beings, those that are 

meritorious and those that lead to liberation. Rejoice at 

whatever good you yourself have done in the past, are doing at 

present and are certain that you will do in the future.251 

 

These instructions reinforce one’s devotion for performing positive activities 

for all beings.   

 The fifth and sixth branches are requests to the Buddhas to teach and 

to not to enter nirvāṇa. “According to the receptivity and needs of different 

 
248 Patrul, 322.  

249 Patrul, 322.  

250 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, accessed May 

13, 2019. (bden pa gnyis kyis bsdus pa yi dge tshogs kun la rjes yi rang). 

251 Patrul, 323.  

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
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beings, I ask you to turn the wheel of Dharma of the three vehicles. Til 

saṃsāra is completely empty, and all beings liberated, do not pass into 

nirvāṇa, but remain here among us, I pray.”252 

 A practitioner recites the lines, asking the teacher to teach, while 

imagining that she is in the presence of all the Buddhas and bodhisattvas. 

She then is instructed to, “emanate hundreds and thousands of millions of 

bodies, offer wheels, jewels and other precious objects to them all, and 

exhort them to turn the wheel of Dharma” as she recites the prayer.  

 In a similar manner, a practitioner recites the sixth branch offering by 

mentally creating many emanations of herself and requests that all the 

Buddhas remain and refrain from passing into nirvāṇa. She is to think that 

all the Buddhas stay due to her prayer.  

 Finally, the seventh branch is dedication. “All the merit and positive 

actions of past, present, and future, I dedicate so that all beings may attain 

supreme enlightenment.”253 Dedicating merit, in this tradition, is linked to 

achieving enlightenment and therefore, dedication is considered to be a 

necessary step in performing actions.  

 
252 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, Accessed 

May 13, 2019. (rigs can gsum gyi Gdul bya la theg gsum chos ‘khor bskor bar bskul ji srid ‘khor 

ba ma stongs bar mya ngan mi ‘da’ bzhugs gsol ‘debs).  

253 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, Accessed 

May 13, 2019. (dus gsum bsags pa’i dge rtsa kun byang chub Chen po’i rgyu ru bsngo) 

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
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 A specific state of mind is also incorporated into dedicating merit. 

“Seal the dedication with the seal of non-conceptual wisdom.”254 The seal of 

non-conceptual wisdom implies that a dedication is made without the 

parameters of the three concepts: 1) giver, 2) gift, and 3) the recipient.  

The three concepts referred to here are the concepts of there 

being a source of merit to dedicate, someone for whom it is 

dedicated and a goal towards which the dedication is directed. 

If one could dedicate merit in the state of wisdom, fully 

realizing how those three things are without any true existence, 

that dedication would indeed be without poison.255 

 

Merit is gained through performing positive actions, yet a practitioner does 

not think, “I am performing these positive actions and someone else will be 

affected by them.” Rather, a practitioner dedicates merit in a non-dualistic 

framework.  

 The seven-branch offering engages mind and body together. The 

mindset yokes devotion and faith, interest and confidence that one and 

others will achieve liberation, with non-dual wisdom. This combination 

allows practitioners to open into knowing that having devotion may co-exist 

with non-dual wisdom. They experience devotion and non-dual wisdom 

simultaneously while the body performs acts. The body integrates this 

 
254 Patrul, 325.  

255 Ibid, 328.  
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knowing with doing that may be the key in experiencing non-dual wisdom 

and devotion without thought.  

 The seven-branch offering, is recited daily as part of Jigme Lingpa’s 

foundational practices. The important point is how a practitioner understands 

the prayer and the activities within this prayer. Patrul Rinpoche stresses that 

each branch should be performed correctly and honestly. Practitioners must 

actually feel that they are confessing or make offerings, even mental ones. 

Likewise, prostrations have a correct mental and physical form. In this way, 

the instructions and commentary on the seven-branch offering make it clear 

that a practitioner is performing much more than simply recitation. She is 

simultaneously engaged in physical movements and physical objects as part 

of her recitation practice. Furthermore, there are several instances when 

practitioners engage their own creativity to breach ordinary methods of 

engagement, primarily to extend beyond dualistic subject-object 

relationships through the use of inventive offerings, light, emanations of 

Buddhas, and expanding upon ontological objects. All this speaks to the 

conviction that a practitioner is performing meaningful actions as she recites 

the prayer, and that these actions are dedicated as merit, which will lead a 

practitioner towards enlightenment. Karma after all refers to actions of body, 

speech, and mind.  
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 As these actions can be categorized as devotional actions, the seven-

branch offering inculcates devotion through the prayer recitation and more 

significantly, through a practitioner’s felt-sense that she is performing these 

actions as she prays.   

Mantra Recitation 

 The next three sections: 1) maturing the accomplishments, 2) invoking 

the blessing, and 3) the dissolution, of Jigme Lingpa’s foundational practices 

incorporate mantra recitation. Mantra recitation refers to silently or vocally 

reciting a set of Sanskrit syllables and words that are repeated for specific 

durations, such as one, three, seven, or one hundred times, or thousands. 

“Oṃ āḥ hūṃ vajra guru padma siddhi hūṃ” is chanted within Jigme 

Lingpa’s guru yoga portion of the foundational practices. Although there are 

explanations and definitions for the syllables and words, the emphasis in the 

meditation practice is the recitation aspect of the mantra. Within this, there is 

also a focusing on the sound, the emotional quality of one’s intention, and 

also imagining a specific scene, such as recitation of mantra around heart, 

light rays etc. Engaging several senses simultaneously.  

 Specific instructions for maturing the accomplishments and invoking 

the blessing state that a practitioner is to recite the prayer and follow that 

prayer with 100 recitations of the Padmasambhava mantra and repeat that 
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pattern three times in total. All of these lines are said in a manner of utmost 

devotion to the point where the instructions encourage, “tears of devotion.” 

The repetitive action of prayer and mantra recitation further increases a 

practitioner’s sense of devotion throughout each prayer. 

 The Calling the Lama prayer acknowledges Guru Rinpoche and the 

relationship between a practitioner and Guru Rinpoche.  

Lama know. Lama know. Lama know. From faith, an open 

flower in my heart, arise, sole refuge, my kind Lama. Coarse 

deeds and failings now afflict me; protect me from this difficult 

lot. Arise, adorn my great bliss crown’s wheel. Rouse me to be 

mindful and aware.256 

 

The first lines describes him as the embodiment of the compassion and 

blessings of all the buddhas and refuge of all beings.257 The second half of 

the prayer declares how a practitioner calls out to Guru Rinpoche, asking for 

help and one’s only source of refuge.258 This prayer reflects that a 

practitioner desires and offers (‘bul) herself to Guru Rinpoche.   

 
256 Ad.zom Paylo Rinpoche, “Calling the Lama” in Heart Essence of the Vast Expanse: 

Abbreviated Foundational Practices, A Close and Excellent Path to Enlightenment, Anne C. 

Klein, trans., Houston: Dawn Mountain Research Institute, 2010, 10.  

257 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, Accessed 

May 14, 2019. (rje btsun gu ru rin po che khyed ni sangs rgyas thams cad kyi thugs rje byin rlabs 

‘dus pa’i dpal sems can yongs kyi mgon gcig pu) 

258 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, Accessed 

May 14, 2019. (lus dang longs spyod blo snying brang ltos pa med par khyed la ‘bul ‘di nas 
byang chub ma thob bar skyid sdug legs nyes mtho dman kun rje btsun Chen po pad ‘byung 

mkhen).  

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
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 In the same vein, Invoking the Blessing prayer supports a practitioner 

to call upon a teacher as the source of liberation for all sentient beings from 

all suffering. A practitioner then requests the four empowerments (dbang 

bzhi), realization (rtogs), and purification of emotional and cognitive 

obscurations.259 A practitioner senses that she is receiving something 

specific from the teacher through these empowerments, yet as demonstrated 

in the next section, the teacher and practitioner are not separate from one 

another.  

 Dissolution occurs as a practitioner declares that at the end of her life, 

she will, as she does right now as Vajrayoginī, transform into a sphere of 

light and become inseparable with Padmasambhava. Then becomes a guide, 

a Buddha, for all other sentient beings. The final lines of the prayer are a 

practitioner’s heart-felt request that Guru Rinpoche grant blessings and so 

fulfill these aspirations.260 

I – ‘the Glorious Copper Colored Mountain’, The nirmāṇakāya 

pure land of indivisible appearance and emptiness – my body, 

Vajrayoginī, is transformed into a radiant, shimmering sphere 

of light and merging, inseparable, with Padmasambhava, I shall 

 
259 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, Accessed 

May 14, 2019. (bdag la re sa bzhan na med da lta’i dus ngan snyigs ma’i ‘gro mi bzad sdug 
bsngal ‘dam du byings ‘di las skyobs shig ma hā gu ru dbang bzhi bskur cig byin rlabs can rtogs 

pa spor cig thugs rje can sgrib gnyis sbyong shig nus mthu can).  

260 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, Accessed 

May 14, 2019. (bde dang stong pa’i cho ‘phrul gyi ye shes Chen po’i rol pa las khams gsum sems 

can ma lus pa ‘dren pa’i ded dpon dam pa ru rje btsun pad+mas dbugs dbyung gsol gsol ba 
snying gi dkyil nas ‘debs kha tsam tshig tsam ma yin no byin rlabs thugs kyi klong nas stsol bsam 

don ‘grub par mdzad du gsol).  

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
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attain Buddhahood. Then, from the play of vast primordial 

wisdom, which is the miraculous manifestation of bliss and 

emptiness, for every single being in the three realms, let me 

appear as their true guide, to lead them to liberation – Jetsün 

Padma, grant this, I pray! I pray to you from the bottom of my 

heart, it’s not just words or empty mouthings: grant your 

blessings from the depth of your wisdom mind, and cause all 

my good aspirations to be fulfilled, I pray! Oṃ āḥ hūṃ vajra 

guru padma siddhi hūṃ.261 

 

 The practitioner sees that Guru Rinpoche smiles at her with 

compassion, while rays of red light shine out from his heart. When this light 

touches a practitioner, she transforms herself into a pea-size sphere of red 

light and shoots up towards Guru Rinpoche and dissolves in his heart.262 

Finally she rests in that state. Dissolving and resting in space is an important 

phase for practitioners to experience for later Great Completeness practices. 

Great Completeness emphasizes that ultimately a practitioner abides without 

effort or thought. This short experience of resting in space after guru yoga 

practice touches into later practices.   

 This imagery conjoined with the prayer and mantra recitation yield the 

possibility of a deeply sensed merging with Guru Rinpoche. Significant 

because it aligns with how Great Completeness and all Buddhist wisdom 

traditions explain that there is no separateness between subject and object 

 
261 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, Accessed 

February 19, 2020. Further development on this will look at how Jigme Lingpa’s life experiences 

are reflected within this prayer and instructions.  

262 Patrul, 330.  

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
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and mind with reality. The repetitive action of reciting these prayers along 

with mantra strengthens that sense of non-duality and sense of devotion, 

because devotion itself trends toward and thrives on connection.  

 Each of these sections are to be recited with a heart-felt sense of 

devotion. As Jigme Lingpa states in the prayer above, “Not just mouthing, 

not just words.” As the lines and instructions invoke a sense of merging 

between a practitioner and teacher, devotion must reinforce this coming 

together.  

Prayers  

 Five prayers follow here and precede the initiation in Jigme Lingpa’s 

guru yoga: 1) Prayers to the Lineage Lamas, 2) Prayer for This Life, 3) 

Prayer for the Bardo, 4) Prayer for the Next Life, and 5) Prayer for 

Fulfillment. The Prayer to the Lineage Lamas creates a connection between 

a practitioner and the Nyingma Lineage; practitioner asks for liberation and 

to realize what these lineage masters have previously achieved. The other 

four prayers confirm and establish a practitioner’s commitment to achieve 

liberation, whether in this life, the bardo,263 or the next life. The prayers to 

the Lineage Lamas express devotion for the entire lineage starting from the 

 
263 bardo (Skt. anTārābhava, Tib. bar do) The state between the moment of death and the next 

life, which lasts for forty days.  
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primordial Buddha, Samantabhadra and addresses other figures who are not 

separate from Samantabhadra. The prayer for this life declares that a 

practitioner will be devoted to her teacher and that the practitioner sees what 

the teacher sees, special awareness (rig pa). The prayer in the bardo 

expresses a practitioner’s confidence to be liberated in the dharmakāya if she 

has not been liberated prior to death. Lastly, the prayer for the next life 

expresses that a practitioner devotes herself to being reborn within the five 

Buddha families, which are none other than the Dharmakāya. Even though 

each prayer emphasizes particular sources for devotion, collectively, we 

understand that devotion in one is devotion in all. Each emanation such as 

the teacher, Samantabhadra, or the five buddha families are all 

manifestations of the Dharmakāya. Additionally, a practitioner recognizes 

her potential and places her confidence that she will not only realize the 

Dharmakāya but become that source of reality. Additionally, the temporal 

space expands. Devotion is cultivated for the future and is not only during 

meditation when a deity is in front.  

 This particular lineage prayer, in Jigme Lingpa’s guru yoga, begins 

with Samantabhadra. The Great Completeness teachings consider 

Samantabhadra (kun tu bzang po) as the primordial buddha and is the 

embodiment “of the innately enlightened state that is the true nature of all 
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beings.”264 Unlike Śakyamuni Buddha, Samantabhadra does not correlate to 

a historical figure in Indian or Tibetan Buddhism but is nonetheless depicted 

as having a human body, blue in color and sits nakedly in the vast expanse 

of space, surrounded by rainbow light.265  

 Samantabhadra’s role and significance for the Nyingma tradition is 

that he is the source of all the teachings, buddhas, and phenomena. One 

sings:  

I pay homage to the original protector, Samantabhadra – 

flawless and totally pure like space, the deity of the kāyas and 

timeless awareness, which do not come together or separate, the 

glory of both conditioned existence and the peace of nirvana.266 

 

Samantabhadra, as the source of the lineage, opens up understandings that 

the Great Completeness teachings themselves reflect reality in being unborn 

and beginningless, the very qualities that a practitioner discovers through 

practice, including guru yoga meditations.  

 In a similar vein, Vajrasattva (rdo rje sems dpa’), next in the lineage 

prayer, receives the Great Completeness teachings, which are beyond words 

and letters, through a mind transmission from the emanation of the 

primordial buddha (Skt. vajradhara, Tib. rdo rje ‘chang). Vajrasattva is 

 
264 footnote 1 p. 619. Nyoshul Khenpo, A Marvelous Garland of Rare Gems: Biographies of 
Masters of Awareness in the Great Completeness Lineage, trans. by Richard Barron, Junction 

City: Padma Publishing, 2005, 31. 

265 https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Buddha_Samantabhadra, Accessed May 15, 2019.  

266 Rabjam, 3.  

https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Buddha_Samantabhadra
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described as a reflection of Samantabhadra’s emanation; he is a 

saṃbhogakāya (longs sku), or complete enjoyment body, one type of a ‘form 

body’ of the buddha that only appears to bodhisattvas. These figures 

represent teachings and access to reality, in which one tries to open into. 

Cultivation of devotion for these figures is also cultivating devotion to 

reality.  

 Biographies of Garab Dorje, Śrī Siṃha, Mañjuśrīmitra, Jñānasūtra, 

and Vimalamitra describe them as human masters from various locations 

throughout India and China, indicating the fluidity and consistency of 

Buddhist teachings from India to Tibet.  

 The next cluster of persons correlate to the origin of the Great 

Completeness teachings in Tibet. Nyingma lineage finds the origins of Great 

Completeness in Tibet to King Trisong Detsen’s invitation of 

Padmasambhava in the eighth century. The tripartite of Trisong Detsen, 

Vairotsana, and Yeshe Tsogyal are credited to the ongoing holding and 

spreading the Great Completeness teachings throughout Tibet.  

 The final seven historical figures hold significant roles within the 

Nyingma tradition, yet also live after the time of Jigme Lingpa and down to 

the present, telling us that the lineage to which practitioners are cultivating 

devotion today is still vibrant. As the version of Jigme Lingpa’s foundational 
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practices and guru yoga is compiled by the First Dodrupchen Jigme Thrinle 

Özer (1745 - 1821), these figures must play a significant role in the 

Nyingma lineage.  

 Overall, this lineage prayer establishes and reminds a practitioner of 

the origins and continuity of the Nyingma teachings from the primordial 

buddha to our own time. The lineage prayer is a piece of literature invites a 

practitioner to touch into that source of teachings, the primordial buddha, 

which is the purpose of guru yoga practice and ultimately is discovered to be 

one’s own nature.  

 This prayer uses mythical and historical figures cultivating a human-

like relationship that mirrors the student-teacher relationship. A practitioner 

begins to connect all of these teachings with her teacher as she practices 

guru yoga. She is building a devotionally toned relationship with a world, 

not just a relationship with a single figure.  

 The other four prayers are similar in expressing one’s commitment to 

turn away from suffering and achieve liberation. The first prayer is an 

aspiration to achieve liberation in this life. However, if that is not achieved, 

liberation is possible in other states, such as the bardo or the next life. Such 

as in the Prayer for the Next Life, “Let me be born as his favourite son or 
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daughter, to take upon myself the task of helping limitless beings!”267 

Through reciting these prayers, one commits to the path of liberation.  

 Constant recitation of these prayers reminds a practitioner, ideally on 

a daily basis, that guru yoga is the path to her goal. This establishes 

discipline and motivation to continue with these practices.  

Initiation 

 The initiation section of guru yoga practice is when a practitioner 

receives empowerments (Skt. abhīśeka, Tib. dbang)268 An empowerment 

makes a student a suitable vessel for practice, a moment of transformation of 

a practitioner, is intended to purify obstacles so that a practitioner is ready 

for an experience that is akin to primordial wisdom as it is described within 

the Nyingma tradition.269 Receiving the vase empowerment occurs as one 

recites: 

From the letter oṃ in the Guru’s forehead, radiant and 

shimmering like moonlight, rays of light stream out and enter 

my forehead. Negative actions of my body and obscurations of 

 
267 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, Accessed 

February 19, 2020.  

268 abhīśeka, dbang - gtor ba’m blugs pa’i don te sgrib pa gtor nas rgyud dag par ‘khrud pa dang 

rgyud dag pa’i snod gtsang mar ye shes kyi nus pa blugs pa yin la cho ga rnam par dag pa la 
brten te Phung khams skye mched la ‘bras bu sku bzhi’i sa bon khyad par can gdab pa’i sgo nas 

rgyud yongs su smin par byed pa’o. “Abhīśeka is for the purpose of destroying and pouring. 

Having destroyed the obstructions [to liberation], there is a washing as pure mind. This clean 

vessel of pure mind is poured into the capacity of wisdom (ye shes). And depending upon 

pure/correct creative acts [such as tantra], the aggregates, constituents, and sense-bases are 

completely and continuously ripened through the offering of the extraordinary seeds of the four 

bodies, which is the result.” Check translation. My translation of the definition from the Treasury 
of Tibetan Words.  

269 The four empowerments: vase, secret, wisdom, and symbolic.  

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
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the channels are purified. The blessing of the vajra body of the 

buddhas infuses me, the vase empowerment is obtained, I 

become a receptive vessel for the creation phase of kyerim 

(bskyed rim). The seed of the ‘completely matured vidyadhara’ 

is sown. The potential for obtaining the level of nirmāṇakāya is 

implanted within me.270 

 

The other empowerments follow this similar pattern: a seed syllable from 

Guru Rinpoche’s body emanates out to the practitioner and infuses her with 

particular qualities of body and mind, respectively.   

 A practitioner performs several things when she receives the 

empowerments. Initially, she imagines that her teacher in the aspects of 

Padmasmabhava is sitting in front of her and she is still Vajrayoginī. There 

is a white letter oṃ that shines out from Padmasambhava’s forehead and 

touches that practitioner’s forehead. During this moment, a practitioner feels 

that she receives the vase empowerment, which purifies negative actions of 

the body and obscurations of the channels. Simultaneously, a practitioner 

receives the blessings of the vajra body.271 Sensing that she receives the vase 

empowerment, a practitioner: 

become[s] a receptive vessel for the generation phase of kye 

rim. The seed of the ‘completely matured vidyādhara’ is sown. 

 
270 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, Accessed 

February 19, 2020.  

271 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, Accessed 

May 17, 2019.  

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
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The potential for obtaining the level of nirmāṇakāya is 

implanted.272  

 

The vase empowerment transforms a practitioner’s physical body into the 

form body (nirmāṇakāya) body of a buddha.  

 At the actual moment of receiving the first empowerment, one feels 

that she is now has the potential to achieve a complete enjoyment body when 

she takes the secret empowerment. At this point, a practitioner imagines that 

light pours forth from a red letter āḥ from Padmasambhava’s throat and 

reaches her throat. Now, all of her “harmful verbal actions: lying, sowing 

discord, harsh words and worthless chatter”273 and “obscurations of the inner 

air are purified.”274 The secret empowerment transforms a practitioner’s 

speech as having the power of the vidyādhara (rig ‘dzin). The three kāyas 

are three manifestations of reality and constituent the body, speech, and 

mind of a buddha. Therefore, an empowerment grants power or really is a 

moment for a practitioner to recognize that she embodies the three kāyas.  

 Light from a blue letter hūṃ pours out from Padmasambhava’s heart-

center and touches a practitioner’s heart when she receives the wisdom 

empowerment. This empowerment transforms any negative action of the 

 
272 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, Accessed 

May 17, 2019.  

273 Patrul, 329.  

274 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, Accessed 

May 17, 2019.  

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
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mind and obscurations of the orb (thig le). A practitioner now senses that she 

has the potential to experience the dharmakāya.  

 Now a practitioner has begun a transformative process where she 

senses that she has removed any obstacle to becoming a buddha and that her 

body, speech, and mind are the body, speech, and mind of a buddha. At this 

point, a practitioner receives the symbolic empowerment. 

Again, from hūṃ in his heart, a second letter hūṃ bursts out 

like a shooting star and merges indistinguishably one with my 

mind. The karma of the ‘ground of all’ and cognitive 

obscurations are purified, the blessing of the vajra wisdom 

pervades me, the absolute empowerment, symbolized by the 

word, is obtained. I become a receptive vessel for the 

primordial purity of Dzogpachenpo, the seed of the 

‘spontaneously accomplished vidyādhara’ is sown. The 

potential for the svabhāvikakāya, the final fruition, is implanted 

within me.275 

 

Now that the four empowerments are received, transforming a practitioner in 

a way that she may experience this moment like a buddha, she remains in 

that state “in equipoise, within the state of emptiness and pure awareness”276 

and recites the vajra guru mantra. Jamyang Khyentse Chökyi Lodrö explains 

 
275 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, Accessed 

May 17, 2019.  

276 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, Accessed 

May 17, 2019.  

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
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that “if we cannot rest fully in that state at this point, we can recite the Vajra 

Guru mantra.”277  

The devotion undergirds the entire guru yoga practice and plays an 

integrative role for a practitioner. Devotion, like the use of light, mantra 

recitation, and embodied imagery becomes a mechanism that transforms a 

practitioner throughout guru yoga practice. 

 

Devotion  

Interest (mos pa) 

The Tibetan term mos gus is translated as devotion, yet this Tibetan 

term is a compound of two other words,278 mos pa and gus pa. Jamgön 

Mipham (1846 – 1912), defines mos pas as “interest means holding on to the 

certain form of a determined object. Its function is to not lose the object.”279 

The Great Treasury of Tibetan Words280 defines mos pa281 in several ways: 

 
277 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik, Accessed 

May 17, 2019. 

278 bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo. N.p.: N.p., 1984, 2125.  

279 Jamgön Mipham, Gateway to Knowledge: The Treatise entitled The Gate for Entering the 

Way of the Pandita, Trans. by Erik Pema Kunsang, Hong Kong: Rangjung Yeshe Publications, 

1997, 24.  

280 Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo 

281 The Great Treasury of Meditative Terms definesmös pa as 1) yul nges lnga’i gnyis pa ni: tshad 

mas nges zin pa’i yul la ‘di kho n altar yin gyi gzhan du ni ma yin no snyam du ‘dzin pa’i sems 

byung brtan po zhig. Byed las ni mi ‘phrog pa step ha rol gyi rgol bas rang gi grub mtha’ las 
gzhan du bsgyur bar mi nus pa’o. 2) dga’ ba ‘dun pa’m ‘dod pa theg pa chen po la mos zhes pa 

lta bu. 

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/dodrupchen-I/longchen-nyingtik
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1) non-intentional verb equivalent to confidence or a mind that aspires, and 

2) one of the subdivisions of the five object-determining mental factors; b) 

as possessing knowledge, c) which apprehends only an actual thing, and is 

not distracted by another object.282 I choose to translate mos pa as “interest” 

to reflect that the mind has a liking for and focus on an object, like a teacher 

who for her will definitely bring results. The first definition equates 

interest283 with confidence (yid ches pa), which is one of the three types of 

faith (dad pa) mentioned above that is also to be cultivated through guru 

yoga practices.   

Additionally, a mind that aspires is oriented in a very precise way, for 

example, “a mind that aspires towards or has confidence in ultimate truth 

(bden don la mos pa).”284 Here, interest is the mental quality of taking 

interest, or having curiosity about something. In guru yoga, a practitioner 

aspires to mix her mind with that of, for example, Guru Rinpoche and others 

who are embodiments of wisdom. This is necessary because, for example 

Longchenpa’s Instructions on the Meaning of the All-Creating Majesty (kun 

 
282 Ibid, 2125.  

283 I choose to translate mos pa as “interest” because there is a focus and liking to an object. 

Jeffrey Hopkins gives several translation choices such as: “belief,” “imagination,” “faith,” 

“interest,” and “prefer.” It is clear from the Tibetan term that mos pa’s semantic range reaches 

farther than a religious context.  

284 Ibid, 2125.  
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byed rgyal pa’i don khrid) notes that a practitioner is unable to transition 

straight from delusion to primordial wisdom.  

And still it is clear that this intention is not all that occurs. Devotion 

also has the function of focusing the mind. Interest means the mind is not 

distracted by other objects. In other words, interest strengthens the mind’s 

focus and connection with its object. As one of the five determining mental 

factors (yul nges lnga),285 interest plays a significant role in keeping the 

mind on its object. Interest then operates with other determining mental 

factors to intensify concentration on an object. A mind with interest stays 

focused on its object of meditation, including in guru yoga.  

In the context of guru yoga, this means that a mind, which possesses 

interest, is undistracted, or at least less distracted while in meditation. It can 

stay the course. It is reliable. This non-distraction permeates non-meditation 

practices when the mind is oriented to the same object in various activities. 

The focus of meditation in Jigme Lingpa’s foundational practice guru yoga 

is on your teacher appearing in the form of Padmasambhava while you are 

Yeshe Tsogyal. The qualities that these two figures represent is wisdom. 

 
285 These five determining mental factors are a subset within the category of the 51 mental states 

(Skt. ekapañcāśaccaitasika; Tib. sems byung lnga bcu rtsa gcig), which are defined and 

categorized by the Abhidharma. These 51 mental states are different from consciousness (shes 
pa) in that consciousness is a broader category, which is defined as “clear and aware (gsal zhing 

rig pa). Keep in text?  
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Therefore, interest means that the mind is oriented towards or focused on 

those specific objects and the qualities associated with wisdom, and also 

suggests that one in fact feels so, or is willing to believe that this is so. In 

this way, interest is the mind not wavering from these objects similar to a 

violinist who does not allow her mind to sway from the music that she plays 

during a concert.  

Interest may also give rise to affect. As practitioners maintain their 

focus on an object, they develop an affective affinity for it. Descriptions in 

Jigme Lingpa’s practice are beautifully pleasing to the imagination as a way 

to cultivate a deep interest and liking for the imagined scene in which one so 

intimately participates. Other guru yoga practices such as The Great Bliss 

Queen ritual discussed in Anne C. Klein’s Meeting the Great Bliss Queen: 

Buddhists, Feminists, and the Art of the Self purpose “is to become the Great 

Bliss Queen by enhancing the mindfulness, compassion, and wisdom that 

have prepared one to become her.”286 In becoming the Great Bliss Queen, a 

practitioner imagines that she is red with a “’desirous expression on her 

face,’ indicating the force of her compassion to help all beings.”287 Being the 

Great Bliss Queen or Yeshe Tsogyal in Jigme Lingpa’s guru yoga implies 

 
286 Anne C. Klein, Meeting the Great Bliss Queen: Buddhists, Feminists, and the Art of the Self, 
Boston: Beacon Press, 1995, 170.  

287 Klein, 181.  
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that a practitioner has an affective disposition. There is longing devotion. 

There is ceaseless compassion. A practitioner in having interest also has 

affect.  

Respect 

Respect is defined as 1) a non-intentional verb, to pay respect with a 

clear mind 2) it is a word which places oneself in a lower (dma’) position, 

because it offers 3) reverence, respect.288 The example in The Great 

Treasury of Tibetan Words is gus pa rnam rgyal nas ched du zhu snying or 

“I offer my heart for the benefit of respecting the Victorious One.” There is 

more a sense that one person has something to offer the other from the 

“lower” position but both individuals have the same potential. I translate this 

term as “respect.” Respect too suggests that there is a connection between a 

subject and her object. In Jigme Nyuku’s story, he longs to be with his 

teacher, and that longing grants Jigme Nyuku the ability to attain a new 

experience. Respect or offering from a place of respect allows a subject to 

receive something such as realizing wisdom and help open one to the self-

dissolved states that wisdom entails. This respect, I suggest, strengthens a 

sense of trust and connection between two individuals. Respecting in that 

practitioners know and trust that they will receive something beneficial from 

 
288 bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo, 361. Yid dang bas ‘dud pa. rang nyid dma’ sar ‘jog pa’i thisg. 
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this relationship, a dyad which includes their own potential, as well as the 

generous kindness of the teacher.  

From a philosophical viewpoint,289 Buddhist paths and practices are 

methods that dissolve a sense of self (bdag’dzin) and purify afflictive 

obstructions and obstructions to omniscience. Respect is important in 

helping a student savor a sense of letting go of her mistaken sense of self, 

defined as a cause of suffering, and allows her to familiarize and notice 

qualities, such as ease, connection, confidence etc. and ultimately, especially 

wisdom. Respect also opens one to re-imaging oneself differently, here with 

more confidence. As Nāgārjuna’s In Praise of the Dharmadhatū states, “I 

bow to you, the dharmadhātu, who resides in every sentient being. But if 

they aren’t aware of you, they circle through this triple being.”290 

Nāgārjuna’s verse is an expression of the wisdom that recognizes the 

dharmadhatu so his respect is for reality not a person. There is a direct 

connection between respect and wisdom. Devotion, in this context, is 

actually the equalizer not the status differentiator.  

 
289 As the tantric path involves human subjects and student-teacher relationships that are 

erroneously interpreted to be a situation that allows for inappropriate behavior, here I am only 

addressing the philosophical and epistemological descriptions. The reconciliation of student-

teacher relationships in contemporary Tantric Buddhism is beyond the scope of this paper. 

290 Nagarjuna, In Praise of the Dharmadhātu, verse 1. 

http://www.landofenlightenedwisdom.org/In_Praise_of_Dharmadhatu.pdf, Accessed February 

19, 2020.  

http://www.landofenlightenedwisdom.org/In_Praise_of_Dharmadhatu.pdf
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As we see in Jigme Nyuku’s story, his devotion is his longing 

devotion towards his teacher.291 This type of devotion is cultivated 

throughout various practices. Such as the beginning of Jigme Lingpa’s guru 

yoga, “She [Vajrayoginī] is gazing longingly at the heart of the teacher – 

“longingly” here expressing a sense of impatience to be with the teacher, this 

being the only source of joy.”292 Other practices such as refuge and 

bodhicitta are similar in that a practitioner engages in these types of 

practices, he is strengthening his devotion to these sources of wisdom, which 

include his teacher.  

In this we understand that interest and respect together indicate a 

specific relationship between the student practitioner’s mind and the guru on 

whom her mind is focused. Moreover, the guru, imaged clearly in one’s 

mind through repeated practices finally brings the practitioner to a one-to-

one “relationship” with that guru’s nature—experiencing it as one’s own. 

This interest that was once perceived toward an external object becomes an 

interest of being that object, so that a practitioner is the object. There is no 

longer an interest “in” but an interest and focus to on “what is.”  

 
291 Sarah Jacoby articulates the various types of devotion and their differences from btsa ba in 

Love and Liberation. 

292 Patrul, 313.  
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Devotion allows for a softening or even a dissolving of the 

separateness that ordinarily characterizes the relationship of subject and 

object. We see this in Jigme Nyuku’s story of his longing devotion for Jigme 

Lingpa, which is dualistic but leads him towards an experience that is the 

dissolution of all apprehensions.  

This description of Vajrayogini includes a felt-sense of deep devotion 

for someone, imagery of what she is wearing and holding, and there is a 

sense of movement to her body that also arouses a particular disposition. A 

practitioner performs to be these qualities and feel that she is in the same 

posture as Vajrayogini. While there is a conceptual description that invokes 

being Vajrayogini, the emphasis is on being rather than thinking about 

Vajrayogini. This transition is crucial.  

 Devotion is a key emphasis throughout every section in guru yoga 

practice: 1) unification with the spiritual master, 1.a) visualization, 1.b) 

invocation and invitation, 1.c) the seven aspects of devotion for the 

accumulation of merit, 1.d) invocation, 1.e) mantra recitation, 2.a) prayers to 

the Lamas of the lineage, 3.a) Receiving the four empowerments, 4.a) 

Dedication.293  Commentaries on Jigme Lingpa’s guru yoga reiterate that a 

 
293 Thondup, 50 – 60. These are the divisions that Tulku Thondup uses when explaining guru 

yoga in Jigme Lingpa’s foundational practices.  
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practitioner is to recite and embody “a sense of devotion” when doing this 

practice.  This sense of devotion embeds itself in the practice through the 

physical senses. A practitioner engages her imagination and “sees” her 

teacher, repetitively recites syllables to reinforce her visualization, and feels 

devotion for her teacher. While the visualization and recitation changes, 

devotion permeates throughout the entire practice, which begins when a 

practitioner becomes Vajrayoginī and stares longingly at her teacher. There 

are moments in the instructions when a practitioner is reminded—when a 

practitioner begins to recite the Seven Line Supplication to Padmasambhava 

--- to cultivate devotion but as I show throughout this chapter, devotion, like 

wisdom, like meditative concentration, has the capability to stay focused on 

an object while also having an ability to merge with or be that object.  

Devotion for the teacher is expressed in the verses, prayers, and 

instructions, and combined with other physical modalities throughout the 

instructions. As we see in the Lineage Prayer, and Prayer for this Life, this 

devotion enhances in a practitioner and connects a practitioner with her 

teacher. This connection is in effect a kind of pipelines through which flow 

the energies that can transform experience, including the experience of 

dissolving even a deeply rooted sense of self and other, which is the main 

objective for guru yoga. In this way, we understand how guru yoga includes 
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all stages of the path, sūtra, tantra, and Great Completeness and thereby is a 

Great Completeness practice.294 

 Guru devotion is a cultivated relationship that is key to tantra. 

Through it one cultivates pure perception, which is the core point of creation 

phase tantric practice. One does so by perceiving one’s teacher as a Buddha 

and eventually perceiving oneself as a Buddha. In the process, a variety of 

conceptual barriers that are considered obstacles to liberation will dissolve. 

This loosens the attachment to identifying with labels such as, “I am a doctor 

or I am a wife.” Obstacles to liberation are deeply rooted from a strong sense 

of self and other. All obstructive thoughts stem from this sense of mistaken 

identity and are removed in order to be a Buddha. Therefore, a practitioner’s 

devotion to her teacher operates locally, one’s attachment to one’s identity, 

and universally, attachment to object, in that devotion—which begins with a 

kind of celebration of the relationship between self and other, ultimately 

dissolves all separation.  

From Relating to Dissolving 

 Jigme Lingpa’s guru yoga practice focuses on two phases. The first 

allows a practitioner to relate to her teacher and see that teacher as 

Padmasambhava while in second phase the practitioner dissolves that 

 
294 Conversation with Lama Tenzin, February 2017, Houston TX. 
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identity and merges with Padmasambhava, and then simply into light into 

that deity. The engagement of mind, body, and imagination is facilitated to 

the extent that Tibetan traditions, like most of Asia, are not acculturated to 

the kind of mind-body split that is commonly described in the West.  

 We understand how changing one’s consciousness in guru yoga 

changes other factors like mental factors and even the body. However, we 

are also looking at how does seeing a Buddha externally help one see oneself 

as a Buddha? This process for tantra operates through a practitioner 

engaging with her body to transform her mind because mental and physical 

constituents like the sense consciousnesses and sense faculties are 

interdependent.  

 Longchenpa quotes The Two Sections in his Treasury of Philosophical 

Systems that “supreme timeless awareness (ye shes) abides in the body” or 

“this awareness – buddha nature – is enmeshed in the physical body, and so 

the term ‘an embodied being’ is used.”295 The process of a human body 

developing from this timeless awareness is thoroughly described in 

Longchenpa’s chapter “The Extraordinary Teachings: The Vajra Heart 

Essence,” yet what is an important takeaway is that the physical body and 

 
295 Longchen Rabjam, Treasury of Philosophical Systems: A Treatise Elucidating the Meaning of 
the Entire Range of Spiritual Approaches, trans. by Richard Barron, Junction City: Padma 

Publishing, 2007, 344 – 5.  
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consciousness for the Tibetan tradition are not separate but that the physical 

body is directly dependent upon consciousness and vice versa. In this 

context, Longchenpa explains that tantra as it works with the subtle body – 

channels, winds, and orbs is a successful method for realizing primordial 

wisdom.  

 It is necessary to examine the transformation process that occurs for a 

practitioner in guru yoga practice using the lens of mind and body being 

mutually engaged. One of Francisco Varela’s great contribution to current 

scientific inquiry was his emphasis on a mind-body paradigm very much in 

harmony with the Buddhist one. He addresses this issue in his Ethical Know-

How, he introduces a term that is central to much of his work, cognition as 

enaction or “that we know our world through moving in it.”296 As Varela 

explains, “the world is not something that is given to us but something we 

engage in by moving, touching, breathing, and eating.”297  

Firstly, within guru yoga practice, a practitioner is coming to know a 

new world and engaging in that new world with physical and imaginal 

practices. This new world that is indirectly teaching her what wisdom is 

indirectly through prostrations, mantra recitations, and seeing 

 
296 Francisco Varela, Ethical Know-How: Action, Wisdom, and Cognition, Stanford: Stanford 

University Press, 1999, 4.  

297 Ibid, 8.  
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Padhmasambhava as an enlightened being and an embodiment of own dear 

human teacher. This new knowledge is then remembered when a practitioner 

moves onto the second phase of practice as she remembers and also absorbs 

what it is like. Absorbed in this new knowing permeates one’s action in the 

world. For example, remembering one’s teacher while one eats is absorbed 

in devotion which opens one to feeling more spacious. Eventually, this 

knowledge that was inculcated during the formal practice then is also 

remembered when she performs other activities such as eating or sleeping.  

 Devotion and guru devotion in particular plays a significant role in 

especially the first process when a practitioner is engaging in the practice. 

For one, it allows a practitioner to stabilize her focus during the practice as 

we have seen. Secondly, guru devotion creates a particular type of mind, a 

mind that wants and is able to dissolve into the luminous guru. When a 

practitioner experiences a moment of dissolution as a result of longing for 

her teacher is able to touch back into that felt-sense of dissolution because 

she has learned that moment through enaction. This process may also occur 

spontaneously such as it does for Jigme Nyuku. 

 Jigme Nyuku’s story shows how Jigme Lingpa’s guru yoga can help 

bring a practitioner a fruition in which the warp of practice intertwines with 

the weft of daily life. The fabric of daily practice and ethical behavior has 
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been thoroughly woven into ordinary activities. Jigme Nyuku’s extensive 

twenty years of practice after meeting with Jigme Lingpa indicates through 

consistent practice conjoined with devotion is how Jigme Nyuku’s finally 

became a Buddha. Devotion, in particular guru devotion, gives Jigme Nyuku 

confidence by having an experience of “no meditation” but then also the 

focus to continue on a path that stabilizes that realization of primordial 

wisdom.  

 In the same vein, Jigme Lingpa’s guru yoga practice gives 

practitioners an opportunity to a practitioner every time they engage in the 

practice to cultivate guru devotion, focus on embodying primordial wisdom, 

and then rest in a moment that dissolves a sense of self and other. As a 

practitioner repeats this process, she is able to cultivate more confidence in a 

conviction that she will eventually manifest that Buddhahood that is already 

hers. This is the devotional understanding with which traditional Tibetan 

Buddhists undertake and remain committed to practice.  
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Part II: Relating Tantra and Great Completeness 

Chapter Four: Tantra, Undermining Saṃsaric Mind 

Although these spiritual approaches are identical in purpose, 

The approach of mantra is notably superior, for it involves no 

delusion, offers many skillful means, entails no hardship, 

And is suited to those of keen acumen. 

 

- Tripiṭakamāla, The Lamp of the Three Modes298 

 

Tantra offers methods that do not rely upon concepts: words, thoughts, or 

reasonings. Its practices heavily engage the body, coarse and subtle, as a 

medium through which one accesses primordial wisdom. For example, 

practicing refuge in a tantric context invites one to use one’s senses and 

affects. One senses that one is in the presence of her teacher in the form of 

Padmasambhava, who is surrounded by all Buddhas, dakinis, and light. One 

also senses one is surrounded by all sentient beings.  

Devotion for one’s teacher is also incorporated in tantric practice. In 

refuge, one touches into her devotion for her teacher and beings on the 

refuge tree and her devotion to lead all beings to liberation. The energetic 

sensibility of devotion engages a practitioner differently than thinking, “I am 

going for refuge as a support for all beings’ liberation.” Tantric practice 

 
298 Translated in Longchen Rabjam’s Treasury of Philosophical Systems, 242.  
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engages the body and incorporates devotional affect throughout its 

transmission between teacher and student. Transmitting the teachings does 

not rely upon words alone but incorporates an energetic engagement 

between student and teacher, student and practice, and student and teachings. 

This chapter demonstrates how tantra incorporates devotional affect in these 

domains.  

 

Question to Khetsun Sangpo: I am not sure if there is a custom 

for making this kind of request, but to amplify our own 

development and inspiration, we would very much like to hear 

from you anything about your story that you could tell us. I 

would find it especially helpful if you would speak about your 

practice. 

 

Response from Khetsun Sangpo: Method and wisdom are the 

root of developing openhearted devotion and reverence for our 

teacher. In order for this to come well, we need to accumulate 

appropriate actions and virtue for many, many lifetimes. 

Otherwise, it can be very difficult for genuine openheartedness 

and reverence to arise. On the other hand, when there is a lama 

with all kinds of clairvoyance and magical displays, faith arises 

rather naturally. But since I don’t have any of these, it is 

difficult for you to have this kind of openhearted reverence or 

devotion.  

Such devotion, which is really a state of openheartedness 

and receptivity, is very important. Its benefit is felt in this life 

and, even more importantly, in future lives. This quality 

develops best on the basis of hearing, reflecting, and 

meditation. 

Since I am not much of a basis for your developing 

openhearted devotion, we can talk about this in terms of the 

blessings of my root lamas. Blessings come through such lamas 

like water pouring through a pipe. So long as the pipe is not 

clogged, the water flows easily. If there is an obstruction, it 
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cannot. We need to be open to the blessings of the lineage. 

These blessings originate from Samantabhadra, the sheer 

essence dimension of enlightenment, and they descend through 

the entire lineage of teachers down to our own root lama. With 

meditative experience and realization, we can receive these 

very well.  

The great qualities and blessings of the root lama are 

transmitted through a well-maintained lineage. Lineage 

becomes murky through the breaking of commitments, a very 

negative situation. It is important to maintain awareness of the 

pure pledges of your teachers and the entire lineage, and to 

know that the lineage teachers have not wavered from their own 

commitments. In that case, all is well. The tattering of such 

commitments is like wearing dirty clothes.  

It’s crucial that our lineage not degenerate and, as we 

have said, this relates to the pure maintenance of commitments. 

Dakinis and protectors of the lineages will protect day and night 

those who maintain the sacred commitments. Just as lamas 

must maintain commitments purely, students also need to 

maintain their pledges purely night and day. In this way, from 

the lama’s lineage, beginning with the sheer essence dimension, 

or beginning with the Blessed One himself, the Buddha, Lord 

of All Sūtras, or with the new transmission lineages that arise 

come through Dorje Chang, or with the Great Completeness 

lineages that arise through Samantabhadra, the blessings rain 

down on us like water through our own root lama. This is 

possible when the purity of the lineage has been maintained 

through maintaining sacred commitments. 

In brief, there are three sources of blessings: Shakyamuni 

Buddha is the source of blessings through the sūtra lineage, 

Dorje Chang is the source for tantra, and Samantabhadra, the 

sheer essence dimension, the source for Great Completeness 

blessings. From these sources the blessings – waves of grace, 

waves of splendor – move through the various lineages, 

reaching you through your own root lama. It is rather like going 

to the kitchen and turning on the faucet. Your root lama is like 

the faucet from which you receive actual water in your own 

home. For the sake of your health and strength, it is important 

that the water coming through the tap is clean and good. Dirty 

water harms you. Food prepared with dirty water undermines 
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your strength. A lineage polluted by sacred commitments that 

were broken is that kind of water. 

Even when water itself is fresh and clean, if the tap it 

reaches is closed, it can’t flow through. For practitioners, it is 

important to persevere in hearing, thinking, and meditation until 

you can completely open the faucet and receive the water of 

blessings flowing from this great reservoir. Whatever you can 

do in this regard is important. Otherwise, full reception of the 

water of blessings will not come. This is especially important in 

tantra, where maintaining sacred commitments is crucial. 

If you knew there was water that significantly improved 

the health of anyone who drank it and that made food especially 

tasty, you would surely want some. This metaphor underscores 

that practicing sūtra and tantra is how we access blessings. This 

means that with practice, good effects will come forth. 

Of course, hearing this you may feel, “Well, Khetsun 

Sangpo is not really a very elegant person. But this is what he 

said.” Yet when you actually experience the fruit of your 

practice, you will feel, “Ah, my teacher was really kind. There 

was no mistake in what he taught. The good effect is here.” 

And when you come to die, you will have no worry. This is 

indeed the final fruit. This kind of experience is what really 

produces a devoted heart. Of course, if you don’t practice, this 

cannot come about. But if you do actually practice, later you 

may feel, “Ah, this is really harmonious with me.” When you 

say, “I seek refuge,” you will have actual devotion, a truly open 

heart, not just some show of respect. Your devotion and 

conviction will be based on your own experience, on the fruit 

that you have tasted from your own practice. Infinite 

openheartedness will arise effortlessly. This is my hope.299   

 

Khetsun Sangpo’s statement of “need to be open to the blessings of the 

lineage” reflects how tantra emphasizes non-conceptual techniques to 

 
299 Khetsun Sangpo, Strands of Jewels: My Teachers’ Essential Guidance on Great 
Completeness: Heartfelt and Straightforward, trans. by Anne Carolyn Klein, Boston: Snow Lion, 

2015, 223 – 25.  
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transmit teachings to practitioners. As opposed to sūtra which relies upon 

dialectical methods like reasoning and contemplation, tantra emphasizes 

non-conceptual frameworks. Devotion plays a key part in this exchange 

between teachers and practitioners. Teachers offer teachings in three ways in 

tantra: 1) blessings (byin brlabs), 2) scriptures, and 3) empowerments 

(dbang). Students also receive teachings in three ways: 1) guru devotion, 2) 

pure perception (dag snang), and 3) subtle body. All of these modalities are 

non-conceptual exchanges where devotion allows for a dissolution between 

subject and object. This dissolution is a significant step for other types of 

Great Completeness practices. 

Khetsun Sangpo’s briefly summarizes how tantric practitioners 

receive a continuous flow of teachings that is offered through a lineage. A 

practitioner who is open to receiving these teachings and practices them will 

reap the benefit of realizing those teachings. Open, meaning one is able to 

receive what is offered. This affect occurs through trust, being relaxed, and 

confidence. Being open allows an opportunity to be effected. A teacher is 

crucial to this process because a teacher offers opportunities through 

teaching practices that allow a practitioner to touch into something that she 

does not know previously. Additionally, a teacher helps a student to 

recognize a moment of experience which reflects qualities of primordial 
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wisdom. This recognition and pointing out that experience to a student helps 

a student to know primordial wisdom. Once this occurs, a student can recall 

that pointing out and recognize similar experiences so she can stabilize that 

recognition. A student gains confidence because she now sees her capacity. 

At the same time, a student who is open dissolves some sense of self, which 

is a vital step to recognizing primordial wisdom.   

 When Khetsun Sangpo discusses devotion, Anne C. Klein uses terms 

to describe this devotion as openheartedness and receptivity. In being 

openhearted and receptive, a practitioner is devoted to opening up to 

dissolving her sense of self and other. This opening begins with trust. I think 

that Khetsun Sangpo addresses this dissolving of self in his comments, “Yet 

when you actually experience the fruit of your practice, you will feel, ‘Ah, 

my teacher was really kind.’” The first-hand experience of successfully 

practicing and realizing the teacher’s instructions yields ‘actual devotion.’ 

This process begins with an interest and being open just as Khetsun Sangpo 

says, “For practitioners, it is important to persevere in hearing, thinking, and 

meditation until you can completely open the faucet and receive the water of 

blessings flowing from this great reservoir.” A body and mind engage in this 

process.  
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Patrul Rinpoche also stresses that, “the compassion and blessings of 

the Three Jewels are inconceivable, but nevertheless their ability to reach 

into us depends entirely on our faith and devotion.”300 One is unable to 

connect with the teachings if one does not have some sort of faith, whether it 

is an interest in hearing the teachings or a confidence in trusting these 

teachings will be successful for oneself. There must also be some 

understanding that one is confident that she is able to achieve what these 

teachings offer. At the beginning of a teaching, this kind of “faith and 

devotion” allows one to receive teachings from a teacher, to be receptive to 

practicing those teachings, and also to incorporate those teachings and 

practices into daily activities. In this context, devotion is about being 

available to what is being offered, and as Khetsun Sangpo discusses, a 

teacher offers blessings. In order to receive this exchange, practitioners 

dissolve their sense of self and other. 

 Jigme Lingpa’s life stories recall his meeting Longchenpa in 

visions.301 During one of the most famous of these, Jigme Lingpa receives 

the Vast Expanse teachings from Longchenpa as Gyatso states, “Jigme 

Lingpa receives transmission of the “mind continuum” (thugs rgyud) of the 

 
300 Patrul, 173.  

301 Gyatso, 171.  
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realizations of Longchenpa’s lineage, which is the “meaning” (don) of the 

Great Perfection teachings.”302 The teachings are not given through speech 

or words but in a vision. Blessings are an exchange without thought but 

through an experience where practitioners sense that they are receiving 

something. Blessings create space where practitioners open to something. 

Jigme Lingpa opens into the “meaning,” which Gyatso explains: 

What is the “meaning”? In the first vision it is glossed as the 

“mind continuum of the meaning to be expressed” (brjod bya 

don gyi thugs rgyud). The term “mind continuum” appears 

often in the secret autobiogrpahies. It is similar to the “meaning 

continuum” (don rgyud) whose realization Longchenpa enjoins 

Jigme Lingpa to master in the third vision. Both terms equate to 

the notion of heart, or essential meaning, with transmission.303  

 

The meaning is what Jigme Lingpa is to realize later on. We can deduce that 

the teachings are what Jigme Lingpa is to meditate on and come to know 

from his own experience. As I show in the next section, this meaning and 

mind continuum is a mind that continues whether suffering or peace is 

present. Later in this work, I discuss how primordial wisdom and tantra as 

continuum as mindstream might conflate. Devotion allows practitioners to 

touch into inter-subjective experiences with teachers so that there is a 

 
302 Ibid, 171.  

303 Gyatso, 171.  
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transmission of meaning. This transmission is a starting point for 

practitioners to touch into their mind continuum.  

Tantra 

The Nyingmapa, Sogpo Tentar’s (sog po bstan dar, 1759 - ?) 

Commentary on the Treasury of Precious Qualities (yon tan rin po che’i 

mdzod kyi dka’ gnad rdo rje’i rgya mdud ‘grol byed legs bshad gser gyi thur 

ma) defines “tantra” in the following lines from the Dorje Tsemo (rdo rje 

rtse mo): “Tantra means continuum. Samsara is the tantra, and nirvana is the 

later tantra (rgyud phyi ma).304In this context, tantra is not the soteriological 

tantric paths or tantrayāna, it refers to a specific mindstream. 

Tantra is continuity, the thread of mindstream that continues through 

experiencing suffering (samsara) and then, through meeting the dharma and 

practice, experiences liberation (nirvana). This quote suggests that there is 

something underlying the changing experiences of suffering and nirvana. 

Longchenpa says in his “Vajra Heart Essence” chapter in The Treasury of 

Philosophical Systems that tantra encompasses ground, path, and fruition. 

The ground is the basis of reality, the path is what practitioners traverse 

when they practice, and the fruition is what arises when the path is 

 
304 Thondup, 9.  
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complete.305 These three components are not understood by the Nyingma 

tradition to be different but are recognized as skillful means to aide a 

practitioner through a process of transformation, which is more of an 

unfolding to primordial wisdom than developing something new. The 

skillful means used throughout the six classes of tantra vary in that guru 

yoga is used in Mahāyoga practices, whereas guru yoga is not only a 

preliminary practice in the Great Completeness, but at the core of virtually 

all practices, especially if we understand that, as Nyingma traditions often 

emphasize, the ultimate guru is reality itself.  

In this context, it is notable that Lonchenpa gives the following 

statement as the essence of the term, ‘tantra’ in the context of Great 

Completeness in his chapter, “The Varja Heart Essence” in The Precious 

Treasury of Philosophical Systems. 

“Tantra” is the sum total of the phases of ground, path, and 

fruition, as well as the discussions thereof and anything 

auxiliary to them. “Tantra as the ground” is naturally occurring 

timeless awareness (ye shes), [192a] spontaneously present, 

without transition or change. “Tantra as the path” is the 

developmental process of gaining realization and meditative 

absorption through empowerments and spiritual instruction. 

“Tantra as realization” pertains to the qualities associated with 

awareness – view, meditative absorption, and so forth – from 

the beginning level of abiding in the direct perception of the 

true nature of phenomena, up to the point where freedom is 

gained within utterly lucid basic space. “Explanatory scripture” 

 
305 Rabjam, TPS, 357.  
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refers to the expression of syllables, words, and phrases – 

collected into volumes of texts – that present skillful means for 

engaging in spiritual practice according to the classes of 

tantra.306 

 

Within this context he is laying out how tantra includes the basis from which 

practice is performed, the practices that lead towards realizing that basis, the 

qualities associated with the basis, and fruition. Also, he recognizes that the 

written scriptures, which are also named “tantra” are elucidations of the 

practices used in tantra to access the basis. In this way, practices are not 

separate from or other than the basis. A practitioner who engages with the 

body, gains direct access to primordial wisdom. Longchenpa explains this in 

his Treasury of Philosophcial Systems: 

As for the profundity of the mantra approach, without relying 

on logical argumentation, one simply focuses on the key points 

of the body, speech, subtle channels, energies, and bindu (rtsa, 

lung thig le). In this way, one comes to a definitive 

understanding of the essence of dharmakāya – which is non-

conceptual timeless awareness, rather than some mental 

construct – as the ground of being.307 

 

This quote reflects that in the most exalted practices of the Vajra Essence, 

namely Great Completeness, engages with practices that yield direct access 

to the ground.  

 
306 Ibid, 357.  

307 Rabjam, TPS 240.  
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Longchenpa explains that this unchanging basis is “naturally 

occurring primordial wisdom, [192a] spontaneously present, without 

transition or change.” Longchenpa’s definition of “tantra as the ground” also 

implies that the ground is not ordinary mind and that the ground 

encompasses all appearances. This basis is where Great Completeness 

practices occur in that a practitioner aims to rest effortlessly in this basis of 

tantra. However, this is difficult to maintain without continuous practice.  

“Tantra as the path” are the methods engaged so that a practitioner 

familiarizes with “tantra as the basis” and stabilizes that realization. Tantra 

as practice is a process that occurs when a practitioner dissolves the subject-

object framework. This has to occur, because primordial wisdom is beyond 

this or any duality. Through such practice comes moments when the 

practitioner recognizes wisdom. Subsequent practice strengthens that 

understanding. These practices work with pure perception (dag snang), guru 

devotion, and with the channels and winds to incorporate non-conceptual 

modalities and instructions so that a practitioner moves away from thinking 

about what primordial wisdom is and comes to be that realization.  

The Nyingma tradition explains that there are three ways that a 

practitioner comes into contact with Buddhist teachings: 1) mind-to-mind 

transmission (rgyal ba dgongs brgyud), 2) symbolic transmission (rig ‘dzin 
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brda rgyud), and 3) transmission through hearing (gang zag snyan brgyud). 

Mind-to-mind transmission is what Khetsun Sangpo describes as, “the 

transmission through the Conqueror’s thought and passes directly from the 

Complete Enjoyment Body (Samantabhadra), the pure eternal manifestation 

of the truth, to the trainee.”308 A symbolic transmission occurs when a 

practitioner receives teachings through signs. The Great Completeness 

teachings are said to be passed down from Vajrasattva to the first human 

master, Garab Dorje (55 CE, dga’ rab rdo rje).309 Symbols are used when a 

teaching cannot be transmitted and understood from one mind to another. 

These types of transmissions also reflect varying strengths of devotional 

affect, which help to dissolve the sensed boundary between self and other. In 

mind-to-mind transmission, there are no impediments between reality and a 

mindstream connecting into that reality. This is a mindstream which 

dissolves all impediments to experiencing reality and directly experiences it. 

There is no separation between reality and this mindstream, they are unified. 

In this way, devotional affect dissolves all impediments to experiencing 

 
308 Sangpo, Tantric Practice in Nying-Ma, 16. 

309 https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Three_lineages_of_transmission, Accessed January 

14, 2020. Vajrasattva (rdo rje sems pa) is a sambhogakāya buddha who received the Great 

Completeness teachings from the dharmakāya Samantabhadra. Additionally, Garab Dorje is also 

described as a semi-human form. https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Vajrasattva, 

Accessed January, 14, 2020. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garab_Dorje, Accessed January 14, 

2020.  

https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Three_lineages_of_transmission
https://www.rigpawiki.org/index.php?title=Vajrasattva
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garab_Dorje
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reality. In symbolic transmission, a mind may use a symbol as a support to 

open into reality. The symbol sparks devotional affect in a way for a mind to 

experience a moment of no impediments to reality. Lastly, hearing also 

depends upon devotional affect. The affect dissolves enough sense of self 

and other for a student to be receptive to hearing and comprehending the 

teachings, which leads to later, more strengthened devotional affect and 

perhaps, other types of transmissions. The third type of transmission and the 

focus of this chapter are transmissions through hearing. 

Transmission through hearing is when a teacher articulates the 

teaching through words, which enter the ear and more importantly the mind 

of a practitioner. For the Nyingma tradition, as in Tibetan traditions in 

general, transmission through hearing can involve: 1) empowering blessings 

(sbyin rlabs), 2) hearing scriptures, and 3) empowerment (dbang).310 

Interestingly, these three ways of hearing do not all involve conceptual 

frameworks, i.e. words, terms, and conceptual thought but engage in other 

methods that circumvent those frameworks such as blessings and 

empowerments. One senses she is actually taking an empowerment. There is 

a felt-sense of exchange between the teacher, lineage, or deity and a 

practitioner. The feeling or felt-sense communicates something between the 

 
310 Sangpo, 16.  
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two. These non-conceptual methods are how the Nyingma tradition 

understand why and how tantra works for Great Completeness practices as 

opposed to engaging solely in conceptual dialectal approaches. Devotion 

helps a student open to these blessings and empowerments. Practitioners 

whose devotion helps make them capable of responding to empowering 

blessings are able to access the fruition of practice in ways that dialectal 

approaches cannot,311 and for this reason, tantra is understood to be the 

“superior approach” over other Buddhist schools that promote accessing 

ultimate truth through conceptual frameworks such as debate and reasoning.  

A student receives teachings or methods to recognize her naturally 

occurring timeless awareness through a teacher who is qualified. The Third 

Dodrupchen Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima (rdo grub chen ‘jigs med bstan pa’i nyi 

ma, 1865 – 1926) warns that a practitioner who practices tantra without a 

teacher will be reborn as a hell being, meaning not only that her practice will 

not lead her to realize and stabilize the nature of mind but grave negative 

consequences ensue from the inevitable errors besetting such practice.312 

However, practitioners with devotion dissolve some sense of self and other, 

 
311 Longchenpa argues that dialectal approaches do not actually engage in ultimate truth directly 

but uses the relative truth as an approximation to the ultimate. Tsongkhapa would argue that this 

position is not true. See Treasury of Philosophical Systems.  

312 Third Dodrupchen Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima, Guru Yoga: The Excellent Way: The Instructions 
that Bestows Highest Wisdom, bla ma’i rnal ‘byor khrid yig, trans. by Renee L. Ford, 

unpublished manuscript.  
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which opens them into a receptive affect. This receptivity allows them to 

engage in the teachings and practices in a new manner.  

We see the crucial role devotion plays in transmission between 

teacher and student. In general, the Nyingma tradition does accept that a 

practitioner can realize primordial wisdom with the support and guidance 

from a teacher, and therefore, a strong student-teacher relationship is 

encouraged and necessary for a student to receive these teachings. Devotion 

plays a crucial role in this relationship. The Third Dodrupchen says in his 

Staircase to Lotus Light, “we quickly enter into action and rely on the 

practices of the teacher’s instructions, which is like relying on instructions to 

dig a ditch that leads water from a pond to a rice field.”313 Individual 

practice is highly relational because one’s success in realizing primordial 

wisdom depends upon communication with another individual who 

possesses awakened mind and whose mind “has been matured by receiving 

the four empowerments specific to the path of the Great Perfection and seen 

the absolute nature in reality.”314 One’s success depends upon another’s 

realization. 

 

 
313 Third Dodrupchen Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima, Staircase that Leads to Lotus Light, trans. By Renee 

L. Ford, unpublished manuscript.  

314 Pelzang, 88. 
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How Tantra is Practiced  

A practitioner who wishes to enter into tantric practices may have 

some sense of devotion towards her teacher and Buddhist teachings, 

completed foundational practices, or have some experience with tantra but 

have not stabilized her realization of the nature of mind that was pointed out 

to her during a ground empowerment or mind instructions.315 Tantric 

practices such guru devotion, pure perception, and subtle body practices like 

channel and wind practices (tsa lung) continue to dissolve a sense of subject 

and object through working with modalities such as the six sense 

consciousnesses so that a practitioner does not superimpose additional 

conceptual frameworks into her practice but learns to transform and dissolve 

her sense of being separate so she stabilizes her realization of primordial 

wisdom.  

Guru Devotion  

In the sandalwood forests of the Mālaya mountains, when an 

ordinary tree falls, its wood is gradually impregnated with the 

sweet perfume of the sandal. After some years that ordinary 

wood comes to smell as sweet as the sandal trees around it. In 

just the same way, if you live and study with a perfect teacher 

full of good qualities, you will be permeated by the perfume of 

those qualities and in everything you do you will come to 

resemble him.316   

 
315 Technical markers for entering tantric practice include some meaning of emptiness and 

bodhicitta. The Dalai Lama expresses it as, “some understanding of emptiness and a good heart.”   

316 Patrul, 138.  
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Patrul Rinpoche explains that these good qualities are as follows: “pure, 

never having contravened any of the commitments or prohibitions related to 

the three types of vow… know the tantras, sūtras, and śāstras… be suffused 

with compassion… and he should have actualized in himself all the 

extraordinary achievements of riddance and realization.”317 A student is 

encouraged to examine a teacher as a means to find a suitable mentor who 

will actually lead a student on a correct, virtuous path in context to a path of 

liberation from suffering. Examining this relationship reflects a 

practitioner’s devotion or interest in her path to unfolding primordial 

wisdom because a practitioner looks for someone who can direct towards 

that experience. A “good” teacher is someone who has familiarity and 

stability in experiencing primordial wisdom and offers appropriate 

instructions for a particular practitioner to undergo a similar process.   

 Words of My Perfect Teacher explains that, “a vajra master also 

should be endowed with additional qualities, which overall represent that she 

is knowledgeable, practiced, and devoted to the Buddhist lineage and 

teachings and endowed with compassion for all sentient beings.”318 These 

 
317 Patrul, 138.  

318 “More particularly, for teachings on the profound essence of the Mantra Vajrayāna pith-

instructions the kind of master upon whom one should rely is as follows. As set out in the 

precious tantras, he should have been brought to maturity by a stream of ripening empowerments, 

flowing down to him through a continuous unbroken lineage. He should not have transgressed the 
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two components are reflections of wisdom (Skt. prajñā, Tib. ye shes) and 

skillful means (upāya, thabs) which are the two qualities of a Buddha.319 

Patrul Rinpoche states that, “Having experienced for himself [the teacher] 

the nature of reality, he himself should be liberated.”320 The Third 

Dodrupchen writes, “Those who cannot see the Buddha, the Buddha 

manifests in the teacher as a human form. He bestows initiations and 

instructions – these are in the countless tantric texts, initially, from 

delighting the lama – Variocana and the other four Buddhas appear – you 

receive the actual form of the Buddha.”321A teacher should have the qualities 

of a Buddha because those are what a practitioner is emulating. Most 

importantly, the student should be able to regard the teacher as having those 

 
samayas and vows to which he committed himself at the time of empowerment. Not having many 

disturbing negative emotions and thoughts, he should be calm and disciplined. He should have 

mastered the entire meaning of the ground, path, and result tantras of the Secret Mantra 

Vajrayāna. He should have attained all the signs of success in the approach and accomplishment 

phases of practice, such as seeing visions of the yidam. Having experienced for himself the nature 

of reality, he himself should be liberated. The well-being of others should be his sole concern, his 

heart being full of compassion. He should have few preoccupations, for he has given up any 

clinging to the ordinary things of this life. Concerning on future lives, his only, resolute thought is 

for the Dharma. Seeing saṁsāra as suffering, he should feel great sadness, and should encourage 

the same feeling in others. He should be skilled at caring for his disciples and should use the 

appropriate method for each of them. Having fulfilled all his teacher’s commands, he should hold 

the blessings of the lineage.” Patrul, 139.  

319 My landlord’s wife in Gangtok, Sikkim was surprised to hear that I was visiting to translate 

Buddhist texts by the Third Dodrupchen. She was in shock that I had the audacity to undertake 

such a project because the Dodrupchen, especially the Fourth Dodrupchen was considered as a 

God by his community and even in Sikkim at large. July 2018.  

320 Patrul, 139.  

321 3 Dodrupchen Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima, Excellent Way: The Instructions that Bestows Highest 

Wisdom - Guru Yoga, trans. by Renée L. Ford, Unpublished Translation, 100.1.  
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qualities, so that the student can emulate them, even if the teacher is not a 

Buddha.322  

 Once a student examines a teacher and determines whether or not this 

person has the qualities of a Buddha, she follows the teacher with trust and 

devotion. This teacher becomes a source of refuge, and a basis of faith and 

devotion for a student much like the dog tooth was for the old woman. The 

student is unable to determine whether another person is or is not a Buddha 

but sees a teacher as a beacon to follow. The teacher is a powerful object of 

faith. Being devoted to one’s vajra master entails two things: 1) maintaining 

a view that one’s teacher is a Buddha, and 2) conducting one’s self in accord 

to pleasing one’s teacher. Firstly, a student perceives her teacher as a 

Buddha as it says in Words of My Perfect Teacher, “to follow the teacher, 

you should have so much confidence in him that you perceive him as a real 

Buddha.”323 This perception of one’s teacher is devotion for a teacher.  

 Secondly, one is devoted to one’s teacher through her conduct, which 

entails the following stated from the Third Dodrupchen Jigme Tenpa’i 

Nyima:  

You should have such discrimination and knowledge of the 

teachings that you recognize the wisdom underlying his skillful 

actions and grasp whatever he teaches you. You should feel 

 
322 This has created many issues with abusive student-teacher relationships.  

323 Patrul, 144.  
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immense loving compassion for all those who are suffering 

with no one to protect them. You should respect the vows and 

samayas that your teacher has told you to keep and should be 

peaceful and controlled in all your deeds, words and thoughts. 

Your outlook should be so broad that you can accept whatever 

your teacher and spiritual companions may do. You should be 

so generous that you give the teacher whatever you possess. 

Your perception of everything should be pure, not always 

critical and tainted. You should restrain yourself from doing 

anything harmful or negative, for fear of displeasing him.324  

 

A student’s devoted conduct to a teacher operates within the view that the 

student’s teacher is a Buddha. Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima’s own accounts of his 

teacher Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo, describes his teacher’s miraculous 

activities and capabilities throughout his guru yoga text, demonstrating that 

he understood that his teacher was a Buddha. 

Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo abided in such a way that a 

perfume surrounded him everywhere. His skills in Heat 

(tummo) was such, that his head kept warm even during the 

cold months. His body remained so warm that he only wore a 

sheet. The snow would melt as it touched Jamyang Khyentse 

Wangpo’s head. Anything frozen would melt when he touched 

it.325  

 

Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima expresses his devotion to his root teacher as he 

describes his teacher’s advanced qualities. He continues describing how 

 
324 Patrul, 144.  

325 Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima, 136.4.  
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receiving blessings through prayers to Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo brings 

fruition, suggesting that this story above is retold with devotion.326 

 Devotion for the teacher is also discussed as “pleasing the teacher.”327 

A student pleases the teacher in three ways or lowest, middling, and best.328 

The lowest way to please the teacher is to make financial offerings. The 

middling way to please the teacher is to perform any necessary action. Some 

examples of the middling way are performing household chores, practical 

tasks, or making hand gestures of reverence. Finally, the highest way to 

please the teacher is through practicing the teachings.      

It is significant to point out that the highest way to please the teacher 

points to how a teacher is expected to act in relationship to a student. A 

suitable teacher does not seek out possessions, wealth, esteem, or notoriety 

for her own sake but that everything a teacher does is for the benefit of her 

students and sentient beings, as per taking the bodhisattva vow. Therefore, 

any service to the teacher through a student’s devotion, in the Buddhist 

context, is a method of practice and an aspect of the path towards liberation. 

Serving or pleasing the teacher benefits the student because the teacher’s 

 
326 Ibid, 138.3.  

327 Lingpa, Treasury of Precious Qualities: The Rain of Joy, 201.  

328 Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima, 99.3 
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motivation and request of a student’s actions are ultimately for the student’s 

benefit.  

Devotion for the teacher is not much different from devotion to the 

Three Jewels, the Buddha, the Dharma, and the Saṅgha. Yet, the student-

teacher relationship brings a level of intimacy, which allows a student to 

cultivate more trust, confidence, and understanding.  Longchen Yeshe Dorje 

(1897 – 1975) commentary on Jigme Lingpa’s Treasury of Precious 

Qualities, writes that, “spiritual teachers are embodiments of the Three 

Jewels; indeed, the Guru is the Fourth Jewel.”329 Therefore, students 

perceive their teachers no differently than they perceive the Buddha, the 

Saṅgha, and the Dharma, meaning that all four are pathways and refuge for 

students. Guru devotion becomes or is a path to liberation.   

Vajra commitment (dam tshig, samaya), is a practitioner’s extension 

of guru devotion in the form of a promise. The Great Tibetan Word 

Treasury defines the term as, “an oath, which takes up the sacred promise as 

not to go beyond the non-contradictory vajra oath.”330 Samaya oaths and 

vows are a performance of a practitioner’s commitment. For instance, Lala 

Sonam Chödrup (1862 – 1944, bsod nams chos ‘grub) in A Brief Guide to 

 
329 Lingpa, 201.  

330 dam tshig (samaya): ‘da’ dka’ rda rje’i tha tshig ces ji ltar boas pa las mi ‘da’ bar g.yar dam 

gnyan por has langs pa’i tha tshig (1248)  
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Samaya Commitment (dam tshig gi bsdus don) explains that the samaya of 

enlightened speech requires that a practitioner continuously recite dhāraṇī 

mantras and consider that the speech of a teacher, even if an ordinary being, 

is the Buddha’s word. Furthermore, a practitioner does not contradict 

anything that the guru says.331 Samaya vows merge what is understood and 

performed in practice, such as viewing one’s teacher as a Buddha, with daily 

activities that fall outside of practice. The vows are maintained through 

bodily practices so that the physiological reinforce the psychological.332 

There is an extension of view that is established in meditation out into a 

practitioner’s daily life similar to how Jigme Lingpa’s guru yoga instructions 

suggest that a practitioner think of her teacher in particular places in her 

body while she walks, lays down, or eats.  

In this way, commitment binds a practitioner to view that is inculcated 

with practice and daily life but also with a practitioner’s teacher. A 

practitioner who takes a commitment promises to maintain a particular type 

of relationship, described as strict or tight,333 with her vajra master.334 This 

 
331 https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/lala-sonam-chodrup/brief-guide-to-samaya-

commitment, Accessed January 13, 2020.  

332 Dr. Clements discusses this process at length in her Practices of Ascetic Formation, 

“Foregrounding bodily practices in Cassian’s asceticism, we can see how physiology and 

psychology integrate as they come to regulate everyday behavior.” 102.  

333 Tibetan term unknown.  

334 Private conversation with Tenzin Samphel, November 6, 2017.  

https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/lala-sonam-chodrup/brief-guide-to-samaya-commitment
https://www.lotsawahouse.org/tibetan-masters/lala-sonam-chodrup/brief-guide-to-samaya-commitment
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promise includes practices like guru yoga or foundational practices.  As a 

devotional act, commitment reflects the devotion a practitioner has to her 

teacher, and within this relationship a practitioner is able to cultivate more 

devotion. It is an iterative process. Cultivating guru devotion through 

commitment vows is not to restrict a practitioner into serving the teacher but 

more for a practitioner to bind herself with cultivating a view with daily 

activities. The relationship that is established through a strong student-

teacher relationship, especially by committing to samaya vows is for a 

practitioner’s development and not merely for a teacher’s benefit. The affect 

of devotion which is present while merging vows with service provides 

another dimension where one does not simply mouth the words but means 

what she is saying and doing.335 

The process of examining a teacher, listening to a teacher’s teachings, 

and committing to that teacher are expressions of guru devotion in that a 

practitioner is taking interest in following that respected guide. This student-

teacher relationship establishes specific rules and vows but not because a 

practitioner is subordinate or submissive but because a practitioner knows 

that this particular instructor will lead that practitioner in a direction that is 

 
335 See S.J. Tambiah’s, A Performative Approach to Ritual, Radcliffe-Brown Lecture in Social 

Anthropology, 1980.  
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synonymous with experiencing primordial wisdom. Instead, one surrenders. 

Here we can consider Emmanuel Ghent M.D. definition of surrender as  

“…a quality of letting-go of defensive barriers and liberation.”336 The 

relationship between student and teacher allows, as Ghent says, “the disciple 

to yield, surrender a false self, and therein have a chance at finding 

himself.”337 This process of letting go incorporates bodily sensations, which 

in turn help further the liberation process.  This experience is for a 

practitioner’s benefit, and not for a teacher. As a practitioner furthers her 

devotion, especially through practice, she also cultivates faith and 

confidence in herself that she is able to accomplish and unfold into what her 

teacher already can do. One who seeks a teacher may act from an intention 

to let go of a false self, knowing or being confident that there is a capacity to 

do so. Therefore, guru devotion is an expression of a practitioner’s 

confidence and faith in her own primordial wisdom.  

 

Pure Perception  

Pure appearance or pure perception is an experience of “all possible 

beings, appearances and existents appear as Buddha-fields and appear as the 

 
336 Emmanuel Ghent, “Masochism, Submission, Surrender – Masochism as a Perversion of 
Surrender,” in Contemporary Psychoanalysis 26:1990, 109.  

337 Ghent, 110.  
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play of the bodies and wisdom.338 Such perception refers to recognizing that 

whatever appears to the mind is empty in essence. The Recitation After 

Dedication states that, “things, sounds minds, are Gods, Mantras, True-

Forms.”339  Adzom Paylo Rinpoche (grub dbang ‘dzoms rgyal sras pat lo rin 

po che, b. 1971) comments on this line: 

Whatsoever appearances, that is, the things or objects 

appearing to the senses or to the mind, whatsoever sounds, 

whether human or nonhuman, whatsoever minds, whether 

conceptual or ordinary direct perception, these are the three: 

deity, mantra (ngag), and (the formless) True-form, 

dharmakāya (chos ku).340 

 

The Nyingma tradition, like Buddhism more broadly, understands that the 

way we ordinarily perceive objects is with a sense that that object really and 

substantially exists. Pure appearance is when a practitioner experiences the 

object of their senses as empty and, in that sense, pure. 

Cultivation of pure perception is at the heart of creation stage practice. 

The purpose is to purify perception. Tenzin Samphel notes that “the main 

thing is that a practitioner accumulates merit and purifies through meditating 

on a deity.”341 The purification process is a re-imaging of one’s self as a 

 
338 དག་སྣང། སྣང་སིད་སྣློད་བཅུད་ཐམས་ཅད་དག་པའི་ཞིང་དུ་སྣང་བ་སེ་སྐུ་དང་ཡེ་ཤེས་ཀི་རློལ་བར་སྣང་བ། tshig gi mdzod chen mo, 1237.  

339 Ad.zom Paylo Rinpoche, From Heart Essence of the Vast Expanse (Longchen Nying thig), 

Abbreviated Foundational Practices, A Close and Excellent Path to Enlightenment, trans. by Anne 

C. Klein, Houston: Dawn Mountain Research Institute, 2010, 30.  

340 Ad.zom Paylo, 30.  

341 Tenzin Samphel, Perfection of Wisdom Talks, Houston: Dawn Mountain, November 7, 2015. 
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deity. Seeing oneself as a deity rather than as one’s ordinary allows one to 

more easily let-go of defensive barriers, giving one an opportunity to 

experience another way of being from ordinary self that may not be as 

threatening. The purification that occurs is the purification of sensing that 

objects hold an inherent existence. Anything that appears to the senses is 

ordinarily grasped as being inherently existent, so when a practitioner begins 

to engage with the sense perceptions in a way that dissolves this sense of 

inherent existence, she is purifying her perceptions. Moreover, various deity 

practices encourage a practitioner to specifically focus on qualities. 

Vajrasattva practice focuses on removing obscurations, while Tārā practice 

focuses on compassion, even though both of these qualities are present in 

both practices. Practitioners are able to cultivate specific qualities which 

promote pure perception and letting go of feeling they inherently exist.  

When a practitioner engages in creation stage practice and imagines a 

deity with a pure land, recites mantra, and engages in bodily practices like 

channel and winds practice, she is radically shifting not only her 

understanding but her sensory experience, first via imagination, and finally 

in actuality. As I mention above, there is an approximation or performance 

of being something other than oneself. Continuous familiarity with this other 

identity allows one to dissolve defensive barriers and a strong sense of self, 
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which these two are closely associated. One may also notice that she is able 

to exist in another way, outside of her ‘old’ self. This new way of being 

resembles deity practice, one feels open, receptive, with a sense of growth. 

This is a new way of being. These practices provide a stepping-stone 

between a practitioner perceiving her ordinary environment and herself.  

Practitioners who perceive their teachers as Buddha because they have 

devotion are already in the process of one type of pure perception. As 

practitioners transition into completion stage practices, they incorporate pure 

perception into their dissolution phase whereby they become thoroughly 

mixed with their teacher. The pure perception in the dissolution phase does 

not include form like the creation stage. Instead, there is a resting in space, 

which is described as the dharmakāya or space-dimension of the three bodies 

(kāya, sku).  

 

Subtle Body 

 The subtle body is an interior physical space, which is composed of 

channels (rtsa), winds (rlung), and orbs (thig le). Longchenpa, and much of 

the Tibetan esoteric tradition, discusses that these three components support 

one another and are the scaffolding from which the physical body develops. 

The body supports subtle channels, and those channels support 

subtle energies and subtle essences (thig le). The vital essence 
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of these is “the immeasurable mansion of naturally occurring 

timeless awareness (ye shes)” at the very core of each of the 

four chakras, or energy centers. In the heart center – “the palace 

of the true nature of phenomena” – the essence of timeless 

awareness, naturally occurring and utterly lucid, is steadfastly 

present, together with a “retinue” – the vast scope of timeless 

awareness.342 

 

The physical body houses the subtle body matrix, which holds timeless 

awareness. There are three channels, a middle flanked by a right and left or 

male and female, all of which run parallel to the spinal column. The core 

middle channel, which Longchenpa calls, “the channel of utter lucidity,” 

houses a bindu or orb of light, “the spontaneously present ground of 

being.”343 In all, there are 72,000 channels, in which energies and orbs 

reside.  

Correct bodily postures are always part of meditation practices. The 

seven-pointed vajra posture is a description of how to arrange her body in 

meditation: the back should be straight, the tongue pressing on the top of the 

mouth, and the legs should be crossed. This posture allows for “better” 

meditation because mind and body affect one another. Devotion, which can 

be felt in the body and mind, also accesses the subtle body and may allow 

one to access the primordial wisdom housed inside.   

 
342 Rabjam, 341.  

343 Ibid, 343.  
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 Subtle body practices are incorporated throughout various tantric 

practices and different lineages. In the context of this inquiry, I want to 

highlight how subtle body practices are integrated with guru yoga practices 

and how devotion bridges the subtle body in those practices. In Jigme 

Lingpa’s guru yoga practice, in the foundational practices, we see the use of 

the subtle body at the ending instructions. 

At the end of the session, recite with devotion and ardent 

longing the prayer beginning: When my life comes to it end… 

Guru Rinpoche smiles, his eyes filled with compassion. From 

his heart, a ray of warm red light beams out. The moment it 

touches you – up to now you still visualize yourself as 

Vajrayoginī – you are transformed into a sphere of red light the 

size of a pea, which shoots up towards Guru Rinpoche like a 

crackling spark and dissolves into his heart.344 

 

At the moment when Guru Rinpoche smiles at a practitioner, she transforms 

into an orb of red light, which is her consciousness and shoots up through 

the central channel into Guru Rinpoche, thereby mixing her mind with a 

deity. This mixing and dissolving process began with Vajrayoginī staring 

longingly towards Guru Rinpoche, a re-imagination of one’s personal 

relationship with one’s teacher, which suggests that dissolving allows for 

dissolution. This re-imagination involves guru devotion and strengthens the 

connection with the dakini-deity relationship. Then there is a process when 

 
344 Patrul, 330.  
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one receives empowerments so she receives the deity’s special qualities 

body, speech, and mind. At this moment, one begins to image she is the 

deity. There is a transition from dissolving ordinary body-sense and dualistic 

sense towards a non-dualistic connection. Finally, a practitioner merges with 

the deity and dissolves all separation.  

 Subtle body practices are used throughout tantric practices. Germano 

comments that The Heart Essence, Vast Expanse has its own variation of 

subtle body practices. 

This Heart Essence variation on this template is to locate the 

forty-two peaceful deities within the heart and the fifty-eight 

wrathful deities within the head, as well as add a more subtle 

network of light channels (‘od rtsa) within the sheaths of the 

ordinary channels. These variations are crucial elements in 

providing a conceptual support to the tradition’s innovative 

styles of tantric praxis.345 

 

This embodied structural framework is to move a sense of Buddha-hood into 

a person’s perceived interiority. In the end, there is no in or out however 

practitioners are able to focus on their own bodies inhabited by Buddha 

qualities as the subtle body system is described by Longchenpa to “house” 

primordial wisdom. “The body supports subtle channels, and those channels 

support subtle energies and subtle essences. The vital essence of these is ‘the 

 
345 Germano, 67.  
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immeasurable mansion of naturally occurring timeless awareness…’”346 

Now practitioners focus on Buddhahood within themselves rather than 

beginning with an external image or person. This is crucial to the process 

because the Nyingma tradition understands that Buddha is a self-discovery 

rather than seeking Buddhahood from an external source. So far, guru 

devotion and creation and completion stages interact with two constituents, 

either the student-teacher relationship or seeing a deity and then being a 

deity. Subtle body practices allow a practitioner to interiorize in a deeply 

embodied manner a sense of Buddhahood as Longchenpa describes that 

timeless awareness is housed within the central channel at the level of the 

heart.  

 This interiorization as Germano argues in his “The Shifting Terrain of 

the Tantric Bodies of Buddhas and Buddhists from an Atiyoga Perspective” 

is not the final “step” of Great Completeness as later Great Completeness 

practices like Breakthrough (khregs chod) and Soaring On (thog rgal) 

suggest, but it is a crucial development for a practitioner. Subtle body 

practices that allow a practitioner to familiarize that primordial wisdom is 

housed within her own physical body begins to touch into an important 

aspect that Buddhahood is not outside of herself.  

 
346 Rabjam, 341.  
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How Tantra is Taught 

Blessings 

In The Treasury of Tibetan Terms, we read that blessings is glossed as 

“something has the power to transform through an overwhelming 

presence.”347 Earlier, Khetsun Sangpo discusses how the blessings of the 

lineage flow from Samantabhadra, all the way down through a practitioner’s 

root teacher and to the practitioner. This description of how teachings 

continue through the lineage reflects how tantra and Great Completeness 

create fluidity between boundaries of subject and object that are otherwise 

rigid. Likewise, Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima explains in his Instructions on Guru 

Yoga:  

Padmasambhava gave his offering of realization as, “when it is 

necessary to give an illustration with a literal expression of 

wisdom that is not pervaded by contemplating of the great 

completeness (when one is unable to practice the great 

completeness and a modality for meditation is required) having 

depended upon the gesture (brda) of rainbow-crystal (‘ja’ shel) 

that is the mirror at the moment of initiation, from that 

pointing-out instruction that what cannot be explained yet can 

be attained through prayer and blessings through receiving 

blessings from me.348 

 

 
347 The Treasury of Tibetan Terms, byin gyis brlabs pa: gzi byin gyis nus ldan du sgyur ba’m nus 
pa ‘jug par byed pa dang thon par byed pa, 1884.  

348 Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima, 138.4. 
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Blessings and prayers, as Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima suggests, are a way for 

teachings and meanings of teachings to reach practitioners before 

practitioners actually understand what is being pointed out. The teachings do 

not stop and start but are continuous like water pouring through a faucet. In 

this way, blessings are available to a practitioner when she wants to access 

them, such as Khetsun Sangpo Rinpoche suggests, she can turn on the faucet 

and receive blessings.  

Lama Tenzin Samphel describes that blessings creates or establishes a 

relationship where a student “sees someone who is impressive and he is 

attracted to that person. There is a physical attraction, like charisma (byin), 

which you can receive something from that person. So, you are requesting 

that you might be able to receive something in the form of a flow, or even 

waves (brlabs) from that person.”349 Here, Lama Tenzin Samphel highlights 

how a practitioner is drawn to receive teachings. Going back to Khetsun 

Sangpo, Tenzin Samphel’s quote highlights that a practitioner who practices 

or continues to hear, contemplate, and meditate on the teachings will receive 

blessings in deeper ways. This occurs through tantric practice because these 

practices work to dissolve subject/object so the more a practitioner practices 

tantra, the more she is receptive to receive teachings. In this way, 

 
349 Private conversation with Tenzin Samphel, Houston, TX, November 6, 2017. 
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functioning in a manner similar to devotion — both represent a freedom 

from usual structures of apartness. Receptive in that she is sensitive or can 

be influenced by practice. The more she dissolves this duality, the more she 

is touching into primordial wisdom, which is reflected in how the Nyingma 

tradition understands blessings or waves of transformation. Gestures in 

tantric sādhana, like reciting mantra, holding and ringing the bell and dorje, 

and feast offerings in Green Tārā, are moments when one invokes blessings.  

Hearing Scriptures 

 In listening to teachings, a practitioner maintains a focus and interest 

while not being distracted. This focus and interest are called faith by 

Khetsun Sangpo Rinpoche in his Tantric Practice in Nying-ma. As 

discussed in chapter one, these three types of faith help develop 1) mental 

clarity, 2) the wish to attain the good qualities she sees in others, and 3) 

conviction, which is the unshakeable knowledge of virtuous qualities.350 In 

this way, a practitioner is interested in hearing the teachings and is 

undistracted. Khetsun Sangpo uses the metaphor of a deer listening to a 

guitar: 

It becomes so enthralled that a hunter can easily approach from 

behind or from the side and shoot it. Your ear-consicousness 

should be such that even if someone were coming to kill you, 

you would pay no attention. You would have no fear, for your 

 
350 Sangpo, 34 – 35.  
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mind would be completely fixed on what you were being 

taught.351 

 

There is a particular way in which a practitioner is to hear teachings, which 

reflect how faith is an important component to a practitioner’s success in 

receiving and practicing in the future.  

Empowerments 

An empowerment352 (dbang, abhiṣeka) involves “anointing, 

inaugurating or consecrating (by sprinkling water).”353 In the context of 

Tibetan tantric practice, an empowerment grants a student the power to 

receive a particular practice and recognize one’s own primordial wisdom. 

Patrul Rinpoche explains that “empowerment is the transfer of power. The 

authorization to hear, study, and practice the teachings of the Vajrayāna. 

This takes place in a ceremony which may be extremely elaborate or utterly 

simple.”354  

 
351 Ibid, 32. 

352 Mipham Jampal Gyepa’i Dorje explains this process in Essence of Clear Light in that an 

empowerment purifies a student’s four “bodies” of body (body and channels), speech (speech and 

winds), mind (mental activity and vital essence), and the three collectively as the fourth as the 

four kāyas: nirmāṇakāya, sambhogakāya, dharmakāya, and the abhisambodhikāya.352 
Additionally, Mipham states that, “empowerment is the indispensable, initial entrance for the 

practice of mantra because the extremely difficult to realize, primordially indwelling maṇḍala of 

the ground - the inseparable truth of purity and evenness - is directly encountered through the 

profound empowerment ritual.”352 An empowerment is a moment between a student and teacher 

when the teacher is able to point out the nature of mind to that student and is the entry-way for a 

student to begin a specific practice. From this moment, a student is able to be devoted to a 

practice. 

353 Monier-Williams Dictionary, 71.  

354 Patrul, 412. 
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Most empowerments are given by a vajra master though some may be 

taken by one’s self. Patrul Rinpoche categorizes the three different types of 

empowerments as 1) ground empowerment, 2) path empowerment, and 3) 

fruit empowerment.  

The ground empowerment introduces one to the maṇḍala of a 

deity by an authentic spiritual teacher. At that moment, at best 

one realizes the view of the absolute empowerment. In the 

middling case, one has the experience of bliss, clarity, and non-

thought. At least one should experience a certainty that one’s 

body, speech, and mind are the three vajras, with a mind 

undistracted by anything else. An empowerment received in 

this way will be the support for the path of Vajrayāna. 

However, to request more and more empowerments till one’s 

head is flattened (by all the ritual-objects placed on it), while 

one’s mind makes no progress at all, cannot serve as a true 

empowerment.355  

 

The ground empowerment’s success depends upon a teacher who gives a 

teaching to a practitioner who is prepared for the practice. A practitioner, as 

said above, who experiences the highest, middling, or least, of experiences: 

realizes respectively the view of the absolute empowerment, experience of 

bliss, clarity, and non-thought, and experience a certainty that one’s body, 

speech, and mind are the three vajras, with a mind undistracted by anything 

else touches into aspects or qualities of the ground. These experiences also 

demonstrate that a practitioner is receptive to receiving the new tantric 

 
355 Patrul, 397. 
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practice. A practitioner who is most receptive to receiving the ground 

empowerment has the highest experience, which is the absolute 

empowerment. In this case, receptivity to the teachings and teacher allows a 

practitioner to experience a particular type of realization.  

 Patrul Rinpoche explains that, “the path empowerment can be taken 

either by a practitioner by herself or given to her from someone else. Path 

empowerments play the function to repair and purify.”356 Practitioners with 

devotion are receptive at the time of empowerment. In this way, they are 

open to experiencing one of the three: realization of the view, experience of 

bliss, clarity, and non-thought, or at least, some certainty that their body, 

speech, and mind are the vajras. Devotion creates space for these 

experiences to occur. The four empowerments during the guru yoga practice 

found in Jigme Lingpa’s foundational practices are an example of path 

empowerment because a practitioner “takes” them during each practice 

session. These four empowerments (dbang bzhi): 1) vase empowerment, 2) 

secret empowerment, 3) wisdom empowerment, and 4) precious word 

empowerment357 are in the guru yoga practice. To accomplish this, the 

practitioner uses color and light to merge her body, speech, and mind 

 
356 Ibid, 397.  

357 Patrul 415.  
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through with Padmasambhava, who is in essence her root lama. In this way, 

these four empowerments are a transfer of power between of 

Padmasambhava and a practitioner. After receiving these four 

empowerments, a practitioner merges with her visualization as red light. 

Devotion strengthens the connection so a practitioner no longer feels 

separate from the deity.  

This act of dissolving as red light into Guru Rinpoche reflects the 

transformative process that occurs when devotion allows practitioners to be 

receptive to this type of experience. Such practitioners can open into an 

experience through empowerments.  

 Thirdly, there is the fruit empowerment. Patrul Rinpoche explains that 

“the fruit empowerment is the ‘great light ray empowerment,’ which, from 

the absolute empowerment, destroys all obscurations of the habitual 

tendencies, or tendencies of the three perceptions of clarity, increase, and 

attainment during transference (pho ba, at the time of death).”358 At this 

moment, a practitioner is able to destroy ordinary mind and open into 

qualities that are promoted to be liberating at the time of death.      

All three of these empowerments offer to purify and obtain. They 

purify: 1) the effects of the three harmful physical actions, taking life, taking 

 
358 Ibid, 397. 
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what is not given and sexual misconduct and all obscurations from which the 

body develops, 2) the effects of the four harmful verbal actions and 

purifying of all obscurations of energies, and 3) the effects of the three 

harmful mental acts and purifying of all obscurations of essence.359 

Secondly, practitioners obtain the three levels of the three kāyas: 

nirmāṇakāya, sambhogakāya, and dharmakāya. Additionally, they all 

suggest that a practitioner is prepared to receive something that she may not 

already think she has. But like Luke Skywalker in Star Wars, a practitioner 

already possesses the force but needs an external support to receive that 

power. Secondly, when conditions are right, a practitioner has practiced 

sufficiently, she is open to receiving an empowerment. 

 Mind instruction (sems khrid) is a similar method to empowerment in 

that there is an exchange between student and teacher which is incorporated 

on tantric paths. Mind instructions or ‘pointing out instructions’ are 

performed when a practitioner has practiced the necessary requirements like 

foundational practices.360 At this time, a tantric teacher gives mind 

instructions or pointing out instructions, which is defined, “1) to meet with 

the essence of mind, or 2) a method that transforms the mind.”361 At this 

 
359 Ibid, 330.  

360 Dzogchen Ponlop, Mind Beyond Death, Ithaca: Snow Lion Publications, 2006, 103.  

361 sems khrid - 1) sems kyi ngo bo ra sprod pa; 2) sems ‘gyur tabs byed pa (2939). 
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moment, a practitioner has a direct experience of the primordial wisdom that 

is provoked by a teacher’s instruction or gesture. Similar to a ground 

empowerment, mind instruction relies upon a teacher offering an experience 

to a practitioner who is prepared to receive the instructions. Devotion allows 

this process to occur in that practitioners who integrate the foundational 

practices are receptive to receive mind instructions.      

These three methods of teaching tantra, blessings, hearing, and 

empowerments, rely upon a teacher who is capable and available to give the 

teachings but more importantly the power depends to a significant degree 

upon a practitioner who is appropriately prepared to receive the teachings. In 

one sense, we can describe the methods of teaching tantra as the flow from 

the teacher to the student but the main objective of transmitting these 

teachings is to dissolve the subject/object boundary. As suggested by the 

term, tantra, and by how Khetsun Sangpo Rinpoche describes the 

transmission of tantric teachings, we understand that tantra’s goal is to 

undergird subject-object duality. By doing so, the teachings bring a 

practitioner closer to understanding and experiencing primordial wisdom. So 

when we investigate how teachings of tantra are transmitted, we must 

understand that the Nyingma tradition advocates that the teachings and 

teacher are not separate from the student and practices because that is 
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contradictory to their understanding of the nature of reality, which is beyond 

subject and object. This goes back to the Prajñāpāramitā teachings on 

emptiness in that there is no ‘teacher’, no ‘student,’ all phenomena are 

beyond the four extremes of existence, non-existence, both or neither. It is 

like pouring water into water, there are no distinctions.   

Historical Background 

Since tantra, this by means unique to Longchenpa, is a continuum, 

there is no beginning source for the texts and practices.  

Throughout beginningless and endless time, countless 

manifestations of Vajradhara have successively appeared, abide 

at present, and will appear in the future, all giving innumerable 

variations of teachings to those of extremely keen acumen who 

are to be guided…They were spoken by those manifestations of 

Vajradhara who have appeared in the past, throughout 

beginningless time. Varjapani and others – immeasurable hosts 

of bodhisattvas – preserved these categories of unsurpassable 

teachings, the inconceivable tantras.362  

 

Vajradhara, whom Tibetans call Dorje Chang (rdo rje ‘chang) is the 

primordial Buddha. The hagiographical descriptions of transmission explain 

that tantra, as writings and teachings, precede Buddhism and the historical 

Buddha, Śakyamuni, making the texts and practices emanations from reality.  

 
362 Rabjam, TPS, 255.  
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 The tantras are attributed to Vajrapāṇi (phag pa rdo rje), one of the 

eight great bodhisattvas, introducing them to the human realm. Tulku 

Thondup tells this story of transmission: 

As the Buddha prophesied, because of the power of blessing of 

the tantric discourses of Vajrapāṇi to the five excellent beings, 

King Ja, Vyākaraṇavajra, who was practicing the outer tantras, 

had seven dreams. Thereafter, many tantric texts written on 

gold paper in malachite ink and an image of Vajrapāṇi two feet 

high and fashioned out of precious jewels descended from the 

sky onto the roof of his palace… This awakened his karma of 

previous experience of tantra, and he understood the meaning of 

the chapter entitled Dorje Sempa Zhalthong (Seeing the Face of 

Vajrasattva).363 

 

According to Masters of Meditation and Miracles, the human dissemination 

of tantra occurred throughout India, which Longchnepa names as “Sahora, 

Sri Lanka, and Oddiyana,” and eventually into Tibet. The transmission of 

the teachings relies upon a lineage that is able to pass along those teachings 

through various mediums, especially blessings. In order for these teachings 

to continue, practitioners must be open to receiving those blessings. 

Reception does not rely upon word or thought alone but, as the lineage 

emphasizes, devotion. Devotion creates space for practitioners to receive 

blessings, which entail teachings so that the lineage continues.  

 
363 Thondup, 2012, 23.  
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 The Nyingma tradition or “Old Translation School” is the only one of 

the main four Buddhist schools in Tibet that relies significantly on the set of 

tantras that were “translated into Tibetan during the period beginning with 

Bairotsana (8-9th cent., bai ro tsa na) and others of the early spread of 

Buddhism in Tibet (9th cen.).364 These texts include “some of the tantras of 

the three inner tantras (mahā, anu, and ati) are included in the Kanjur 

collection, but there is a separate collection of the three inner tantras known 

as the Nyingma Gyübum in twenty-five (or thirty-one) volumes.”365 The 

three inner tantras, mahā, anu, and ati, therefore, are the focus of the 

Nyingma tradition, although they account for all classes of tantric practice.  

The Nyingma tradition divides tantra into six classes, which are 

divided in the way that they relate to how a practitioner relates to 

phenomena in relation to ultimate truth. These six classes are 1) kriyāyoga 

(bya rgyud), 2) upayoga (spyod rgyud), 3) yogatantra (rnal ‘byor rgyud), 4) 

mahāyoga (rnal ‘byor chen po), 5) anuyoga (rjes su rnal ‘byor), and 6) 

atiyoga (shin tu rnal ‘byor). The first three are considered the “outer” 

tantras, while the last three are called the “inner” tantras. And while all these 

classes of tantra hold various views, practices, and results, each one of them 

 
364 See David Germano’s, “The Seven Descents and the Early History of rNying Ma 

Transmissions” for a detailed history of tantra dissemination in Tibet.  

365 Thondup, 16.  
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incorporate the same two stages of practice called creation stage (Skt. 

utpatti, Tib. bskyed rim) and completion stage (Skt. niṣpanna, Tib. rdzogs 

rim).  

Creation stage practice, in general, is when a practitioner imagines 

seeing a deity or being a deity. Jamgön Kongtrul describes the process as: 

To remedy disturbances, we use a method of practice in which 

we consider our body and the bodies of all beings as being the 

deity’s body. When we practice this way, we don’t see the 

deity’s body as made of matter, but as empty yet appearing, 

appearing yet empty. Form and emptiness are one, like a 

reflection in a mirror or an appearance in a dream.366  

 

The imagination, support by clear cognitive understanding as well, is used to 

transform a practitioner’s ordinary perception of seeing subject-object. The 

creation stage allows a practitioner to envision her form and environment in 

an alternate way that points towards what Kongtrul says, seeing emptiness 

and appearing. Empty in that something is empty of an inherent nature but 

also appears. This transformation for a practitioner to see her appearance in 

an alternative way, especially to experience directly that it does not 

inherently exist, makes it possible to cut her attachment and aversion to her 

body and other external objects.  

 
366 Jamgön Kongtrul, The Treasury of Knowledge: Book Eight, Part Three: The Elements of 
Tantric Practice, A General Exposition of the Process of Meditation in the Indestructible Way of 

Secret Mantra, trans. by Kalu Rinpoche Translation Group, Ithaca: Snow Lion, 2008, 13.  
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As discussed in Chapter three, devotion plays important roles in both 

these stages. In creation stage practice, devotion to a teacher helps 

practitioners to connect and relate to the practice. Whereas, devotion in 

completion stage practice works to help dissolve any sense of self and other 

so that practitioners do not incorporate more instructions or doing. Devotion 

during this dissolution process also seems to give rise to an energetic quality, 

thugs rje, which I discuss in the following chapter.     

 The creation stage process incorporates conceptual methods. Jamön 

Kongrul explains:  

In the beginning, this form of meditation is a conceptual notion. 

Imagining our body as the deity’s body, as Avalokiteshvara for 

example, is only a mental production. But it is still useful. As 

long as we are thinking, “I am Avalokiteshvara; I am not this 

ordinary body of matter,” the turbulence of attachment and 

aversion subsides. As our ability in meditation is refined, the 

deity in our meditation appears naturally, through the inherent 

power of the mind. It is no longer a mental production but is the 

experience of appearance and emptiness arising as one, like an 

enchantment.367  

 

The creation stage allows a practitioner to incorporate conceptual methods, a 

mental image of a deity, so she transforms her ordinary identity that causes 

attachment and aversion into being an entity that expresses the ultimate 

nature of mind. Through consistent familiarization and, even more, 

 
367 Ibid, 13.  
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identification as this image, a practitioner uses less and less conceptual effort 

to be a deity thereby being what that deity represents. A practitioner’s 

devotion to her teacher aides this process of familiarization. Guide to the 

Words of My Perfect Teacher says that practitioners must see their teacher as 

a Buddha that is the dharmakāya:  

see him as the dharmakāya Buddha. If you are able to do so and 

pray to him thus with unwavering devotion, the wisdom of 

realization can arise in your mind without having to rely on any 

other factor as a path.368 

 

To see one’s teacher as a dharmakāya Buddha dissolves all barriers and 

completely merges a teacher as primordial wisdom. Practitioners who have 

such devotion to their teachers successfully train in creation stage practices 

by really seeing their teacher in this way. From this, practitioners then 

dissolve into that embodiment of dharmakāya and become the same. 

Devotion is necessary for practitioners to succeed in creation stage practice, 

which can span months and years.  

 Completion stage is the non-conceptual stage that follows creation 

stage. The Sanskrit term, niṣpanna, Jamön Kongtrul explains, means “that 

which is ultimately true, the natural state, or the true nature.”369 This stage of 

practice allows a practitioner to rest within that ultimately true natural state. 

 
368 Pelzang, 259.  

369 Kongtrul, 15.  
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A practitioner familiarizes with this state through creation stage practice but, 

as Jamgon Kongtrul says, incorporates mental images and effort to do so, 

therefore, the completion stage practice drops away that effort and thoughts 

so a practitioner rests in that state.370 The Treasury of Knowledge also 

describes the completion stage as “the nonconceptual yoga or the yoga of the 

natural state.”371  

Devotion plays an important role in this non-conceptual, non-efforting 

state in completion stage practice. As I show in chapter three, devotion may 

itself be a non-conceptual method. I suggest that devotion allows a 

practitioner to dissolve a sense of self and other during this stage because it 

is affective, a response that occurs in the body and is pre-cognitive. During 

creation stage practice, practitioners cultivate a sense of devotion to their 

teachers. Perhaps, there are no thoughts of devoting to a teacher but a 

physical felt-sense of devotion that is non-conceptual.  

 Longchenpa further goes on to state that eventually a Great 

Completeness practitioner dispels the use of creation and completion stages 

and enters a path that “goes beyond all mental constructs and 

conceptualization, and brings about the direct perception of utterly lucid 

 
370 Longchenpa claims that all of tantra is performed without effort yet still there is more effort 

than Dzogchen. 

371 Kongtrul, 15.  
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primordial wisdom.”372 However, before a practitioner can enter into this 

direct perception, she practices foundational practices that include creation 

and completion stages. In this way, tantra and its two stages of practice are 

invaluable for a Great Completeness practitioner. Devotion is crucial within 

both of these practices as it helps practitioners to connect during creation 

stage practice and dissolve in completion stage practice.   

 

Conclusion 

Tantra as its name suggests, focuses on a continuation of a particular 

type of awareness that does not change nor have a beginning or end, called 

primordial wisdom. Unfolding this primordial wisdom is not achieved 

through what Nyingma calls, “ordinary mind.” Tantra as a method or path 

then is the means to unfold to primordial wisdom, itself. Tantra’s methods of 

transmission and receptivity seek to dissolve a sense of subject and object 

for a practitioner. An ordinary mind cannot dissolve dualistic perceptions. 

For this reason, tantra’s transmission techniques: blessings, hearing, and 

empowerments integrate very conceptual frameworks like meditation 

instructions with felt-sense, non-verbal moments of exchange such as 

 
372 Rabjam, 347.  
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blessings, which occurs because there is devotion. The reception of blessings 

does not rely upon words but a receptivity of a practitioner.  

The primary way a practitioner develops along the most crucial 

trajectories of development – confidence, receptivity, etc. — requires 

devotion.  Devotion is an affective state, it is not a set of beliefs. Being 

devoted or receptive to tantric practices, as Khetsun Sangpo suggests, allows 

a tantric practitioner to hear, reflect, and meditate on the teachings. And with 

each of these stages, the process becomes more interior, more somaticized, 

more integrated. This process is supported by guru devotion because being 

receptive to a qualified teacher allows a practitioner to open up to a 

relationship where a practitioner begins to emulate the qualities she sees 

through the teacher as her own. This relationship is then brought into a 

practitioner’s practice of guru yoga.  

As a practitioner begins foundational or tantric practices, she almost 

surely has some receptivity to the lineage, her root teacher, and practices but 

continues to practice in this vein so she is able to inculcate “more” 

receptivity and openness at every stage of the path. This process occurs 

through practices that physical engage a practitioner wholistically such as 

creation and completion stage practices that incorporate guru yoga and 

subtle body practices. These practices blend conceptual and non-conceptual 
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frameworks together so a practitioner transitions through practices, which 

lead to recognizing, familiarizing, and stabilizing with a non-conceptual 

experience that is understood.  

A practitioner who continuously practices is able to develop three 

types of confidences, which Longchenpa describes as: 

Given that the view, naturally occurring timeless awareness, is one of 

timeless freedom, there is the confidence that exertion is not 

necessary. Given that awareness’s own manifestations are the objects 

of timeless awareness, clearly apparent as the kāyas and timeless 

awareness, there is the confidence that pure realms of experience need 

not be achieved elsewhere. And given that there is freedom from hope 

and fear, from acceptance and rejection, with respect to nirvana and 

samsara, there is the confidence based on having decided that 

Buddhahood is not something to be achieved elsewhere.373 

 

The crucial pivot that Longchenpa describes is that a practitioner gains 

confidence that primordial wisdom cannot be sought elsewhere nor requires 

effort. This is at the core of atiyoga, practices, which David Germano 

suggests was, historically, a third or Great Perfection stage following two 

stages being the “generation mode (bskyed pa’i tshul) and the perfection 

mode (rdzogs pa’i tshul). Germano describes this a third stage as a “radical 

deconstruction of complex deity-yoga centered tantric contemplation that 

tends to aestheticize the cruder aspects of tantric focus on sexuality, violence 

and death, while contemplatively favoring either strict non-conceptual states, 

 
373 Rabjam, Treasury of Philosophical Systems, 362.  
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simple visualizations or imaginal processes that are centered around more 

spontaneous image flow.”374  

The earliest phase of 1) visual encounters with the Buddha are 

eventually formalized and extended in the “generation stage” 

practice of ritually fabricating a new divine body for oneself in 

deity yoga; the later phases of 2) deepening that fabrication 

through an instantiation of the Buddha’s interior reality via 

subtle body praxis are known as the “perfection stage”; and the 

return to 3) a naturalistic rejection or transformation of all such 

praxis in preference for a celebration of the mute, ineffable 

divinity of the body’s ordinary reality came to be known most 

commonly as the Great Perfection or the Great Seal (phyag 

rgya chen po, mahāmudrā).375 

 

The first two stages of creation and completion incorporate effort and 

conceptual frameworks in contrast to the Great Completeness practices of 

breakthrough and soaring on.  

These two types of practices do not engage in effort, therefore, any 

transformation processes that need to occur for a practitioner necessarily 

occurs before she arrives to these practices. As Germano’s description of 

breakthrough practices suggests, a practitioner lets-go and rests in 

spontaneity that is akin to descriptions of emptiness (śunyata, stong pa nyid), 

which is defined by Prāsaṇgika-Madhyamaka philosophical systems. This 

type of emptiness, which is defined in the following chapter does not 

 
374 David Germano, The Shifting Terrain of the Tantric Bodies of Buddhas and Buddhists from an 
Atiyoga Perspective, n.p., n.d., 52.  

375 Ibid, 52. 
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incorporate conceptual frameworks, including perceiving subject and object. 

One is able to rest and open into spontaneous, emptiness that is the 

dharmakāya. 

 In order to arrive to these practices, a practitioner dissolves the 

boundaries of subject and object through tantric methods and techniques, 

which is achieved through inculcating guru devotion in creation and 

completion stage practices that incorporate pure perception and the subtle 

body so that this practitioner gains the three types of confidences which 

assure her that Buddha-hood is not sought elsewhere.  
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Chapter Five: Devotion in Great Completeness 

“Homage to Glorious Samantabhadra!”376 

 

 Longchen Rabjam expresses his devotion to Samantabhadra in the 

beginning of several texts including The Precious Treasury of The Basic 

Space of Phenomena, and its commentary, A Treasure Trove of Scriptural 

Transmission and also in his Precious Treasury of The Way of Abiding. 

From The Precious Treasury of The Basic Space of Phenomena: 

Homage to all the vast hosts of victorious ones! I pay homage 

to the original protector, Samantabhadra – flawless and totally 

pure like space, the deity of the kāyas and timeless awareness, 

which do not come together or separate, the glory of both 

conditioned existence and the peace of nirvana.377 

 

Longchenpa is paying his respect and expressing his devotion to all the 

Buddhas (victorious ones) and to Samantabhadra. He also defines who and 

what Samantabhadra is by explaining that Samantabhadra is: deity of the 

kāyas and primordial wisdom. Lastly, he demonstrates that Samantabhadra 

is the source of all suffering (conditioned existence) and peace. In this way, 

Longchenpa also expresses his devotion to what embodies space and 

wisdom, which encompasses all experiences of pain and cessation of that 

 
376 Longchen Rabjam, The Precious Treasury of The Basic Space of Phenomena, Trans. by 

Richard Barron, Junction City: Padma Publishing, 2001, 3. dpal kun tu bzang po la phyag ‘tshal 
lo 

377 Rabjam, TBS 3. 
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pain. The relationship between Longchenpa and Samantabhadra may be 

initially overlooked in this passage unless one understands how Longchenpa 

views his relationship with Samantabhadra.  

 Longchenpa, as a Great Completeness lineage holder, accepts the 

view that Samantabhadra as an embodiment of space and wisdom are not 

separate from himself. Knowing this, Longchenpa’s devotion for 

Samantabhadra also is reflexive. Even though Longchenpa holds this view 

that nothing is separate from space and wisdom, he continues to express his 

devotion to Samantabhadra rather than to his own person. This expression of 

devotion approaches a koan for Great Completeness, how can there be 

devotion to something if Great Completeness defines reality to be a non-

dualistic expression? In other words, Longchenpa paying homage to 

Samantabhadra comes across as a dualistic experience: the author offers his 

respect to someone else.  

 This chapter explores how devotion operates in a Great Completeness 

context by exploring Longchenpa’s devotion to Samantabhadra coupled with 

other homages juxtaposed with Samantabhadra. These homage verses 

describe Samantabhadra and provide context to the Great Completeness 

view. Longchenpa’s devotion to Samantabhadra is an expression of non-dual 

devotion that seems antithetical to devotion. Firstly, I show that the view of 
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Great Completeness is non-dual and that this non-duality is a lack of 

separation between a particular type of wisdom (ye shes) or awareness (rig 

pa) and space (dbyings) and seemingly external phenomena (chos). I do this 

through showing some basic points between Prasangika-Madhyamaka and 

Great Completeness and elaborate a few points from the Great Completeness 

as Longchenpa and Jigme Lingpa. Secondly, I explore the question, who is 

Samantabhadra. This shows the significance of devotion from a Great 

Completeness perspective. Finally, through understanding the view in Great 

Completeness and the embodiment of Samantabhadra, I present that 

Longchenpa’s devotion to Samantabhadra is non-dualistic where 

Longchenpa does not experience or perceive Samantabhadra and his 

devotion to Samantabhadra as separate. In this way, we can understand 

devotion in Great Completeness.  

The View 

 The view (lta ba) is one of three components in traditional Buddhist 

categories: view (lta ba), meditation (sgom pa), and conduct (spyod pa), and 

refers to a particular perspective. View recognizes the two truths, ultimate 

and relative, are inseparable. Ultimate truth (don dam bden pa), for 

Longchenpa is basic space (dbyings), which is pure in its essence. He also 

says “it is in essence a freedom from dualistic elaboration, it cannot be 
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understood by means of anything other than itself.”378 Longchenpa says that 

“relative truth (kun rdzob bden pa) is characterized by the manifestation of 

dualistic perception and the elaboration it entails.”379 Perception of ultimate 

truth or relative truth depends upon a non-dualistic experience or non-

dualistic perception. For Great Completeness, the ultimate truth expresses 

how phenomena actually abide (gnas lugs) and manifest from the ground, 

whereas relative truth is understood as a “mis-recognition” of phenomena.  

This mis-recognition means that a confused individual perceives 

appearances as separate and dualistic from the awareness that perceives 

these appearances.  The Great Completeness recognize that appearances are 

not separate from awareness that perceives them.  

 Longchenpa defines ultimate truth for the Heart Essence, Vast 

Expanse literature as: 

As for the primordial ground of being - naturally occurring 

timeless awareness (primordial wisdom) itself, not subject to 

restrictions or extremes - its essence is empty, like space; its 

nature is lucid, like the sun and moon; its responsiveness is 

pervasive, like their light. These three aspects are essentially 

inseparable, abiding constantly as the nature of the three Kāyas 

and timeless awareness within basic space, which is without 

transition or change. This primordial ground, embodying the 

very heart of dharmakāya, sambhogakāya, and nirmanakāya - in 

that its essence is empty, its nature lucid, and its responsiveness 

pervasive - is not anything whatsoever that pertains to either 

 
378 Rabjam, TPS, 114 – 115. 

379 Ibid, 2007, 115. 
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samsara or nirvana. Yet from the standpoint of its providing an 

open dimension in which these can occur, it is referred to as 

“basic space, supremely and completely pure by its very 

nature.380   

 

Longchenpa equates several descriptors of ultimate truth within this passage. 

For one, he defines that the ground (bzhi) is the basis of everything else and 

brings together elements that define that it. It is crucial to note that the 

ground includes a particular type of awareness, primordial wisdom. 

Primordial wisdom is understood by Longchenpa to be free of characteristics 

such as “existence” and “non-existence.” Secondly, this ground has specific 

qualities that exempt it from being a void or ‘something.’ Lastly, this ground 

also contains the three bodies (sku gsum): dharmakāya (chos sku), 

saṃbhogakāya (klongs sku), and nirmāṇkāya (sprul sku) which extend into 

other frameworks that are often implemented throughout Great 

Completeness philosophy and literature.  

 The Tibetan Treasury Dictionary defines ground as, “the cause or 

seed of everything else (rgyu dang sa bon).”381 In his commentary on The 

Treasury of Precious Qualities, the First Dodrupchen states that this ground 

 
380 Ibid, 2007, 340.  

381 The Treasury of Tibetan Words. 2417. 
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transcends all limits of existence and non-existence.382 Even though the term 

translates as ground, which conjures a thought of place in space and time, 

the First Dodrupchen’s explanation of ground in this context goes beyond 

positing a place or limited area of any kind. From this context, ground must 

be understood as something that cannot be pinpointed as being something or 

not being something.   

 Longchenpa’s earlier quote does include a description of the ground 

as being primordial wisdom. Primordial wisdom or self-arising wisdom 

(rang ‘byung kyi ye shes),383 as described by Longchenpa in his Precious 

Treasury of Philosophical Systems:  

The basis of the classification is simply the timeless awareness 

of buddhahood. What I am classifying is, in essence, the 

knowledge of reality just as it is and the knowledge of things in 

their multiplicity… In some source texts, this knowledge is 

termed “timeless awareness as the basic space of phenomena.384  

 

Primordial wisdom refers to the way in which a buddha or awakened-one 

engages in, experiences, and knows her reality. This way of knowing is in 

accord with the way that phenomena abide, as understood by Buddhist 

epistemological frameworks, and references back to ultimate truth. A 

 
382 dang po ni yod med kyi mtha’ las ‘das pas gzhi in Chapter 10: rang bzhin rdzogs pa chen po 
bstan pa of yon tan mdzod rtsa ‘grel, ‘jigs med gling bas rtsa ba dang rdo grub gyis ‘grel ba 

mdzad. Si khron mi rigs dpe sgrun khang, TBRC: W3CN4310-I3CN4328-1-660 

383 Rabjam, TPS, 364.4.  

384 Rabjam, 221.  
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Buddha knows ultimate truth, the way phenomena abide, through perceiving 

this reality directly. Great Completeness bases its definition of primordial 

wisdom and ultimate truth from the Indian Buddhist philosophical school 

called the Prasaṇgika-Madhyamaka.  

The Nyingma tradition follows the philosophical discourse of one of 

the two primary Indian Mahāyāna traditions, the Prasaṇgika-Madhyamaka, 

which Dorji Wangchuk designates as the Mañjusrimītra and Nagārguna, 

‘negative-intellectual’ school.385 The Prajñāpāramitā-Madhyamaka view is 

that phenomena do not inherently existence. This means that there is no 

actual object that substantially exists. The breakdown of objects are ‘self of 

persons’ and ‘self of phenomena.’ Jeffrey Hopkins explains, “the subtle self 

that is negated in the Prāsaṅgika view of selflessness implies an independent 

entity; thus, all these terms are opposites of dependent-arising.”386 All 

phenomena for Prāsaṅgika, are dependent arisings since all arise in 

dependence of either on their causes, parts, or the consciousness that 

perceives them. For example, the color of a table arises in dependence upon 

an eye consciousness that perceives it and on causes and conditions, etc. The 

eye consciousness and the color of the table do not substantially exist. In this 

 
385 Wangchuk, 170.  

386 Jeffrey Hopkins, Meditation on Emptiness, Edited by Elizabeth Napper, Boston: Wisdom 

Publications, 1996, 37.  
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way, phenomena are empty of a self, which then the Prāsaṅgika-

Madhyamaka coins the term, ‘emptiness’ (Skt. śunyatā, Tib. stong pa nyid).  

Emptiness of phenomena is a mere absence of inherent existence for 

the Prāsaṅgika -Madhyamaka tradition. In this way, followers do not assert 

anything other than that absence and establish emptiness of phenomena 

through non-affirming negations. Non-affirming negations are syllogistic 

statements that deny an opponent’s position but also does not assert another 

point in its place. For example, “The self of person does not exist.” Here, the 

‘self’ is negated as an existent and nothing is implied to replace that self. 

Non-affirming negation is crucial for the Prāsaṅgika -Madhyamaka tradition 

because it is the method in which a meditator advances towards liberation. 

And to tie this back into Longchenpa’s definitions of the two truths, he 

explains this emptiness to be basic space.  

The emptiness of self is something that is anticipated to be realized 

and not just conceptually understood for the Prāsaṅgika -Madhyamaka. 

According to sūtra style discourse, emptiness realized in meditative 

equipoise (ting gnas ‘dzin) is when a meditator sits in the union of calm 

abiding (zhi gnas) and special insight (lha thong) and is in a non-conceptual, 

non-dualist state. Longchenpa explains that:  

in the state of meditative equipoise experienced by one who has 

attained a spiritual level or on the level of buddhahood, no 
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dualistic manifestation whatsoever of the knowable can be 

established - no dualism of object and perceiver of the object 

(that is, what is known and what knows it)… The realization 

that the true nature of phenomena is timeless awareness, which 

is indescribable, inconceivable, and inexpressible, is termed by 

the Prāsaṅgika’s ‘the unconfused and authentic state of 

mind’.387  

 

The Nyingma tradition gives descriptors to this meditative equipoise. 

Primordial wisdom perceives the true nature of phenomena in a non-

dualistic, nonconceptual experience.   

So while the Nyingma Great Completeness tradition is similar to 

Prāsaṅgika-Madhyamaka, the tradition incorporates its own interpretations 

of Prāsaṅgika -Madhyamaka or Prajñāpāramitā-Madhyamaka. Longchen 

Rabjam explains: 

Dzogpa Chenpo’s view of freedom from extremes is similar to 

Prasangika-Madhyamaka’s for the most part. [The main 

difference is that] the important basic view of Madhyamaka is 

of a space-like empty aspect, while the principal basic view [of 

Great Completeness Chenpo] is of primordially pure and naked 

intrinsic awareness, which is ineffable and unceasing. 

According to Dzogpa Chenpo, intrinsic awareness and 

everything that arises within it are free from all extremes like 

the [nonexistence of] limits to space.388 

 

Simply, both Great Completeness and Prāsaṅgika-Madhyamaka understand 

that phenomena are empty of inherent existence. Longchenpa’s 

 
387 Rabjam, 112.  

388 Rabjam, A Treasure Trove of Scriptural Transmission: A Commentary on The Precious 
Treasury of the Basic Space of Phenomena, Trans. by Richard Barron, Junction City: Padma 

Publishing, 2001, X.  
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interpretation of meditative equipoise, not a mere negation, demonstrates the 

differences between Prāsaṅgika and Great Completeness views, “and for 

someone who has attained a spiritual level, there is primordial wisdom as the 

state of meditative equipoise, as well as those post meditation experiences of 

profound insight that are essentially identical to that state.”389 Here we see 

that Longchenpa describes the spiritual level of meditative equipoise as 

primordial wisdom whereas Prāsaṅgika describes that state as perceiving 

emptiness.  

Longchenpa’s description of meditative equipoise and ultimate truth 

create space for a variety of qualities of primordial wisdom. As primordial 

wisdom is mind, not ordinary mind, other characteristics, such as 

descriptions of essence, nature, and responsiveness, are valid, nonconceptual 

experiences that might also occur during meditative equipoise.390 

Understanding that meditative equipoise may include other characteristics, 

we begin to see how nudging ordinary mind towards nonconceptual 

experience might look. In this case, devotional affect, which reflects 

 
389 Rabjam, 115.  

390 I am making this deduction. Meditative equipoise when a wisdom mind directly perceives 

emptinesses, non-conceptually, that experience may also entail the essence is empty, the nature is 

luminous and compassion is all-pervasive. More research is needed to draw definitive 

conclusions on the similiarites between meditative equipoise and primordial wisdom as described 

by Longchenpa.  
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characteristics of responsiveness, might create a bridge for a practitioner to 

cross over and recognize her primordial wisdom.   

 While Prāsaṅgika focuses on the empty aspect, Great Completeness, 

like tantra more generally, emphasizes that while appearances are empty, 

they also appear. Additionally, basic space is suffused with primordial 

wisdom and the three bodies (kāyas). The Third Dodrupchen (1865 - 1926) 

states:  

Chöying Dzöd and other Dzogpa Chenpo sources praise the 

view of Prāsaṅgika -Madhyamaka. So Dzogpa Chenpo is in 

accord with Prāsaṅgika regarding the definition of the limits to 

the object-of-negation (dgag bay’s mtshams ‘dzin). 

 

However, in Prāsaṅgika - having separated the aspects (ldog 

cha’) of appearances and emptiness by distinguishing the 

particularities (spu ris) of each or by separating the emptiness 

aspect [from the apparent aspect] - one apprehends the aspect of 

emptiness that is a non-affirming negation (med dgag). This is a 

method of maintaining [the view] using concepts. It also asserts 

that after conceptually distinguishing between them and gaining 

experiences [of it] in meditation, one attains what is called ‘the 

fruition of the blissful, clear, and non-conceptual intellect.’ 

 

Dzogpa Chenpo, on the other hand, solely maintains intrinsic 

awareness (rig pa) [the true nature of mind] and uses it as the 

path. It does not employ concepts (rtog pa), since concepts [are 

the province of] mind (sems), and Dzogpa Chenpo involves 

meditation [on intrinsic awareness after] distinguishing mind 

from intrinsic awareness.391 

 

 
391 Rabjam, 2001 TTST, X.  
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 In the broader context, tantra’s incorporation of pure appearance 

especially regarding the teacher works with the Prāsaṅgika-Madhyamaka’s 

view that all phenomena, including persons, are empty of inherent existence. 

The physical teacher is a meditative object, which the student focuses on and 

integrates various meditational methods to eventually realize pure 

appearance of all objects.  

Those of the mantra approach realize the indivisible truth that abides 

primordially as the nature of deity and mantra. They train in 

experiencing the innate purity of things on the relative level - being 

mere emanations, apparent yet nonexistent - as the deity. In addition, 

they realize that this relative level and ultimate reality - the timeless 

non duality of basic space and timeless awareness - are primordially 

inseparable in the context in which they have no finite essence.392  

 

Guru yoga is a medium whereby a practitioner perceives her teacher as a 

deity, such as Padmasambhava, Yeshe Tsogyal, Green Tārā, or Vajrasattva, 

as a way to practicing perceiving pure appearance, which is then transposed 

and integrated in perceiving all phenomena, including oneself, as pure 

appearances.  

  Primordial wisdom is a special awareness in that it is non-conceptual 

(rtog med) and non-mistaken (ma ‘khrul pa). Longchenpa, in Treasury of 

Philosophical Systems, also says that primordial wisdom can only be 

realized by itself. Other types of non-conceptual, ordinary mind engage in a 

 
392 Rabjam, 243. 
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mind with an object. There is still a dualistic quality. A mind perceives 

something other albeit, directly without word or thought but there is a sense 

of separation. Wisdom is non-conceptual in that it “is a knower which is free 

from being a determinative knower that apprehends a sound generality and a 

meaning generality as suitable to be mixed.”393 Meaning that wisdom 

directly engages with its object.394 Secondly, wisdom is non-mistaken, which 

means that, “it is a knower that is not mistaken with regard to its appearing 

object.”395 Wisdom knows without conceptual thought and correctly knows 

what it perceives. Again, primordial wisdom directly perceives itself.  

 Longchenpa also describes the ground and timeless awareness to the 

basic space of phenomena (chos dbyings). The basic space of phenomena is 

defined as “the final root or base of phenomena,”396 meaning that everything 

we know and experience originates from our primordial wisdom.  In 

Treasury Trove of Scriptural Transmission, a commentary on Longchenpa’s 

Treasury of Basic Space, he writes, “the basic space of phenomena - 

naturally occurring timeless awareness, totally pure by nature - is mind 

 
393 Elizabeth Napper, Mind in Tibetan Buddhism, Ithaca: Snow Lion Publication, 1980, 132.  

394 Wisdom does not operate within a subject-object relationship but to understand how it is non-

conceptual, I choose to explain that it engages with its “object” directly as a direct perceiver does.  

395 Napper, 134.  

396 Sgom sde tshig mdzod chen mo, 448.  
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itself.”397 Longchenpa equates ultimate truth with the basic space of 

phenomena in Philosophical Systems: 

Ultimate truth, the basic space of phenomena… is freedom 

from conceptual elaboration, because it is not the province of 

ordinary consciousness, which entail conceptual frameworks. 

Furthermore, it is realized through timeless awareness, in a way 

that involves no such elaboration.398 

 

Basic space of phenomena is suffused with primordial wisdom. This basic 

space, ultimate truth is also known by a Buddha yet this knowing is free 

from dualistic, subject-object, perception.   

 Aspects of the Ground: Essence, Nature, Responsiveness 

 The Heart Essence, Vast Expanse tradition refers to three aspects 

when it discusses the ground. These three aspects are essence (ngo bo), 

nature (rang bzhin), and responsiveness (thugs rje). Jigme Lingpa following 

Longchenpa and the Great Completeness tradition describes the essence as 

empty, the nature as luminous, and the responsiveness as (often described as 

all-pervasive) unceasing radiance (gdangs ), (sems nyid ngo bo stong rang 

bzhin gsal thugs rje’i gdangs ‘gag med chen po’i gnas lugs nyag gcig ste 

ngo shes par gyis shig).399  This trope traces back to the early Dzogchen 

tantras as well as the All-Creating Majesty. 

 
397 Rabjam, TTST, 5. 

398 Rabjam, TPS, 118 - 119.  

399 Rab tu spros med kyi dbang chog ‘od kyi dra ba, in gdams ngag mdzod, Delhi: Shechen 

Publications, 1999, 275.  
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 The ground being empty of an essence reflects the Indian 

Madhyamaka tradition (dbu ma) non-asserting negation against earlier 

Indian traditions that phenomena have an essence that exists, which they call 

ātman (bdag pa).  

 In Treasury of Philosophical Systems, Longchenpa touts the 

Prāsaṅgika-Madhyamaka view as, “the most sublimely profound secret 

found in the teachings of the Sage.”400 He also describes the Prāsaṅgika 

Madhyamaka view of ultimate truth as:  

The following is the position held by Chandrakirti (the most 

excellent student of the master Nagarjuna), who upheld the 

ultimate and definitive view, and by his followers: In the state 

of meditative equipoise experienced by one who has attained a 

spiritual level or on the level of buddhahood, no dualistic 

manifestation whatsoever of the knowable can be established - 

no dualism of object and perceiver of the object (that is, what is 

known and what knows it). Thus, even the involvement of 

timeless awareness as the perceiver of some object has 

subsided. In these contexts, all involvement of ordinary mind 

and mental states has been interrupted. The realization that the 

true nature of phenomena is timeless awareness (ye shes), 

which is indescribable, inconceivable, and inexpressible, is 

termed by the Prāsaṅgikas “the unconfused and authentic state 

of mind.”401 

 

This description of ultimate truth explains that within this experience, i.e., 

knowing the ultimate, there is no separation or dualistic experience of a 

 
400 Rabjam, TPS, 99. 

401 Ibid, 112.  
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subject perceiving an object. Within meditative equipoise, a practitioner 

opens her experience into wisdom. This wisdom, as stated earlier, does not 

see objects but experiences all aspects of reality as dimensions rather than 

“cup,” “table,” and “blue.” A common metaphor to explain how wisdom 

engages in reality is a net that has jewels that sparkle at each knot. And each 

reflects all the others. The entire net is one piece but the jewels that shine 

illuminate that there is luminosity to that net. In the same way, wisdom 

experiences reality with luminosity within a non-conceptual, non-dual 

experience. This is also to say that wisdom is not separate from that reality 

either, wisdom experiences itself without separation from reality. Devotion 

is never separate from primordial wisdom.  

 Following after the Prāsaṅgika-Madhyamaka methods of negating the 

true or inherent existence of a self, ultimate truth is beyond existence, non-

existence, both existence and non-existence, and neither existence or non-

existence. It is inexpressible in that descriptions of reality necessarily 

superimpose a dualistic manifestation. Since phenomena, in this meditative 

equipoise and therefore, ultimate truth, are beyond dualistic manifestation 

and dualistic expression, ultimate truth is empty of an essence.402  

 
402 More broadly, there is no findable or observable self or true nature/essence in this meditative 

equipoise. Prasaṇgika Madhyamaka refutes the self through non-asserting negation where they do 

not posit any view whatsoever but refute any view that is imposed upon the essence of 

phenomena. This leaves their opponent with a response that is speechless and non-conceptual 
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 The nature is characterized by the Tibetan term, gsal, which is 

interpreted as “clear,” “luminous,” “bright,” or “effulgence.” Longchenpa 

writes in Treasury of Philosophical Systems that, “its nature is lucid, like the 

sun and moon.”403 The nature of the basis is described as light and balances 

out descriptions of the essence, which is emptiness. The combination of an 

empty essence and a luminous nature maintains that the Great Completeness 

descriptions of the ground do not fall into nihilism or eternalism but rather a 

paradoxical relationship that accounts for there not being any concrete 

permanent, singular, independent partless particle or that there is an eternal 

‘something’ that exists. Descriptions of luminous or lucid nature are 

discussed by the Nyingma tradition as being the aspect that illuminates 

appearances.  

 Luminosity allows for appearances to arise within this schema. The 

Treasury of the Supreme Vehicle (Theg mchog rin po che’i mdzod) states 

that, “as its nature is clarity, it has never abandoned the self-nature of 

appearances of primordial glow,” and later referring to the basis as “the 

 
because there are no terms or expressions that qualify ultimate truth. As soon as an opponent 

articulates qualities of the essence of phenomena, Prasaṇgika Madhyamaka refutes these 

expressions, thereby leaving the essence of phenomena to be inexpressible. The experience within 

meditative equipoise that is attained through the last moment of calm-abiding (zhi gnas) and 

special insight (lha mthong) is when Prasaṇgika Madhyamaka asserts that a practitioner realizes 

the emptiness of phenomena.  

403 Rabjam, TPS 340.  
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spontaneously arisen primordial wisdom…it is ceaseless appearances, as it is 

clarity in its nature.”404 These ceaseless appearances arise as either 

unenlightenement or ignorance (ma rig pa) or as enlightenment thereby 

including all appearances that are known by an unenlightened individual or a 

Buddha.  

 The third characteristic, thugs rje, refers to how there is movement or 

energy. This energy, what I am calling responsiveness, is ceaseless in that it 

continuously radiates outwards as compassion. There is a ceaseless radiation 

of compassion.  

 Longchen Rabjam explains that in the Great Completeness, 

responsiveness differs from dualistic concepts in his Treasure Trove of 

Scriptural Transmission:  

Awareness expresses itself through its dynamic energy as 

consciousness that involves conceptual elaboration, marked by 

the myriad dualistic habitual patterns that such consciousness 

generates. Since what are not objects are misconstrued as 

objects, there are the five kinds of sense objects, and since what 

has no identity is invested with identity, there are the five 

afflictive emotions.405  

 

 
404 Thondup, 58. 

405 Rabjam, TTST, 113.  
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Dynamic energy in this passage, is understood to be constant and always 

present but is not recognized through a consciousness that engages in 

conceptual thought. Longchenpa later explains:  

When sense objects manifest in light of awareness, like 

reflections in a mirror, the knowing quality in all its pristine 

nakedness, which does not proliferate as ordinary thinking, is 

called, “dynamic energy as the ground for the arising of 

responsiveness.”406 

 

The transformation occurs when this particular awareness is recognized. 

Otherwise, dualistic subject-object engagement, which leads to afflictive 

emotions and karma, ensue. On one hand, this switch is perceptual meaning 

that a mind that rests in a non-dual state may experience this awareness and 

dynamic energy. On the other hand, there is also an affective quality to this 

shift, which may be explained through understanding responsiveness.  

 Thugs rje consists of two words, thugs meaning “mind” and rje 

meaning “having complete control over something.” In this context, thugs 

rje means “being in control of mind.” In relationship to Longchen Rabjam’s 

description of thugs rje as the dynamic energy, it refers to this awareness 

that is free from dualistic elaboration and thus afflictive emotions. Thugs rje 

holds other meanings as well.407    

 
406 Ibid, 114.  

407 The Treasury of Tibetan Words also defines thugs rje as snying rje. Snying rje is defined as, 1) 

“one of the four levels of brahmā-vihāras,” 2) “those sentient beings who are troubled by 

suffering caused by illness and other ailments do not experience that [suffering] when they are 
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While being empty of an essence, Longchen Rabjam also asserts that 

the ground or basis is luminous in nature. By being luminous in nature, the 

ground also has the quality that speaks to appearances arising. These 

appearances are perceived by all beings either as enlightened or 

unenlightened depending on whether or not the individual is a Buddha or 

not. Additionally, this provides the pivot upon which an individual is able to 

transcend suffering. Knowing that this pivot hinges on how one perceives 

appearances may cultivate faith and confidence on the path. One understands 

how she is capable of becoming a Buddha.  

 Lastly, there is an energy of responsiveness that is unceasing 

compassion. This unceasing compassion reflects but is also distinguished 

from Sūtra Mahāyāna perspectives that compassion necessarily arises 

through realizing primordial wisdom. As Longchen Rabjam states in the 

Treasury of the Supreme Vehicle, “since its compassion [power] is intrinsic 

awareness, it is present as the ceaseless basis of the arising of knowledge 

(mkhyen pa) as the primordial wisdom.408  

 
free from suffering is the antidote to a mind complete with malice.”407 Commonly translated as 

“compassion,” snying rje is understood to be an aspiration that all beings be free from suffering. 

This aspiration intones a quality of affect as it relates back to the Sanskrit term karuṇā, 

“mournful, miserable, lamenting.”407 Returning back to thugs rje as an expressive energy that 

refers to an awareness that lacks dualistic thought, which also entails that this compassion that all 

sentient beings is non-referential because there is no idea or thought that there are sentient beings 

to perceive. 

408 Rabjam, TTST 57.  
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 Empty in essence, luminous in nature, and ceaseless compassion sets a 

practitioner in a direction where she is able to touch back into this state or 

experience. Invoking this state is accomplished in many ways in the Great 

Completeness tradition, one of which being an affective nudge that creates a 

moment when a practitioner re-recognizes this ground.  

The ground as Primordial Wisdom409  

 Longchenpa states that the ground (gzhi) is the “ultimate ground of all 

experience, the basic space of phenomena that is utterly lucid by its very 

nature, “buddha nature.”410 The ground  is also primordial wisdom.411 The 

juxtaposition of these two definitions demonstrate that this awareness is 

found within all beings, ordinary who experience suffering and Buddhas.  

 The ground is a gnostic or awareness orientation in that there is no 

experience without awareness. Longchen Rabjam describes: 

In the Mind Class, it is held that even though things manifest in 

all their variety, nothing goes beyond being solely the display 

of mind itself, (sems nyid)  just as various colors, like white and 

red, can arise on the single surface of a mirror. Because things 

that arise in all their variety are manifestations of mind, it is 

asserted that they cannot be found to exist in actuality, but are 

nondual with mind’s essence - utterly lucid mind itself, 

naturally occurring timeless awareness.412 

 

 
409 ye shes, Tib. Timeless awareness,  

410 Rabjam, TPS, 84. 

411 Ibid, 84. 

412 Ibid, 311.  
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 This type of awareness does not depend upon external phenomena but 

is always present whether the awareness is recognized as suffering or 

Buddhahood. “Atiyoga is the great perfection - that is, naturally occurring 

timeless awareness, free of elaboration, not subject to restrictions or 

extremes - and the pinnacle of all spiritual approaches, in that it is the total 

perfection of all that is meaningful in them.”413 This idea that primordial 

wisdom is free of elaboration and not subject to extremes means that there is 

no thought including, no thought that “primordial wisdom is something.”  

 The Nyingma tradition, by holding the view of men ngag de or 

Quintessential Instruction Class of Dzogchen teachings, explains that 

primordial wisdom is not defined through analysis such as “all phenomenal 

appearances are mind” or “apprehending phenomenal existents as ultimate 

nature.”414 Jigme Lingpa explains: 

According to [the Quintessential Instructions class] Men-ngag-

de, when the glow (gdangs) of originally pure essence (ngo bo), 

the great freedom from concepts and expressions, arises 

naturally through the door of spontaneously accomplished self-

appearances, there are no deviations and obscurations in the 

appearances of power (rtsal snang), and the appearances of 

phenomena are perfected in the ultimate nature of phenomena, 

free from elaborations.415 

 

 
413 Ibid, 309. 

414 Thondup, 48. Sem de and Long de hold these two views respectively.  

415 Ibid, 49.  
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Recognition of this primordial wisdom does not rely upon analysis or 

meditation techniques where a practitioner identifies something as 

something but that primordial wisdom dawns through an experience that 

does not require these methods.  

 The ground as primordial wisdom does not imply that all appearances 

are mind or appearances are ultimate nature but that the ground or ultimate 

reality references a gnostic quality in that knowing and one’s basic nature is 

primordial wisdom, an awareness that is free from elaboration, conceptions, 

and is empty in essence, clear in nature and engages in a ceaseless 

responsiveness, which is compassion. From this natural arising ground, 

everything else comes forward and is experienced by an individual 

according to the Great Completeness tradition, which upholds the 

quintessential instructions as superior. Guru devotion may be one 

manifestation of ceaseless responsiveness.   

 

 

Samantabhadra 

 

This [Samantabhadra] primordial guide manifests as the guru 

for all samsara and nirvana, ensuring the spontaneous 

accomplishment of noble enlightened activities. It is to this 

most perfect teacher - the timeless perfection of mastery and 

power as the sacred guide who demonstrates the path - that the 
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author pays “homage” with fervent faith and great devotion of 

body, speech, and mind.416 

 

Samantabhadra, (kun tu bzang po) in Tibetan, is painted in a human form 

who is blue-black in color, typically naked. This blue naked body 

symbolizes that Samantabhadra is the primordial Buddha, the source of 

enlightenment or dharmakāya (chos sku), truth body.417 He has one face, 

which represents the single ultimate reality of basic awareness, which cannot 

be defined as one or many.418 His two hands rest in meditation posture and 

express that Buddhas and ordinary beings are equal. He is also seated in 

vajra posture, cross-legged, symbolizing that primordial wisdom and 

responsive compassion are in union together.419 Iconography depicting 

Samantabhadra are not visual references to a specific Buddha or person but 

represents the ground, which is primordial wisdom, empty in essence, 

luminous in nature, and ceaseless responding compassion. Realizing 

Samantabhadra as the ground, as primordial wisdom, is the realization that is 

beyond all reference points.  

 
416 Rabjam, TTST 7.  

417 Samantabhadra in the Nyingma tradition is a Buddha Samantabhadra. There are other 

traditions that recognize another form of Samantabhadra, the bodhisattva Samantabhadra. 

However, in understanding that Great Completeness may reflect more Chan Buddhist influences 

than not, I am curious as to whether the incorporation of Samantabhadra in Great Completeness 

practices, especially atiyoga, actually reflect these non-tantric uses of Samantabhadra.  

418 Karl Brunnhölzl, trans., A Lullaby to Awaken the Heart: The Aspiration Prayer of 
Samantabhadra and Its Tibetan Commentaries, Somerville: Wisdom Publications, 2018, 21. 

419 Ibid, 21.  
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 Many images of Samantabhadra show the deity to be in sexual union 

with Samantabhadrī. Samantabhadrī is white and naked like Samantabhadra. 

Karl Brunnhölzl explains that “white here stands for the complete purity, 

transparency, non-solidity, and lack of characteristics of the primordial state, 

or emptiness.”420 She represents the open vast spaciousness that gives space 

to primordial wisdom, which is represented by Samantabhadra.  

 The union of Samantabhadra and Samantabhadrī represents the 

inseparability of primordial wisdom and basic space (dbyings) that is 

described through definitions of the ground mentioned earlier. As 

iconography, the two figures offer a reference point for an individual 

practicing Great Completeness. However, Samantabhadra and 

Samantabhadrī are not understood to represent something other than an 

individual’s own ground, which is described as having these same qualities 

as the pair. These qualities that are represented as Samantabhadra and 

Samantabhadrī also are depicted through a three-body trope called the sku 

gsum.  

 The three-body (sku gsum) trope: dharmakāya (chos sku), 

saṃbhogakāya (longs sku), and nirmāṇakāya (sprul sku) in the Nyingma 

tradition are dimensions of the ground. Longchen Rabjam cites the All-

 
420 Ibid, 21.  
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Creating Monarch (kun byed rgyal po) and defines the three bodies as 

“awakened mind” and “within awakened mind.” The three bodies as 

awakened mind then represent various aspects of awakened mind.  

 Dharmakāya, Buddhahood, is not other than mind in the All-Creating 

Monarch. As Buddhahood, the dharmakāya refers to the empty essence in 

the essence, nature, and responsiveness. Visual descriptions of the 

dharmakāya typically refer to it as a cloudless sky, as it is empty like space. 

From this perspective, the dharmakāya is like the space in which 

appearances arise.  

 Saṃbhogakāya refers to the “forms arising from mind”421 and nature 

as luminous. From the perspective of Buddhahood, all forms that arise from 

mind, an awakened mind, are deities and Buddha forms. Some descriptions 

of saṃbhogakāya mention that only other enlightened beings, buddhas and 

bodhisattvas, perceive saṃbhogakāya. Yet for Longchen Rabjam, 

saṃbhogakāya may refer to the potential of recognizing all appearances as 

deities and Buddhaforms. This potential relies upon a different vantage point 

of an individual. An individual who familiarizes with perceiving his teacher 

as a buddha, touches into this manifestation of dharmakāya. Devotion opens 

one into this experience.  

 
421 Rabjam, TPS 307.  
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 Nirmāṇakāya is said to be “the enactment of benefit for beings is 

ensured in no way other than through the emanations of awakened mind.”422 

This enactment of benefit for beings is also the responsiveness in essence, 

nature, and responsiveness, which is ceaseless and always engaging with 

others. Samantabhadra, as the energy is ceaseless responsiveness, is a 

constant outpouring of compassion.  

 These three bodies reflect enlightenment or attainment of Buddhahood 

and manifest in this state yet are always present according to Longchen 

Rabjam’s explanation between Buddhahood and ordinary states. In The 

Precious Treasury of Philosophical Systems:  

naturally occurring timeless awareness, is such that the supreme 

qualities of buddhahood are timelessly and spontaneously 

present. Thus, since the three Kāyas are present in their entirety 

as natural attributes, they need not be sought elsewhere. It can 

be shown that accomplishment is ensured when, without 

contrivance, one does not waver from the context of this very 

awareness, just as it is.423 

 

From the Great Completeness perspective, Buddhahood, the three bodies, 

and Samantabhadra are recognized through a ‘discovery’ model in that an 

individual does not strive or attain Buddha Nature qualities but simply needs 

to discover them through recognition. Samantabhadra then is this 

 
422 Ibid, 308.  

423 Ibid, 307.  
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recognition of Buddhahood in an individual rather than accomplishing 

specific traits from elsewhere. In this way, the three confidences and guru 

devotion are never outside or separate from primordial wisdom.424 These 

qualities aid one to discover one’s primordial wisdom through dissolving 

barriers to experiencing that wisdom. Initially there may be effort in 

cultivating these qualities but they lead towards a non-effort, natural way of 

Buddhahood.  

Embodiment of the Ground 

 Samantabhadra is an embodiment of the ground. Longchenpa ascribes 

qualities to Samantabhadra in his Treasure Trove of Scriptural 

Transmission: 

 

I pay homage to the original protector, Samantabhadra - 

flawless and totally pure like space, the deity of the Kāyas and 

timeless awareness, which do not come together or separate, the 

glory of both conditioned existence and the peace of nirvana.425  

 

And in his Treasury of Basic Space: 

 

Homage to Glorious Samantabhadra! Naturally occurring 

timeless awareness - utterly lucid awakened mind - is 

something marvelous and superb, primordially and 

spontaneously present. It is the treasury from which comes the 

universe of samsara and nirvana. Homage to that unwavering 

state, free of elaboration.426 

 
424 Neither is desire or hatred but some qualities are cultivated and others are renounced so one is 

able to recognize these other qualities.  

425 Rabjam, TTST, 3.  

426 Rabjam, TBS 3.  
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These descriptors of Samantabhadra reflect the Great Completeness view of 

the ground, which the practitioner has this type of awareness. 

Samantabhadra is pure like space as empty of an essence, clear in nature, 

and is primordial wisdom.  

 Additionally, Samantabhadra is the source of samsara and nirvana, 

which references how Great Completeness understands that the ground is the 

source of both. As Longchenpa describes that the ground is the source of 

suffering and nirvana: 

When in their confusion beings stray into the six states of 

existence, this confusion expresses itself as ordinary body, 

speech, and mind. But even though the timeless awareness 

expressed as enlightened form, speech, and mind is not 

apparent, this does not mean that it is not present… In the heart 

center - “the palace of the true nature of phenomena” - the 

essence of timeless awareness, naturally occurring and utterly 

lucid, is steadfastly present, together with a “retinue” - the vast 

scope of timeless awareness.427 

 

Samantabhadra as the source of both suffering and nirvana references that 

Samantabhadra is an individual’s primordial wisdom.  

 These correlations between Samantabhadra and Great Completeness’s 

descriptions on the view of the ground, which is primordial wisdom provide 

clarity that Longchen Rabjam pays homage in a way where Samantabhadra 

 
427 Rabjam, TPS, 341.  
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is an embodiment of Longchen Rabjams’s primordial wisdom. Longchen 

Rabjam’s devotion to Samantabhadra is reflexive.  

Devotion’s Role in Great Completeness 

 So far, I focus on how the Great Completeness view defines that there 

is a basis from which everything manifests, called the ground, and this 

ground is an awareness, primordial wisdom. Primordial wisdom, as the 

ground, consists of three crucial aspects: empty in essence, luminous in 

nature, and ceaseless outpouring compassion. Primordial wisdom is 

described with these three aspects as a means to define the ground without 

falling into extremes of being a void or being something. Primordial wisdom 

as the ground is a space where appearances are perceived in a way that is 

creative. Appearances can arise because there is this potentiality in an empty 

space.  

 Additionally, Samantabhadra embodies and is synonymous with 

primordial wisdom. In this way, we understand that Longchenpa, like the 

Great Completeness tradition overall, does not perceive Samantabhadra as a 

literal person or deity but is primordial wisdom itself. Samantabhadra is 

Longchenpa’s primordial wisdom, and Longchenpa’s recognition of 

Samantabhadra is his own realization of his primordial wisdom. When 
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Longchenpa pays homage to Samantabhadra, he is paying homage to his 

own special awareness.   

 The third element is devotion. Samantabhadra is not separate nor 

dualistic from his own primordial wisdom. He recognizes that 

Samantabhadra is primordial wisdom. Paying homage to Samantabhadra is 

paying homage to his own primordial wisdom.  

 Longchenpa also states in his Finding Comfort and Ease in the Nature 

of Mind (rdzogs pa chen po sems nyid ngal gso’i ‘grel ba shing rta chen po) 

that he has realized his own nature. Whether or not this realization is 

stabilized is beyond the scope of my research, however, Longchenpa does 

express that his “complete confidence in my realized nature”428 and “when 

one realizes the nature, one will attain confidence and will perfect realization 

totally in the changeless nature of space.”429 Confidence is one type of faith 

and relate-able to devotion. In this regard, recognition of primordial wisdom 

also incurs a confidence.  

 Confidence and faith in the purview of the ground, are components of 

the ceaseless compassion responsiveness. Longchenpa links these 

components together at the end of his Treasure Trove of Scriptural 

 
428 Thondup, 268.  

429 Ibid, 267.  
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Transmission when he exhorts, “In the blazing dynamic energy of devotion, 

timeless awareness born of realization will arise.”430 This quote alludes to 

how devotion and faith lead to realization. Touching into this affective 

disposition may help Longchenpa to access primordial wisdom. I say this 

because he mentions earlier in the same text, “even if you can’t unravel the 

enlightened intent of the words and their meanings, just as it is, if you have 

devotion, the timeless awareness of the lineage of blessings will be 

transmitted to you.”431 Longchenpa explains that devotional affect in general 

provides an opportunity for a practitioner to access primordial wisdom 

directly.  

 Devotion’s ability to access primordial wisdom may be why the 

Seventeen Tantras emphasize that good students possess the quality of faith 

and devotion. Longchenpa quotes three specific instances on this point from 

these seventeen tantras, one in the Naturally Arising Awareness (rig pa rang 

shar), the All-Creating Monarch (kun byed rgyal po), and in the root text of 

the seventeen tantras, the Reverberation of Sound (sgra thal ‘gyur). The 

Naturally Arising Awareness states that fortunate people [good students] 

“have strong faith, great diligence, and abundant wisdom, and are without 

 
430 Rabjam, TTST, 449.  

431 Ibid, 447.  
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clinging or attachment…purify their minds through devotion.”432 The All-

Creating Monarch states, “they have faith, great diligence, and compassion, 

and uphold samaya.”433 Lastly, the Reverberation of Sound says: 

Those who uphold view and meditation have most excellent 

faith and possess diligence. They are capable of being generous 

and have devotion for their gurus. They engage in uncontrived 

conduct, yet shun harmful actions. [146a] They do not vacillate, 

but are utterly stable.434  

 

Devotion clearly plays a pivotal role for a Great Completeness practitioner 

as Longchenpa cites these texts within his Treasure Trove of Scriptural 

Transmission, his commentary on Precious Treasury of the Dharmadhatū 

both of which focus entirely and famously on the view of Great 

Completeness.  

 These quotes also point to the type of devotion that is instilled in a 

Great Completeness practitioner. These students are devoted and “have 

wisdom,” “being without clinging or attachment,” and “engage in 

uncontrived conduct.”  Longchenpa is discussing practitioners who have 

some direct experience with primordial wisdom, whether it is through 

pointing out instructions (sems khrid) that introduce primordial wisdom 

directly in meditative or post-meditative states. In these contexts, Great 

 
432 Ibid, 306.  

433 Ibid, 307.  

434 Ibid, 309.  
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Completeness practitioners maintain devotional affect without a reference 

point.  

  Longchenpa discusses devotion and quotes throughout his Treasure 

Trove of Scriptural Transmission. Longchenpa’s devotion to Samantabhadra 

is itself a non-referential devotion because Longchenpa recognizes and 

realizes that Samantabhadra is primordial wisdom. Longchenpa does not 

experience conceptual thought that clings to subject and object. This non-

referential devotional affect is also similar to descriptions of the dynamic 

energy or responsiveness that are discussed through the responsive aspect of 

the ground.  

 Devotion is an entry point into which one may experience primordial 

wisdom. Several biographical narratives throughout this work show how 

Longchenpa, Jigme Lingpa, and Jigme Nyuku have a deep sense of devotion 

which sparks another type of non-dual experience. There seems to be a 

significant link between these two moments. From this path perspective, 

cultivating devotion through various methods like refuge, bodhicitta, and 

guru yoga create a recognition of devotion for a practitioner. This devotion 

develops and strengthens throughout the course on the path. While these 

encounters of devotion are referential, meaning that the practitioner’s 
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devotion is pointed towards something, it does allow a recognition of 

devotion with an object that points towards primordial wisdom.  

The question regarding whether there is or can be any devotion during 

a direct experience of primordial wisdom still remains. Since primordial 

wisdom is described as unmediated, it is difficult to say if one has devotion 

in that experience. So far, I have not heard descriptions of devotion but 

curious if the descriptions of responsiveness as a quality of reality is close to 

devotion. This is something that requires more research in understanding 

primordial wisdom.   

 Biographies of Great Completeness masters demonstrate this process 

clearly. Many of their narratives have a particular framework in that the 

master is bereft and misses his teacher. This sadness sparks a non-conceptual 

experience, and then the practitioner sits in meditative equipoise for a long 

period of time. Jigmé Gyalwa’i Nyuku (‘jigs med rgyal ba’i myu gu, 1765-

1842), student of Jigmé Lingpa, demonstrates how devotional affect sparks 

him into realization: 

In this lineage, through devotion to the master one attains the 

realization. The way of having a teacher is not politeness, but 

devotion. Guru yoga is not prayers, but devotion. Once, Jigmed 

Gyalwa’i Nyuku was practicing meditation for many years at 

Tsari with intensive asceticisim and hardship. One day he went 

out of the cave into the sunlight. He looked in the direction of 

Lhasa, and a strong recollection of his root master [Jigmed 

Lingpa] and of the lineal teachers arose in his mind. He prayed 
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to them with strong devotion. For a while it was as if he had 

become unconscious. When he regained consciousness, he 

found that there was nothing to view or meditate upon, as all 

the apprehensions of attending to meditation had dissolved into 

the ultimate sphere. He had [actually] reached the ultimate 

presence of intrinsic awareness, free from waverings and 

delusions. But he [wasn’t aware of its nature and he] wasn’t 

satisfied [with what he was experiencing]. He thought, “Alas! If 

I hadn’t gone into the sunlight I would have a meditation, but 

now there is nothing. I have to leave to see the lama because 

now he is old and I must get clarifications concerning my 

meditation.” …He went to see [his teacher] Rigdzin Jigmed 

Lingpa, and he presented [his meditative] realization to him. 

[Jigmed Lingpa] was pleased and said: “Son that is it! You have 

reached the stage of Exhaustion of Phenomenal Existents into 

the Ultimate Nature…” Then [Gyalwa’i Nyuku] went to 

Thrama (Khra ma) in Dza (rDza) valley [in Kham] and 

meditated there for more than twenty years, and he became 

known as Thrama Lama. So, mere realization is not sufficient, 

but one has then go to meditate on it. The experiences 

[developed through meditation] should be perfected (klong du 

gyur) and the perfection should be completed. Until the 

perfection is completed, one should train on it in meditative 

periods. When for oneself the meaning of exhaustion of 

phenomena of Dzogpa Chenpo is actualized, the wisdom of 

discriminating all phenomena, the power of intrinsic awareness, 

bursts forth, and the yānas and tenets can be discriminated 

without confusion. And for others, if one has spontaneously 

generated great compassion free from concepts, the time for one 

to teach, discuss, and write has arrived.435 

 

 Jigmé Gyalwa’i Nyuku’s devotion for his teacher and the lineage sparked 

an embodied experience that is described as akin to being unconscious. 

Upon regaining consciousness, he experienced a moment when there were 

 
435 Thondup, 117 - 118.  
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no reference points but recognized primordial wisdom. He was in a state 

where there were no dualistic clinging or attachment. However, being in the 

ultimate sphere needs familiarization and stabilization. At this point, I would 

describe him as possessing the good qualities of a Great Completeness 

practitioner that Longchenpa references in his Treasure Trove. Jigmé 

Gyalwa’i Nyuku devotion allows him to open into a more vast connection 

with his teacher which open into an even larger vastness or expansiveness.  

 Jigmé Gyalwa’i Nyuku then meditates on that experience induced by 

devotion. We understand that he possesses devotion and an experience of 

primordial wisdom when he spends twenty years in meditation. Devotion 

allowed him to dissolve into an experience that was more expansive. 

Whether devotion remains throughout his twenty years of meditation cannot 

be determined especially not knowing if there is devotion in primordial 

wisdom. However, devotion is a springboard for Jigmé Gyalwa’i Nyuku 

during his retreat.  

Conclusion 

 Longchen Rabjam is Samantabhadra. Samantabhadra is Longchen 

Rabjam, and Longchen Rabjam’s devotion to Samantabhadra is an 

expression of the ceaseless responsiveness that pours from primordial 

wisdom as the ground. All of these aspects are understood from the 
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perspective that nothing is experienced beyond this orientation of a type of 

mind that is empty in essence, luminous in nature, and ceaseless 

responsiveness. Similarly, practices like guru yoga allow practitioners to 

make this self-discovery. They are also are Samantabhadra. 

 All appearances are nothing other than aspects of the ground, which 

whose nature is primordial wisdom. Appearances in guru yoga like 

Padmasambhava and Yeshe Tsogyal direct practitioners towards recognizing 

the Great Completeness view. They do so by being reference points that 

allow practitioners to orient towards that primordial wisdom. The special 

quality that connects practitioners to this wisdom via Padmasambhava, 

Samantabhadra, Yeshe Tsogyal, benefitting others, and their own teacher is 

devotion. 

 This devotion as it initially orients towards images of guru yoga or 

Samantabhadra do not fall outside of a practitioner’s primordial wisdom. 

The clearer a practitioner understands this relationship, the better he is able 

to connect to those teachings and practices. For someone like Longchenpa, 

who understands that everything in experience has the qualities of 

emptiness, luminosity, and ceaseless responsiveness, devotion for 

Samantabhadra is none other than this. I suggest that devotion morphs into 

an energetic ceaseless compassion as devotion is a connecting mechanism 
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within and outside of practice. It connects practitioners to Samantabhadra 

and ultimately to their own primordial wisdom.  
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Conclusion: Devotion’s Tapestry 

 This dissertation grew out of my fascination with Jigme Lingpa’s 

nine-vehicle refuge verse and a curiosity about what is meant by describing 

responsiveness in the essence, nature, and responsiveness triad. A 

conversation in a class that I visited sparked conversation on how the lines in 

Jigme Lingpa’s refuge verse relate to various ways of taking refuge. The 

questions grew from there: how there are various ways to go for refuge and 

how do these variations line up with refuge in the essence, nature, and 

compassionate responsiveness discussed in that final line? What is the 

underlying component that allows practitioners to experience compassionate 

responsiveness? What does going for refuge have to do with Great 

Completeness descriptions of reality that are experienced only through non-

effort and non-thought? There had to be a link. I started to explore some 

guru yoga texts in hopes that there may be an answer but the biggest red flag 

waved, “devotion.” As the Third Dodrupchen explains, “Initially, you 

delight the teacher and when unwavering devotion is attained, as you 

actually perceive (your) teacher as the Buddha, you have the capacity to cast 

aside the disintegration of the body and life.”436 Everywhere I read in some 

form or another, “one must have devotion” or “becoming a Buddha relies 

 
436 Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima, Instructions of Guru Yoga, 100.5. 
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upon devotion alone.” Or Patrul Rinpoche quoting a sūtra in Words of My 

Perfect Teacher, “It is through faith that absolute truth is realized.”437 These 

texts do not explain devotion or its functions. There is no explicit answer as 

to why practitioners must have devotion. The lineage is merely a proponent 

of devotion, heavily, especially in guru yoga practices. I then seeked out 

why is devotion so important, how is it so important. To do so, this work 

transpired.  

 My questions concerning the third line in Jigme Lingpa’s refuge verse 

and the role of devotion in contemplative practices, especially the 

uncommon practices in Jigme Lingpa’s Foundational Practices have opened 

into understanding more on the role of devotion.  

I have found rich indications that devotion is a crucial method, as well 

as a medium through which practitioners dissolve into experiencing 

compassionate responsiveness. This dissolution process takes time and 

effort, which both will resolve into compassionate responsiveness. 

Compassionate responsiveness, associated with the emanation dimension of 

the awakened state, is an embodied state where practitioners rest without 

effort, without thought. However, to get here, they must practice through 

other methods such as going to refuge, raising awakened mind, and guru 

 
437 Patrul, 309.  
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yoga. All are necessary for Great Completeness. All incorporate devotion 

into their frameworks. Devotion allows practitioners to move from doing to 

being.  

Jigme Lingpa’s refuge, awakened mind, and guru yoga practices 

incorporate devotion, which is a central component for tantric practices and 

the Great Completeness tradition. Throughout these chapters, I explored how 

devotion functions within these practices and for tantra at large.  

In refuge practice, devotion acts as an animator through which 

practitioners cultivate an interest and connect so that they relate and create 

relationship with the Buddhist tradition. In practicing Jigme Lingpa’s refuge 

verse, the student-teacher relationship is brought to experience. Additionally, 

the verse correlates various elements of the nine-vehicle system as 

understood by the Nyingma tradition. Practitioners cultivate and strengthen 

their relationship with their teacher in practice. Other elements, such as we 

find in this verse, are also included. Doing so, allows practitioners to 

recognize what these elements point to so that an affect is created for 

practitioners.  

Devotion in the awakened mind verse, like the other practices 

addressed in this work, stems from cultivating and experiencing an affective 

disposition through practicing this verse. Jigme Lingpa’s next verse on the 
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cultivation of bodhicitta, states that practitioners cultivate awakened mind 

through the four boundless states of equanimity, love, compassion, and joy. 

As we saw, chapter two discussed how these are not merely conceptual 

contemplations but there is a felt-sense, an embodied disposition. Through 

love, compassion, and joy, practitioners begin to dissolve a sense of self and 

other by maintaining these cultivations for all beings. This is an enormous 

shift that breaks free from ordinary engagement that feel love for some and 

hatred for others. These affective states are not driven by emotional 

attachment. By embodying these affective states, awakened mind springs 

forth, practitioners embody devotion.  

Chapter three addressed that guru yoga practice functions in two 

ways: 1) practitioners cultivate various relationships, and 2) practitioners 

familiarize with a sense of dissolving a sense of self and other. These two 

functions also relate with devotion. Devotion, as in refuge practice, allow 

practitioners to be open and receptive to their visualizations and 

performances occurring in creation stage. Practitioners who are devoted, are 

open to being Vajrayoginī and seeing Padmsambhava, and later being 

Padmasambhava, in the sense that the foundational practices are not fully 

accomplishment practices (grub thabs). They are not accomplishment 

practices because they do not require empowerments (dbang), transmissions 
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(lung), and secret instructions (khrid). It is not just a perception but a sense 

of embodying that relationship.  

Secondly, devotion allows for a dissolving period when practitioners 

dissolve and melt into the deity who is in essence their human teacher. 

Devotion, as an embodied affective state, softens boundaries that may stand 

in the way of practitioners experiencing melting with a teacher and finally 

letting go of the visualizations in creation stage practice.  

Devotion orients practitioners. It points to something that cannot be 

quite articulated. The teacher in guru yoga practice is a Buddha. 

Practitioners devote themselves to a teacher because they want to be like that 

teacher. However, a teacher cannot make practitioners Buddhas. They can 

only show the way. Eventually, practitioners must experience what these 

practices point towards.  

While practitioners gain experience with these practices, they are 

simultaneously recognizing that the process one of ‘self-discovery’. 

Buddhahood is not given nor found outside practitioners’ experiences. 

Practitioners must gain confidence that they are already a Buddha. This is 

one context in which devotion is so crucial; devotion supports trust and 

confidence that practitioners see themselves and believe that they too are 

Buddhas.  
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Jigme Lingpa’s own experience models this self-discovery process, 

which he recalls in his secret autobiography, Dancing Moon in the Water.438 

Jigme Lingpa saw Longchenpa in a series of three visions during his second 

three-year retreat in Chimpu cave, just above Samye.  

I slept in the radiant light, in a state of no coming or going, and 

ordinary grasping at the five sense objects clarified… And on 

the very limpid, clear wiped face of the mirror of insight  - lucid 

primordial consciousness’s vision-producing radiant light – I 

encountered, like an optical illusion, the future Sugatagarbha 

Sumerudīpadhvaja, who had taken, in the town of appearance, 

the guise of a man of six elements, that is, He of Glorious 

Samye, Omniscient Ngagi Wangpo… I distinctly heard the 

sound of him praying, saying, “May the mind continuum of the 

meaning-to-be-expressed be transferred [to you]! May it be 

transferred [to you]! May the transmission of the words that 

express be completed! May it be completed!439 

 

Jigme Lingpa’s experience described above occurs without Longchenpa 

actually doing anything in the present moment. Jigme Lingpa is in retreat, 

alone, but in a state of primordial consciousness. Perhaps being able to 

experience this for himself, he then gains trust and confidence that he 

understands Longchenpa’s teachings that he studied for so long. It is this 

confidence that allows him to see he is fit for receiving and eventually 

propagating the teachings. This vision is one context in how devotion is so 

central for the Nyingma tradition and Tibetan Buddhism.  

 
438 Gyatso, 50 – 52. 

439 Ibid, 51.  
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 As in the case with Jigme Lingpa, practitioners who receive blessings 

and empowerments are seeing something flower in themselves, not 

originating from outside. Jigme Lingpa recalls his blessings from 

Longchenpa, “this time, there arose absolutely no gross grasping cognitions 

by virtue of which one would think, ‘the shape of his face, and so on, was 

like this.’ This speech blessing and granting of permission to compose 

teachings was my second sighting of [Longchenpa’s] face.”440 The reception 

of blessings coincides with having confidence to compose teachings. Jigme 

Lingpa trusts himself to know what to write. This is a moment when 

practitioners are open to recognizing their own potential. The moment of a 

blessing coexists with a heightened sense of confidence. When these two 

interact with one another, practitioners see a glimpse of what they can 

embody, what they can actually be.  

 As in Jigme Lingpa’s nine-vehicle refuge verse, practitioners trust and 

open to an embodying an essence that is empty, a nature that is clear, and an 

energetic quality that is radiates compassion. Devotion in the context of the 

Nyingma tradition is a spark that ignites that tapestry of compassion.  

 

 

 
440 Gyatso, 53.  
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Limits of this Work 

 Time constraints limited this work to focusing on philological and 

philosophical research. There are broad sweeps of how devotion functions 

for practitioners throughout this piece. As living beings who all have varying 

types of experience, even in a single tradition, I am unable at this time to 

speak to the variations of devotion. This is a crucial matter to bring up 

alongside contemporary reflections surrounding guru devotion. It is for this 

reason, that I will follow this project with an ethnographic study of how 

devotion functions in various contexts. For one, monastics will have 

different understandings and experiences of devotion than a Western 

householder who was emotionally and/or physically abused by his or her 

teacher in a Buddhist community. These differences are important for 

Buddhist studies at large.  

 Secondly, my work focuses on relatively late works like Jigme 

Lingpa, Patrul Rinpoche, and the Third Dodrupchen. There is an importance 

of devotion in tantric practices found throughout all these sources. I would 

very much like also to explore how early Great Completeness texts like the 

Seventeen Tantras discuss devotion and incorporate guru yoga practices. Are 

there similarities? Are there differences? What are the implications if there 

are no guru yoga texts to be found throughout this literature? I would like to 
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learn more about the evolution of integrating guru yoga practices and 

devotion and what that says for the Great Completeness tradition.  

 Regarding the translations in my appendix, I hope to clarify all 

questions and doubt regarding these texts. Doing so will also illuminate any 

lacuna within this presentation on how devotion functions in the Heart 

Essence, Vast Expanse tradition and its literature.  
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Appendix: Translations441 

The Excellent Way: How Guru Yoga Bestows Highest Wisdom 

By Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima 

The Role of the Teacher  

98.1 Here is glorious Samantrabhadra, who is your root teacher– born of 

good inheritance - and teaches the indestructible, tantric path. He is 

completely skilled, an excellent refuge, and spreads the supplementary (zur 

rgyan) instructions. 98.2 He is a spiritual teacher who arises from the root of 

all that is good of cyclic existence and peace. It is difficult to know how to 

proceed on the higher realms let alone practicing the spiritual path when he 

does not teach. 98.4  

The methods that are paved on the good and completely unmistaken 

Mahāyāna path and that rely on the authentic teacher who possesses the 

instructions of the unbroken lineage bring similar accomplishments. From 

among these, the secret mantra path (must be) received from the teacher. 

Otherwise, it is not accomplished by reading books alone.  

Practicing the secret mantra alone 

creates only Hell beings. 99.2 

 
441 These translations are drafts that need further reflection and discussions with emic scholars. I 

was fortunate to spend three months working with Lama Tulku Dawa at Do ‘drul monastery and 

Lama Tsultrim at Namgyal Institute of Tibetology on The Excellent Way: How Guru Yoga 

Bestows Highest Wisdom.  
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99.3 It is not enough to receive the transmissions and initiations from the 

teacher. The secret mantra is called the path of blessings (byin rlabs kyi lam) 

and therefore 99.3, you should delight lama in three ways: through there 

being varieties of delighting the lama: highest, middling, and beginning 

[practitioners]. Seeing on your service, you will receive your 

accomplishment, which depends on the type of service you offer, great or 

small. Therefore, the types of practitioners are differentiated into quick, lazy, 

great, lesser. Merely you can depend on delighting the teacher who you 

serve effortlessly without sadness and tiredness for a long time. 100.1  

For those who cannot see the image of Buddha, the Buddha manifests 

in the teacher as a human form. He bestows initiations and instructions – this 

is from countless tantric texts, initially, from delighting the lama – 

Variocana and the other four Buddhas appear – you receive the actual form 

of the Buddha. You have an accomplishment and power, then it is easy.  

100.3 Otherwise, if you make a mistake take the first auspicious dependent 

arising of the path – meeting the lama –  you go in the wrong direction for 

the remaining fifteen days. Considering this, one tantra explains, (100.4) 

With greatest effort,  

Offer to (your) teacher [who is a] deity. 

The form bodies that are like deity 

You are taken care of through that cause. 
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100.5 Initially, you delight the teacher and when unwavering devotion is 

attained, as you actually perceive (your) teacher as the Buddha, you have the 

capacity to cast aside the disintegration of the body and life, - if you have 

devotion, when there is a time of death, you can throw your soul and body – 

the lama’s thought is transformed into the student at the time of transmission 

- afterwards, the ability to progress the minds of the students who realize the 

mind transmission at the time of the empowerment by the teacher is in 

accordance with the many Indian paṇḍitas and siddhas.  

If it is not like that, you still have the potential. You should have the 

view as the lama as the entire mandala. Do that practice in designated 

sessions. When it does not arise like that, meditate and train the mind in the 

lineage of that teacher who performed the empowerment and the view in the 

nature of the entire maṇḍala. 101.1 

 

Guru Yoga Practice  

It is certainly necessary to practice guru yoga, in which (you) meditate 

through focusing in designated practice sessions. This method appears in 

every old and new kama (long tradition) and terma (short, close tradition 

within rNyingma). 101.2 Also, because the opportunity to train in the all-

pervasive Vajrasattva, himself, appears for the fortunate disciple in the 
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context of time, place, the lineage, the characteristics, and the aspects can 

arise as anything. Therefore, the text(s), which depends on the individual 

lineage teachers, are not limited.  

From that, the all-knowing Jigmé Lingpa (‘jigs med gling pa, 1730 - 

1798) says, 

“The great transformation of the inexpressible great completeness is the 

realm of vajra nature of indestructible wisdom. From his own power, 

Vimalamitra went to the tantric sixteen dzogchen bhūmis (16 tantric bhumis 

after the 10 bhumis) of unexcelled wisdom and he is the guide of guru yoga 

(rnal du ‘byor pa) on the indestructible path in Tibet. After attaining that, 

reaching the attainment of a rainbow body that there is no room in the sky 

(because there are so many masters who attained the rainbow body).” 101.5 

He was born from the lotus with the major and minor marks in 

glorious Kashmir. In that auspicious time, the renunciates through training in 

that environment became the leaders of the 500 great paṇḍitas during the 

teachings in India. 101.6 Buddhaguhya (Indian master who visited Tibet and 

remained at Mount Kailash where he taught emissaries of King Trisong 

Deutsen), Janasūtra, among others who having completely gained the many 

instructions of the mahāshiddhas, who were in the land of the Buddha. In 

one lifetime, they arrived at the brink of awakened into clear light, the space 
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of the youthful vase body (‘od gsal gzhon nu bum pa sku) because they 

meditated in the sacred charnel grounds. 102.2  

The master, Trisong Deutsen, known as the indestructible one, 

manifested in light-form like the moon in water the kindness of King 

Trisong Deutsen and all the common inner tantras come to Tibet and 

particularly, the teachings of the Great Dzogchen Heart Essence rained 

down, and there was many flowing of kindness that (gave) many fortunate 

(ones) that relieved them to a primordial state of liberation – put into 

Samantrabhadra’s stage. [The kindness made liberation possible] 102.4  

The supreme definitive meaning is established by the scriptural 

tradition and sadhanas that depend on the manifestation of the teacher/guru 

rinpoche, which is the main accomplishment that is called mchog bdud rtsi 

dkyil ‘khor establishes the principle assembly of nectar, and established in 

the sgrub sde (two types – sgrub sde and rgyud sde).  

Deathless Vimalamitra, and Jñanasūtra that great spiritual master who 

is called the Vast Seal (phyag rgya) stayed at Wu Tai Shan in the East for 

many eons (bskal pa ji srid par bzhugs) 102.5  Once in a hundred years, in 

accordance with the promise to appear in Tibet so that the Heart Essence is 

taught and the incarnates will emanate clearly. From the elders and the 

king’s assembly, Avalokiteśvara, Kumarādza, Lhatsün Chenpo Namkha 
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Jigmé (1587 - 1653), and all of those who came before and after, here in the 

country of Great Tibet after the end of the five denigrating corruptions, by 

way of the king lineage, came the sun body of 100 fortunate qualities (bsod 

nams brgya ba’i sku’i nyin byed). 103.1| 5.16  

Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo (‘od gsal sprul pa’i rdo rje) (1820-1892), 

who is endowed with the appearance of stainless complete freedom, 

emerges. 103.2|5.19 He was given the state of Samantrabhadra and can give 

teachings through seeing, hearing, remember, and touching to the limitless 

beings. 

5.19 The Vajra that Emanates Clear light states (‘od gsal sprul pa’i 

rdo rje), scholar Karma rNamgyal says that a student who possesses mos - 

belief442 (makes) prayers earlier and one’s own accomplishments are done 

by one’s self. 6.3 Someone who wishes to take into experience the gift that 

is the supreme wisdom of guru yoga, which is an offering of happiness 

(dgyes) and a method that is said to accomplish through one’s self.  

 

 

 
442 ངེས་པའི་དངློས་པློ་ལ་དེ་ཁློ་ན་ཡིན་པར་འཛནི་པའི་ཤེས་པ་ཡུལ་གཞན་གིས་མི་འཕློག་པའི་བེད་ལས་ཅན་ནློ། - The consciousness apprehends the 

thing as it actually is and does not mistake if for something else. From the Treasury of Tibetan 

Terms. Interesting then to compare this to what type of mind is belief – is it a direct valid 

cognition or involve more because it could include inferential valid cognition. Where does the 

actual ‘just as it is’ come into play?  
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Refuge and Bodhicitta 

Initially avoid all activities of this life that are like pictures drawn on 

water, and then do not have confidence in the infinite activities of 

inexhaustible cyclic existence. Perform only spiritual teachings and rely on 

the teacher, hope for the unsurpassed teacher. Then sit on a comfortable seat 

and be endowed with the path of conduct that concentrates on the virtuous 

teachings, as self and other are not divided (ma lus) (bdag gzhan mkha’ 

khyab ‘gro ba ma lus kun – text) as pervading space, actually mix the mind 

with refuge and bodhicitta.  

From that, recall the śunyatā mantra and purify the ordinary 

appearances into the basic space of suchness, the great emptiness. From that 

state, 6.14 you are in the middle of a high noble ornamented pure land that is 

infinite in direction and you are also (without thought) in the meditation as 

the deity. (Your) ordinary (self) having not observed the authentic 

appearance and without ordinary arrogance, you arise as Vajrayogini (rdo 

rje rnal ‘byor ma) that is the deity who is capable of arising as anything.  

In the sky above, there is 100 spoked white umbrellas with a golden 

handle and one hundred suns beam out rays of light.  7.2/104.3 To the right 

and left of the deity, the space is decorated with streamers of silk, brocade, 

flowers, and a treasury of jewels. One thousand-spoke wheel. Contemplate 
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that all around is an empty pure land with a filled vase, incense holder, 

(offering items) and a lion throne sits on a heap of clouds. 104.6  

Through this great important auspicious dependent arising, think that 

this way brings auspicious dependent arisings. (Your) teacher as Guru 

Rinpoche sits upon a throne of long, profound lotus petals (‘bol brtsegs) and 

also on a full moon disc. 105.1/7.11  

Yet, before the time you meet those aspects, remembering (ka slar), 

the method, which sows clarity– when you meditate on that, devotion arises 

easily, this is one method. You, with that interest, abide in front of the 

Buddha like you and from that appearance, you do not classify which type of 

deity or teacher is there, they are all the same in both reasonings and texts. 

Therefore, in the Dzogchen Nyingthig rituals and initiations, from the 

charnel grounds you come here.  

(105.3) The perspective of the Sakya tradition is that many teachers’ 

biographies are to pay respect in front of merely the figure of the body of the 

teacher, the head is lucidly seen (dbu skya ye re ba), and sustain the face 

figure as it is said in meditation just as when it abides, the appearance is like 

that. 8.3/105.5 (des na gdan yang sngon dus bzhin ‘bol brtsegs la byed pa mi 

rung ba med pas gzhung tshig ltar sor bzhag chog gam snyam). The teacher 
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is sitting upon the seat, as before, even if he is not actually doing so. This is 

sufficient according to the literature. 

In order to stop the cessation of ordinary perceptions of the teacher, 

the essence of that root teacher is the same as the aspects of Vajrasattva 

(Dorje Sems dpa’). There are many meditations like this. Here, the view is 

taking a vow (thag pa– sdom byed zhags pa) as it is actually taught (rgyu 

mtshan bshad ma thag pa ltar) when we have gratitude for the direct 

teachings of the great Dorje Chang (8.7/106.1), at that time, through the 

uncommon intention (mthu med par dgongs), which views others as the 

aspect(ive) body and from the perspective, which teaches (it) as the human 

body, is the highest kindness that is called seeing the face. (8.12/106.2) 

(Temporarily, we think that we do not have the power to see us as purified, 

so Dorje Chang comes as a physical teacher – your root lama, showing the 

face and hear the teachings) Therefore, the essence that pervades the entire 

lineage and your teacher are undifferentiated with Dorje Chang. (rnam pa 

kun khyen)  

All-knowing-one Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo says, “Temporally, you 

call on the teacher, one should abide instantly in prayer for those 

characteristics.” That transformation of aspect of body as a human being is 

the greatest result of prayer from us. Therefore, there are swift high 
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blessings. Also, when you perceive the teacher’s body’s nature of love 

(byams pa), happiness arises.  

His face is white with a pinkish glow, and his skin is smooth and soft 

like a lotus petal. (8.18/106.4) Since he was born as the result of stainless 

conduct, his body is clean and pure and a scent of sandalwood permeates the 

air. Through his meditation, he is very happy and since his heart is in a 

meditative stabilization of bliss, his face is free from stains (dwangs) and 

peaceful (rnyog pa). 9.4|106.6), and you are spontaneously drawn to his 

splendorous, good-natured, and lhun – unchanging disposition (sku).  

Through possessing an unwavering appearance of wisdom (shes rab), 

meaning he is evenly place in a suchness that is permanently profound, no 

one can defeat the teacher. (9.6|107.1) Through the proliferating, flourishing 

supreme wisdom, his face arises like one hundred lotus-petals. Through his 

play in the boundless bliss-happiness (dga’ bde) of the excellent dharma, he 

possesses joyful expressions. All day and night, he sees all the disciples and 

all beings, through no weariness to see the six realms of cyclic existence, he 

keeps his long, broad eyes open without mental distraction. And through 

possessing the power of great effortless love and compassion, he has the 

disposition of a great elephant. Through his great supreme offerings for 

limitless lifetimes, he has long, white hands, and a shoot of the wish-
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fulfilling tree. His hand positions and hand mudras, he can grant what is 

needed without saying. (107.4) Here, through giving without getting stuck 

on a particular way and object of the desire of thought – thinking whatever 

the practitioner needs, posture of the right hand sits on his thigh and offers 

auspicious blessings. His left hand is in the meditation posture while 

maintaining meditative equipoise with his left hand in his lap, in the 

dependent arising of blessings. 

He gives the common commitments empowerments of wisdom such 

as long-life and scriptures. The unsurpassed great actually accomplishes 

through giving is taking up the dorje and bell (107.6). For the fortunate 

students to be ordained, that arrangement for the conduct of the three vows 

and because his mental continuum creates kindness, which is pure in aspect, 

he wears the three monastic robes and possesses the appearance of a tantric 

master. (108.1) He wears the paṇdita hat that symbolizes the victorious 

dharma that transforms countless vessels of the common and uncommon 

(vehicles) kangyur and tengyur on the crown of his head 

Since he does not wander from the authority of the teachings of the 

Buddha, he abides with his legs are in vajra posture and his back is straight. 

(10.9|108.2) Each pore of his body is complete with the vast assembly of 
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victorious (ones) like heaps of sesames. Also, his percussion of the melody 

of (his) pure words descends constantly as rain of the perfect dharma.  

His luminous mind aspect is inseparable from the indestructible one-

taste of all the tathāgatas of the sky as basic space (dbyings su mkha’) of 

non-conceptual wisdom. Merely seeing (his) face cuts through ordinary 

thought. When he sees us, a shower of blessings is bestowed on us – 

enlightened heart. When he thinks of us, the student has an experience of 

wisdom shines forcefully. (10.12|108.5) A moment of that remembering, 

compassion moves outwards.  

One should fixate the mind one-pointedly and see clearly over and 

over again and view in dwelling as directly perceiving the complete 

victorious all-sufficient refuge. One should directly perceive the refuge tree, 

if you don’t have one of these, your mind and the teacher are mixed, which 

these also are not differentiated instances.  

Seven Branch Offering 

From then, offer the seven branches to Guru Rinpoche. (11.3|109.1) 

Your own body emanates out together with infinite emanations as many as 

atoms in the universe while you place your palms joined together, as your 

body does the five-point prostration443 and sing speech of praises. One 

 
443 I am uncertain if this is imagined or actually performed. 
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should initially prostrate with cultivating the power of enthusiasm (gus) in 

your heart. Sign of respect. When (this is done) in the worldly perspective, 

when we see something extraordinary, we pay homage or give an expression 

of “wow!” 

When it is an offering, (longs spyod kun bzang) the body and 

enjoyments are offered as Clouds of Offerings to Samantrabhadra. 

(11.8|109.3) Here it says, “the treasure that is actual material, the body and 

enjoyments are the method that is individually called, ‘Clouds of Offerings 

to Samantrabhadra.’” And the other method is called, “One’s own body and 

all enjoyments (whatever we are using for offerings/whatever you have in 

your hands) are offerings through blessings that give Clouds of Offerings of 

Samantrabhadra.” It is said in sūtra, “The Clouds of Offerings of 

Samantrabhadra are all the Buddha-fields, which are a place in the sky that 

are filled by ritual objects for offering, even in each minute particle of that, 

clouds of offerings that are equal to space gather there, and also, the rays of 

those offerings descend like rain of whatever is needed anywhere in all those 

Buddha-fields. There are two methods of offering – actual offering and 

mental offering. The first way is not blessed but ordinary and the other is 

limitless.  
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(11.19|110.1) It is also said in sūtra, “from within those offerings, 

offerings of the body offerings. From dpal kha sbyor thig le, it says, “from 

now, I am a servant, and completely offer myself to you (the root teacher).” 

In this way, if you are thinking this, you can purify these through the power 

of the inner prophetic guide (yang byang) of the high bka’ gdams/Ga-dam 

school and Jamyang Sapaṇ (reincarnation of Jamyang – earlier one) (‘jam 

dbyangs sa paṇ)/Atisha’s followers before Tsongkhapa.(earlier than 

Longchenpa)  

(12.3|110.2) The Omniscient Longchenpa says that a relaxed mind 

itself creates great praise, and therefore it is essential to offer your body and 

especially to perform this with this unusual attitude. The general method of 

offering the body, and also the method of service is known as offering 

deathless nectar. These are the names of the two methods.  

Whatever you promise in front of your teacher but in practice have not 

accomplished, should in actual practice be the same as when you are in the 

presence of the excellent teacher when he gives the three vows and 

empowerments, (‘di khas ma blangs bya ba med). Otherwise, it is like a 

sheep going out to a dangerous pasture and coming home with a cut mouth 

and bleeding nose. The blessings cannot be received if the student does not 

have implicit confidence (blo gdeng khel). (12.12|110.5)  
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One confesses the actions of former wrong-doings and downfalls with 

intense remorse. One considers that she will not perform even these descents 

in future lives. At least and as much as possible, rely on at least being 

humble and at most contemplating your vows.  

Rejoice with whole-hearted happiness that the glorious teacher and his 

heirs teach the excellent dharma, speak of the treasury of dharma, and 

mature sentient beings into liberation. (12.17|111.1) Everything that is 

affiliated with the result of performing the two accumulations of merit and 

wisdom, which accomplishes immeasurable wisdom, is like discovering a 

precious treasure.  

When you have a worldly or transitory perspective, all householders 

and farmers’ actions depend upon the sun. Whatever action we do is done in 

the daytime, like that whatever our accumulations of good and bad actions – 

good deeds in worldly life, we are born into a high rebirth (mngon mtho).  

Happiness comes from the teacher’s teachings.  

In brief, if you want to get temporary and permanent states of 

happiness, you should depend upon the teacher’s teachings. Because of that, 

through the compassionate mind of the teacher, the drum of teachings 

continues for the students. Please request that all sentient beings should be 

placed into the ultimate enlightenment. Everything that is affiliated with the 
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cause of happiness of the sublime and definite goodness (of liberation from 

cyclic existence) (13.5 – 6|111.3) is the uninterrupted beating of the drum of 

dharma through affection for the subdued world and by depending on the 

force of the inseparable teachings of the teacher and the excellent dharma.  

All sentient beings who pray to be placed in the position of supreme 

enlightenment and present thousand-spoke wheels, which are made from 

golden precious substances. The speech activities depend upon his body. 

Also, those actions that are said to be like this because there is a dependence 

upon the melodious body and through a kind of guitar, one asks to offer the 

vajra high seat to the glorious ocean who teaches without turning away from 

the appearances of the body (from now on) remains for a long time.  

(13.12|111.6) (Through those seven branches) Those are later known 

on the path of the supreme vehicle, which is not separated from the precious 

Buddha, teacher, all sentient beings, self and other, and all meritorious 

accumulations of the three times. That is accomplished as kind speech. 

When the practice is completed, pray and dedicate from the heart for the 

cause to touch the state of Buddhahood, one should focus on these together. 

(13.9|112.3) (Please take care of the supreme stage.  Whatever the teacher 

teaches, may it be practiced.) 
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The methods that the teacher demonstrates from the two, intention and 

actions, to discover the actions, from the perspective of service and help 

(bkur sti rim gro), the methods are demonstrated and so are the meanings – 

are found here. There are two methods to rely on the teacher: thinking and 

actually offering materials. Among these two, offering whatever you have or 

honor. These two methods are also included in these seven branches. 

Maṇḍala Offering 

For whatever you want fulfilled, you offer the maṇḍala in the 

foundational practices, which is the supplication to the teacher. (112.4) 

Arrange the base of the maṇḍala and the focal points and carefully gather 

grains, medicine, and precious stones, whatever you can collect such as 

cow’s milk (ba byung gi chu) and rub the base of the maṇḍala with cow’s 

milk.   

Practice the method of arranging by making the directions of the focal 

points without error (ma ‘khrul) through the special instructions of the 

mental focus on the object of meditation in each direction. Your mind should 

be focused on each focal point. You should learn from the commentaries on 

the text called, The Complete Measure, Uninterrupted Offering and the 

victorious ones say that it is essential. Easily offer what you can offer 

without being stressed.  
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When you concentrate really on the teachers, whoever it is, and after 

receiving the empowerments, we have to offer the maṇḍala three times a day 

– either the physical or mental maṇḍala. If you miss these three times, 

defilements are produced (lighter than the 14 root downfalls) so do not 

forget to offer the maṇḍala. Through focusing on the lama and through 

obtaining empowerments, one is meant to view the teacher the same as the 

Buddhas of the three times. (14.19|113.2) The words of mantra dwell in a 

circle of the small Lord of Dharma are offered. You can offer in two ways, 

either Atisha’s jo bo’i chos chung – is a text by Atisha that talks about how 

to offer mantra and is the same with the view that is (klong chen chos spyod) 

or the common – 37 Branch Maṇḍala. Do whichever one you like. There are 

three systems.  

Request to the Teacher 

The actual request to the teacher is like a stab of a dagger into the 

earth. That one stab penetrates deeply. The contact of one-pointed aspiration 

to the object of meditation, in order to receive offers blessings of the three 

assemblies of the Vajra Teacher (om, ah, hum – the three aspects of the 

Buddha – channels, winds, and orbs, body, speech, and mind – essence, 

nature, responsiveness, from that and having deep devotion, offer up the 

mandala (‘phul brdeg byas na), so that the capacity of inspirational depth of 
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compassion and aspirational path arises, because of that, it is called the 

“Phurba-affect prayer.” There is energy of compassion and your own 

aspirations. From there, you are compassionately open. You have the energy 

to practice the mantrayana and the completions of your teacher – blessings.  

A state of wondrous aspiration of the object of great blessings is how 

you have a genuine experience of the power of devotion. (15.2|113.6) If 

devotion is not present, you are pretending to pray with your hands joined 

together and merely saying the mantra in the mind. The blessings that are 

accumulated 100,000 times do not count. The blessings, which do not 

encompass desire are like blessings that do not have an object from the 

beginning. They are dry words if you are reciting and holding the mala when 

there is no devotion. If there is no adhesive (i.e., through devotion), the color 

cannot hold on the cloth. Although you can accumulate 100 or 1000 

recitations, if there is no devotion, you will not receive the blessings do not 

reach the student.  

When you have devotion, there is a capacity for confident reliance on 

faithfully listening to (blog) your teacher (blog dad). The body and speech 

are suffused with confidence which manifests through many recitations 

(bton) – “The mind comes before phenomena and the mind is the quickest, 
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therefore, the mind is the most important.” (chos rnams sngon du yid ‘gro 

zhing yid gtso yid ni mgyogs pa yin) Therefore, it is necessary to accomplish 

this meaning of devotion.  

From Patrul Rinpoche, “Devotion follows the teacher or there is no 

respect. Devotion is the teacher’s accomplishments or there are no prayers. 

Blessings arise when there is devotion. If there is no devotion, no matter 

what is done, there is no benefit.”  There are some good teachers who 

experienced this ascertainment (maybe through devotion alone), and that 

there is even the experience of that great kindness for me.”  

Familiarize with that many times and for a long time, and when the 

mind is not capable to be mixed with speech, even the blessings of the 

teacher do not arise from a difficult harvest of activities (so nam gyi tshod  

ka’i lo tog cig) 114.5!. Your mind is not with the lama but distracted by 

material things, you are engaging in outside activities, you don’t have the 

teacher’s biographies and activities or any good objects of devotion. 

Therefore, through cutting distracting worldly affairs and ceasing your 

wanderings, you are free of negatively creative causes, which lead you to 

ignore contemplation on the teacher’s liberation nor devotion. (Everything 

you think is about the teacher and her liberation and devotion) Do not seek 

any other method that is the method of temporary happiness and constant 
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wishes. Rigdzin Jigme Lingpa, “Just as death descends easily, also the 

reversal of becoming is easy, this capable single wholesome devotion, from 

a Buddhist method, is the supreme method.” (16.9|115.1) As it is said like 

this, the capacity of a focused mind (with devotion) is necessary.  

Seeing the Teacher as Guru Rinpoche 

Not only that, your teacher is Samantrabhadra, consider his kindness. 

Even long durations of familiarizing with merely the high conduct of mental 

engagement (yid byed), which experiences that great kindness of the teacher. 

It is difficult to cultivate faith and devotion by only saying, ‘this teacher is 

kind.” Instead, you should know the teacher’s qualities through many types 

of ways to know the teacher’s qualities, intentions from the many good 

qualities of the teacher has motivation from the many good qualities of the 

teacher. Know the methods of the great kindness from many sides; devotion 

is the principal training method. Therefore, that method should be known 

through the biography that is found in the fortunate noble Gandhavyuha 

Sūtra, (sdong po bkod pa) the mind and textual treasuries that follow the 

omniscient dharma, and Longchenpa’s yid bzhin mdzod and the root (texts) 

and commentaries on the Relaxing in the Natural State of the Mind (sems 

nyid ngal gso). (17.2|115.4)  
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When those are expressed as merely sūtra from our lineage’s 

perspective (rang gi tshig ris dang sbya). From the texts of ‘jam pa’i 

dbyangs and others, Mkhas grub dbang po says, “Regarding the teachings on 

the methods that remember the good qualities, from that perspective, 

remembering the teacher himself is the actual (method). Palden Lama (dpal 

ldan bla ma) teaches, “likewise, through seeing the teacher, prayer is taught 

by the last sentence. (rkang pa tha mas) The first step, with respect of the 

two purposes, they are not projected even though there exist many methods 

that divide into the common and uncommon.  

From the two steps in only a rough outline: the first perspective, if it is 

said that the view of the ordinary view is to remove all busyness which 

depends on the world, such as household methods, subduing enemies and 

maintaining family, etc. Instead of these, you train in the special noble (way) 

of awareness, abiding, teachings, antidotes, hearing the teachings as 

important. It is not necessary to examine the teacher who possesses all 

characteristics for those non-Buddhists because they already know those 

ways.444  (17.14|116.3) Even our own understanding is similar to that, the 

state of (being) learned is attained in the time of wandering in cyclic 

 
444 This phrase needs more exploration. I believe it is saying ordinary people are too busy with 

household life and do not need to examine a teacher because they are not on the spiritual path.  
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existence for an innumerable times, yet the noble state is not possible from 

the ground of an ordinary person.  

The way to establish the state of certainty (gtan bde’i go ‘phang) is to 

pass beyond self, other, or anything on an unmistaken path, which gives 

supreme happiness, and there are no experiences of grasping between views 

from beginningless cyclic existence. (116.5) Even more so, through 

difficulties and through great exertion for the sake of that, there is a teacher 

and his teachings.  

For those reasons – difficulty and striving - the foundational practices 

state that the four mind reversals are the 1) high path – quick, secret, and 

unsurpassed, 2) the path of ultimate deliverance, 3) the omniscient path – the 

common, separate and graduated, and the final, all of which are unmistaken, 

and 4) the exceedingly uninterrupted path – all focuses of these positions of 

ways to practice should not be confused. The differences between the high 

and low (paths) are clearly taught. According to the instructions, we 

carefully contemplate on Buddhahood and its unobstructed enlightened 

activities. From all the Buddhas and their heirs, right here in front of you is a 

profound, blessed, and sublime form. (18.14|117.4) Ignorance is cut from its 

own side.   
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Just as the teacher says, all fear from cyclic existence up to subtle 

disadvantages of peace can be transcended in this lifetime.  Therefore, if all 

the Buddha-fields of the victorious ones are said to bestow fearlessness, then 

the noble pleasant notoriety would be sufficient to make even the worldly 

Chenrezig come especially from the enlightened activities of compassion. 

(18.18|117.5 – 6)  

The Buddhas445 are able to drastically reverse any being who is 

rushing down [in cyclic existence] like they are falling down a dangerous 

steep mountain. Buddhahood has great energy and force like a powerful 

arrow through the air. The powerful force of the Buddhas, the “thus-gone-

ones”, even if you do not think of that power, merely the intention is 

beneficial. The capacities of these activities of what is said are not 

exhaustive. You see this teacher who possesses unsurpassed wisdom of the 

secret vehicle, inexhaustible capacity of the enlightened activity of speech. 

Just as you see him, you hear him. Even those who remember [him] as the 

actual Dorje Chang in their minds, continuously pay homage. Doing and 

saying this is merely enough to have the power to liberate beings when it is 

difficult to think.    

 
445 This could be the Buddhafields. More inquiry needed.  
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It is said, “primordial wisdom’s (ye shes) capacity is like the six 

clairvoyance’s (mngon shes) and the ten powers of the Buddha (dbang)” 

(19.13|118.4) Briefly, with boiling milk as it condenses, Jamyang Khyentse 

Wangpo, an heir of the Buddhist lineage says that the power of wisdom 

collects those into one. 

When you discuss the second position, the uncommon, “at the time of 

the tantric initiation, from today and forever, I – Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo 

- is Vairocana).” (19.19|118.6) All deities should be known as whatever 

expressions from the (‘don pa spos) what we are reading, so change 

accordingly. For example, dancers are always becoming something else in 

appearances and manifestations. From that, they demonstrate the play of 

dances, which create confusion to many beings, yet there is no transcending 

beyond a single dancer. Like that, when you practice the various deities – 

100 lineages, five lineages, or three lineages, even appearances as peaceful 

and wrathful, ornamented with subtle forms, the tathāgata, a bodhisattva, 

wrathful, in union, etc. the type and assembly, the characteristics and 

manifestations are immeasurable. (20.8|119.3) For the benefit of the 

students, the basis of the manifestation of the form of the teacher abides as 

the same as non-conceptual wisdom of the vast intention of the vajra master. 
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From the mind continuum, “In which there is great bliss, that itself is 

the same, and the experience as the same can be created in many places.” By 

that cause, without exception wisdom, which has the power of the wisdom, 

compassion, and power of all the deities of the lineage and assembly are 

collected in only wisdom of the root teacher.  

Moreover, the innumerable Buddhas who arrive in each 10 directions 

and three times dwell as not meeting by (their) minds – each Buddha abides 

with their own mind in the 10 directions and 3 times (20.16|119.6) Through 

contemplating (on) how many wisdoms (are there)? Even though they do not 

pervade each other, the object (of their wisdom??) the basic space of 

phenomena, because it is undifferentiated, also all (of that object) mixes as 

one in the ocean of all vast water in the pure basic space that is like the sky 

of the dharmadhatu of the wisdom of the glorious teacher (120.1) and from 

the mind that goes as one taste, is a portion of the treasure as a guru sadhana 

(blas sgrub).  

The ”all-glorious” from those guru sadhanas are the same as the vast 

wisdom. “When you offer an abundance of precious substances to one bzang 

po rgyal ba – all-good victorious one, you offer to the Buddhas in all ten 

directions. Like this, those are not ever differentiated with the basic space of 

you.” From abiding in this one vast enlightened mind, non-conceptual clear 
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light of the glorious teacher as all the wisdom of the three power(ful) 

omniscient mercy with the heirs of the glorious ones, through the focus of 

this blessing of the mental continuum of the student, when she offers to one 

teacher it is said that it is an offering to all the Buddhas that pervade space. 

From the Secret Essence, “when one offers the five enjoyments to the gods, 

there is an offering to the entire assembly, there is no need to worry about 

(offering) to the neighboring assembly, it is included.”  These are the actual 

doctrines that are collected into the same wisdom, which is the power of all 

the omniscient victorious ones. (21.15|120.6)  

In general, it is said that this perspective also covers the glorious 

teacher who possesses the characteristics of those [wisdoms]. Specifically, 

the method that is explained from joining with the secret (mantra) or 

uncommon of this teacher is not written as wide-spread knowledge but 

manifests as a hint below the surface and the fatigue of the writings become 

fearful and lazy (skrag cing sgyid lug pa). If it is said like that then what 

should one do now with this supreme field (zhing)? Palden blama (glorious 

teacher) says, “at the occasion through knowing that there is no limit to the 

fortune of the actual auspicious accomplishment of a mind that hopes to 

possess devotion is possessed with fortune.”  
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Straight from the words that are said from the teacher, through the 

good qualities, because there is a teacher and a principal object, which one 

honors as the highest of the field, then the teacher is view as having 

characteristics that are clearly beautiful and clear as through Nger chen 

byams pa, Kun dga’ bstan ‘dzin pray to the characteristics of ‘Jam dbyangs 

mkhyen brtse’ dbang po, Kun dga’ bstan pa’i rgyal mtshan, dpal bzang po, 

rMog ston ‘jigs bral chos byings rdo rje, ‘jigs med rgyal ba’i myu gus, (gsol 

ba’i mtshan), ‘jigs med mkhyen brtse’i zlos gar, byang chub thugs bskyed 

kyi mtshan, blo gros rgya mtsho dri ma med pa’ ‘od, PaN chen bi ma la’i, 

‘khrungs rabs dang sbyar ba, ‘od gsal sprul pa’i rdo rje, mnga’ bdag tshangs 

pa lha’i me tog gi ‘khrungs rabs kyi phyogs, bstun pa ‘jam dpal chos kyi 

bshes gnyen, kun mkhyen dri med ‘od zer, rnam dbyer med pa’i mtshan, rdo 

rje gzi brjid rtsal, Knower of the three times Orgyan Chen po gter ston grub 

thob, rgya mtsho’i ‘khor los sgyur ba’i choskyi rgyal srid la dbang bskur ba’i 

mtshan, Padma ‘od gsal sngags gling pa etc. listed as many but one ‘body’ 

(sku). (23.2|122.3) “Even though their aspects are differentiated, they do not 

exist in that way.” The liberation story of that is taught from the sūtra 

collection.  

Khegrup Wangpo (mkhas grub dbang po) says, “generally, even the 

claims that come from the vajra seat in India, when there is no 
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disintegration, where there is no explanation from the guide, from entrusting 

the teacher with that, one is not cut off far from the vajra seat. Likewise, the 

Buddhas and siddhas also promise that if there is no instructor (mkhas pa) 

for the entire links of the three from beginning to end of that path, which 

progresses to the state, which is established from any path, one is not cut off 

from that as one should rely upon confidence (yid ches) (122.3 – 5)  

There are even many stories told in India when someone did not 

experience going there with her trust (blo gder), which was unmistaken for 

the paths in all aspects is full of difficulty – the trust and the path are 

difficult. Like that, there are also many intelligent ones who know many 

textual systems, having set out on the road of practice and meditation, when 

there is not an ascertainment of warmth of feeling at its peak of experiencing 

the nature of mind, the realization from the path of pleasant (bde) has no 

power, which swiftly leads. Therefore, it is necessary to assemble the two 

good qualities of the Buddhist scholars and panditas (mkhas grub) and the 

activities of the root teacher. (123.2)  

Clearly remember that from the precious forests in India, King 

Trisong Deusten, Jetsun grags pa rgyal mtshan, and Paṇchen Padma dbang 

rgyal entered into a partnership and created many intellectuals and pundits 

(mkhas grub), stories of dharma, presented philosophical systems, gave 
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empowerments of pleasant advice (zhal gdams), wrote unceasingly of only 

beneficial and pure words. Through the arising of excellent natural good 

qualities, their marvelous activities also arose for the world. (24.8|123.5)  

That which is known to be concordant with the actions of earlier 

worthy persons and future beings, for these beings – the advice is on account 

of the teachings from the biographies (rnam thar) – one should listen and 

seek out with great enthusiasm. In the middle of the night, a teacher who is 

like the sun – as a state that is difficult to find leisure and fortune – because 

he came from being carried by his mother (ma yum), he arrives later in the 

evening. (24.11|124.1) Through an experience that rejoices like that, 

contemplate the nature of leisure. In particular, contemplate his treasures 

over and over again, from that hope, establish as exalted speech and look 

upon others as thorny (A mye).   

When you see your teacher, you – as a cause for the dharma to be 

explained – say E as a minor expression of actual reality and ask a question 

from your mother and father granting you streams (mtshor ba) (of blessings) 

All the bodies arises only as an aspect of the explanations of the excellent 

dharma that is heard. In Dege, Tsewang Dorje Rigdzin (sde dge tshe dbang 

rdo rje rig ‘dzin) (25.1|124.4) (chos dga’ dmar) pray by saying their names 

(bla dwags su gsol) as the great holy father Rinchen Wangyal (rin chen 
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dbang rgyal) and the 7th Karmapa, she chen ‘gyur med, mthu stobs rnam 

rgyal, etc. are the fathers of many excellent pundits of the common (sūtra 

tradition), who wrote, read, and complied letters from India and China. (dkar 

nag) Together with the branches of the four healing art tantras, statues, 

stupas, etc. in the right measure with this lineage, and trained as going 

through the intellectual training of the two sounds – ka and sva446 – poetics, 

sdebs sbyor, Abhidharma (mngon brjod), etc. And from many skilled-

learned ones (mkhas pa) from the wholesome places – Nālandā; Tulku 

Jampa ngag dbang bsten ‘dzin, brag sgom; disciple Konchog bstan pa rab 

rgyas, difficult Tashilhunpo Monastery; blo bzang dge legs, Li thang; Geshe 

Jampa Puntshok, and so forth to hear the teachings of the Parāmitās, Middle 

Way, Abhidharma, commentaries on Prāmaṇa, the stages and paths of 

Atisha, and many topics on mind training and the Mahāyāna, expounded 

(phal che) on the root texts of poetics (bda’ pod), gave memorized 

(teachings) on the Four Medical Tantras (sman gyi rgyud bzhi), in the middle 

of all these aspirations of wholesome faith, through receiving all of these 

gradually, you actually accomplish being an ordained monastic and train in 

detail in the vinaya (‘dul ba) and the root sūtras, etc. (26.1|125.4)  

 
446 Sanskrit? 
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With respect to Khenchen Kunga Tendzin (mkhan chen kun dga’ 

bstan ‘dzin), Jampel Sangpo (‘jam dpal bzang po), Swalu mchog sprul 

Rinpoche (shwa lu mchog sprul Rinpoche), Rinchen blo gsal (rin chen blo 

gsal ba), protect the teachings, and from the three lineage transmissions 

stemming from Kunkhyen blo gros mtha’ yas, etc., Abhisambodhi of 

Variochana (rnam snang mngon byang), yo gad pal rtse dbyings gsum, bla 

med bde dgyes gsang gsum, Kalachakra (dus ‘khor), Vajrabhairava (gshin 

rje’i gshed) and so forth, the essence of the secret mantrayana, the common, 

the empowerments covering (skor) the sarma tradition, the explanation of 

the tantras, sadhanas, profound instructions, (zab khrid) together with the 

infinite collections of activities (26.9|126.1), ‘gyur med mthu stob rnam 

rgyal, sgrol ston ‘jam dbyans chos kyi rgyal mtshan, ‘jig med rgyal ba’i myu 

gu, Khyab bdag Padma dam chos ‘od zer, Dorje Chang (rdo rje ‘chang), 

Karmapa Ngag dbang Yontan Gyatso (yon tan rgya mtsho), the three, sūtra, 

arts, and epistemology (sems).  

The three upper teachings (bka’) and intentions (dgongs), the earlier 

and later heart essence is like an ocean of instructions of the kama and 

terma, which are commentaries with the four rivers that descend from the 

teachings of the earlier translations.  
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In brief, the secret mantrayana, the nyingmapas, and the three with 

respect to the sarma (lineage) – Kadampas (bka’ gdams) texts, the perceptual 

lineage (gdams ngag pa), and the quintessential instructions (man ngag pa) 

– these are the three great systems. (126.4)  

The Kagyu lineage has four great and eight smaller (lineages) that the 

texts explain as – Shangs chos pas, zhi byed pa, gcod yul pa, Swa lu pa, jo 

nang pa, and bo dang po – and the Gelug are explained as – empowerment, 

transmission, instruction, together with the ancillaries of the oral lineage, the 

perspective of the tenet systems and the great independent scholars. 

Understand that the Heart Essence lineage would not come without this and 

(27.4|126.6) listen to each one of these numerous times. 

Having seen in detail the letters heard of the other two vast hearing of 

the higher, excellent and the lineage of dharma that is not the position 

seeked by the Mongols, as I estimate, exists as numerous dharmas of each 

(lineage) and now exists as a dharma lineage in the West (Tibet). 

(27.9|127.2) When that lineage meets with a teacher of any lineage, you will 

discover from abandoning and freeing yourself from difficulties that are a 

basis from of conceptual analysis and as you meet in mdo khams, dbus 

gtsang, or mon pod kyi mtshams, you will face troubles with the body, 

waiting for the dharma, toil and destitution as you may not see the teacher 
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for many years, yet through the method of desire, you will go and seek 

thoroughly (legs pa). Moreover, only learn to be well acquainted with those 

enumerations of list of teachings received without striving to produce (more 

teachings). (127.4)  

So far, his appearance is a butter lamp in the night that illuminates 

(gzigs) the Tibetan book. Make a critical examination through closely 

meeting many times with the teacher. Make copies of the texts of these rare 

books of the lineages with great effort. (The teacher’s) manner of explaining 

clarifications are an offering to purify forgetfulness with a seal (phyag 

mchan) (27.19|127.6).  

Having pleased the teacher with the best of wealth and flowers of 

practice (sgrub pa’i me tog), pray many times and make requests. Each time 

you hear or see your teacher, contemplate wisdom (shes rab), which 

penetrates the pith instructions, and since you do not possess that, the 

masters penetrate your mind (thugs).  

Through Panchen Palden Tenpai Nyima (paN chen dpal ldan bstan 

pa’i nyi ma) from gtsang, Swa lu mChog sprul, rDorje ‘chang, blo gsal bstan 

skyong, etc (swa lu mchog sprul, rdo rje ‘chang, blo gsal bstan skyong), 

Jamyang Wangpo (dbyangs bla ma) says to pray to the head with the white 

crown for the sake of mantra. (28.9|128.3) When you practice the tantric 
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homage in a cave of a sacred clean place, experiences like a dream are non-

existent as Jetsun Jamyang arrives in actual aspects, which are a beautiful 

matrix of light rays like fresh saffron coming from an open blue Udapala 

flower, dissolves at the heart-center and the blessings are unobstructed from 

the teacher (128.4) and the foundation of wisdom. Through actually meeting 

with many ancient paN grub in high places, (you) receive the deathless 

nectar of the dharma and realize that the six ornaments of ‘dzam bug ling, 

the two supreme ones – Nāgārjuna and Asaṇga – which are the same as the 

enjoyments of the noble ones. In brief, the method of dharma trains without 

bias or perspectives.  

The path which enters the skilled (way) sees many ways and abides as 

blessings of many lineages of practice and attainment, (128.6) and is a 

treasury of many vast and profound instructions. Seeing the face of the 

teacher’s compassionate pledges (thugs dam) offers oral treasures of the 

profound wisdom (blo gros). (29.2|129.1)  

One who spends their time continuously day and night, hearing, 

explaining, writing, and reading the excellent dharma, through the power of 

that, the splendor of all the teachings is protected (mgon) and abides in every 

endeavor that benefits the fortunate (skal bzang) dharma. When the three 

places (sag sum na), they are the only lamps (that apprehend the dharma). 
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(129.3) The method that discovers the perspectives, which establishes those 

essential practices through hearing (thos don), when they are intimate 

teachings given through the ultimate (tha ma) master, the disciple listens 

through engaging in reading stories of Jestun Milarepa (rje btsun) and the 

great arising dharma (of) the Kadampa (bka’ gdams) from the good 

intellectual Jamyang (‘jam dbyangs). Even the lama reads seeing through 

itself, he relinquishes self-interest (129.4 -  rang nyid kyis kyang gzigs…) 

and only in retreat, creates a great disposition of cheerfulness.  

There are many paths - meditative equipoises of the grounds and 

paths, the Kalachakra, and the Great Completeness – as mutually well-

arranged and equivalent and were diffused through pronouncements. Also, I 

illustrate through the expressions that are similar to arriving to the mere 

middle way of realizing the path. (29.15|129.6) Jetsun (lce btsun) teaches the 

transmission of the Heart Essence as, “even those of the secret (mantra) 

have difficulties to impute – that view is the very same practice as ordinary 

appearances.” (29.18|130.1) If it is gravely difficult even through 

misconstruing the great (anuttarayoga, rnal ‘byor) and intelligence through 

abiding only in secret conduct all the time, then why even discuss that one 

should possess intelligence as like seeds in a gourd?  
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On the contrary, when there is gold in the ground, it is said to be 

indiscriminate from the light shining in the sky, which is the perceiving and 

hearing as merely perspectives of a method. The yoga of the time of the 

(today’s) children is said to remember Wangchuk Dorje Drilbupa (dbang 

phyug rdo rje dril bu pa), Paṇchen Vimalamitra (paN chen bi ma la mi tra), 

Chogyal Trisong Deutsen (Chos rgyal khri srong lde’u btsan), Gyalse 

Chogrub Gyalpo (rgyal sras mchog grub rgyal po), Guru chogyi Wangchuk 

(gu ru chos kyi dbang phyug)447, Chimed thang tong rgyal po (‘chi med 

thang stong rgyal po) (30.9|130.5) and is bestowed as taking up the face that 

is joined with revealing enlightenment (byang chub). The four elders – the 

noble Jampel (‘jam dpal), Lopon (slob dpon), Jampel (‘jam dpal) and 

Shenyen (bshes gnyen) bestowed what they could not finish of the dharma 

called The Seven Lamps of the Heart Essence (snying thig sgron ma bdun 

pa).  

130.6 When my teacher was eight years old, he suffered a grave 

illness and actually met in union with Orgyan Dorje Chang (Ao rgyan rdo 

rje ‘chang) and wife, the tantric empowerment of the assembly of Dorje 

Phurba (rdo rje phur pa). Through Yeshe Tsogyal (mtsho rgyal), he gave the 

practice (sgrub) the profound yang phur sbrags ma’i zab.  

 
447 Perhaps Guru Chowang in Marvelous Garland of Rare Gems, pages 76, 102, 307, 548. 
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(On the) fifteenth day in the year of the wooden horse, (30.17|131.2) 

he sat in a steady clear meditative equipoise, where it was difficult to 

separate actual and meditative experiences. (30.19|131.2) In the monastery 

in Lhasa, the greatly skilled ‘jam dpal shes nyen (‘jam dpal bshes gnyen) 

(gave) blessings that were undifferentiated from the tantric initiations of the 

mastery over all the teachings that focus on the volumes of Prajñāpāramitā 

and the victorious vehicle, the great completeness.  

When he was guided to that monastery, having seen a blazing and 

great bonfire and because it was out of control, he was unable to purify the 

coarse body. (131.5) He experienced the light body as Vimalamitra. Later, 

from this, from my own words when the burnt offerings were given by the 

master of the nine stages at the sacred rock cave in the Vajra seat of India in 

the 15th year, all three, body, speech, and mind were a word. If anything 

remained, it was a body of only the awareness of clear light.  

From that, understand that awareness alone does not include anything 

else whatsoever. (131.6 - 132.1) The activities of realization and offerings 

arise as many reasonings but does not arise in accord with me. This, Paṇchen 

Rinpoche from Western Tibet says, it drifts in the place of lho brag (lha 

lung), it entered from the outside into the king’s palace, and a few born of 

mothers and fathers are known as mahasiddhas, but today we do not take the 
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understanding of the siddhas of that, those are merely attained as 

appearances of meditative experiences of committing religious instructions 

to memory.” (31.17|132.2 – 3) When there is not a realization that is free 

from transforming beyond the meaning (don ‘pho ‘gyur bral), then the 

magical substantial illusionary body is an immature teaching.  

When viewed through knowing the focus of the instructions of the 

unsurpassed mantrayana in general and the nature, great completeness in 

particular, even that is finely explained as the reason for that and is 

presented through the abiding as very hidden. (32.4|132.5) Later that year in 

rnga yab gling, the great pundit Padma praised through the vajra 

transmission as having command over the Seven Treasuries – The Secret 

oral special transmission of Amazement (ngo mtshar bka’ babs kyi gsang 

mdzod bdun – and enthroned as a supremely accomplished treasure-revealer. 

In this way, previously through meditating on the paths and now, this arises 

as self-accomplished and effortless, excellent and highest as the nature of 

rnal ‘byor pa and called “self-arising accomplishment.”  

In this lifetime, he tirelessly practiced the actual accomplishment, 

(32.10|133.1) and received the empowerment. As he gave extended trainings 

of instructions of the Heart Essence Vast Expanse foundational practices and 

later instructions on foundational practices as treasuries, and (32.12|133.2) 
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taken as the main point from the arranged topics of instructions (bka’ 

gdams), stages of the path, and mind-training.  

The three lineages: Theravada, Sūtrayana, and Vajrayāna in general, 

and in particular, the rnam ‘joms gdugs dkar,(133.3 bya rgyud rig gsum) and 

Abhisambodhi of Vairochana (rnam snang mngon byang), rdor dbyings, kun 

rig, bde dgyes gnyis, Kalachakra, and many concerning gu ru zhi drag. 

Eight Pronouncements of Padmasambhava (bka’ brgyad), sadhanas, and the 

19 customs (lugs srol bcu dgu), and the two – sūtra and tantra - the 

unmistaken traditional methods of each individual lineage together with the 

offerings that propitiate (bsnyen pa) many deities with their assemblies.  

Also at this time, the face teaches because it is joined with the teacher, 

which is part of the lineage of the sky-traveller Jetsun Dorje Naljorma (rje 

btsun rdo rje rnal ‘byor ma) and the Venerable Wish-fulfilling Lady, the 

melodious 10th letter mantra (‘phags ma yid bzhin ‘khor lo yi ge bcu pa’i 

sgra dbyangs can). And because it mixes with the basic space of clear light – 

the mind-heart continuum (thugs rgyud), it comes forward as a mind treasure 

(dgongs pa’i gter) and Rigdzin Garab Dorje transmitted the three teachings 

of the great completeness. (33.10|134.1)  

The many blessings and so forth by the Padmasambhava and even the 

innumerable expressions from the special deity because the mind is 
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profound, its greatness is inexpressible. Through abiding in the method, 

which (myur mdzad nag po chen po dang zhing skyong stobs ‘phrog dbang 

po sku lus dang grib ma) overshadows the great body and loses the strength 

of Mahakala and Ksetrapala, all activities are practiced as desired.  

The mantra protector Ekazatī, the many volumes of dharma activities 

of the sky-goers, and actual offerings, etc. serve as all protectors of the Vajra 

dharma. (33.17|134.4) Even possessing the disposition of happiness when 

you have a close relationship with a child-like non-arrogance, from the two 

positions through dependent arisings, which gather as empowerments of 

one’s own appearances, anyone’s great bright and shining arrogance is 

humbled as timid as it cannot withstand the bright and shining teacher. 

(34.2|134.4 – 5)  

Exploiting the teacher for the sake of riches and honor and giving 

secret denials and questions in the face of dharma, through jealously, (one) 

conducts bad prayers. No matter how small of whatever arises from these 

heresies, even the characteristics, which stir from the mind (of the teacher) 

do not exist externally because flattery is only to benefit. (134.6 – 135.1) 

When the great evil spirits set out great offerings, it is said that they suspend 

the taste for sin for you, and this is unflattering. Even if a small but 

substantial (amount) sa for a beggar, as an example, is offered is equivalent 
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to a wealthy person’s offering of 100 (tshos). (135.2) Areshatshe (A re shat 

she) says, “to receive in ones hands, giving dedications and aspirations from 

the lesser and poor cultivates the greatest kindness (brtse). (res shig), 

Kongtrul Dorje held in mind and send off (rdzong) – dwelled in this for a 

period of one year and through hearing the preparations to come to (rang 

gnas) self-sustainment, when he dwelled as Kongtrul Rinpoche, there were 

many causes as the activities to listen to the explanations of the dharma.  

One performs the necessary plethora of complete ceremonies (sku 

rim). These protection ritual practices should be performed daily. 

(34.16|135.4 – 5) We as these three – body, speech, and mind – do not cast 

aside (‘debs pa ma gtogs) the path of aspiration from dedicating as ritual 

substitutes of all sentient beings. In this lifetime, it is not experienced for 

merely one’s own benefit but torma is dedicated for any lifetime (tshe gang 

yang).  

When the time is near for the arising of great agitation in the Kingdom 

(rgyal khams), the creatures who lead this agitation are a pernicious force 

and do so for a period of time such as eight years or so. To calm these, one 

should be intent on something that only practices of cherishing others. 

(35.5|136.1)  
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As Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo abided like that, the equaled fragrance 

of ethics rises up everywhere and because of his skilled practice in the bliss 

(bde) warmth of tummo blazes. He only wore a sheet and sat on a cushion in 

the cold because this inner heat was sufficient to keep him warm in the cold. 

(136.2) Snow instantly melt on his head. Even without perceiving  the great 

red treasure and place caught fire without a doubt. Through the 

demonstration of the capacity, which melts snow, when all the surfaces of 

that is explained as a miracle, the inanimate body has heat in the same way 

(but) that is nothing miraculous. (35.13|136.4)   

In Nag, there was a war that burned down rDzong gsar dgon (rdzong 

gsar bkra shis lha rtse) Monastery by fire, from within the near-by windows 

of the body, where rje nyid dwelled, as the red flames (zing zing) (darted like 

a human tongue) arose, because he dwelled as without any arrogance, the 

fire pacified itself and also other places that were near that did not burn. The 

pictures of Derge on the walls of that great place and the statue of the 

wrathful Rigdzin Dorje, the dorje ritual object was concealed and was not 

harmed by the fire. Also, that pile of auspiciousness in the center of Nyang, 

in three days time, and from the blazing heat, the skull-cup of khros ma nag 

mo was unable to be touched and the stones of Palge as they are far from the 

100,000 renowned stones (of the monastery on fire) as made as the mind of 
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the highest abiding, even though it was cut off by five or six days journey, 

flowers, which abided there arose like rain – flowers rained down. 

(36.7|137.3)  

When Rong me dkar mo stag tshang publicly discovered the terma as 

a thunder of the realization of wisdom, in the face of creating many 

contradictory behaviors to religious discipline, the power in Derge, carry 

from the base of the top of the head, where Palden Deathless Indestructible 

Vajra abides and from the splendorous conditions of fear, which makes one 

on the verge to strike – Guru Rinpoche and the king and his subjects 

gathered in Samye and mutually encountered one another. From that, 

Chogyal Nyi says later that the kindness that abided for a moment before 

created the enlightened activities of the concealed treasure. (36.14|137.5)  

At that time, since the false attachments were not attained, the causes 

and conditions were not suitable and not covered, the good causes of 

activities arose, then half of the number of (troops) did not arrive in the 

kingdom even though they were commanded to go there. Khenpo Rinchen 

Dargye (mkhan po rin chen dar rgyas), because they were beaten, cleared a 

dangerous path of obstacles and then gave a prophecy that no errors would 

arise.  
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(138.1) For as long as the face of Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo abides 

in samsara, the prophecy stated that no one would need to fear barbarians in 

Tibet. When this prophecy came true, many blessings manifested. 

Padmasambhava gave his offering of realization as, “when it is necessary to 

give an illustration with a literal expression of wisdom that is not pervaded 

by contemplating of the great completeness (when one is unable to practice 

the great completeness and a modality for meditation is required) having 

depended upon the gesture (brda) of rainbow-crystal (‘ja’ shel) that is the 

mirror at the moment of initiation, from that pointing-out instruction that 

what cannot be explained yet can be attained through prayer and blessings 

through receiving blessings from me. (37.6|138.3) Even a moment of your 

capacity to pray is not a cause except through wearing my face comes as a 

great blessing – where difficulty does not arise - and not as a small blessing. 

(138.4)  

In brief, through the great transference rainbow body does not come to 

others through passing life in prosperity but from this place of continuous 

teachings of emptiness – the Buddhas of the Good Eon and through the body 

of wisdom. Instantly with possessing fortunate devotion (while) in thugs 

dam contemplate the method that does not forget, over and over again, the 

wisdom of the mind-mind intention. (37.15|138.6)  
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Cultivate actual knowing (nges shes), focus on the essence of mind, 

and with how to radiate the experience of devotion, without letting your 

mind wander and one-pointedly offer and pray. In one moment, through the 

method, which mixes the mind of the lineage with the teacher and place 

yourself in a self-settled, relaxed mind state and relax.  

Mantra Recitation 

The prayer mantra, Oṃ, Ah, Huṃ is the mantra that invokes the 

teacher’s body, speech, and mind, the indestructible three. The mantra of 

Oṃ brings blessings, Ah bestows actual accomplishment, and Huṃ is swift 

enlightened activities. There are many others. (38.4|139.3)  

The first awareness holder teacher explains that these three syllables 

are the general mantra recitation. When they are combined with other 

mantras (that contain the secret name of the master invoked), at the 

beginning those characteristics are joined, they exist as a distinct position 

from the mantra recited. Later, Guru Rinpoche, the teacher as the former 

expression is captured.  

Manjughoṣa states, through binding together with Manjusri, Manjusri 

and the teacher, the teacher becomes known as Manjusri. Moreover, 

eventually endowed with this, (38.10|139.5) the many termas and 

transmissions of bdag nyang and rad gling, etc. teach the characteristics, 
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which are known as Manjusri teach through sound the characteristics that are 

an expression of the consciousness of Manjusri. From the aspects, which are 

undifferentiated between Manjusrimitra and the three secrets (139.6) or 

principally, from the treasures, transmissions and stories, as they were told at 

length, the manifestation of Manjusri was told from the position, which was 

born of King Trisong Deutsen (the Nyingma tradition).  

Now, only we forget to say it is the manifestation of Vimalamitra. If 

someone asks how Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo could be both King Trisong 

Deutsen and Vimalamitra who are a teacher and sponsor (140.1 – 2), is like 

saying how can you touch the bottom of the ocean with the index finger. The 

extensive presentation that depends on the dharmakāya of many Buddhas is 

the same as one physical manifestation and the dharmakāya of one Buddha 

is the same of many nirmanakāya manifestations. That is sufficient for a 

mental picture.  

Not only that, even through attaining the first Buddha ground, 

instantly each of the 100 physical manifestations along with the intermediate 

spaces of the 100 retinues, these representations are not explained this way. 

Therefore, the mental activities, which are inconceivably contemplated, do 

not occur because they are confused. (any mental activity is confused so 

even on the first Buddha ground, you do not have these types of conceptions, 
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especially thinking that how can Vimalamitra and King Trisong Deutsen be 

teacher-disciple or both of these roles at the same time.)  

To say that Manjusri is as other enumerations is not to hold to it as 

only one noble person because it is an expression, that body of non-dual 

Buddha wisdom is also Manjusri-wisdom-mind (‘jam dpal ye shes sems 

dpa’) (39.11|140.6) Therefore, all the Buddhas and enlightened beings are 

nothing other than the essence of Manjusri as a manifestation of 

enlightenment (byang chub pa). When it is like that, the mental construct 

presented as the essence of the indestructible Manjusri through realizing the 

profound and luminous non-dual wisdom body. Therefore, it is not 

necessary to rely on effort, which searches for life stories of former fixed 

positions.(39.16|141.1) In any case, since the Buddha abides as the essence 

of Manjusri, the characteristics that are called “Manjusri is the teacher” is a 

prayer and is not the lion-Brahmin-child. The name, “lion” is an imputation 

and not permanent. (39.19|141.3)  

Like that, from a feeling of longing, from those characteristics and 

imagine the teacher is there. As you say, “sarva siddhi hum, all of the 

accomplishments are immediately given. Those accomplishments are the 

two, ordinary and extraordinary. From those two are the subtle 

accomplishments, the eight great accomplishments, etc. There are many: 
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tshig btsan pa, ‘khor mang ba, longs spyod che ba, g.yul las rgyal ba; it 

indeed exists as numerous accomplishments. (141.4 – 5) Even though those 

are attained in (our rang cag) similar ways, the aspect of the basis of 

whatever (is) satisfaction is indivisible, just as the story that tells how an 

eight-limbed spider does not go (in different directions), satisfaction always 

necessarily melts as one actual accomplishment. With respect to that, the 

many – nose, mouth, and so forth – on one person, it is necessary to 

concentrate on and make it the very foundation of your practice on the same 

essence and the all-sufficient (practice). Therefore, the blessings of the 

teacher abide in one’s mind continuum. (40.10|141.6) 

 

Receiving the Empowerments 

Through mixing the three openings of one’s self – body, speech, and 

mind – with the teacher, the clear light mind orb of your teacher as the 

manifesting Buddha as you intensely pray, “Palden Lama – my teacher - 

may I know you.” After that, you receive the empowerment(s). Through 

praying like that, your teacher is delighted and from the highest power of his 

compassion, he bestows empowerments and accomplishments. Clearly 

visualize: a white letter Oṃ, which is the nature of the vajra body of all the 

Buddhas, at the crown of your head, a red Ah, which is the nature of the 
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vajra speech, at the throat, and a blue Hum, which is the nature of the vajra 

mind, at your heart.  

From the Oṃ, which shines white light like the moon, white (light) 

arises continuously as milky deathless amṛta and abides at the crown of your 

head, and dissolves into the (vajra) – body orb at the crown of the head. 

(41.3|142.4) Gather all the transgressions, misdeeds, and failings from the 

opening of the body and purify them into the pure realm. Particularly, purify 

those aspects, which attach to those impure appearances of the body. The 

method, which places within the continuum of the capacity that 

accomplishes the manifest body, the vajra body of the completely pure body 

attains the vase empowerment.  

Do the same at the throat and mix with the vajra speech. The red Aḥ 

shines like sunrays at the throat and is red deathless nectar. There is an orb at 

your speech-throat, whereby defiled speech and attachment to appearances 

of speech become vajra speech and the enjoyment body and empowers the 

speech empowerment. 

At your heart center, there is a blue hum, which is the vajra heart, and 

it possesses the color of pure lapis light and deathless nectar. An orb of the 

mind (of the teacher) sits at your heart center and any attachment to the 
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appearances of mind are the vajra heart, dharmakāya, and the knowledge 

empowerment.  

White, red, and blue light and deathless nectar – all three – arise 

together from all of these letters in the three places while simultaneously 

dissolving and abiding in you. These equally three places (in your body) 

annihilate and purify all of the defilements and predispositions.  

Through these (three) openings, which place you in the fortunate 

continuum, which accomplishes the svabhavikakāya (ngo bon yid sku) – the 

vajra wisdom that is the unified undifferentiated three vajra (points) of the 

Buddha, think that you attain the four empowerments. This, through 

attaining the body empowerment from the former teacher, this itself exists as 

bestowing continuous pledges and because it increases earlier capacities, it is 

called the “path empowerment.”  When it accepted as many, it is the 

victorious skillful means, which enter into fulfilling broken (pledges) and 

blessings. (42.7|143.6)  

It is important that one should be free from doubt and maintain the 

mental activity of interest (mos pa). Clearly visualize slowly in these 

meditative states and taking empowerments because they are powerful for 

however long you can consistently and clearly observe as many meditative 

objects. (42.10|144.1) In order to create a steady and especially to perfect the 
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skill of cultivating an awareness that has the capacity that is identical and 

directly the wisdom empowerment, mainly (you) retain mixing your mind 

with the teacher’s mind as it follows the four empowerments.  

The teacher as a white orb of light possesses a pinkish fresh 

appearance, condenses into the size of a drop of oil (144.3) and lucidly and 

clearly radiates the five colors of light rays. When it is (understood) as a 

subtle empowerment, it is like the size of a grain or mustard seed. (144.3) 

When it is bestowed as a vast empowerment, merely this measurement – the 

white orb – contains all that is pervaded by basic space. Imagine that this 

white form abides at the crown of your head.  

Because (your) heart-center dissolves into the indestructible orb, you 

are the vajra mind, the genuine, expressionless teacher of the final meaning. 

Your face is the ultimate truth, clear light, great completeness. (43.2|144.5) 

Through the shell of the word and mind, an unobstructed fresh perception 

arises and conviction is firmly established. Also, you are simultaneously 

placed in a state, which is a profound way of being like the instructions of 

the great practices that are well familiar to our own such as Paths and 

Fruitions, Mahāmudrā, and The Great Completeness. (43.6|145.1)  

The pith instructions of the three applications of the path, which 

gather the teacher and secret (mantrayana) and the profound instructions of 
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the three dimensions of Padmasambhava of the seventh chapter are the same 

inexpressible disposition as the essence of your own mind. Do not lose the 

continual heartfelt state of your luminous, ceaseless, creative through 

placing your focus in a state of devotion. (145.2)  

Also, the three – sights, sounds, and awareness – are simply 

appearances of one’s mind. Train in the view that the appearances of Palden 

Lama’s body, speech, and mind is only a display and seal with the authentic 

devotion that does not mix with pleasure (dga’ brod) and arrogance.  

Through practicing guru yoga in a single session, demonstrates that 

the entire virtue of the three times, yourself, others, and all sentient beings 

are individually perceived as followers of the precious dharma, teacher, and 

Buddhas and are recognized as Buddhas. (43.16|145.5) They are also vessels 

of instructions (gdams ngag) of the Buddha. These beings are displays of the 

teachings, which contain all the crucial points of the path of the vast and 

profound. They are put into practice through all endeavors as to whatever is 

taught. (43.19|145.5 – 6) Before too long, they go as manifestations of 

Padmasambhava, followers of the teachings, and the teacher’s expansive 

mind.  

When this realization is not captured in this lifetime and you are 

dying, the suffering, which causes intense pain and steals away your power 
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and the negative supports of attachment and aversion do not arise. Perfect 

the highest meditative stabilization that retains your teacher as your own 

mind and perfect the attainments that rely on the luminosity of the time of 

death (146.1)  

If you are roaming in the bardo of becoming as that luminosity of the 

time of death is not attained, combine these things through dedicating as a 

cause to 1) remember the teacher, 2) through meeting with the appearance of 

the teacher’s body and beings such as sky-goers, 3) those instructions that 

especially possess the field of the Awareness-Holders, 4) the completely all-

pervasive path, and 5) the inseparable minds of the enlightened teacher and 

retinue. (44.6|146.1 – 3)  

 

Mixing Daily Activities with Guru Yoga 

In between (meditation) sessions, consider the view and benefits of 

the kindness of your teacher and the good qualities that are taught by the 

sūtras and commentaries. When you are eating, offer to the teacher by first 

setting aside (a small portion of food) - as in other instruction manuals – the 

teacher sits at your throat. Invite your teacher into your throat center and 

offer this first taste to enjoy the meal through knowing this. (44.15|146.4)  
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Also, when and wherever you sit, you should abandon heedless 

behavior through abiding as if you are in front of the presence of your 

teacher (Palden Lama) and engage in conduct through the three vajra points. 

(sgo gsum tshul khrims) When you are sleeping, meditate on the sleep yoga 

that focuses your attention on the clear light like a butter lamp that is the 

subtle body of your teacher that abides in the center of your heart, focus on 

your teacher’s subtle body of clear light. Always, whether there is cynicism, 

hostility, or broken samayas, connect them with the teacher. (45.1|146.6)  

There are fifteen characteristics of the teacher. When you are 

expressing the intentions of the teacher’s characteristics, one should connect 

with the teacher’s name and ultimately (be) in the presence of his face 

because it is respected (gus pa) in other texts.  

In particular these words are expressed, “without cultivating devotion, 

one is unable to connect with the words of the teacher (rje bla ma) and Dorje 

Chang and this is meaningless.” (45.7|147.2) In brief, you should train in 

going as a support from your fine-tuned sessions and between sessions of 

your spiritual practice. (45.9|147.3)  

As there are actions, afflictions, and suffering – fierce and dangerous 

animals – when you cultivate a discontent for these, you travel the path that 

takes you to the city of liberation. This path is of the same dimension as the 
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teachings and teachers. Since there is nothing other than relying on your 

confidence to each one of these dimensions, you should maintain a distance 

from ‘friends’ like contention, profit, and negative activities in this lifetime.  

Devotion brings you on the path of the teacher in one lifetime. Even 

wealth from everything else leaves you empty-handed. (45.14|147.5) Even 

now, from within one thousand-populated village, it scatters as one. (dar 

yang stong sde’i nang nas gcig pur ‘khyar). Even the ruler (btsan) through 

his actions wanders powerlessly from guidance. Wealth in this lifetime, all 

things terminate like that. Also delight - dissatisfaction strangles happiness – 

is cut off by death. (45.18|147.6) Even suffering that enters into a human 

body and life is like winter and the sun. Reflect on the advice again and 

again in your head. (45.19 – 46.1|148.1)  

Everywhere, the sunlight of the Buddha and the teachings are 

obscured, negative behavior comes as unwholesome, dark activities, and 

most of the excellent teachings and paths pass away peacefully. Thinking 

over and over again until you see these objects with weariness. When you 

cultivate a mind that is weary, cast aside meaningless activities. From 

possessing that understanding, cultivate the great fortitude. (snying stobs) 

148.2 Through that fruition, embody compassion and accomplishments 
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(bsdus tshad thugs rjes rjes ‘dzin). Because (you have) have faith, and 

through entering into happiness, you are guided to happiness. (148.3)  

The ones of inferior fortunes have difficulties perceiving the teacher’s 

face. Just as a wish-fulfilling jewel of the three realms and because you have 

not defeated (your) opportunity to meet with this wish-fulfilling jewel, you 

supplicate one-pointedly by cultivating devotion.  

Even the teacher abides as a human flesh body, yet the wisdom body 

transcends decay and decline as it is deathless. (46.11|148.4) Even the 

completed collection of the teacher’s characteristics and attitudes are for one 

(purpose) that is the inexhaustible, continuous manifestation of compassion. 

(46.13|148.5)  

I cannot say whether or not an eye filled with water sees the teacher. 

Yet, the teacher always sees the students through his compassion and 

wisdom, (you see that it) is not covered by obscurations. Therefore, abandon 

doubt and cultivate devotion, since the teacher’s compassion does not 

deceive, is definitely true, and good.  

Through faith, relax. The biography of the teacher, since extreme joy 

proliferates, transgresses happiness day and night. Through knowing that 

you will attain from the teacher who is the entire happiness and benefit of 
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existence and peace, you will discover the perfection of confidence of a 

peaceful mind.  

At the time of death, the blessings of the teacher – the supreme refuge 

– and through unchanging true conviction, the teacher brilliantly squashes 

terror. Having died, the teacher lives in the pure realm. (47.2|149.2) Since he 

receives the teachings of the supreme vehicle, he is ornamented. This 

lifetime that possesses happiness will bring delight in future lifetimes. This 

deathless nectar increases all the time, which many discover yet from 

discovering (it), few consume. (47.5|149.3) You are meritorious and should 

pray with being satisfied. Even you should honor the teacher’s excellent 

lotus feet, find joy in the instructions and deathless amṛta of that.  

Colophon 

Through establishing and following the advice of my powerful 

teacher, I whole-heartedly pray to go tirelessly as your servant. Here are the 

The Excellent Way: How Guru Yoga Bestows Highest Wisdom. Who is 

interested in this book, with respect to this teaching, the mind, which 

apprehends this deep practice – student Karma – who descended down from 

the Holy Mountain – and with great care and offered the ocean of definitive 

meaning, gold, a cloth of medicine, exhorted through saying (this text) and 

please write this instructions. This text was received through the top of the 
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head of a particle, at the feet of Jetsun Lama – non-referential great 

compassion. The proud unworthy poor modest Kelsang gathered these 

teachings by being a receptacle of the essence of the deathless nectar that 

was spoken. Whatever was thought from the mind of Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima 

(‘jigs med bstan pa’i nyi mas) was written in a relaxed state. Also, this text 

gives all beings an opportunity to be accepted by Palden Lama (dpal ldan 

bla ma).  

 

Sarva Maṇgalaṃ 
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Written Instructions on Deity Attributes, The Staircase that leads to Lotus 

Light 

By the Third Dodrupchen Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima 

Namo Guru Bhye 

 A thousand-petalled lotus expands throughout the ocean of cyclic 

existence. In the middle of that, there is youthful, thoroughly complete 

wisdom, which manifests as the resplendent, indestructible Padmasambhava. 

In the heart-center, there is the inseparable gloriously copper-colored 

mountain.  

 As it is said in the embodiments of realizations: the scriptures, the 

teachings, and secret teachings of Jigme Lingpa who taught as a scholar, 

“Whoever encounters [these teachings] are propelled to the vajra-holders 

Buddha-field.” By depending on the external root teacher, who is the wish-

fulfilling jewel, everything that you encounter arises as treasures that are 

actual causes and scriptures that come from the Buddha-fields. From The 

Great Liberation (rnam thar chen mo), “Here are the aspects of the root 

teacher who drafted his perceptions as the main points of specific 

instructions, which traverse to the field of the copper-colored mountain. In 

general, if [it] is joined with a purified disciple, this guru sadhana is 
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necessarily explained as the only method that opens to the insights of actual 

practice. Here, the ordinary trainee who is in accordance with the 

perspective of hoping to be liberated in future rebirths.”  

 The first step of twelve is the expression of the actual meditation [on] 

the lotus-light field which pervades everywhere. You see all appearances as 

the lotus-light field. 41.3-4 Mt. Sumeru and Malaya, the two supreme ones 

and so forth (Nāgārjuna and Asanga), are in the middle of this ocean. The 

field resembles the heavenly realm of Khechara. That is encircled by eight 

great islands of great rākśasas both amazing and fearful. All around, there is 

a great ocean, which is surrounded by the shining blue sky. 42.1  

 At the center of that high and glorious great Copper-colored 

mountain, there are cities of rākśasas. On one side, there are delightful 

immeasurable mansions. An arrangement of burial grounds is on the other 

side. At the vast and spacious base, there is a festival of many beautiful, 

amazing, and brilliant dakas and sky-goers (dakinis). There is also a grove 

of dpal bsam, a fountain of nectar, a cliff of crystal, tiny fish (ne’u), and 

flowers scattered throughout. The singing and dancing sky-goers fly in 

flocks with intelligent birds (mkhas pa’i bya) and bees. The mountain is 

ornamented with things as such as lovely deer and pleasantries. 42.4 Any 

necessities needed for life, such as clothing, bedding, cushions, food and 
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drink, effortlessly arise. Sunbeams of vajra-holder sky-goers assemble from 

a stream of latticework of rainbow throughout the sky. There are many 

melodious lyrics of secret mantra, vajra songs, dancing, and symphonies of 

music instantly appearing and transform as great bliss. In the midst of that, 

there are various glimmering jewels piled high on the immeasurable Lotus-

light mansion.    

43.1/51.17 This beauty is overwhelming to the eye. In particular, there 

is an assembly of peaceful dharma (zhi ba chos) in the east. In the south, 

there is an arrangement of a collection of vast enjoyments. The outside is 

vast gold and ornamented with a garland of small bells that sound the sound 

of dharma and full of immeasurable treasures. There is the birthplace of the 

fortunate ones as it is said in the writings of the peaceful and wrathful (zhi 

khro’i gzhung), “Awareness gathers in the great mansion of the Copper-

colored mountain and instantly, that itself (awareness) transforms and even 

creates (skyes).” And like it says in the quote, [awareness] arises in the 

unsullied sphere (dbyings). 43.3 Other sources detail this extensively and 

[one can] learn [it] there.  

 When [it] is created as the Cāmara continent of the land of rākśasas, 

the Lotus-light [palace] arises, imagine again the many appearances. 
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Likewise, it is important to aspire to not wander and recognize the focus 

object.  

 The second [point] is that these fields, which are established as secret 

mantra, unsurpassed vajra-holders appear as offerings and are perceived just 

as they abide (‘di dag gas shod begin du mthong ba) 43.5 From that 

perception, the actual enjoyments are necessarily established from 

depending upon guru yoga, as the final chapter in the Treasury of Precious 

Qualities states as it is not possible through ordinary methods.448 Moreover, 

as long as the heart of Guru Rinpoche, the actual object, innate wisdom, 

overwhelming illusions arrive in [one’s] heart, the power, which enters into 

that field, flourishes. 44.1 That wisdom has supreme capability to motivate 

and empower. When [it] is joined with the appearance of a disciple and the 

methods of the teachings are the two Mandhara and [Yeshe] Tshogyal. (The 

skul and bdang of wisdom are Mandhara and Yeshe Tshogyal) 44.2 Also 

from that, we, the Tibetan people are intimate [to this wisdom] and that 

itself, through the explanations of the Lady of the Copper-colored mountain, 

we are subdued by the heart-wisdom mind of the teacher when [there are] 

 
448 The final chapter in Treasury of Precious Qualities begins with a section titled, “the result is 

not produced by extraneous causes,” which states, “In the Mahayoga of the inner tantras, it [the 

impure universal ground] is purified through the perception of phenomena as deities, not through 

the recognition of the nature of the ground’s appearance.” Jigme Lingpa, Treasury of Precious 
Qualities: Book Two: Vajrayana and the Great Perfection, trans. by Padmakara Translation 

Group, Boston: Shambhala Publications, 2013, 277. See Tibetan  
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blessings of that [wisdom]. Therefore, the main point of this [instruction] in 

the Lotus-light field is to establish yourself as the form of Vajrayoginī. 

 The third [point] is the training [in] yoga (rnal ‘byor). This yoga 

training of remembering the intimate idea (yid ngor) from observing, again 

and again, the aspects of characteristics of the vajra body, the deathless 

nectar of Guru Rinpoche is the apprehension of the principle [deity] of the 

refuge tree of that itself since [it] is the principle cause, which directly 

apprehends that body. The bodily aspects, even though it says that they are 

not truly one, are capable of being wrathful (‘jigs su rung ba). Here, because 

there are many interferences to traveling to the field of vajra-holders, the 

particularly distinguished praised antidote to that is the appearance of 

Padmasambhava. 45.1/53.14 This perspective of imagining the deity 

assembly is cherished by many who are great such as followers who observe 

that method because it is great and descends [from] dependent arisings, 

which receive the nectar of speech from quickly meeting with many deities, 

which dwell on high just as the biography of the Buddha’s heir, Manibhadra. 

This itself, in the rgyas par phye Bali bra macho dings grub rgya mtsho,449  

 
449 TBRC found rtsa gsum gter bdag gling pa/. "tshogs rol tshogs smon/." In gter chos/_rtsa gsum 

gling pa/. TBRC W4CZ1042. 1: 505 - 512. pharphing, kathmandu, nepal: bka' gter sri zhu e waM 

dpe skrun khang /, 2002-2014. 

http://tbrc.org/link?RID=O8LS1837|O8LS18378LS2133$W4CZ1042 

When I typed in this title. ASK for clarification. 
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from Saraha, Nāgārjuna, heirs, without beginning, Śantideva, Dharmakīrti, 

to the teachings of Atiśa, and so forth, in general and particular from the 

perspective of tantra, developed as a text (group of words; tshig zin) as most 

great pandits and siddhas’s work. Moreover, the root text(s) of guru sadhana 

arose to train with just as it (guru sadhana, wisdom, etc.) abides as the signs 

of the dakinis.  

 The fourth [point]: Even though Padmasambhava’s compassion, 

which guides us, is ceaseless, we [must] quickly enter into action and rely on 

the practices of the teacher’s instructions, which is like relying on 

instructions [to dig] a ditch that will lead water from a pond to a rice field. 

Moreover, first through the meditative equipoise of the teachers’ lineage 

through the lama lineage, after establishing the body of Orgyan Rinpoche 

and the entire Buddha-field as the nature of oneself, the empowerment is to 

focus on the kingdom of Lotus-light. (46.1/54.14) Moreover, when the 

teacher is that actual Orgyan Pema, as there is not merely just interest (mos 

pa), through abiding in the body of the master (Padmasambhava abides 

within the teacher’s body), the continuum of blessings is that. The focus, 

which is the root [teacher]’s empowerment, allows us to enter into that field. 

Likewise, the continuation of blessings, which is bestowed [at the time of 

empowerment] by the root teacher, replenishes us as [blessings] descend as 
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the teacher and Orgyan Padma[sambhava] are undifferentiated. Through 

that, we strive to recite and meditate [on that]. “Source of all refuge, Root 

Lama, and undifferentiated Lake-born Vajra, Emanation body.”   

From within all of our objects of refuge, the greatest relationship is 

with the root teacher. Therefore, easily practice and create an image of that 

[the root teacher] in front of you. Here, in the presence of the root teacher, 

easily created and just as it is, [and] again [it] is the purpose of easily 

creating the Glorious Copper-colored Mountain. The empowerment of [this] 

sadhana style is the same as [that] excellent crucial [practice].  

 46.6/55.8 The fifth [point]: Here the practice is to simply meet with 

the Great Master, Padmasambhava, or through the actual body of the teacher 

that is not (Padmasambhava), or from the position of the ever-present 

assembly of refuge, or through the great lineage bodies (all of these 

emanations) are subtlety lucid and are Vajra-holders who are not common 

with other [traditions/lineages]. Through especially attaining through those 

bodies, [you] abide in the presence of great masters. 47.2/55.14 The 

Treasury of Dharma states, “In order to practice action, which leads all 

sentient beings [to liberation], a single prayer is drawn out to manifest, 

through the many ways of the three: accumulating, purifying, and increasing 

are not sufficient for the Vajra vehicle, and since it is necessary for arisings 
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in dependence on one another, one should strive for the essential points or 

the seven branches. 47.3/55.19  

 When [you] practice each one individually, through prostrating to the 

supports of the victorious ones, it is said that you will attain future lives in 

the universal monarch as however many [grains of] sand there are.450 Here, 

through focusing on whatever is in relation to the aspects of the teacher’s 

mantra, even the branch of prostration enters through the door, which 

establishes the universal monarch of the Vajra Vidharayas (rdo rje’i rig 

‘dzin).  

 When [you] offer, the instructions say that you can offer 

immeasurable mansions, gardens, and so forth. There are many ways that are 

great dependent arisings, which are practiced in a good way of the 

Awareness-holders.  

 Confession - In front as you see the image of your teacher as 

Padmasambhava, you purify all transgressions in your lifetime: afflictive 

obstructions, general obstructions, and special commitments (samaya, dam 

tshig).  

 
450 See Dilgo Khyentse Rinpoche, Guru Yoga, Ithaca: Snow Lion Publications, 1999, 43. “The 

number of particles of dust beneath your body when doing just a single prostration to the Lord 

Buddha will be the number of times you will be reborn as a universal monarch in future lives.” 

Here it is stated, rdul grangs snyed kyi ‘khor sgyur ‘thob par gsungs. 55.19 - 20.  
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 Rejoicing in the conduct, which ripens and purifies, of the entire 

victors and their heirs, which gathers many collections that purify the field 

on which is meditated [on]. 48.1/56.8 Through the secret mantra vehicle, 

combine rejoicing in the virtuous activities of sentient beings. Therefore, 

[their activity] is the same as the virtuous qualities of the Vajra-holders 

adamantine topics.451 [Your] fortune instantly changes. The three vehicles, 

[in] general and [in] particular, the Vajrayāna mind class (rgyud sde) 

teachings encourages (bskul ba) to revolve as thoroughly immersed [in this] 

retinue. Therefore, the best way to go is [to be] the wholesome root, which 

gathers the treasury of the ocean or listening extensively as you are near the 

teacher.  

 Through requesting to be seated (bzhugs gsol)452, until we attain 

enlightenment, the intention (gnad), which to not be separated from the 

appearance of the body of Master Orgyan Rinpoche.  

 At the time of dedication, when [I] enter under the [auspices with] 

ambition to complete all paths of the great enlightenment, may [I] ascertain 

in detail the great vast undifferentiated points of the realizations of the Great 

Vehicle [in] future lives.  

 
451 See Germano in JIABS 17 no. 2 (1994) 297 as per 

http://www.thlib.org/reference/dictionaries/tibetan-dictionary/translate.php. Accessed December 

21, 2018. “Architecture and Absence…”  

452 See Light of Wisdom, Vol. 2, p. 122.  
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 48.4/57.1 The sixth is to visualize teacher Orgyan Padma right in front 

of you as you contemplate his good qualities and kindness over and over 

again. “The mind seized by the teacher, the cause to contemplate does not 

exist apart from the teacher, body and mind cannot be affected, dissolves out 

there (pod pa).”  

The faith of complete trust that engenders for a long time a fervent 

devotion that is like that one is not able to be separated from the teacher. 

Through this faith and through offering that does not rely on the three, body, 

speech, and mind, request intensely, your three doors - body, speech, and 

mind are the enlightened [points] of the teacher. Deep devotion is sufficient 

and profound. Without that [devotion], when you are concentrating on the 

pure realm and the teacher, it is like casting sawdust across a river ford, 

meaning that the practice is exhaustive and insufficient. It is middling. When 

meeting with subduing enemies and protecting friends and family, business, 

farming, and worldly affairs, that is like a cluster of bees flying around 

together, the mind (shes pa) is deeply planted and that sentient being even 

projecting [it] to the heart of the teacher. That person emerges [from] falling 

down and the karma is set (“it has to be that way). “Now, we are living in 

terrible times and we have sunk into the swamp of horrible suffering.”453  

 
453 Find quote!!! Da lta dus ngan snyigs pa’i ‘gro/ mi buzad sdug bsngal ‘dam du bying 
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Through contemplating the condition of what is said [here], [you have] 

resolution and determination. You also know that very one is indispensable.  

 The seventh: “Except for relying on other magical displays, those 

perceived as superior do not exist.”454 49.4/57.18 - 19 Through the power of 

another principal [deity/teacher] as the example states, is at this occasion 

established as creating the Lotus Light (Copper-colored Mountain). 

Therefore, through the many portals of blessings of the teacher, it is essential 

that [you] perceive those blessings descending over and over again. Remain 

effortlessly in that field for however long those blessings remain. Take hold 

from the deep hook, and there is not an opportunity to lose control.455 

50.1/58.5   

 The blessings of the three vajras of that descend one by one. 

Extensively, the descent of the Vajra blessings are undifferentiated wisdom: 

the stages of visualization and you receive the four empowerments. You 

know to observe the word of absorbing the empowering energy of the vajra 

body. In particular, when [you] attain heat on the path of great bliss, [you] 

are capable to travel to the awareness-holders sacred places. Although, this 

is only a fraction of what [you] gain or in subsequent lives, you can travel as 

 
454 rdzu ‘phrul gzhan brten ma gtogs par/ de dag gong ma mthong ba med/ 

455 Does this refer to the hook breathing that is sometimes found in tantric practices? ASK!!! 
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a sky-traveler, a land being, or otherwise. More importantly, even the three 

rays of light - white, red, and blue - of receiving this empowerment dawn as 

aspects of light of nectar of bliss, so only interest (mos) is required. The 

continuum from the awareness-holders, Vajrayogini, and the teacher’s body 

are aligned with observing the gathering of wisdom of the actual 

accomplishment. Therefore, briefly, there is only the gradual observation of 

great bliss wisdom descending, and so one should know from the 

arrangement with the second content of [what is stated] previously. 

Moreover, it is said in the Brilliant Expanse Tantra, that there are many 

aspects of channels, winds, and orbs of producers of the three perspectives 

of bad, good, and neutral transmigrators in this body of yours. 51.1/59.3  

 Violation of the auspiciousness of those [blessings] is that the crucial 

point of going to the higher realms is said to be a practice that burns the six 

enlightened of Kriya tantra (rig drug) With respect to dividing with what is 

in accord with what remains [on] the path, which goes as abiding as perfect 

great bliss, there is the excellent skillful mean of the spiritual friend.  (grogs 

byed) Moreover here, through the light of oṃ, [you] purify the root 

obstructions and bodily actions. Through the light of Aḥ, [you] purify the 

karma of speech and wind obstructions, etc. When you recognize the fine 

distinctions within [this], it is complete.  
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 “Planting the seeds of the completely ripened awareness-holders” 

such as what is similar to what is also said from the Letters of the Four 

Awareness-Holders clearly develops the manner that increases efficacy, 

which enters through the awareness-holders and dogs dar thud when [you] 

make haste and study carefully, understanding (shes pa) comes about.  

 Here, when [you] take the empowerment, even the retinue of the 

teacher and the sky-goers abide as the same as the enlightened mind (dgongs 

pa) of the principal deity, and through doing so, when [you] think to pay 

attention to taking the consecration, you realize the great quantity of 

blessings.  

 The eighth point. 51.5/59.18 This treasure, root text is a prayer, which 

pierces [through] the visualization on traversing to the Lotus-Light [palace].  

In this lifetime, there is a purpose to inflate (‘bur) from ordinary prayers 

through always focusing [on] vajra speech even as great blessings, and if 

[you] do not ascertain mixing [blessings/prayers…] with [your] mind 

continuum, the requests are not suitable. “Requests cast from the depth of 

the heart are not merely mouthed nor mere words.” What is the purpose if 

that is the case? Even [if] there is an impartial attitude, [you can] look to the 

right, listen to the left, and stray upwards as [you] are in a state of 

contemplating a sūtra and is not merely mouthed nor merely words.  
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 The false speech with respect to the field of assembly, too much 

shameless [speech] even examines one’s self and others. There are many 

like that. When [you] practice the field, it is good to think of this prayer 

either seven, twenty-one, or some other amount over and over again.  

 The ninth point is the actual basis of the steps of visualizations, which 

go to the supreme field. Moreover, Guru [Rinpoche] is in a state of the most 

loving mind, smiling, draws you in with [his] happy gaze. From the center of 

[his] heart, there is red light of great bliss compassion combined with warm 

blessings that arise like the radiating sun. This red light is a guide that 

connects you [like] a cord to the Lotus-Light. Because it touches into the 

center of the heart of that, impurities are purified. Your devotion clearly 

dawns as bliss-radiance as your mind is singled focused on a red orb that 

envelopes [you] and is like a forceful shooting star.  

 That red orb travels upwards through the wind, which aspires with 

your respect and is like an incredible horse focusing in a race. As soon as 

[you] mention the hook of the light of compassion, from the heart, [you] 

push the red orb to the top like iron filings being drawn in by a magnetic and 

dissolves into the center of Guru [Rinpoche’s] heart. You focus your mind in 

a state, which your mind mixes with the teacher’s mind.  
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 Through recalling the good qualities of Guru [Rinpoche] , your mind 

is continuously subdued. It is like a swan resting on a lotus lake and a good 

feeling arises. Being like this is a great strength. It is difficult to maintain a 

strong practice when there is no delight. 53.4/61.7-8 From [the] prayer, “As 

brilliant, luminous spheres…” Since [you] are confused, which is the 

experience or feeling of the interruption of life at the time of death, focusing 

[on] the luminous sphere of the mind and the wind, and through becoming 

pale (bkrag pa) and the [time of] the red dawn clearly radiates, [you] 

experience whatever powerful dependent arisings that take [you] to the field 

of Palri.  

 The compassion and activities of the victorious one endlessly arises in 

direct correlation to [how] a student sees and [has] interest (mos pa) just like 

a color appears in a jewel, water, or a crystal (when it is near that object of 

reflection). 54.1/61.18 It is said in all the sūtras and tantras, “with respect to 

the purpose of merely the way of performing your prayers and interest, now 

transforms anything and refrains [you from having] doubt. Prayers are 

spontaneous contemplations void of wishy-washy doubt,” 61.20 Only this 

[should] be principally done at this time. Furthermore, the aspects of you 

and the field simultaneously dawn just as planets and stars shine in the ocean 

as before, concerning as you examine through the good path, as soon as you 
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finish whatever prayers, mix the mind [of the guru] and [your] mind through 

that method (the method being the prayers). Like that, repeat three, seven, or 

more times. Even this is the focus of visualization, which enters into that 

consciousness. There is not a one side, which transmigrates from releasing 

body and mind, the highest transmigration dawns as there are not even 

dangers, which are short lifetimes.  

 The tenth point. 54.5 Afterwards, the best focus is also the recitation 

of the aspiration prayers of the Copper-colored mountain. Both the 

instructions and treasure texts say this, “this aspirational prayer text is not 

only an aspirational prayer but also the landscape.” Since the combination of 

the teacher and awareness-holder is such a valuable object of expression of 

the stages of the path, which are combined in the generation, completion, 

and Great Completeness, through remembering the meaning after the words, 

one should have precise capacity for the habituation [of the practice].  

 The eleventh point. The Small Letter text says, “no matter where you 

are, you experience the actual Glorious Copper-colored mountain, and from 

that, you do not see the ordinary.” The emanations, which are meditated 

[upon] from striving internally [during] a meditative session to immediately 

transpire to the post-meditation session, if the wind 
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is cut, then the thought is destroyed. The sūtra instructs like that. When 

present and former [time] does not exist, then all appearances even those in 

post-meditation are themselves actual friends and enjoyments that abide as 

Lotus-light. Remember to experience [it like this] through training from 

relying on the great awareness. (‘dzin chen po) Whatever arises and mixes as 

the support of happiness and suffering, as it is said as the only practice are 

the same method in the treasure text, accept it in the practice.  Likewise, the 

two, meditation and post-meditation, should be practiced in an uninterrupted 

way. Therefore, when [you] train [your] mind that does not transfer in a 

body, in orienting to appearances, which are like the face of the Glorious 

Copper-colored Mountain. Since the power of the practice is similar to the 

writings in the text, as you cast away the physical body, you immediately 

become the supreme fundamental point, which goes from completely mixing 

right in the Buddha-field. The generation phase of transference [practice] is 

like this.456 

 The twelfth point. 56.2/63.15: Likewise, with respect to the 

completion stage, which mixes the mind with the predominant object, the 

Buddha-field that is the appearance aspect during the day (this is done when 

 
456 Germano mentions that many Nyingma and Longchen Nyingthig practices are similar to the 

Tibetan Book of the Dead practices. Here is a direct correlation.  
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you are awake) and the final training is through training [in] night yoga, as it 

is the empty aspect. This itself is the main training.  

 As before, imagine the landscape clearly and invite [your] teacher 

who is at the center of the landscape into the center of [your] heart. The light 

rays of that through gathering together the pure environment, beings along 

with your body just like a mirror disappears from steam of saying, “HA”, 

mixes [your] mind with clear light, the great basic space as you fall asleep. 

Therefore, when you have mastered this training well, only a bit of a 

propelling condition, as the support of the Buddha-field and the supported 

[your mind] has the capacity for whatever is desired and is viewed as a 

dream.  

 Since sleep and death have similar qualities, when [you] are steadfast 

as having good familiarity with this, even at the time of death and in the 

bardo, it is important to come [to this]. With respect to [your] consciousness 

going to the pure field, the important explanation is to train on the path of 

the brahmin’s door (Phowa). Here, as you rise up from sleep, from that 

teacher and path arrange the two expressions, the stages of visualization, 

which create arriving and departing. These methods should be investigated. 

57.2/64.11  
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 As methods, the day and night yogas seal each other and the field, 

body, and the palace the three individually settle as their own suchness as 

primordial wisdom. In a single moment, as the different methods are isolated 

out, our Heart Essence tradition teaches them as an entire system so that 

even the subtle focal points of the ways of teachings are important.  

 The earlier [practice] is easier and [shows] a little understanding. The 

latter one is the profound meaning of the actual basis. Therefore, it is not 

said here. On the occasion of these, generally, we as Tibetans, particularly 

experience these profound dharma treasures and have a great connection of 

admiration with Guru Rinpoche. For these reasons, these methods easily 

create that. Having contemplated that, rejoice! When cultivating joy, [you] 

should also contemplate on the method’s great meaning. Mostly, it is within 

the context of what was discussed earlier.  

 However, simultaneously mixing from casting out the various words, 

as for that abiding, every life and body, enjoyments, virtuous qualities, and 

residual disadvantages, which diminish are establish as meditative equipoise 

and spiritual achievements as infinitely pure wisdom of illusion that 

naturally radiates as the power of the great field of awareness holders, and 

the speech of the magic sky-goers awareness holders. Through that power, 

the superior path that is established is the condition, which cuts through, and 
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when [you] see the fortunes of abiding, which accomplishes [the position of] 

awareness-holders, there is an immediate perception of wondrous activities, 

and appearances dawn as great bliss (bde chen). However, much you are 

acquainted [with this practice], [you] also go as great pure appearances. Yet, 

whatever is seen [as false], the depth of blessings does not manifest. 

Whatever is desired arises. Anything appears as something of interest. 

Activities follow after the mind so do things with intention. [It is] not able to 

be forfeited by others. When the power of your own mastery meets with 

anything as it has form, the person who abides [in this way] overwhelmingly 

ascertains through the method that is called, “waves of transformation.” 

58.6/65.18 

 There, all the secret dharma, which abides when [you pay] respect to 

the gods, nagas, and sky-goers, like the power of a summer flower arising 

spontaneously, are the good qualities of abiding, which are established by 

their own nature. You also have force, which arises similarly to the 

aggregates of good qualities of the awareness holders’ established fields and 

fortune. Permanently abide there. The delight in space and from one place to 

another, through the nature of the sky-goers, who are able to come and go 

miraculously, is blessings. Through those, there is the power, which creates 

great mind of the Buddha (dgongs) and friends on the path. Since the 
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condition that is perceived is not pervaded by thought, and as you are 

abiding in the actual accomplishment of tantra, the power of 

accomplishment easily arises as miraculous activities of faith, respect, 

steadfastness, and other virtuous qualities and all actual accomplishments of 

wisdom.457 In particular, this principal field is called “the origin of the 

deathless great bliss Lotus” and abides as all excellent phenomena. The 

lineage as the ground for the unfolding of the tantras, transmissions, and 

special instructions are endowed with the potential for all of these 

[manifestations] as its expression of the assembly. The wisdom of the actual 

accomplishment is Padmasambhava’s form, which gathers as everything. 

[He] has a cheerful disposition as one billion suns radiate wisdom and 

compassion. Even the great male sky-goers of the vast enjoyments see his 

wondrous face with desirous eyes. The female sky-goers enter into the 

indestructible limitless basic space like a servant following orders. The 

trainee in the limitless field of the ten directions, who makes discipline 

without delay: that attainment of reality itself, which is like the ocean tides, 

is the crown of the lineage.  

 
457 Here is an obvious link between practicing tantra to accomplish the qualities of a good student 

in Dzogchen. Also, we can see how having devotion and faith are examples of methods that do 

not require thought because no thought is used to arrive at these qualities. Extremely important 

point. ASK for commentary.  
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 Having attended to your own teacher while never departing in the 

three times, the nectar of profound teaching is the vast enjoyment. In the 

instructions, “the path of the four types of awareness-holders to that pure 

realm instead of going the course of the sun and moon, swiftly goes to the 

ground of Samantrabhadra. The important point of that quote is to explain 

the dharma. Even circling a kingdom through spreading the sole of [one’s] 

boots, it is difficult to change the direction of a single person.  

 That field as the wheel of enjoyments of Samantrabhadra is 

thoroughly understood for an unbiased trainee. As for Jamyang Khyentse 

Wangpo being Avalokitesvara, this way of being is easy and not necessarily 

done in short durations. Therefore, even views on whatever two benefits 

(self and other) is the attainment of the highest level, which are the excellent 

circumstances and mutual satisfaction.  

 We from the beginning, from tormented laxity through unbearable 

suffering in the deep womb of bad transmigration, now for the first time, 

[we] arise a little bit into a happy transmigration and at this time, having 

seen 100 za ma at once, not renouncing equanimity and beginning with the 

hook of compassion, [we] enter into the approach of dharma and sustain 

[these] with the instructions of ripening and maturing.  
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 From the Four Thoughts that Turn Away [from Samsara] up to the 

highest of Adzom Drukpa (A dzom ‘druk pa)’s treasures, all of which are the 

good path and the root of dependent arisings of a student. This 

accomplishment of yours as the method, which teaches in ma byams mas bu 

is necessarily the final support. And [you] are a Buddha when you finally 

arrive to the end [of the path]. If [you] spread out or cut off [from it], the 

time to arrive does not come. At this time, you [cannot] arrive to the final 

[result] through limited dependent arisings of paths or wisdom and effort, 

etc. You cannot even attain it in future lives, just as copper descends and 

gathers within the middle of the mountain and slips downhill. Through great 

illness, which cut off the spread [of the teachings] or placing stones 

upstream in a river does not cut off, which reverses to downstream, “I easily 

practice and go happily.”  Having established in an excellent manner when 

[you] understand [it] well, you immediately go among the awareness-

holders. This method established is called, “the instructions that are like the 

sword of actual accomplishment.” This is the crucial point.   

 When you contemplate the natural state of the dharma in the presence 

of the Buddha, which is like this parting gift, [you] should remember 

through recognizing that kindness, the kindness of the glorious teacher, since 
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it is not a method that judges. The father of the dharma sends [you there so] 

you necessarily also go to that ground.  

 With respect to taking this practice into your experience: having 

carried the suitable vessel, the victorious root empowerment, as it is 

necessary to make [yourself] a suitable vessel as said by the Omniscient 

One. Also, when [you] receive the empowerment and you make 

commitments, these occur on top of the physical support of the awareness-

holders. Since even a human birth is difficult to find, from the instructions, 

devotion and commitment are very pure aspects. When [you] experience as 

it is said in the quote, transformation is not possible if there is not an effort 

in a method of pure commitment. Even if there is instruction, now there are 

limpid conditions. Train well while you have this chance of a clear mind. 

Having done so, when [there is] unproduced confidence, at the time of being 

entangled by sudden death or fatal disease, [you are] disturbed by 

discrimination like hair moving in the wind. When [you] are free from your 

own power, exert [yourself] to not have desire [in your] heart. [You should] 

also, there is a complete inaction due to not being able to contemplate. 

Therefore, it is very important to ascertain the training prior to that [time]. It 

is necessary to do like this at the transition. The profound point even 

expands and impels as this way of thought. Likewise, this accomplishment 
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of the teacher’s blessings, when the dynamism radiates outwards, why even 

mention that in future lives that the actual accomplishments arise as ripening 

results of autumn, when even at this time, all thoughts as the method of 

flowers are established by that. Since all obstacles are removed by that, that 

engendering perception as the all-purpose, wish-fulfilling jewel as the deity 

should be held as the main point.  

 Herds of animals are without resources by the remainders of earth and 

water. When [you] confirm by the song that proclaims hearing the Great 

Completeness tantra (khu byug) is the song of the vina that are the 

instructions [of] the profound treasure Padmasambhava. As for what 

deprives [you] of being tormented by the [time] of the spread of the five 

[denigrating corruptions] is as good as amazing is well explained, and you 

are young as springtime. Going [there] increases the sprouts of virtuous 

mind. The activities of the Lake-Born are joyous maidens of summer. Cry 

out and go hastily without concern for weariness. 64.2/70.2 Even you from 

now on all garland of birth have the capability to be the universal monarch 

for the benefit of others and rain down as precious activities of the Glorious 

Guru. It all-pervasively descends and manifests as space.  
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 Jigme Tenpa’i Nyima, some of us of lower intelligence like me, 

having the hope to benefit, may I have the good fortune to offer this text in 

the third month of the Water Mouse year.  

 

Eh Ma Ho!!! 
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